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VI.

FEDERATION ABOLITIONNISTE INTERNATIONALE.
(FOUNDED BY JOSEPHINE BUTLER IN 1875.

President :

M. YVES GUYOT, Paris, Councillor of State.

Chairman of Commission Administrative :

M. DE MEURON, Geneva.

Secretary :

M. PAUL SUBLET.

Office :

3, RUE DU VIEUX COLLEGE, GENEVA.

OBJECT.

1. The International Abolitionist Federation has for

its object the abolition of prostitution specially regarded
as a legal or tolerated institution.

Holding that the organisation of prostitution by
public authority is a hygienic mistake, a social injustice,

a moral outrage, and a judicial crime, the Federation

endeavours to arouse opposition to the system, and to

secure its condemnation everywhere.

2. The Federation is independent of any political

party, philosophical school, or religious creed.

It unites in voluntary association persons of either

sex who wish to assist in the realisation of its object.

PRINCIPLES.

3. As an International Association, the Federation

confines itself to a general declaration of principles, and
leaves to the National, District, and Local Sections,

Groups or Committees, the responsibility of deciding the

precise points in which their laws need reform.



4. In that department >i 1< ,L -kuion which is con-

cerned with si-xual morality, the Federation maintains

the autonomy "i the- human peTSQP, wliicli has its

corollary in the responsibility of the individual (i.e.,

personal liberty and individual responsibility).

On the one hand, it condemns all "measures of

exception" (i.e., laws or regulations affecting particular

groups or classes of persons) applied under pretext of

morals.

On the other hand, it affirms that by instituting a

system of regulation which aims at providing for men

security and irresponsibility in vice, the State breaks

down the whole idea of responsibility, the basis of all

morality.
When the woman alone is burdened with the legal

consequences of a mutual act, the State propagates the

disastrous idea that there is a different morality for the

two sexes.

5. Considering that the simple fact of personal and

private prostitution is a matter which concerns the

conscience, but which does not constitute a legal offence,

the Federation declares that the intervention of the State

in matters relating to sexual morality should be limited

to the following points :

Punishment of every immoral act accomplished
or attempted against minors, or persons of either

sex who have the status of minors. The laws of

each State ought to determine exactly the limits

and the conditions of this status.

Punishment of every outrage against decency
committed or attempted by violent or fraudulent

means against persons of any age and of either sex.

Punishment of public indecency.

Punishment of public provocation to debauchery
and of procuration in such of their criminal mani-

festations as can be legally established without



arbitrary action, and without re-establishing under

another form the special regime of the police des

mceurs. The measures taken in regard to the above

ought to be applied to men as well as to women.

Whenever procuration comes under the hand of

the Law, those who pay the procurers and profit

by their industry ought to be considered as accom-

plices.

The Federation consequently declares that the State

ought neither to impose on any woman compulsory
examination (la visite obligatoire) under the pretext of

morals, nor to submit the persons of prostitutes to any

exceptional regime whatever.

6. Besides the questions which have a direct con-

nection with its special aim, the Federation makes a

scientific study of prostitution. It carries on a permanent

inquiry as to the moral, economic, or other causes of

this social sore as to its effects and as to the means

of remedying it.

Questions of this nature placed on the Programme
of the Congresses are as far as possible announced a

year in advance. It is, however, to be understood that

such inquiries are only to be regarded as collective studies,

and that with regard to them no resolution pledging the

Federation can be passed.
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DR. J. A. WAY, Ruridecanal Conference.
Mrs. WESTROPP, Midwives' Union.
MRS. WHETTON, Women's Freedom League.
MRS. WHITE, Women's Co-operative Guild.
MRS. WHITING, British Women's Temperance Association.
MR. WILLIAMS, Labour Party.
MRS. A. E. WREN, Theosophical Society.
DR. BOSWORTH WRIGHT.

MR. A. G. YEAXLEE, Free Church Council.

EXTRACT FROM
RULES OF THE CONFERENCE.

i. The Conference of the International Abolitionist Federation to
be held at Portsmouth, June I5th to i8th, 1914, is organised in accord-
ance with Article 6 of the Statutes of the Federation :

"
Besides the questions which have a direct connection with its

special aim, the Federation makes a scientific study of prostitution.
It carries on a permanent inquiry as to the moral, economic, or other
causes of the social sore as to its effects and as to the means of

remedying it.

"
It is, however, to be understood that such inquiries are only to

be regarded as collective studies, and that with regard to them no
resolution pledging the Federation can be passed."

VII. Resolutions. The Conference is primarily for the purpose of
deliberation and scientific discussion rather than for passing resolutions.

If any resolutions are proposed they will be referred to a special
committee appointed by the Administrative Commission, which will

revise them in accordance with Rule I. (above) ; they will then be
submitted to the Assembles Generate, in a special session before the
close of the Conference.
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SPEECHES DELIVERED AT THE ASSEMBLEE GENERALE

OF THE I. A. F.

M. DE MEURON spoke with deep feeling of all that

the Federation owed since its foundation to the devotion

and ability of *Mr. Stuart, and then called on several

old fellow-workers of the late President.

Mr. G. W. JOHNSON, C.M.G. :-

We meet to-day in the shadow of a great loss, but

across the shadow shine the memories of a noble and
beautiful life.

By the death of James Stuart the Federation has

lost its honoured and beloved President, and not a few

of those who are here present feel that they have lost a

very dear friend.

In his delightful
"
Reminiscences," published three

years ago, he wrote :

"
I have been very fortunate through-

out my life in enjoying the friendship of many people
whose friendship to me has been a great possession, and
still is. ... I have led not only a life full of interest,

but a very happy life, and as one grows older I think one's

happiness is capable of increasing. I have had the great

good fortune as I have advanced in life of finding more
and not fewer people who have been devoted friends."

Who that knew him could help being a devoted friend to

one who was ever so gladsome and kindly and true to all

his friends ?

He was a man of high intellectual attainments,
boundless energy, keen initiative, organising ability

and intense devotion, but what we remember most was his

lovable and unselfish nature. He was a tme man; no
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human happiness, no human suffering, failed to interest

him
;

the chords of his sympathetic heart vibrated to

every human cry of need
;
and the music that resulted

was no mere echo, no plaintive moaning as of an solian

harp, but the clarion note of a trumpet calling him to

action. So in his time he became a pioneer and leader

in divers movements for the uplift of humanity ;
and

none of these movements were touched by him without his

leaving on them the impress of his strong personality,

which was at once poetic and practical. Jhe keen eye of

his spirit was ever fixed on visions of the highest, on ideals

of truth and justice ;
but his hands were ever busy with the

details of building according to the pattern in the Mount,
with the laborious slow process of realising ideals in this

imperfect world. For over twenty years he was engaged
in University reforms and in University Extension work.

He was a Member of Parliament for twenty years ;
a

member of the London County Council for eighteen years ;

a journalist for eight years ; a director of a large manu-

facturing business for fifteen years ;
and a worker in the

Abolitionist cause for forty-four years. Let me say a

few words as to some of his achievements in these varied

spheres of work, and in each case, be it noted, that his

work was that of a pioneer. He laid foundations, and he

laid them well and truly for others to build upon.
First as to his educational work. Coming fifty

years ago from Scotland, which was then perhaps the

best-educated country in Europe, to England, which was

far from being the best-educated country, his earliest

ambition was to establish a peripatetic University,

the Professors of which would circulate among the big

towns of England. His first opportunity for doing some-

thing in this direction came to him in an invitation from

a Society for promoting the higher education of women, of

which Josephine Butler was President, and in 1867 he

gave lectures to women in four northern towns. The next

year he gave a similar course of lectures to working-men.
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lectures \\viv the bc^innin- <.i the Inix.

nsion movement, and tin- scheme which owed its

:i t. James Stuart, who In-t dreamed the dream and
then showed that it could he made a reality, has already
resulted in something beyond its original conception
in the creation of seven new (.'Diversities in Kmjand and

\\.iles, all of which, unlike our old I ni\< open
to women on the same terms as men. Not many pioneers
have seen in their own lifetime Mich an abundant harvest

from their sowing.
In this, as in other spheres in which Stuart laboured,

it was not so much the work which he- him>elf put into it-

tin ni^h his own efforts were great and unwearied but even

more the inspiration and guidance which he gave to others,

which helped to produce so great a result. As one has

said :

" Some part of what we owe to him may be gathered
from the records of the movements for which lie worked.

The larger part remains unchronicled, not only because

all his work was marked by self-effacement, but also

because we have no gauge with which to measure the

value of the inspiration given by a personality like h\>."

After education he turned to municipal work to the

betterment of London, which five and twenty years ago was
one of the worst-governed cities in Hupland and to-day
is among the best governed of our cities. The change
was brought about by an ardent, earnest band of reformers,

who entered the London County Council on its first

formation in 1889. One of these was James Stuart, and
in their good work he took a leading part for many years.

Shortly after entering the Council he added to his

labours the work of a journalist, taking control of the
"
Star," a halfpenny evening paper. Stuart soon started

the
"
Morning Leader," the first morning halfpenny paper

that secured any footing in London. The halfpenny press

has, of course, enormously increased the number of news-

paper readers, and thus it has fulfilled a necessary
and most useful function in helping to provide political
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education to a large number of men and women who
would otherwise not have been reached. The "

Morning
Leader

"
through all the years of its separate existence

set a fine example in continually advocating a sane and

practical and high-toned Liberalism.

In journalism, as in other things, Stuart never ad-

mitted compromise with what he believed to be evil,

and the attitude which his paper adopted in regard to

the South African War was destined, as he well knew at

the time, to bring him unpopularity. It was no doubt the

main cause of his defeat at the General Election of 1900,
in his candidature at Hoxton, which he had represented
in Parliament for 15 years. After that date his public
activities were less numerous than before and necessarily

so, since no man could have long continued to work as

hard as he had done during the preceding ten years, when
at the same time he was engaged in Parliamentary and

County Council work and in journalism, besides constantly

speaking at political meetings so that he was once

referred to in the House of Commons as the honourable

member whose life was one long public meeting.
He was always intensely interested in life and in

hard work ;
as he said,

"
the main way to get an interest

in life is to throw oneself with vigour into whatever one has

to do." It was his good fortune that he never had to leave

any work until it had been well started on sure foundations

and so in turn he was able without regret to retire from

educational propaganda, from journalism, and from muni-

cipal work. But the work that he never left was that of

the Abolitionist Federation. He was Josephine Butler's

earliest comrade and most vigorous supporter through the

seventeen years' fight against the C.D. Acts in England.
He was not in Parliament when the suspension of

those Acts was secured in 1883, but to him it was largely

due that one of the first acts of the new Parliament

of 1886 was the definite and final removal of that most

unjust legislation from the statutes of England, and the
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conduct of tin n peal measure through the House of

Commons fell to his lot.

He contributed perhaps more than any other man to

the victory in Kngland, byhis unceasing and -< li -sacrificing

efforts, liis powerful advocacy, his appeal to first principles,

and his unswerving faith in their ultimate triumph.
He was with Josephine Butler during her tu^t visit

to the Continent on tlu> Mibjert in 1874. Hers

was the prophetic and pathetic voice crying in

the wilderness, which first drew together the band
of men and women in different countries, who a

year later formed themselves into the Abolitionist

Federation ;
but through all her first difficult mission

James Stuart was supporting her with his wise counsel

and his helpful presence.
He was also present at the first Congress of Geneva

in 1877, and largely helped to frame and to secure

adhesion to the Resolutions of that Congress, which

form the Charter of the Federation, and which

were wisely based on such broad and universal

principles as to transcend all national or religious

differences of view or practice ;
and for nearly fifteen

years longer than any other President he has been

President of the Federation. Many of you can tell much
better than I how much the Federation has owed to

its late President, to his transparent and convincing

eloquence, his calm and wise advice in times of doubt

and difficulty, and his constant devotion to the cause.

To complete the circle of work which he first began
with Josephine Butler, when nearly forty years ago she

proclaimed her message to Europe, his latest published
utterance was an introduction, which he contributed to the

first English translation of
" Une Voix dans le Desert,"

issued at the beginning of last year. "It is well" he

wrote,
"
that our English friends should be able to read

the words which embodied so much in their day, especially
as this is a time when women's questions are so much to the
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front. Moreover, the attitude of a nation towards prosti-

tution is largely the outcome and the index of its attitude

towards women."
I should like to end by adapting and applying to

James Stuart words which he used on a similar occasion

concerning Josephine Butler :

" And now what is the sum of it all ? It seems to me
to be this, that we must all be glad that he lived. We are

each of us individually better, and the world as a whole

is better, because he lived ; and the seed that he has sown
can never die."

Frau K. SCHEVEN :

It is a precious duty and a privilege for me to be called

to speak for the German Branch in memoriam of our

beloved late President, the Right Honourable James
Stuart, who left us last year after many years of noble

work for the cause which is sacred to us. Although there

are but few German workers who knew him personally,
his lifelong devotion to our cause is known and admired

in all Abolitionist circles. I can say that all of us feel

the deepest regret for the loss of this spiritual leader, a loss

which is in some sense irreparable.

He had for our German work the deepest interest and

sympathy, and to his moral and financial support we owe
a great deal of what we have accomplished.

I had the privilege of knowing our beloved President

for years, and I dared call him my friend. He was to

me the ideal of true chivalrous manhood, who stands up
for the causes of the miserable and the downtrodden

for justice' sake.

He realised in politics, as well as in business and

private life, the demand established by -our greatest

German thinker and moralist, Im. Kant, that the right

of those who shall obey must necessarily precede the

consideration of the well-being of those who command, and
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that this ris^ht is ;i >anctuary which is to he exalted far

beyond the pr.i: my practical success and any
utilitarian principle. I never saw in any <>th.T man this

unbending spirit of justi<e developed 30 perfectly and
united to so much ^entlene and charity as in our beloved

Mr. Stuart.

Justice was the standard under which lie inu.^ht lite'-

battle, justice \\a> the pas>ion of his imbK- s,,ul. Hi-

linn belief in the necessary triumph <! ju>tx OD earth

deeply impressed me when I began to work in the ranks of

the Federation, and strengthened my courage when it

failed in face of the great and specific difficulties which

stand up against us in our country. He liked to discuss

these difficulties with me; and, although he did not i

German papers and had never lived in Germany, he

wonderfully understood to judge the situation and to give
me precious advice. From the height where he stood, and
with his knowledge of the human heart, which is the same

everywhere, the mainsprings and central motives of men'>

actions lay clear before him as soon as he undertook

to study a question. It was often wonderful to me to

see him seize the chief points of a question with absolute

sharpness, when I thought that I had only just begun
to explain.

I am Mire none of us will ever forget the bright and

happy days spent under hi> kind direction in Canow

Abbey, when Mr. and Mr>. Stuart ..tiered u> hospitality
in their beautiful home. This beautiful time is past and
will never come back, but we treasure the reminiscence

of it in loving and taithtul hearts. As Ion- as \\e live

he is not dead, and for a much longer time he will Ir.

a wide circle through the benevolent intluence of his

actions and his example, and in this >eii>e he will be

immortal. The Indian wisdom sa]
" No good deed

is done in vain
;
no good man has lived in vain." The

influence emanating fnm him, shines forth to many
generations.
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Madame AVRIL DE SAINTE -CROix :

Lorsque le Comite* d'organisation de la Conference

de Portsmouth m'a demande de dire ici, au nom de la

France, quelques paroles pour rappeler la memoire de

notre cher et regrette president, M. James Stuart, j'ai e"te*

vivement touched de 1'honneur qui m'e'tait fait.

Aujourd'hui, en face de la tache qui m'incombe, je

me demande si je vais etre a la hauteur de cette tache,

et si je vais savoir rendre au cher disparu rhommage
qui lui est du et exprimer toute la gratitude, toute

1'affection, tout le respect que nous gardens a sa memoire.
M. James Stuart ne fut pas seulement, en effet, pour

nous, le president de la Federation Abolitionniste Inter-

nationale, il fut rnieux et il fut plus : il fut 1'ami tendre-

ment aime", toujours coute*, dont les conseils ne furent si

faciles a suivre que parce qu'on les sentait inspires par
une grande experience, et aussi par une grande sympathie
et une communaute* d'ides.

Depuis le jour, deja lointain, ou M. James Stuart

vint chez nous pour la premiere fois, avec la chre et

regrette*e Mme J. Butler
; depuis le moment ou il prit

contact avec ceux qui, en France, partageaient ses ide*es

au point de vue abolitionniste ; depuis ce jour, un senti-

ment de profonde sympathie, faite d'estime, de com-

prehension mutuelle, s'etablit entre lui et nous, et ce fut

cette sympathie toujours grandissante qui lui permit
d'avoir, pendant les anne*es de sa presidence, I'mfluence

considerable qu'il eut sur les destinies de la Branche

Franchise de la Federation Abolitionniste.

Une des qualites superieures de M. James Stuart,

une de celles pour lesquelles il restera irremplagable,

etait, en effet, ce don de penetration, non seulement

de la psychologic de 1'individu, niais aussi de la psychologic
des peuples, qualite qui lui permettait d'intervenir dans

les questions internationales avec fruit, de ne heurter

personne ni aucune conviction et de se servir de tout et de

tous pour le triomphe des grands principes qu'il defendait.
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Pour sa largeur <lV>j)rit, pour sa bonte sourkinte,

pour sa haute intelligence, nous I'ainiions et 1 tionfl

infiniment, et si sa mort a e*te* ressentie partout oii se

trouvent des notres comme la mort d'un chef vei

c'est une douleur profonde qu'elle a cause*e en France,

ou Ton perdait plus qu'un chef, <>u Ton perdait un ami.

Le souvenir de M. J. Stuart restera impe*rissable
nous.

Et maintenant, apres avoir dit le vide immense que
sa disparition dans les cceurs frangais, comment

ne pa^ din au>>i l-s regrets que suscita sa mort parmi
tonus les femmes que pre*occupe le grand mouvement
actuel d'emancipation feminine et de relevement moral.

Rallie* des les premieres heures aux ide"es feminist*-,

M. James Stuart avait compris qu'il n'y a pas deux

justices, qu'il n'y a pas deux morales, que pour tous,

hommes ou femmes, les memes droits comportent les

memes devoirs, les memes actes les memes responsabilites.
II conside*rait comme un principe essentiel le respect

de la personne humaine, quel que soit son sexe et aussi

degradee soit-elle, et jamais il ne cessa de combattre ceux

qui, indignes de 1'esclavage des noirs, acceptaient avec

indifference de vivre dans une societe oii 1'esclavage des

blanches est une institution consacre*e par les pouvoirs

publics.
De sa pitie profonde pour la femmr tombee, de sa

conception si haute du devoir, pour rhomme comme pour
la femme dans le domaine moral, pour 1'ardeur qu'il mit

pendant tant d'anne*es a reclamer justice pour leur sexe, les

femmes lui garderont aussi un souvenir reconnaissant.

Pour nous, qui avons eu 1'honneur de le connaitra

plus intimement, qui avons eu le privilege d'etre de ses

emis, son souvenir restera ineffacable.

Nous nous souviendrons des heures rhaimant<>

passers a Cairow Abbey, lors des reunions de la Com-
mission administrative, de 1'hospitalite >i liaternelle que
nous y avons regue de la part du cher disparu et de Mine.
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James Stuart, de 1'exemple admirable de solidarite sociale

que nous y avons puise en constatant chez les notes de

Carrow Abbey la preoccupation constante du mieux-etre de

leurs employes et ouvriers.

Get exemple, nous ne 1'oublierons pas ; et, dans le

domaine qui runit nos efforts communs, nous nous

rappcllerons que la volonte* vers le bien doit rester

tendue inlassablement, si nous voulons qu'un jour le

resultat reponde a notre attente.

Soyons comme James Stuart, ignorons egalement

rimpatience ou le d6couragement.

Mr. P. H. WICKSTEED, M.A. :-

Mr. Chairman, turning back to Mr. Johnson's survey
of all the varied activities of Mr. James Stuart, I ask

myself,
" What was the common feature which ran

through them all ?
"

It is true that the character of a

man like Professor Stuart cannot be confined within a

formula. It was too complex and many-sided in its

flash and power ;
but a note has been struck in two of

the subsequent speeches the note of justice which

seems to have a special significance primarily with regard
to the work in which this Society is interested.

I have always been impressed by the profundity of

Spencer's allegory in
" The Faerie Queen." Britomartis,

the Lady of Chastity, finds her mate, not in the Red
Cross Knight, the Knight of Holiness ; not in Guyon, the

Knight of Temperance ; and not in Calidore, the Knight
of Courtesy. Holiness, Temperance, and Courtesy !

Surely they have a say in this matter. But even more

important is Justice, and it is in Artegal, the Knight of

Justice, that Britomartis finds her lover. It is Justice,

which lies at the centre of the movement in which we are

engaged, and ranges around it as auxiliaries all the other

virtues, all the Knights of our cause. Men like William

Shaen, James Stansfeld, and James Stuart have been
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Knights of Justice first, hut t |Ioliu. .
T -mpt-ram e and

Courtesj as well.

Then- is, however, another aspect, though a relative

one, of our \vnrk which perhaps takes us more specifically

still to the uniting charactei i>ti< of all Pmt. Stu

best known activities. It is his balanced sense of the

relation of the specialist to the bn>adT lite <>i the com-

munity, or in other word>. the relation of the social

organs to the social .r^ani>in itself. Those whose con-

nection with our movement goes back to it- early days
will remember how we were told that the whole question

must be decided by the doctors, the police, and the soldu i>.

They were the specialists in whose province it lay, and

almost to a man they were against us. But Stuart and the

rest of our stalwarts knew that such things cannot be

determined by the specialist-. Specialists may be valuable

witnesses in matters of conduct, but they can be neither

judge nor jury. The ultimate decision must rest on

broader grounds. Conduct must be determined not by

departmental regulations, but by the whole balance and

symmetry of human relations, as to which an enlightened
moral sense is often a better guide than specialist opinion.

And so it has been here. Mrs. Butler and her allies

saw that neither public order, public health, nor even

military efficiency can be reared on the basis of out

to the best feelings of humanity, and that even if tin-

experts could really give the material advantages they
offered they would be too dear at the moral and spiritual

price they demanded. The result- have more than

justified them, and 1 suppose- it will now be generally

admitted that the moral instinct, especially of women. ha>

taught the doctors what they did not know about ph\

health, kas taught the police what they did not know
about public order, and ha> taught the -:ldier> what they
did not know about the efficiency and health ot the Army.

And this sense of the true relation of the -p t ( iali-t

to the public. I believe, stimulated and guided Mr. Jame>
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Stuart not only in the work we are now specially com-

memorating, but also in his professional and other educa-

tional activities.

He was a great mathematician, and I believe his

record in Cambridge is particularly associated with the

bringing of the abstract and higher mathematics into

close relations with the practical arts. He was a great

engineer, as well as a great mathematician. While

reverencing the pure intellectual splendour of abstract

mathematics he sought to make the delight of the few

serviceable to the needs of the many, and found it no

lowering of the dignity of science if he could show the

relation those abstractions bear

To Nature's laws, and by what procc^ led.

Those immaterial agents bowed tlic-ir hc.uU

Duly to serve the mind of earth-born man.

Again, his University Extension work shows how
well he understood that the country does not exist for

the Universities, but the Universities for the country.
He knew that the delights of the mind can never be pure
and full and vigorous as long as they are confined to a

clique of
"
superior persons

"
;
and that unless they are

brought into direct contact with the vigorous under-

standing of the intelligent, but not studious or specialist,

men and women who do the world's work, they will lack

the sap of life. Thus his great University Extension work
was again a due relating of the specialist to the larger life

of the people. I may, perhaps, conclude by recording a
fact that I happened to hear and that I had the pleasure
of telling to Prof. Stuart himself, and seeing the smile that

passed over his face as I told it. He was giving some
lectures on astronomy to an entirely popular audience

in Cambridge ;
he was speaking particularly of the

moon, and men studying Astronomy for the Tripos came
to listen to those lectures, because of the light they threw

on the higher mathematical aspects of that complex

problem, the course of the moon. Well has it been said
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that omniscience itself would IK- well employed in teaching

children their letters. Stuart knew that the reason why
popular teaching is generally so bad is because the popular
teachers have not sounded their subject to its depths. It

is only the man who speaks in the light of the deepest
and highest knowledge of his subject who can really be

simple and popular, and at the same time true, and such a

man cannot expound the simplest elements of his science

without fruitful reactions on its inner cohesion and its

further advancement, nor pursue its most technical

investigations without ultimately enriching the lives of

the rank and file of humanity.
I think no words have been uttered to-day that have

not made some reference to the charm of Mr. Stuart's

personal and domestic life, and I have seldom been more
amazed than when I saw in one of the obituary notices a

statement that he was somewhat difficult of approach.
I can only say for myself that I have known no man
whom I have seen so seldom, and with whom I have

exchanged so few words, for whom I felt so close and secure

an intimacy of unreserved confidence and friendship.

It has, indeed, been remarkable in most of the great
workers in social causes that their home life has been full of

the simplest and freshest charm. You feel that they an-

no! only fighting in pity against evils, but that they have

something positive to which to call their kind, in hope
and joy. They personally have found a life that is

good enough not only to offer to others, but to enjoy
themselves. They have found life good, and are therefore

filled with deep compassion, but also with unquenchable

hope for the disinherited that seem to have missed it.
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Speeches by
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Dr. HELEN WILSON (Sh lti Id)

Sir CHARLES TARRING (London).
Mrs. ARCHIBALD LITTLE (London).

Chairman

THE RT. REV. THE LORD BISHOP OF WINCHESTER.

THE BISHOP OF WINCHESTER : We are here to-day
in the service of a cause which has added a noble

chapter to the moral history of mankind. I was not

able to be with you this afternoon, and therefore

you will perhaps allow me to say now my word of

affectionate tribute to the memory of James Stuart,

a man whom one could not meet without some

quickening of the pulses of the moral and intellectual

life. I seem to see the keen flash of his eager eye and
to feel the contagion of his untiring zeal. But Stuart

would have avowed himself in this matter a mere

disciple the disciple of a woman. Josephine Butler

knew how to fight for a great cause with a woman's
fearlessness and a woman's devotion. To it she dedi-

cated the fascination of her beautiful personality and
noble eloquence, and the higher things of a burning
zeal and a readiness to suffer scorn and insult in the service

of her injured and suffering sisters. And she prevailed.
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Would that th<r who to-day have not ;i little ol IKT

fearlessness and pluck, and in whom, as in her, there

burns a flame of indignation at the wrongs of women,
would read and follow the ! \ample, and

return to those patient and honourable paths by \vhi< h

she won her way to victory. Modern lite has shown no

greater instances of the slow but sure success of moral

conviction and rational persuasion.
I am right, 1 think, in saying th.it tl

, coming
down to us from Mr>. Butler, has a two-fold purpose.
It laces the Social Evil, that is the harm done by the

]
missions of men at the cost of women, and it makes an

uncompromising protest against a so-called method of

remedy which heaped on women, for men's protection, a

further degradation. That remedy is now utterly dis-

credited. I understand that in former meetings of this

Conference you have had acknowledgment from

speakers who had maintained the system of Regulation,

that it had disappointed their expectation, that it did not

accomplish its purposes. But the plausibility of the

system, its congeniality to bureaucratic methods, its

facility compared with better and more patient ways,
and the semblance of protection to young foolish sinners,

are so strong that it will die hard where it lived, and it

will make efforts at resurrection where it is dead. I

hope and believe that a new moral sense, specially in

women but also in men, may make return to it impossible.
Its defeat was the victory of the principle that moral

evil must be met and healed by moral forces and not by
merely material means. That it is of which Mr. Stuart
"
the seed which Mrs. Butler has sown can never

But Abolition in itself is only negative. Those

who meet under its banner have another and more

lasting purpose. That is what YOU proclaim in your title

for this Cong-
" A Constructive IVn The ilame

that burnt in Mrs. Butler's soul was one of passionate
desire to achieve the liberation of the young, chiefly
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by their own nobler selves, from the deadly evil of

impurity, and from the train of evils, moral and

physical, which it drags along behind it. This is the

purpose in which we wish you God-speed, and for the

sake of which we welcome you here. Portsmouth is,

and must be, a place where this battle is hot. We can

assure you in the name of the Christian Church within

it that there is a strong force of sterling moral life

engaged in strengthening the right against the wrong.
Recent action against immoral provision, taken by our

licensing authority, and threatened by the authorities

of the Services, and the recent formation of the

League of Honour, are among the proofs of this. So

will be the presence of so many of our Clergy and

Ministers at your Congress, and of medical officers of the

Services acting freely in their individual capacity and

not under order. We look to your visit to draw out

that force yet further : to give us stimulus, and to give

us instruction. For this subject like all others in a time

like this becomes more complex ;
the action taken about

it must grow increasingly scientific, it must include those

economic causes of irregular employment and low wages
and the like, which count indirectly for so much in the

matter. It must bring together more adequate and

searching knowledge, and it must co-ordinate the re-

sources, moral and physical, which God has given us for

remedy. Knowledge, plain, ugly knowledge of the

results of this evil in disease is being widely diffused
;

partly this is done in forms of needlessly disgusting

detail ;
false reticence in the past breeds by reaction a

coarse outspokenness to-day ;
and out of this come

panic, obsession and violence. But this is not of the

essence of the matter. Such a book as we owe to Mrs.

Creighton
"
Social Disease and how to fight it "is an

example of how knowledge can be firmly and clearly, but

prudently and delicately used. Our great hope must

be that the true moral (in the old story-book sense) may
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be drawn from all tins revelation <>t disease ;
tin- OK

1 mean, of the evilne-s of evil, on which (iod writes out

tlie condemnation in the terrible statistics of phj

result, spreading through the guilty to the inno,

entailed on one generation i

But then there is the other lonn nf kn
,
not

popular and diffused, but exa< <>u,il,

and expert. Here in Kngland we have had pl<

Mpointmeiit of ;i l\..\al Commi d-al

with such matters, accompanied by an

which guarantees us a^aniM any inl and i

hope against any result, of the use of its in.
i

revive the old enemy of Abolitionists. In t a we
ran offer to the Commission un welcome. We
know that scieno as in all r< -ions, upon its

twofold task of searching out the facts with candour and

ever-increasing precision, and of using the results

for human benefit. In thus speaking to the medical

profession and the men of science, I would say, on behalf

of us all,
"

I heartily wish you well. \Yherever you can

heal man or woman do by all means your charitable

work. Whatever you can devi>e t<> restrain within

closer limits the cruel poisons which spread through
human life from this gross and wicked soure and

a blessing upon you !

"
Only two things we will ask of

.in men of science and of the great healing prole-

The first is (and I hope it is almost an insult

to say this) that they do not use the res<>

of knowledge and remedy to make vice more easy
and indulgence more safe. The second is that

fling in, personally, their own contribution (and it

is the most valuable that we can h. the

moral battle; that they read off to men and women.
the true import of their record, and make them

aware of the judgment of God silently written in the

grim detail of fact, and that they challenge our youth,
men and women alike, in the name of clean, wholesome.
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noble manhood and womanhood, to help in making the

new morality, which may, please God, in a far-off day

wipe the nightmare of prostitution from off the earth.

Councillor CHILDE, F.R.C.S. : I have been asked

by the local Committee to say a very few words of welcome

to this Conference which is meeting in Portsmouth this

week, and this request I gladly accede to.

Several times during the past two or three months

I have been asked by people who have not given much
consideration to the subject why Portsmouth should be

chosen for a meeting of this kind, as though it were to

cast some reflection on the Borough. I feel sure that the

Borough of Portsmouth should be, and is, honoured by the

presence amongst us of so many eminent scientists and

social reformers endeavouring to apply a salve to one of

the deepest wounds \\hich affects suffering- humanity,
and seeking to find a "hit .f tin- ni">i difficult,

if not the most difficult problem that has faced communi-

ties of people from time immemorial. (Hear, hear.)

I have been literally flooded with literature during
the last fortnight ;

it has come by every post, and I may
say I have read most of it, and very interesting and

instructive it is.

I gather that the chief plank in the policy of this

Association is to secure the Abolition of the State Regula-
tion of Vice. The arguments used against the State

Regulation of Vice are briefly these : That it is legally

indefensible and morally unjustifiable ; that it operates un-

equally, and therefore unfairly, as between the two sexes
;

that it is degrading to women ;
that it offends the moral

sense of civilised communities ;
and that it has failed, and

does fail, to limit or mitigate the evils which it is intended

to mitigate, and that it does not lessen the consequences of

those evils in the shape of venereal disease. (Hear, hear.)

If those contentions can be substantiated by facts

and I believe they can they should go far to convince
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authorities in countries wh< 'ation exists

that the system lias ])roved a failu;

Now, in tlii> counts
,
as you know, we have IK. State

ilationof Vice, and I believe I am ri-lit in saying that

since the abolition of tin- Contagious I Acts in

i.SNO the amount of venereal disease among oui

and sailors has lessened in prevalence and

and, if that is so, it goes far to justify the wisdom of our

C.overnment in abolishing those Acts.

Be.-,ide-, what may he called the destructive policy of

this Federation its uncompromising hostility to the

State Regulation of Vice I see it also has a constructive

policy, the chief objects of which are the reduction of

prostitution, and the reduction and more efficient treat-

ment of venereal disease. I am sure those objects must

appeal to all thoughtful members of society. The

graver form of venereal disease is perhaps one of the

greatest, possibly the greatest scourge to which the human
race is liable by reason of the fact that it is so little

spoken of, so readily transmissible, so widely prevalent,

SO difficult to treat, and that more people suffering from it

get into the hands of quacks than in any other case. It

entails victimisation of the innocent, and sows a fertile

soil for the development of the other scourges of the

human race namely, tuberculosis and cancer. Any
Society, therefore, which has for its object the reduction

and better treatment of venereal disease must command
the sympathy of all thoughtful people. (Hear, hear.)

I wish this Society that amount ess which its

objects entitle it to, and I hope its deliberations and propa-

ganda will result in the solution, or at all events the partial

solution, of these most difficult and pressing problems.
I hope you will leave Portsmouth with pleasant

reminiscences of the Borough, and that those of you who
are able will, in addition to your labour^ here, see some

of the features of interest of this great town, the largest

naval port of our British Hmpiiv. (Cluvi
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Mrs. VICTOR BLAKE : It is my privilege to extend a

very hearty welcome to the delegates to this Conference,

and I do so especially on behalf of a great many women,
here and throughout the country.

This old historic town, to which you have come, is

very closely bound up with our national history. That

great emotion called patriotism, which grips the heart of

the nation when danger or dishonour threatens it, has

been felt here in an acute degree down through the

centuries, and who shall say that this Conference is not

inspired by a patriotism as true and as deep as any that ha>

gone before ? (Applau: e.) It is the patriotism, not of

one nation, but of many nations, for dishonour and

danger not only threaten a few ; they are upon the whole

human race. (Hear, hear.)

You have raised your standard here, even as in olden

standard was raised, and men, and womm too,

are flocking to it, for it represents to them a righteous

cause. You have a device upon it of two words
"
Liberty with Responsibility." I am not sure that we

women are very well acquainted with the word
"
Liberty,"

but I must confess it has a very attractive sound. How-
ever that may be, we are intimately acquainted with the

word "
Responsibility," for we stand in a very peculiar

and responsible position towards life. Upon us has been

placed the great destiny of bringing thehuman race into the

world, and of nurturing it and tending it during its most

important years ; and it is for this reason that we are so

anxious to help forward ideas and plans that may protect

the children. (Cheers.)

I think I shall be voicing the thoughts of many women
when I say that we take some blame to ourselves for the

present state of things, for women have still to make their

united protest against a double standard of morality.

(Hear, hear.) But you must not be too hard upon us,

remembering we have not been encouraged in the past.

Women of my generation and age, at any rate, were taught
as soon as we could understand anything that little girls
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must be seen and not heard, and as we grew a little

we were taught that we must never r\piv^> an opinion in

public, especially if that opinion happened to he mir own.

(Laughter.) And when we got a little older still, they

taught us that our place \\as the home, They
" Home is your place, in which yon must li\e. and in which

your interests are centred for all time." But at last we

are awakening to the fact of what a very important place
we occupy after all. (Hear, hear.)

For it is the home that is in danger : \, nereal disease

attacks the home
;

it destroys the home. It exacts a toll

of thousands of lives, even the lives of the innocent unborn.

We live in an age of the fulfilment of prop]
Centuries ago it was foretold that a day should come
when the eyes of the blind should be opened, and the ears

of the deaf unstopped, and the tongue of the dumb should

speak. That day has dawned for women. (Applause.)
Our eyes have been opened to the sight of suffering

humanity, and our ears pierced by the cries of childien,

and women have suffered much. Some of us have

almost wished for the old comfortable days of blindness

and deafness, but at last the great gift of tongues has

descended upon us. We speak what we know and feel.

They say a woman's weapon is her tongue, and, if that be

so, then we offer to take up arms in your service. (Cht

We are all thinking, to-night of that sweet and noble

presence who inspired and founded your Society, and

you must forgive us if we are a little proud that Josephine
Butler was an English woman. (Cheers.) We do not

think of her with sadness, but with joy and thankfulness

because she tore down the veil behind which English-

women had been kept. She walked out into the real

world
;
she refused to live in a fool's paracli-e, and where

she went surely we may follow ! For with her delicate.

tender feet she trod down the briars and thorns to make
a firm path for us who come after. Therefoiv. we

English women extend to you a very hearty welcome,
and we wish you God-speed ! (Cheers.)
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M. DE MEURON (President of the Executive Committee
of the Federation) spoke in French :

Summarized translation given by Miss Wakefield.

I desire to thank everj^one in Portsmouth for their

hearty co-operation and preparation for this Conference.

When I awoke here this morning I saw from my window
a wonderful panorama a procession of Dreadnoughts
and other warships steaming past. It was a very novel

sight for a Swiss. It spoke to me of battle, of struggle,

and of victory, reminding me of all the struggles that the

Abolitionists have been through in the past, and reminding
me too of the victory that is at hand for us, we trust, in

the near future. Our first work of preparation and

labour, which has gone on all these years, must bear

fruit, and a brighter and better time must be coming for

women and children, and therefore for the whole world.

Liberty and justice must prevail. In the meantime we
are the builders of the new city, where these ideas shall

prevail as they have not in the past.

Mme. AVRIL DE SAINTE-CROIX (Secretary of the

French Branch of the I.A.F.) spoke in French :

Summarized translation given by Miss Wakefield.

Madame Avril de Sainte-Croix wishes to express
her thanks to Portsmouth for the welcome that has been

given to the foreign delegates. Every time they come
to England they feel cheered and helped in their work
abroad. They feel proud and glad, not only that

Josephine Butler was English, as it has just been said,

but above all things that she was a woman. (Hear, hear.)

She showed in her life and work that without justice we
cannot have real progress and morality.

On the Continent the situation has become greatly

changed. Many new things have arisen. Regulation
has been abolished in England, but success here does not

let you forget other countries who have not got yet as far



as you have. Woman sulfra^e must bring about a
j

change in tliis mattei
, UB in manv others ;

but unites we
can get unity in morality nothing n.i even woman
suffrage, will do iniirh good. Madam.- Avril dots not

wish to discourage any suffrage worker
;

-he is li<

an ardent suffragist, but as loin- and w'inen are

judged differently tin- men condoned in matte:

immorality, and the women condemned \\v shall not

Josi phine Butler and I

Stuart understood this.

; ilrin BUCHNER (St of the Ba\

Branch) : I i".-el it is a great honour to have the j>ri\

of expressing in the name of the (it rman Briinrh of the

Federation our gratitude to his Lord-hip the Bishop of

Winchester for presiding at thi> n to

the British Branch for havi:

with so much care. We feel deeply the debt we owe to

our friends in Britain who have led the \vav in insisting

on the solidarity of all human b :>d in helping us,

both by the example of their splendid courage and by-

giving us material assistance. We hope to express our

gratitude by extending hospitality to them at a time not

far distant.

Dr. HELEN WILSON : It i> almo-i i\n\- years >ince

this Federation wa> founded by a little ^roup of

from many European countrie> K tl ly an heroic

woman.. Josephine Butler. lt> purpo-e was to oppose
and abolish the system of regulated vice, which a

Belgian statesman ha> descri "the central crime

of the Universe "a system by which women are t n-hr

womanhood is degraded, and ju>im- i> trodden under-

foot, in order that lust and M-llisline>s may be prot-

and enthroned. The little band drew tt> them the

support of some <>f the iK)blr>t and most famous men
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women from all lands, and their work has gone on ever

since. To a large extent it has been crowned with

success : England led the way by abolishing the C.D.

Acts, Norway followed, then Denmark, Holland and

several British Colonies, and in every case with good
results. Even where the evil system remains it is in

ruins, and it is universally condemned by all the foremost

medical experts. Last year we met in Paris, the home
and centre of the system, and heard its medical failUK

exposed as trenchantly a> it> injustice and its immorality.
The secret of this success is not hard to find/ The

system which we oppose has no solid foundation. It

rests on a medley o; litions and immature
theories. The main aruumnn of its advocates has

always bivn that of expediency, and they have clainn <1

that r\pdi in \ mi-lit over-ride all other considerations.

Its opponents on the other hand were inspired by principles

which are of pi imam nt and universal application, and

which must alway> ivmain unaffected by the progress of

medical discovery, or by variable social conditions.

These prim-iples have proved tin -m-i -lv< -s as fresh as th- \

Imtv years ago, and as valid in America and Japan
as they are in Europe. We have faith that in them may
be found a clue to the new problems of to-day, and in

that faith we have plann< d this Conference ;
the cordial

support it has met with in Portsmouth and elsewhere

shows how many share our confidence.

May I be allowed to set forth in a very few words

what those principles are ?

First and foremost is JUSTICE. A passionate devo-

tion to justice was a distinguishing characteristic of the-

early Abolitionists Josephine Butler, James Stuart,

Emile de Laveleye, and their friends. But the justice

which they sought was no cold, hard, abstraction. In

the words of Mr. Pierson, of Holland, a former President

of the Federation :

"
Justice is the eldest daughter of

Love."
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Our late beloved I ssor Stuart, has

said :

'The poorer and meaner any grup ()i i""} )1(

the more nece- that t hey should !>< treated
"

justly. No mail and no woman < an ever shut
"
themselves out <>t the nale of justice, however

"
erring, however d< y may

Our found'
ssly [or I Ki'iii :

u letting the h-ht of Truth into all dark pi

knowing it is only evil v. ITS tin- li.^ht. 11 a 1

is too had to be spok too bad to he p.

And because they believed in Truth they boldly atta-

a lie which had held the cent t bondage the I

"a necessary evil." As a n-eent < lerman writer ha-

said :

"
If prostitution is really a necessity, it cannot be

an evil
; and if it is truly an evil, it cannot he oecessa

Understanding this, they boldly asserted that what is

morally wrong cannot .enically right.

They stood for the high and complete ideal of

humanity, and they saw that ideal potentially in tin-

poorest and meanest of mankind. Rising above- all
"
respect of persons

"
they claimed that Society and its

laws should be based on the recognition of per-

liberty for all, with its necessary corollary of individual

responsibility.

They stood not for tin- position and r men,
but for the dignity and responsibility of man, and tor tin 4

equal dignity and responsibility of woman, as an iut<

and equal part of humanity. They maintained unllinch-

ingly that man is something more than a physical !

and that every law, system, or scheme, which ignores man's

moral and spiritual nature is doomed to failure.

They held that in making plau> lor moral reform

the co-operation of women is as needful as that of men,

just as in carrying out those plans nu n : ip.>rtani

as women. Hence in all their councils, and in all the
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endeavours of the Federation, men and women have
worked together as comrades, and in that comradeship

they have learned a mutual respect which excludes the

possibility of sex-antagonism.
These principles are not mere abstractions ; they

are fruitful motives of life and work. It would be easy
to show how many movements and reforms have sprung
from the seed sown by the Federation. I need only
mention a great extension ot rescue arid preventive work

throughout Europe the English Criminal Law Amend-
ment Act of 1885, called the charter of English girlhood
and the International movement against White Slave

Traffic : all these are tin d n t "iitcomeof the Abolitionist

movement.

During the present year our nation, like other

nations, has set itself seriously t< deal with what is

probably the most complicated problem that Sanitary
Science has ever faced. To this eftort we wish humbly
and courageously to bring our contribution. We are ready

freely to discuss every proposed solution ; and we are

willing to accept any proposal that offers a prospect
of success provided it conforms to those great and eternal

principles of which I have spoken. All those prop(al>
which do not so conform must be rejected ; for if they
are unjust or one-sided they must necessarily be un-

scientific. No human justice is so inflexible as the

justice of true science.

Hence we cannot subscribe to the doctrine that

Public Health must over-ride all other considerations

unless indeed we give to the term health a much wider

signification than it usually bears. Bodily health is

indeed a very precious thing, but it is only to be attained

when put in its right relation to other factors that make up
human life. Hygiene was made for man, not man for

hygiene.
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Sir CHARLES T.\KKI.\<, (< 'nan-man. BritM

My Lord Bishop, Ladies and < ientlemen, I have the

honour <f oitrnn- to you in tin- name <>| tin- British

Branch of the Internals n;il Abolition: :.iti<.n a

very coidial welcom< to tin- Congress -it iwtMm ntli.

I contra tulat e you upon tin- ausp
under which you havt assembled.

Will you permit me to dwell for a moment on that

phrase,
"
auspicious nivumstain 1 can look back

nearly forty years to tin- tune when the Society out of

which this Federation ha> -n.wn \v. .unst

;1 odds to oblit. -in our Statute Book certain

obnoxious laws, which were then upheld by tin- whole

power of our Government, our Police, and almost the

whole medical profession.
It was this Society which. I suppose almost for the

first time, raised in public the standard of the one-ness

of the moral laws for both sexes. 1 need hardly dwell upon
the fact that times have now changed. It i

me to point out to you the features by which that change
is signified. At the same time those who pass about

and through the world are often < < ns< ions of and depressed

by what seems a very general lowness of the tone of

morality amongst mankind
;
and I venture to think it is

one of the compensations to those who engage in this

difficult though noble stru^lc-- it is one of their com-

pensations that they do find, after all, that there is a very
laruv and influential body of the human race who are

prepared to upholdthe highest principles ofmorality for all.

May I just mention two names which I think have not

been specially alluded to to-day in this hall, for a^ain it

is one of the satisfaction- to those \\-lm eii-a^e in this

strife that they become personally acquainted with men
and women who are not afraid to contend lor the very

highest moral ideals of which humanity is capable. One
of the names is that of Mr. H. J. \Yilson. (Hear, hear.)

Some of you are aware that he i> the father of the lady who.
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I hope, will forgive me for speaking of her as our able and
devoted Honorary Secretary. (Hear, hear.) Mr. Wilson is

now spending his last years in retirement and, I fear, weak-

ness, due to a strenuous life devoted to advocating the cause

everywhere and at all times of the poor, the oppressed and
the degraded ; and I think, therefore, you will agree with

me that his name is worth remembering now.* (Applause.)
The other name I wish to mention is that of Mr.

Benjamin Scott, for many years the Chamberlain of the

City of London. Mr. Scott gave himself whole-heartedly
to dragging to light those iniquities which were going on at

that time, and which afterwards became known as the

White Slave Traffic between England and Belgium, and
he was very largely instrumental in placing upon our

Statute Book that law which has already been referred

to the Criminal Law Amendment Act which was

specially intended to meet the evils laid bare by those

inquiries. I therefore think his name also is worthy of

recognition at this hour. (Hear, hear.)

May I conclude by asking you to give a very cordial

Vote of Thanks to his Lordship for coming down from

London this evening to take the Chair at this Meeting ?

We also wish, I am sure, to thank him for the weighty and

sympathetic address he has given, which I am confident

will have encouraged us all to go on with the work we have

undertaken. (Hear, hear.)

Mrs. ARCHIBALD LITTLE (London) : I suppose it is as

one of the only two survivors here present of that noble

army who first formed this Federation at the Congress of

Geneva, that I am asked to second this Vote of Thanks.

I was the youngest member of the Federation then,

having only just vowed to do every little thing I could

every day, however small, until those dreadful laws of

'66 and '69 were repealed. Now, as one of the oldest

* Mr. Wilson, who was President of the British Branch of the

Federation, died on June zgth a week after the date of this speech.



members of the Federation M. Minod and I are the only
two survivors of tli nee I have

tin- honour of seconding this Vote <>! 'I hank-* lu tin- ;

Bishop of Wind-

night, and for his very beautiful and helpful speech.

(Loud appku

The BISHOP OF \Yi.\< HESTEB : Sir <"h

and Mrs. Little. I acknowledge with real gratitude the kind

'n which this Vote of Thank d.

I think in winding up th i may rightly say
that it has been

j

united spirit, and I think it will be felt that very deep
notes of conviction and c ice have been touched by
speaker after speaker. Ifth 'have entered

this room desiring to hear and to know of the work of the

Federation and its objects, but ly nnacqua :

with it, I shall be disappointed if the impression made

upon them is not of trader. For m\ > -It'. I

a- little bit of feeling (I had it most when Mrs. I/ttl.

speaking, but I have had it all through) about building the

sepulchres of the prophets. We have erected in mr In

and in our words, as noble a monument as we can to t

noble souls who have gone before us. The road may
peaceable to us to-day, as thon.h we trod the path of roses

where they trod the path of thorns. Hut 1 think yon will

find that is not the case. 1 think you will iind that any
who consistently go on maintaining the standard o

moral cause will come in, somewhere, or somehow, SOOIKT

or later, for some share it may be a small and slight share

of what in full blast and full force was encounten d

those great pioneers of whom we have s])ok(ii. Let

our determination by God's help to do all \\ bringing

about those objectswhichwesee dearly bei>

have been so well spoken of to-night. They must smvly
be attainable in God's time, if they are sought in the power
to which to-night's speakers have made appeal. (Clu<
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Tuesday, June 16th.

MORNING SESSION.

THE HISTORY AND OBJECTS OF THE FEDERATION.

Paher bv

M. YVES GUYOT (Pan

REPORTS FROM NATIONAL BRANCHES.

Chairman: SIR CHARLES TAKKING.

The CHAIRMAN began by calling on the Hon. Sec. of the

British Branch, Dr. HELEN WILSON, who said : Yesterday
M. Yves Guyot was elected President of the Federation,

in succession to the late Mr. Stuart. We had expected
M. Guyot to be with us here, but he is kept in Par

illness, from which, we are glad to hear, he is recovering

satisfactorily. He telegraphed this morning, in reply to

our telegram of yesterday
"
Very grateful for the great honour I have

received from my colleagues. I shall endeavour to

take example from my illustrious predecessors, and

especially from James Stuart." (Cheers.)

Letters of cordial sympathy, and regrets at absence,

have been received from a great many people, including
the Bishop of London, who has asked Mr. Coote, of the

National Vigilance Association, to represent him.

The CHAIRMAN announced that in the absence of

M. Guyot, a resume of his paper on
" The History and

Objects of the Federation
"

would be given by M.

Auguste de Morsier.



THE HISTORY AND OBJECTS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ABOLITIONIST

FEDERATION,

M. y\ or.

nnt-r M: ! Publi'- Works, Paris.)

I.

Preliminary Notice.

Mrs. Josephine Butler prefaces her n-min:

with the statement that, tor many years past, and from

many parts of the world, the doiiv has been expr-

that a history of our movement in favour <>!

purity," or, as she preferred to rail it, "our Abolitionist

Crusade," should be published. Xone could better have

written that history than Mrs. Josephine But 1

herself has told us that she Ion- hesitated about it. Six

was obliged to abandon the idea ; her occupation^,
of health, and the difficulty of collecting exhaustive

material, prevented her from undertaking the task. She

also failed in her efforts to find someone wh > could

undertake it in her place. Then it was that >h-

to write merely her personal recoil,

We must deplore the tact that we have no history of

the Federation. The committee which has organised the

Portsmouth Conference laid upon me the lorniiil.

of retracing, within the narrow limits

chief phase^. The difficult i

my excuse for any deficiencies which may appear in this

paper.

* " Personal Reminiscences of a Great Crusad rshall.
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II.

The French System.

Mrs. Josephine Butler begins her "Personal Remi-

niscences
"

by quoting from a speech by M. Emile de

Laveleye, delivered at the International Conference at The

Hague in 1883. He there outlined the origin of the system
which has been extended to so many nations, and has

been dubbed
"
the French system/' Its partisans in

France look upon the epithet as a title conferring honour ;

but we consider it infamous.

Before the French Revolution, there had 1

numerous disconnected regulations, issued by the

Lieutenants de Police, which, barbarous in their enact-

ments, instituted under the guise of morality a system
of depravation and corruption for the convenience of the

police. The great Dictionnaire de police et de municipalise,
in the Encyclopedic vidhodiqitc which appeared in 1791,
left us a picture of the scandals and excesses which

resulted.

Under the Consulate, the Decree of 12 Messidor

Year VIII constituted the Police Prefecture of Paris,

and that decree is still in force. The Prefect of Police,

successor to the Lieutenant de Police, looked about for

some new pretext enabling him to continue to exercise

the same powers as his predecessors. This pretext was

supplied by two doctors who were rogues ; it was the

hygienic pretext.
"
Those doctors," said Parent-Duchatelet,*

"
only

sought after those women who, by their easy

circumstances, were likely to pay them regularly.

They went from house to house collecting the

amounts due to them." Their earnings aroused the

envy of others, and they sought to defend themselves

by sharing with J. J. Leroux, Professor at the Medical

* De la prostitution dans la Ville de Paris. 3rd Edition, 1857.
Vol. I., pp. 623 and 630.
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Faculty, substitute and right hand to Corvisart, Bona-

parte's doctor ;
and on the 13 Frimuire Year XI

(December 1802) they founded the Dispcnsaire de Salu-

brite (Public Health Dispensary). This was merely a

pretext for sinecures, and gave rise to such excesses that

a Commission declared in 1810 that the surgeons \v< -P.-

mere humbugs whose only anxiety was to
"
pocket ex-

orbitant fees." They were peii>ioned off. The dispensary
was reconstituted by decree dated December 20, 1810.

In his circular of June 14, 1823, M. Delavau, Pi

of Police, stated the definite formula of the Police des

Mceurs : "It has sought to concentrate evil within

the tolerated houses." Forty years later, M. Lecour

spoke of
"
the perpetually cherished desire to concentrate

debauchery within houses of toleration ad hoc."

III.

The Contagious Diseases Acts.

The French system, instituted in Paris, has therefore

for its foundations the houses of toleration and the

dispensary.
It is constituted in defiance of all law, and the

ministers have never dared to embody it in a regulation
or a decree or to extend its effect throughout France.

I have mentioned these details to show the origin of

the system and the method of proceeding which have

been more or less faithfully copied by other nation^

Mrs. Josephine Butler states that Miss Harriet

Martineau said that under Lord Melbourne's Ministry

(1835-41) a first effort had been decided upon to introduce

into England the French sy>tein ;
but it was abandoned

owing to the impossibility of asking the Queen, then

a young girl, to sign an Act to legalise it. Nor was such

a step considered possible during the lifetime of the

Prince Consort. It was during the Queen's tii>t year of
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widowhood, says Mrs. Josephine Butler, when she was
known to be deeply engrossed by her bereavement, that

the partisans of the system succeeded in obtaining an

Act of Parliament and in asking her to have her signature

appended. This was followed by three other Acts in

1866, 1868 and 1869, all adopted thanks to the indiffer-

ence of members of Parliament. These Acts only applied
to eighteen military or naval stations, but there was no

reason to prevent their extension.

Before its final adoption by Parliament the 1869
Act raised a vigorous protest on the part of Miss Harrirt

Martineau in a series of letters in the
"
Daily News." A

group of Baptist pastors, whom other Nonconformist

ministers joined and at whose head was the Rev. Charles

Birrell of Liverpool, sent vigorous protestations to the

Government. In 1868 the Rescue Society handed to the

Home Secretary a pamphlet enumerating objections against
the Contagious Diseases Acts. This produced no effect.

Two Nottingham doctors, Dr. Charles Bell Taylor
and Dr. Worth called Mrs. Josephine Butler's attention

to the nature of the 1869 Act. In September the Rev.

Dr. Hoopell of Northumberland, Mr. George Charleton

of the Society of Friends, and Mr. Banks, who afterwards

became Secretary of the National Association, raised

a protest at the Bristol Congress of Social Science.

Mrs. Josephine Butler has related, in simple terms

which awaken the deepest emotion, her careful preparation,
in concert with her husband, who was Principal
of the Liverpool College, for the great work she

was about to undertake. One day Mr. Butler said :

" Now go, and may God be with you !

"
and on December

31, 1869, the Manifesto of the Ladies' National Associa-

tion appeared in the
"
Daily News."

This Manifesto, written without any reference to

religious beliefs, is remarkable for its vigour.
" We protest against the Acts, because those laws

suppress in the case of one of the sexes, the guarantees of
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security which are sanctioned by our institutions, and
deliver the reputation, liberty and person of these women
into the arbitrary power of the police ; because .ill law

must define the offence which it prosecutes . . .

because it is unjust that punishment should be applied

only to that sex which is the victim of vice."

Among those who signed this manifesto were Miss

Harriet Martineau, that strong mind which had so great
an influence on the intellectual movement of Great Britain ;

Mrs. Lucas (John Bright 's sister), Mrs. Jacob Bright (wife

of the Member for Manchester), Miss Florence Nightingale,
Mrs. MacLaren, John Thomasson, Emily Ashurst Venturi,

Edward Backhouse, Thomas Pease, Christine Alsop the

last three belonged to the Society of Friends. The mani-

festo evoked letters of adhesion, among which we may
mention those of Victor Hugo and Mazzini.

The Government appointed a Commission before

which Mrs. Josephine Butler appeared in March 1871.

Although the majority was hostile, she found friends

in Mr. Mundella and Sir Walter James. The* President of

the Commission, seeing the voluminous bunch of letters

and drafts of resolutions which working women had,

during the preceding days, sent to Mrs. Butler, naively
remarked :

" We may as well see them, for no doubt

that class takes some little interest in the question."
It was the working men, and especially those of the

North of England, who supported Mrs. Butler's movement,
and therein we find a proof of the intelligence, the perspica-

city and the sense of honour and liberty which English
workmen nourish. On the contrary, medical students

coming from Glasgow raised discordant voices during a

conference of Mrs. Butler's. At Colchester, during an

election, landlords of public-houses came to throw stones

and other missiles into the room where Mrs. Butler was, and
attacked her friends, among whom were Professor James
Stuart and Dr. Baxter Langley. Mrs. Butler also met

people of this same category at an election at Pontcfract
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in 1872, when Mr. Childers, a member of the Cabinet, was

a candidate. They defended the Contagiotts Diseases Acts

by methods worthy of the institution.

Threats and danger did not check Mrs. Butler, Mr.

James Stuart, or Mr. H. J. Wilson. They obtained the

sympathies of the members of the Trades Union Congress

meeting at Leeds, and finally Mr. (afterwards Sir James)
Stansfeld, an ex-Cabinet Minister, occupying a high

Parliamentary position and possessing powerful eloquence,

inspired by inflexible and ardent conviction, became th>

leader of the movement in Great Britain.

IV.

On the Continent.

Effort- \\viv made on the Continent to extend
"
the

1 ivnch system." In 1867, an International Congress
of Medical men was held in Paris and appointed a com-

mission whose duty it was to prepare a project for this

purpose ; two years later at Florence, a similar Congress
closed with a vote addressed to the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of France, requesting him to call an international

conference whose task it would be to
" draw up a plan

of uniform regulations to which force of law was to be

given in all civilised countries." The question was again
raised at a Medical Congress held in St. Petersburg the same

year, at a Congress held in Rome in 1871, at a Congress in

Vienna, 1873, and it was openly asked that
"
prostitution

should become a regularly recognised institution admitted

and regulated by the State."

The British Abolitionists resolved to oppose this

internationalism of illegality, slavery, and immorality

by the internationalism of law, liberty and morality.
Mrs. Butler came to France in 1874. She saw MM.

Jules Simon, Jules Favre, Louis Blanc, and Schoelcher,

who assured her of their full sympathy, and Pastors de

Coppet, Appia, Monod and de Pressense. In Italy, she
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found a remarkable man, Giuseppe Nathan, a disciple <>f

Mazzini, who, unfortunately, was carried away a lew

years later by disease. Her devoted collaborators were

Aurelio Saffi, a professor of great eminence at .In- Bologna

University, former triumvir of the Roman Republic, with

Mazzini and Armellini
; Dr. Bertani, the organiser of the

"
Expedition of the Thousand," Brusco Onnis, Bovio,

the great Neapolitan orator, and Mile. Mazzoni, the

celebrated author of
" La Donna."

At. Geneva, a man like M. Hornung, the Professor of

Law, came, in spite of his ill-health, to support Mrs. Butler.

At Neuchatel she found M. Aime Humbert, who was to

become General Secretary of the British, Continental and
General Federation. Former Secretary of the Insurrec-

tionary Committee of Neuchatel, when that town broke

loose irom Prussian domination, a former counsellor of

State at Neuchatel, a former President of the Council

of States, Plenipotentiary of Switzerland to Japan, and a

Professor of the University of Neuchatel, a man both

energetic and prudent, he was, on account of his position
and the services he had rendered to his country, sur-

rounded with respect and consideration.

Switzerland offered a peculiar feature in this cam-

paign. The other countries supplied politicians, doctors,

lawyers, pastors, professors. Switzerland alone supplied
officers such as Colonels Otto de Biiren, Steiger, de Perrot,

Kaiser
;
and all technical men know the value of the Swiss

army.

Everywhere Mrs. Butler found men of the first rank ;

among others in Holland, Pastor Pierson, director of the

Heldring asylums, in Belgium M. Emile de Lavelexv,

celebrated professor of the University of Liege, Pastors

Durand and Nicole t.

In the United States, the gieat champions of the

abolition of Black Slavery, William Lloyd Garrison, and

Wendell Philipps, the great orator of that cause, took

sides with the Abolitionists.
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Thus, on March 13, 1875, the British, Continental

and General Federation was founded. Being persuaded
since my early youth of the necessity of respect for

individual liberty, I had long been an adversary of the

Police des Mceurs, but I had only dared to speak of the

matter once or twice with a certain discretion ; however

the virulent criticism of the Contagious Diseases Acts

which I found in the Introduction to Social Sciences of

Herbert Spencer gave me some support. In September,

1876, revolting events occurred at Lyons ; an unfortunate

girl was arrested, crushed by an omnibus, and finally

drowned in the Rhone ; and more, two suicides. In

November, 1876, I knew nothing of Mrs. Josephine
Butler's undertaking, but as a Municipal Councillor for

Paris, I resolved to lay the matter before the Council.

Until that time, the dozen millions of francs for

the budget of the Police Prefecture had always been

voted, in a lump, without discussion. On November 4,

I asked that the portion relating to the Service des Mceurs

should be reserved for discussion. In spite of the efforts

of the Prefect of Police, M. Voisin, I managed to get
the matter referred to the Commission. That evening
I received a summons to appear before a magistrate on

account of an article I had published some days previously
about the arrest, by the Police des Mceurs, of a celebrated

actress, Mile. Rousseil. The discussion was resumed in the

Council on November 30 ; the Prefect of Police made no

reply concerning the facts I had alleged ; on December 2,

the Council, by a large majority, adopted a proposition
made by Dr. Theliu and by thirteen of his colleagues, re-

questing that a Commission of Inquiry be appointed.
On December 6 this vote was annulled by a Decree : "It

being evident that such deliberation cannot escape
administrative censure." The same proposition was again

adopted without debate, and on December n a Com-
mission was appointed, M. Herrisson being chosen as

President and myself as Secretary. Meanwhile, on Decem-
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her 7, I was sentenced to six months' imprisonment and

3,000 francs fine, and the manager of the newspaper to threr

months' imprisonment and 1,000 francs fine (total about

5,500 francs with costs). The Tribunal and tin Court

did not allow any discussion as to the legality of the

Police des Mceurs, or the truth of my statements. M.

Voisin, Prefect of Police, had a disappointment, however.

He announced that I should be deprived of political rights,

in virtue of Article 222, c., of the Civil Code. This

functionary, who was to become Councillor to the Court

of Cassation (Court of Appeal), had made a mistake.

The articles he quoted did not apply to my case.

Shortly afterwards, James Stuart brought me one

morning a cheque for 3,000 francs the nominal amount
of my fine sent by the Council of the British, Continental

and General Federation.

On Nov. 20, 1876, 1 received a letter from Mrs. Butler.

I was then initiated into the movement which she had

started, with Mr. James Stansfeld, Mr. Butler, Mr. James
Stuart, Mr. Aime Humbert, Mrs. Emily Ashurst Venturi

and others. On coming to Paris, Mrs. Josephine Butler

got into touch with Madame de Morsier, niece of M.

Ernest Naville. All those who knew her remember her

great generosity of mind, and her eloquence, which

was a marvellous combination of feminine sensibility and

didactic force.

A private meeting was held on January 25, 1877, in a

hall in the Rue d'Arras. Mrs. Josephine Butler appeared
there in all her splendour. Elegant and beautiful, she pro-

duced the most profound of effects by the mere strength

of simplicity, making the facts speak in such a way that,

passing through her lips, they moved even those who

sought to strive against her influence. This m.-rtinu

provoked great enthusiasm. During that time the

Commission of the Municipal Council continued its

inquiry. It heard evidence from Switzerland by MM.
Sautter de Blonay and Humbert ;

from Italy by Signor
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Nathan
; from Belgium by M. Nicolet ;

and from

England by Mrs. Butler and Messrs. Stansfeld, Stuart

and Butler. The Police des Mceurs still continues to work
in Paris and in other towns of France with certain differ-

ences, but it may be said that, from that time, it was
condemned. Being in prison at the time of the Congress
at Geneva, I was unable to be present at the meetings.

V.

The Geneva Congress.

The Geneva Congress was held from September 17
to 22, 1877. Its resolutions form the charter of the

Federation.

The following are the essential points :

" THE SECTION OF HYGIENE declared :

i. That self-control in sexual relations is one of

the indispensable bases of the health of individuals and
of peoples.

"
2. That prostitution is a fundamental violation of

the laws of hygiene.
"

4. The Section of Hygiene asserts the complete
failure of all systems of morals-police, whose object is

to regulate prostitution.
"It rejects them, basing its ccndemnation on the

following amongst other grounds : That the enforced

examination of women is revolting to human nature, that

moreover it cannot be applied except to a certain pro-

portion of prostitute women, that one cannot trust to that

examination for the discovery or arrest of grave constitu-

tional forms of venereal disease or the hindrance of its

progress, and that, consequently, it gives false security as

regards the health of the women who are examined.

"5. The Hygiene Section urgently requests that all

obstacles be put aside which to-day prevent the proper
treatment of venereal disease in hospitals controlled by
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municipal or other publi- bodies, M abo in ilm><- whirh

!]>]><.] t<-d by private liberality."
" THE SECTION OF MORALITY declared :

"
i. That the practice of impurit In-risible

in man as in woman.
"

2. That Regulation ct-nds to d->troy tlic idea of the

unity of the moral law for both sexes alike and to 1

the tone of public opinion in thi* respect.

"3. That every system of regulation incites to-

debauchery.
"

4. That the enforced medical examination of

women, which is the basis of Regulation, is an outrage
to woman the more odious in that it tends to consum-
mate the ruin of the unfortunate women who are subjected
to it, and to destroy, even among the most degraded,
whatever they may still retain of a sense of decency.

"5. That official registration is a violation ot liberty
and common law.

"
6. That by Regulation, the State, forgetting that

it owes equal protection to both sexes, degrades women,
and corrupts both men and women.

"
7. That the State, whose duty it is to protr. t

minors and to assist them in the struggle for good, on

the contrary incites them to debauchery, facilitating

vice by Regulation.
"

8. That by authorising centres of debauchery and

recognising vice as a legitimate profession, the State

sanctions the immoral prejudice that debauchery is

necessary to man."

THE SECTION OF SOCIAL ECONOMY laid down a series

of questions to which it gave the answers. Question 6

asked whether administrative or Ir^al intervention in

regard to women's industry (hours of labour, rate of

payment, etc.) was desirable.
" The reply (with a minority of two votes) was : No.
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THE SECTION OF BENEVOLENCE declared that :

"
i. The ideas incorporated by the regulation system

are incompatible with all efforts at moral rescue, etc.

THE SECTION OF LAW declared that :

"
i. The State has no right to regulate prostitution,

for it should never make a compact with evil or sacrifice

constitutional guarantees to questionable interests.

"2. All systems of official regulation of prostitution

imply arbitrary action of the police and violation of the

judicial guarantees ensured to every individual, and
even to the greatest criminals, against arbitrary arrest

and imprisonment.
' The compulsory examination of women is equally

contrary to common law.
"
As such violation of law is solely committed to the

prejudice of the woman, the result is monstrous inequality
between her and the man ; woman is lowered to the rank

of a mere chattel and is no longer treated as a person.
She is placed outside the law.

"
Moreover, by regulation of vice, the State violates in

a direct manner its own penal law, for the latter prohibits
incitement to debauchery, and the State is at any rate

protecting such incitement, so long as it is offered by
establishments and women authorised by the Statr.

"
Further, the State thus ignores its duties of

protection towards minors.
' The State must continue to punish all incitement

to debauchery when directed towards persons under age,
of either sex, and should treat procurers with special

severity."

These strong resolutions were confirmed by the Con-

ferences held at Liege (September, 1879) and at London

(June, 1881).

In 1880, the second Congress of the Federation

gathered at Genoa on September 27 until October 4,
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and was presided OVCT !>> Sii^imr Aun-lio Saffi
;
here was

seen all tin- progress uhich liad been made by the organ-
isation. Each section renewed tin- resolutions of the

Genoa Congress, with added force :

From the legal point <t view, they vo-

"Whereas true liberty is not conip;itib!e with law.-,

of exception ;

" And none can attribute to himself the right t

himself or others beyond the pale of the law
; and

"
Whereas to-day, the weaker being, the woman, is

thus placed beyond the law ;

'

This meeting demands the abolition of all 1

and regulations which sanction prostitution, thus con-

verting it into a public institution ;

"
For this purpose the Federation takes as its rules

of action the following resolutions :

"
i. Matters relating to prostitution must be dealt

with according to the ordinary laws in each country.

"2. Legal guarantees concerning personal liberty

must be the same for both sexes.
"

3. The law must not provide or tolerate any
registration, any official inscription of prostitute women,
or any recognition of prostitution as being the status

of a certain social class.
"

4. The law must neither sanction nor tolerate any
violation of the right every woman possesses as regards
her own person.

"5. The law must not permit imprisonment of any

person except by judicial sentence delivered after open
trial for an offence which constitutes a positive i

misdemeanour, and after having allowed the an

person sufficient time to defend his canst-.
"

6. All police officials, when on duty, must

uniform.
"

7. Every public official must be fully responsible
for his actions before the ordinary courts of law.
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"
Moreover, this Congress protests against every

kind of law, regulation or ordinance that applies exclu-

sively to prostitution, declaring that they are all to be

equally condemned, whether emanating from the State,

or from the municipality or from any other authority
whatsoever."

The Genoa Congress was held at the time of the

scandals which took place in Belgium.
It adopted a third resolution, against the White

Slave Traffic.
"
The Second Congress of the British, Continental

and General Federation having acquired proof that an
extensive and permanent traffic in women and girls
exists for 'the procuring of licensed prostitutes in Belgium
and elsewhere

;

"
Convinced by facts brought to its knowledge that

the Police des Mceurs in certain cases greatly assists such

traffic
;

"
Approves all that has been done to this date by

the Federation for the suppression of the international

traffic alluded to, aud encourages the Executive Committee
to continue energetically its efforts for that purpose."

These resolutions, carefully studied, clearly set forth

the essential points of the work done by the Geneva

Congress, and were proclaimed in the midst of enthusiastic,

cheering from the balcony of the Carlo Felice Theatre,

by Deputy Bovio, before the Industrial Associations of

Genoa with their bands and banners.

VI.

The Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts.

In Great Britain the movement was pursued with the

method, the energy and the power of which distinguishes
the undertakings of the British nation.

There had been no effort to extend the Acts since

1869. Each year, dating from 1870, Messrs. W. Fowler,
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Jacob Bright, and Sir Harcourt John^t<nr in turn intro-

duced a bill for repeal. On March 17, 1879, Mr. Charlc -

Hopwood, Recorder of Liverpool, a lawyer of the

rank, as keen of mind as kindly in temper, moved to

reject the vote for providing the money to carry out the

Contagious Diseases Act

Colonel Stanley, speaking in tin- name of the Govern-

ment, demanded that the money be voted, because th<>-e

expenses were based on an Act of Parliament, but he

announced that after consulting the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, the Government had decided to appoint a

Committee of Inquiry. That same day, Sir Henry Holland,

formerly a partisan of the Acts, said to Sir Harcourt

Johnstone :

'

Those Acts make me very unhappy. I

am convinced that their moral result is bad and they do
not protect public health. I shall support the inquiry."
Mr. Woolcombe, of Devonport, speaking to a Committee
of the Lords, said :

"
It's a thing which should not be

spoken about."

The inquiry, having been opened, was interrupted by
the General Election of 1880, in which the thirty associa-

tions intended to obtain the repeal of the Contagious
Diseases Acts worked vigorously. The National

Association counted more than 4,000 persons who

actively took part in the fight, and 22,000 correspond-

ents, who, by written discourses and newspaper art:

called on candidates to take up the matter.

The National Association opened a subscription of

20,000 to be covered in five yeai >.

As soon as Parliament met, the S >mmittee

was reconstituted and continued its task. In ivality it

directed by James Stansfeld, who, with pitile grim
humour forced the partisans of the Acts to make the mo>t

painful avowals and exposed in men surh as Sir \V.

Muir unpardonable medical ignorance. The inquiry,

which fills no less than three enormous volur.

decisive.
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On April 20, 1883, the system was effectively sup-

pressed by the adoption of a motion proposed by Mr.

James Stansfeld, suspending the compulsory examination.

On March 16, 1886, the final abolition was adopted without

recourse being necessary to a division, and on June 5, 1888,

regulation was condemned in India. The Contagious
Diseases Acts were suppressed for Ceylon, Hong Kong,
the Straits Settlements, and Gibraltar, thanks to Sir Henry
Holland, then head of the Colonial Office. But from an

inquiry made in 1893, it was proved that the Regula-
tionists had maintained their practices in India.

The British did not consider that henceforth they
were to abandon all interest in what took place in the

rest of the world. They were convinced that, as regards
matters of justice, all peoples are solidaires and that

international prophylaxis is needed to prevent the

contagion from social wounds k<
]>t

l.-t ring by certain

governments which, nevertheless, lay claim to notions of

justice ; they therefore continued to give to the British,

Continental and General Federation the support and

assistance which were indispensable to that body.

VII.

Continuation of the Abolitionist Movement.

After my trial and condemnation in 1876, I was more

than ever convinced of the truth of the principles of the

Federation. I was able in 1877 and in 1878, to

make a discreet inquiry, of a very exhaustive nature,

concerning the Prefecture de Police, and from

October, 1878, to January, 1879, I published in

the Lanterne the Revelations d'un agent des Mceurs, the

Lettres d'un me'decin, the Lettres du vieux petit employe.
M. Lecour went to the trouble, in a volume of imposing
dimensions entitled La campagne contre la Prefecture de

Police, envisagee surtout au point de vue des mceurs, to point

out the disturbance which resulted therefrom at the

Prefecture de Police.
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" The Prefecture d<- Police pensioned off a >nlti iently

large number of officials ... it was perhaps hoped
that at this cost

,
the Liintcrnc would be induced to disarm,

as its triumph was thus implicitly proclaimed on all points
. . . It should have been foreseen that in that assault,

manifestly directed against the entire institution of tin-

police, the downfall of the service des mceurs. accomplished
without discussion or resistance, would be but an incident

and a halting place (p. 231)." And, further on. M. L< cnur,

speaking of the dislocation of the Pi< i< tare de Poh e,

added :

" The evil is done, and it is irreparable
"

(p. 449).

It was irreparable from .M. Lecour's point of view,

he was obliged to resign ;
it was irreparable for all the hi^h

officials of the Prefecture de Police who had to

appear, and whose downfall brought about that also of

M. Gigot, Prefect of Police, and that of M. de Ma:

Minister of the Interior. I cared nothing about the men ;

my quarrel was with the institution.

I had not stood for re-election to the Municipal Council

at the elections in 1878. The Municipal Councillor's seat for

the quarter in which is situated the Prefecture of Police

became vacant in 1879, and I considered it would be

paradoxical to obtain election ; I was elected. In 1880,
I was entrusted with a report on the police services.

I laid down the principles adopted by the Congress of

Genoa. On December 28, the Municipal Council adopted
a resolution embodying those principles, introduce d

by M. de Lanessan. The Prefect of Police then in

function, M. Andrieu, who was to fall in 1883 about a

matter pertaining to the police des mceurs, gave no

attention to the prophylactic measures there indicated,,

nor did any of his successors, in spite of promises of all

sorts. However, Dr. Fiaux, then Municipal Councillor,,

using all the authority due to his title as Doctor in

Medicine, and his professional experience, followed up
the campaign against the police des ma-urs with laborious

perseverance and admirable method.
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But in France, the public only takes interest in a

matter when its nerves are shaken by some sensational

event ; very few persons follow up an idea slowly,

calmly, obstinately.

On February 24, 1879, Mr.Waddington was President

of the Council, and the Government refused to authorise the

Federation to constitute a French Branch, on the pretext
that its international character offered serious dangers.

It was impossible to create the said Branch, or to hold

meetings with the necessary publicity, until 1898.

Meanwhile, in November, M. and Mme. Gustaw ck-

Morsier, M. and Mme. Chapman, Mile. Maria Deraisme,

whose vigorous literary and oratorical talent were

universally admired, M. Auguste Demoulins, who later

became Municipal Councillor, and a few friends, founded

the Association Fran^aise pour I'abolition de la prostitution

officielle. However, I must confess that in spite of the

energy, activity, and seductive power of these persons
the Association did not develop. Many Frenchmen

and Frenchwomen responded to our overtures by phrases
which may be summed up as follows :

"
Since there are

other persons who interest themselves in this question,

it is not worth our while to busy ourselves with it."

However, the work of the Federation was being
continued throughout Europe. In Italy, Mr. Ernest

Nathan had obtained the adhesion of 1,600 working
men's associations.

In 1883 the Depretis ministry appointed a second

Commission, whose report, drawn up by the jurist Luchini,

Dr. Bertani and the Professor of Syphilography, Pellizani,

was a condemnation of the regulation system and its

methods as odious as they were anti-hygienic. But

the entire edition of that report disappeared.
' The

deputy Tommasi-Crudeli, Professor of Hygiene at the

University of Rome," says Dr. Fiaux,
"
afterwards

declared at the Chamber that without the popular edition

published at the expense of E. Nathan, he would still
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be ignorant in 1887 of the existence of that official report

published or at any rate printed in 1885. In France,

however, owing to Mr. Yves Guyot, the abolitionists

had been able to read it. This scandalous proceeding
indicates what a powerful league of various interests

rises to hinder a reform in this matter." Crispi, in 1887,
after taking the report from the cellars of the ministry
and distributing it, issued the decrees of March 29, 1888,

preceded by a letter to King Humbert, in which he

denounced the efforts of the Italian system. However,
these decrees allowed the houses of tolerance to subsist.

Crispi energetically maintained the principle, but when
he left the ministry, his successor, Nicotera, replaced
them by a new system of regulation, very different,

however, from the police des mceurs as it exists in

France.

In Sweden, at Stockholm, an association, at whose
head was Pastor Testuz, was working and even had a

paper. In Denmark, Dr. Giersing and Baroness Stamps
were at the head of a similar league. Mr. Pierson con-

tinued his efforts in Netherlands, and we were fortunate

to have at the London Conference in 1898 the presence
of the Police Commissary of the Hague, M. van Scherm-

beck, an active member of the Federation.

The Countess Guillaume Schack, a timid little lady,
related her struggles, her efforts and her disappointments
in Germany with naive simplicity, which, both at Genoa
and at London, awoke emotion in all listeners. She

thought she had won over to the cause the Chief of the

Berlin Police when she paid him a first visit, in the

course of which he joined with her in deploring the regime
of the police des mceurs. But when she paid him a second

visit, and asked for information, his lips remained

hermetically sealed. On March 23, 1883, the police

interrupted an address she was delivering at Darmstadt,
and she was prosecuted for

"
offence against public

morality." It is true that she was acquitted on April 27.
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The British, Continental and General Federation

continued its efforts at propaganda and documentation.

Unfortunately it lostsome of itsmost influential and devoted

members : the Right Hon. James Stansfeld, who had sub-

ordinated his political career to the matter of the abrogation
of the Contagious Diseases Acts, died February 18, 1898.

Mr. Aim6 Humbert, who had been the great organiser
of the Federation Congresses and Conferences,

died on September 19, 1900 ; his devoted companion
had been taken on March 17, 1888. Aurelio Saffi died

in April, 1890, Mr. Benjamin Scott, Chamberlain of the

City of London, in January, 1892 ; Mrs. Emily Ashurst

Venturi, who had a marvellous literary and oratorical

talent, died in March, 1893 ; Mr. Charles Secretan

passed away on January n, 1895 ; Mr. Aaron M. Powell,

of New York, in 1899 ; Mr. Jules Pagny in 1901 ;

Dr. Giersing, of Copenhagen, in February, 1902 ; M..

Gaufrs, former Municipal Councillor of Paris, in 1909 ;

Dr. J. Birkbeck Nevins, of Liverpool, whose intervention

had been decisive in the enquiry commission, on June n,
1903 ; Mme. Guillaume Schack, June 20, 1903 ; Pastor

T. Fallot, September 3, 1904; Mrs. Margaret Turner,
of Bristol, in 1905 ; Mme. de Gingins on July 23, 1905.

At the Neuchatel Congress, 1905, James Stuart

recalled, in melancholy note, the losses which had fallen

upon the Federation during the thirty years since its

foundation : Pasteur de Pressense"
,
Mr. Sautter de Blomay,

Mme. Betsy Cellerier,
" devoted among all others," Mr.

de Gingins,
"
with his perfect courtesy and loyalty,"

Mr. Felix Bovet, Canon Butler, husband and collaborator

of Mrs. Josephine Butler, who had to defend himself against
the attacks of certain English papers because he had

spoken at the meeting of the rue d'Arras ;
and finally

Mme. Emilie de Morsier,
"

full of grace and penetration,"
whose work is continued by her husband, Mr. Gustave

de Morsier, vice-president of the French Branch, and by
her son, Auguste de Morsier.
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Other persons have, umluiibu -<lly, succeeded to

these who have disappeared ; but they have not replaced
them ; they have not absolutely reproduced their

qualities ; they do not occupy the same positions nor

possess the same means of action. Human losses are not

to be repaired.

VIII.

Authorised Prostitution and the White Slave Traffic.

In the countries where the legal or illegal system of

police des mceurs has continued to exist, it has not been

able to alter its practices. The pivot of the system is the

authorised establishment, officially recognised.
Dr. Fiaux reported to the commission of the Regime

des Mceurs that the Municipal Council of Courbevoie,

having determined to close three houses of toleration,

allotted an indemnity of 14,000 frs. to these establishments.

The deliberation was approved by a prefectoral statute

dated December 28, 1893.
Article 4 of the law of 1885, intended against bullies,

classed them in two categories : i. It sends to prison
and pronounces interdiction of inhabitation for the

"
bully

on the public streets
"

; 2. When the bully keeps an estab-

lishment, he is immune. More than that even, he formerly

enjoyed the protection described in his Memoirs by M.

Beraud, former commissary of the police des mceurs;
"

If a woman tries to escape from the house in which

she is registered, after taking the clothes she is wearing,
if the matter is brought to court she will be acquitted.

But the police never allow such matters to remain un-

punished ;
it hears the claims of the house-matron

whom it is to protect, and the offender is condemned to

several months' confinement in prison."

We may hope that, through fear of interference on the

part of the abolitionists, such practices are discontinued ;

but if the police have been forced to abandon them, it is a

proof of the usefulness of our undertaking.
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James Stuart, president of the Geneva Congress, in

1908 quoted three cases to show the relations existing

between white slave traffic and regulated prostitution.

The first relates to a case which occurred in the

Indian army : a circular of the Quarter-Master-General for

India on June 17, 1886, reminded all commanding officers

to attend to the application of the regulations, and closed

by the following recommendation :

" Each regiment must

be supplied with a sufficient number of women, and care

should betaken that thesewomen be sufficiently attractive/'

The second is the Hong Kong case. In 1877, after

the suicide of two poor native women, Sir John Pope

Hennessey constituted an inquiry commission. It was

discovered that Englishmen (police, sailors and soldiers)

were, for several years, by order of the Chief Inspector of

Brothels, himself acting under the Registrar General,

employed not only to get evidence against unlicensed

establishments, but also to hunt up young girls, children,

to recruit them for authorised establishments.

The third case is from Belgium. In September, 1879,

Mr. Alfred Dyer, publisher in London, was accosted one

Sunday by a man who told him that his daughter was

forcibly confined in a house of prostitution at Brussels.

He interfered, obtained her liberation, and related the

event in the newspapers. He received a denial from

the head of the Brussels police, M. Lenaers.

A Brussels lawyer, Mr. Splingard, also reported

incidents of the same nature. He was prosecuted, but

in the course of the trial the roles were changed, and the

inquiry led to the appearance in the correctional police

court of twelve procurers. They were prosecuted for

forgery and for debauching and sequestering minors. The

complicity of police agents and keepers of tolerated

establishments was so forcibly demonstrated that

the commissary of the police des maeurs, M. Schroeder,

and the commissary in chief of the police force,

M. Lenaers, were obliged to resign on March i, 1881.
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The Burgomaster himself was implicated in tin ir downfall,

he having sought to shield them. It was discovered that

In had purchased at a very high price a housr in the Rue
SaintLaurent for which he hadobtaineda licence as ahouse

of prostitution. He was compelled to n ->i^n his position.

The Home Secretary at London had sent a barrister,

Mr. Greenham, who, visiting, in company with the com-

missary of the police des mceurs, all the houses of tolerance,

declared everything to be excellent. But on objections
raised by friends of Mr. Dyer and Mr. Gillett, the

Foreign Office obtained from the Government, in 1880, the

appointment of a special commissioner, Mr. T. W. Snagge,
a lawyer of high standing. He was present at the trial

of the cases and pursued the inquiry. In his deposition
before the Commission of the House of Lords he cited

several cases where young girls had written to their

relations ; their letters were sent to the police des mceurs

in Brussels, and when investigation was made, the young
girls were found to have entirely vanished.

The Congress of the Federation in Geneva voted a

resolution demanding that international treaties be passed
for the purpose of suppressing the white slave traffic

irrespective of the lands in which the crime may have
been committed or the nationality of the criminal. This

resolution was partially carried out by an international

arrangement, dated May 18, 1904, concluded between
various European states to co-operate in fighting against
the white slave traffic.

The first demonstration of the Association for the

Repression of the White Slave Traffic took place at its

Congress in London, 1899. At that gathering some of

our London friends wanted to put a question concerning
the relations between holders of authorised establishments

and the white slave traffic.

But the French Committee would not hear of it.

Certainly that Committee was full of eagerness to suppress
the white slave traffic, but it was also filled with respect
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for the maintenance of the police des mceurs ; and, out

of consideration for M. Be*renger, the members of the

English Committee, forgetting the Belgian events, followed

the advice of the French Committee.

However, Mme. Avril de Sainte-Croix, general secre-

tary of the French Branch of the Federation, protested

against this determination to elude the fundamental

question of the white slave traffic. But Mme. Avril was

not supported. The influence of regulation on the slave

traffic was put aside as a negligible quantity.
Mme. Avril de Sainte-Croix, convinced that she was

right, would not be discouraged. By her writings and

by her speeches she continued to draw attention to the

illogism shown by planning to do away with the traffic,

while retaining the establishments for which it is under-

taken. She insisted on the matter at Amsterdam, and at

Zurich. In 1905, at the preparatory Conference for the

Congress, she again called on the delegates not to reject

her proposition, and to join her in demanding that houses

of debauchery authorised by municipalities or by State

be closed. Several of the delegates of foreign Governments

joined her. She found support from the Dutch, Italian,

Swedish delegates. But the Conference closed without

any favourable decision being taken.

At the time of the Paris Congress in 1906, Mme.
Avril de Sainte-Croix tried to put the question. M.

Berenger attempted a veto. She insisted. M. Berenger
tried to refuse her the privilege of the floor, but the

assembly protested against such a manner of suppressing

discussion, and our colleague, supported by cheers,

was enabled to point out the importance and serious

nature of this question. Soon, Mme. de Schlumberger

joined in also, and the Congress decided to refer to the

next preparatory conference the question as to whether

or not it was necessary to leave the matter of Regulation
outside the dealings of the Association pour la repression de

la Iraite des blanches.
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The conference took place at Vienna in 1909. There,
Mme. Avril de Ste. Croix, with the energetic support of

Mr. de Graaf, the delegate of the Netherlands, obtained

a decisive victory. By an overwhelming majority, the

Conference determined to place on the programme of the

Madrid Congress the question of the influence exerted by
regulated prostitution on the White Slave Traffic.

Meanwhile, on April 18, 1910, under the double

presidence of M. Pichon, Minister of Foreign affairs,

and M. Berenger, senator, numerous delegates of foreign
Governments met in congress. Those delegates drew

up a convention dated May 4, the articles of which were

to be approved by each Power. The first article dealt

with the procuring of girls under age ; the second with

the procuring of girls or women over age, when the act

was accompanied by fraud, violence, threats, or any
other means of constraint.

But M. Berenger persisted with remarkable per-

spicacity in his desire to repress the white slave traffic

while retaining the authorised establishments for the

benefit of which the said traffic is undertaken. To intend

to suppress the slave traffic and not to touch those

establishments which occasion the slavery, is to attempt
to suppress facts while maintaining their cause.

Those inconsistent philanthropists admit that a

woman may be confined against her will in a house of

debauchery their pretext being that this matter depends

exclusively on internal legislation. In their desire to

strike no blow against the police des mceurs, they refuse to

ask that any Government, signing the convention, should

undertake to consider as a crime or misdemeanour such

sequestration ! They finally attain this result : a dealer

takes a girl into some land
; he passes the frontier with< >ut

mishap ; he delivers the girl over to an establishment that

is regularly authorised
; and the door closes on her. From

that moment the clauses of the convention are ineffective !

The new offence does away with the first !
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For the fourth congress which took place in Madrid,
M. de Graaf ,

in the name of the Committee of the Nether-

lands wrote a remarkable work on this subject : The
sources of the Traffic. The National Netherlands Com-
mittee and the German Committee had clearly replied :

' The white slave traffic is entirely due to the houses of

tolerance." Mme. Avril de Sainte Croix had consulted

the National Committees of the International Council of

Women. The British Committee replied in a manner

quite as categorical. Mme. de Schlumberger, in the

name of the French Committee said :

" The traffic in

white slaves is intimately related to regulation
"

; a

similar response came from the Belgian, Danish, Grecian,

Netherland, Italian, Swedish, Swiss, Austrian, American,
Australian Committees.

Thanks to her perseverance, Mme. Avril de Sainte

Croix obtained almost entire agreement. The Conference

which took place in Brussels in November, 1911, deter-

mined to submit the following resolution to the Congress
of London in 1913 :

"
Inasmuch as it is admitted that the house

of prostitution constitutes the principal market for

the traffic, this Congress demands the suppression
of public houses of debauchery."

The resolution unanimously carried at the Congress
of London was in these terms :

" The Fifth International Congress expresses
the wish that the National Committees in every

country shall endeavour to abolish the licensed

houses of ill-fame."

IX.

Public Opinion.

This respect for the police des maeurs, on the part of

men professing pure ideals, such as M. Berenger, shows

how powerful it still is.
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However, at the Congress of Neuchatel in 1905,
which was especially intended to commemorate the

thirtieth year of the Federation, James Stuart showed

the changes which it had effected in the attitude of

those who deal with the matter. From the hygienic

point of view, Regulation is no longer a dogma ;
it has

not been able to resist the two medical Congresses of

Brussels. From the moral point of view, all facts have

proved that it transforms public authorities into accom-

plices of public outrage against morality. From the legal

point of view, lawyers, like Sheldon Amos, Sir Percy

Bunting, Van Swinderen, have shown that all arguments

brought forward in its favour are a violation of the principles
of modern jurisprudence. The question is treated as an

open one and is publicly dealt with in newspapers, in lectures,

and in books. An extensive abolitionist literature is open
to those who wish to gain information.* Finally, there

is a slow and silent work going on day by day. The

prejudice which kept the question of regulation of prosti-

tution in the shadows of mystery has disappeared. Mr.

Edouard Dolleans, now Professor of Political Economy
in the Law Faculty of Dijon, has published a book : La
Police des Mceurs."\ In 1906, M. P. Levesque dared to

choose as the subject for his thesis in the Faculty of

Medicine at Lyons : Prophylaxie des maladies veneriennes

et police des mceurs, and he dedicated it to his father, who
"
was the first and the best of his masters," and to his

mother, to whom "
he owed his moral formation."

* See the list of Federation publications and also the following
books by Dr. Fiaux, who undertook alone, and at his own expense,
a veritable encyclopaedia of the question : La police des mceurs devant
la Commission extraparlementaire du Regime des Mceurs (introduction,

proces-verbaux, rapports, &c., 2 vol. in 8 of 1,000 pages each, and
Vol. 3 Rapport General, Loi de 1903 sur la protection des mineurs.
La prostitution reglementee et les pouvoirs publics (Un vol. in 8 de
440 pp.), L'integrite intersexuelle des peuples et des gourernenicnts
(Analyse des travaux de la conference Internationale pour la prophylaxie
sanitaire et morale tenue a Bruxelles en 1902), i vol. in 8, 850 pp.
Histoire generale du mouvement contre la police des mxurs de 1864 d

1910, 3 Vol. in 8, &c., &c. (Paris, Librairie F. Alcan.)
t 1909 Larose, Publisher.
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Lastly, in France, the regulation of prostitution has
been officially condemned by the Commission of the

Regime des Moeurs.

X.

The Commission du Regime dcs Moeurs in France.

In 1903, scandals followed each other in quick
succession ; during a strike at Rennes, young working
women were arrested and subjected to examination ; the

fiancee of a journalist was arrested in Paris. Then
M. Emile Combes, President of the Council and Minister

of the Interior, constituted a Commission du Regime
des Moeurs, by decree dated July 18, 1903.

In a document accompanying the decree he said :

" No doubt regulation in this particular aspect
assumes a very special character, and has been described as

going beyond all bounds. Indeed, it seriously interferes

with personal liberty. But, in our opinion, the force of

things inevitably brings about all these measures.

He added that
"
while convinced of the necessity

not to forego the guarantees, as they are incomplete/'
afforded by the- regime of regulation, he did not hesitate

to admit that the said regime presented imperfections
of a serious nature and should be considerably improved.

M. Emile Combes nevertheless consented to admit

among the seventy members of the commission, four

members of the French Branch of the Abolitionist

Federation : Mme. Avril de Sainte Croix, Doctor Fiaux,
M. Comte and myself.

When the first sitting was about to open, the Prefect

of Police, M. Lepine, said to me, not without a shade of

vexation :

" You will triumph."
To this I replied :

" Your prognostic is an avowal that

the Police des Mceurs cannot bear discussion/'

And indeed that is what happened. Senators,

deputies, mayors of large towns such as Lyons, Bordeaux,
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Rheims, were unanimous in condemning the system of

police regulation. To my charges a.^ain-t that ^\^t-m tin-

Prefect of Police himself could only n-ply by pleading

guilty and by admitting that it deserved all t he-

accusations for which one of his predecessors had

condemned me twenty-seven years earlier.

What is the good of an institution thus disavowed by
the very person who is entrusted with its direction ?

Dr. Augagneur, Mayor of Lyons, who was, moreover,
the head of the department for the treatment of venereal

diseases at the Antiquaille hospital, overthrew all Dr.

Fournier's assertions
; against the system were ranged

Dr. Gaucher, successor to Dr. Fournier in the chair of

Syphilography at Paris, Dr. Queyrat, doctor at the

Hopital Ricord, Professors Landouzy and Brissaud of the

Medical Faculty of Paris, and Dr. P. Langlet, Professor

of the Medical Faculty of Rheims and Mayor of Rheim-.

Finally, we saw M. Bulot, then Procurator-General to

the Paris Court, condemn in the most formal manner all the

methods of the Prefecture de Police.

In its sitting of December 7, 1906, the Commission on

the Regime des Mceurs unanimously adopted the entire

project which had been elaborated by the secret ary-

general of the Commission, M. Henne<]uin.
The first Part contains a condemnation of the entire

regime of Regulation police instituted in France.

Part II. deals with persons under age.

Part III. is entitled : Public incitement to immorality

(debauche). The Commission declined to adopt the

term "solicitation" (racolage).

Part IV. is aimed at procuration and sui; .rious

modifications in French legislature. It >jnrilies that

the word "procuration" (proxenetism) shall apply only
to habitual and direct exploiting of prostitution.

Part V. aims at prophylaxis. It is to be no 1

a mere pretext, but a serious aim.
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True, the project contains certain provisions which
were fought against by the Abolitionists. But they never-

theless voted its adoption, because this Commission,

appointed to organise, improve, fortify and prolong the

practice of regulation, had concluded by condemning it in

the most formal manner.

M. Clemenceau, as a Senator, had brought forward

a Bill intended to protect individual liberty. Having
become President of the Council, on October 14, 1906,
M. Clemenceau, speaking at Draguignan, said :

" The Minister of the Interior is required to ensure

the implacable, immoral regulation of an unmentionable

state of things. For the vices of man it is woman
who expiates. Ah ! if you could see filing past
what is called the administrative tribunal of the police

prefecture the terrible procession of those degraded
creatures, from fifteen to sixty years of age and more, who
sum up in their persons the extremest human misery, you
would perhaps think with me that public morality might
be better served than by imprisoning them for having
failed to observe regulations which we had no right to

edict, and by carelessly cultivating their daily degradation.
"

I am theoretically expected to watch over the public

health, threatened by this redoubtable legion. I must

say that this is an office which my administration

accomplishes with complete unsuccess, and by means of

practices which are contrary to law, contrary even to

the principles of all human government/'
Nevertheless when he was in possession of the pro-

posed law drawn up by the Commission, instituted by his

predecessor, he made no use of it. None of his successors,

during the eight years which have passed since it was

drafted, have dared to draw it from the locker in which it

sleeps. Nevertheless it is a decisive document.

But it is not merely the conclusions of the Commission
du Regime des Mceurs which are important, it is also

the discussions which preceded those conclusions. They
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were published together with M. Hennequin's report, in

three large volumes which it is difficult to obtain like all

French official documents. But Dr. Fiaux reproduced
them in two volumes, preceded by a masterly introduction

and by the reports of the commission appointed by the

Municipal Council in 1877. A third volume contains the

report of M. Hennequin.

XL

Prophylaxis and Regulation.

The Geneva Congress in 1889 was characterised by
important communications of doctors, such as Drs.

Stoukowenkoff, Pellizani, Chanfleury, Van Yjesselstein,

Giersing. In 1907, at the Conference at Lugano, Dr. P. L.

Ladame, of Geneva, had set forth, in a remarkable work
entitled Prostitution, police des mceurs et sante ptiblique,

the arguments of reglementarists and had contrasted

them with facts. He related the impression made on his

mind when, in 1864, coming from a Paris hospital, he had
been present at an odious capture of women and had
heard a man in the street say in grave tones :

"
It is the

morality police watching over public health."

Dr. Ladame pointed out the powerlessness of the

police des mceurs in that respect. When Dr. Neisser oi

Breslau discovered, in 1879, the gonococcus, the infectious

microbe of gonorrhoea, it was believed that the doctors

now held the criterion which would allow them to recog-
nise with certainty the presence of that disease. Neisser

had the patience to examine, in January, 1883, by micro-

scope, no less than 572 prostitute women. He was able

to recognise the gonococcus in 217 cases, whereas he con-

sidered as uncertain 57 other cases making in all 274,

nearly one-half of the women
;
and the preceding year, in

1887, only 58 prostitutes had been treated for that disease
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during the whole year ! Dr. Neisser adds that the negative
result proves nothing. Thus, he concludes, the surgical

examination of prostitutes is absolutely incapable of

giving any serious guarantees against contagion by
gonorrhoea." Dr. Le Pileur, doctor at Saint Lazare,

also recognised that
"
gonorrhoea is not accessible to

measures of hygiene and prophylaxy hitherto employed."
Dr. Magnus Holler, of Stockholm, made a similar

declaration in 1907.
Dr. Ladame also examined the so-called

" common
sense

"
argument of Dr. Fournier, which the latter repeated

over and over again to the Commission du Regime des

Mceurs, telling us amiably that it was odious to the

abolitionists who cannot forgive it. Here is the said

argument : "A woman affected with chancre or mucous

patches is shut up at St. Lazare ; there she is inoffensive.

If allowed freedom, she would have transmitted syphilis

to one or several men."

Dr. Ladame replies :

" Dr. Fournier forgets only one

thing. Namely, that the few hundreds of women

momentarily detained and speedily returned to the

streets, without being cured of their venereal disease,

make the
'

simple-minded
'

(as Dr. Fournier calls those

who run the risk of contracting these diseases) believe

that the thousands of other women who are authorised

to walk the pavement, are healthy. Thus it is that the

so-called protection supplied by Regulation is illusory

and deceptive."
Dr. Ladame quotes from numerous authors belonging

to the most different nations, Ehlers for Copenhagen,
Blaschko for Berlin, Monnier for Belgium, Tommasoli for

the Italian army, Kromager and Gruber for Germany,
others for Holland, for Great Britain, &c. All come to

the same conclusion : regulation exercises no influence on

the frequency of syphilis. At the Conference held at

Lugano, Dr. von During gave the following as the con-

clusion of his communication :
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'The regulation police, \\itli Iocs

exactly the contrary <t what it >hould do
;

it is a cause of

propagation of venereal diseases whereas it- <.l>j-<-t

to fight againM them."

Dr. von Dining spoke witli all tin- authority of personal

experience. As a doctor in Asia Minor, he w.i- al>l t <>.,pply

the principles of Regulation with authoritative measures

which would not even be admitted in France
; li-

the vanity of his prophylactic efforts, and a book by Fiaux

having come into his hands, he gave up the -aid pra< i

At the commission of the Regime des Mceurs, the

Regulationists were unable to find any ;
.

< pt

Dr. Fournier's "argument of commonsense
"

to i.

the vigorous attacks of Dr. Augagneur. M. Augagn em-
answered :

"
Those who defend Regulation defend it

rather for the results that it might yield, than for those it

actually yields." They create the romance of regulation.
At the Congress held in Paris in 1913, lie repeated li\> a

tions with added force. Drs. Ladame, von During, also

confirmed their former statements. Sir Victor Horsley

supported them with his authoritative voice. Dr. Queyrat,
doctor of the hospitals, confirmed their conclusions. Dr.

Gaudier, successor to Dr. Fournier in the rhair of Svphilo-

graphy at the Medical Faculty, d< < lap d that
"
freedom

servesthecauseofhygienefarbetterthanpoliceregiilation.'
1

Dr. Rist, doctor in the Paris hospitals, showed how
the doctors of the police service had remained entirely

outside all progress made during the past thirty years
as regards the pathology of venereal disease. This is

sufficient to pronounce sentence on their work.

Dr. Delanglade, surgeon of the Marseilles hospitals,

has long ago stated that he is entirely won to the abolitionist

opinion, and in June, 1909, the medical committee of the

Bouches du Rhone adopted, after a report of Dr. Fraissinet,

a resolution presented by Dr. Reynes declaring
"
the

guarantees given by enforced examination useless and

illusory."
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M. Giraud, doctor of the police services at Marseilles,

recognises that a doctor has to examine 60 to 80 women
in an hour.

An International Conference for Sanitary and
Moral Prophylaxis was organised officially at Brussels

in 1899 by Dr. Dubois Havenith and a high official, Mr.

Beco. Doctors and officials attached to the Regulation

system came from all parts. The day before the Congress

they believed they were going to strengthen and generalise
their system.

Dr. Fiaux states that Mr. Dubois Havenith had been

obliged, under penalty of hindrances which would have

proved absolutely prejudicial to the gathering itself, to

abandon the project of inviting Mr. Yves Guyot.*
The communications brought forward set forth all

the contradictions of the system.
Professor Landouzy, at present Dean of the Medical

Faculty, Professor Gaucher, Professor of Syphilology and

Dermatology at the Faculty of Lyons, and Dr. Queyrat,
doctor of the hospitals, proposed the following resolution :

" The regulation system as it is at present applied having

proved inefficacious, is condemned. It is necessary, for

the prophylaxis of venereal diseases, to return to the

rulings of common law." It was vigorously supported

by Dr. Gailleton, former mayor of Lyons, head of the

delegation. The Regulationists opposed it by a vague

programme of Dr. Neisser's which, after all sorts of

compromises, obtained 90 signatures. The two resolu-

tions were laid on the table. Neither was voted.

At the second Conference in 1902 I was admitted

and Dr. Gailleton supported what I had claimed, that

individual hygiene be placed before public hygiene.
This second conference was the last : the Regulationists
saw that it was to their interest to work in obscurity.

But the two Conferences produced extremely interesting

papers and discussions.

*
L'Integrite intersexuelle, p. 95.
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Dr. Lane, of London, stated that h- ventured

to raise his voice at thi> tneetr rase In- had

been, for some yeai . h< -d to tin- Lock Ho-pital
in London

;
it is then- that il diseases

an- mostly treated
;

for it is tin- only hospital

specially assigned to this class of disease. Dr. Lane's

experience at that hospital dat< > from tl \\lu-n the

Contagious Diseases Acts were in force, so that In- was

able to compare the ivsults of tin- n-^ulatim.

and those of the system of freedom actually existing.

He remembered the Cassandra prophecies made at the

time of the abolition of the Acts
;
the sinister predictions

that the scourge of venereal diseases would devastate

the country as a consequence of the reform
; and he

admitted that he himself had ranked among the prophets
of evil. But experience taught him that those :

had been fallacious, for since the abolition of the Acts,

the venereal diseases had become less frequent, as proved
by statistics, and the virulence of the disease had

diminished, as shown by observation.

A Royal Commission has been constituted in Great

Britain to study the means of fighting against venereal

disease.

According to Sir William Thomson, the proportion
of deaths caused by venereal diseases in Ireland is 0*78 per

10,000 inhabitants, whereas that of deaths caused by
tuberculosis is 21 per cent. I am too accustomed to

dealing with statistics not to be aware of all the mistrust

they should inspire in general, and particularly such

statistics. But there is, in the minds of those persons who

constantly speak of the venereal danger, a professional

obsession, more or less disinterested, or one of those mono-

manias, more or less resembling the mania of persecution,
which is easily transformed into the persecuting mania.

Mr. Dolleans examined the projects of Fournier,

Berenger, Lejeune, the (uinian regulation system, and
the Scandinavian legislation.
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Abolitionists must be careful not to allow themselves

to be deceived by the Scandinavian laws, like the Nor-

wegian law of May 22, 1902, which, according to M. de

Morgensteine, admits anonymous declarations for con-

tagion and does not even insist on having proof that there

has been transmission of the disease, like the Danish law

which came into force on April n, 1908. It condemns

regulation of prostitution ; but according to Art. 2,

whosoever leads an immoral life, of such nature as to

offend against pudicity, is liable to imprisonment. Art. 5

grants to those suffering from venereal disease the right

to demand indefinite terms of hospitalisation, but also

gives the doctor the right to detain them indefinitely.

At the Brussels Conference in 1902, Dr. Barthch niy
said :

" A new era is opening, that of the medical legislator

holding the people's mandate, in order to preserve social

health." Mr. Ed. Dolleans replied :

"
It is a great

danger for any society to leave the gov< mim-nt of its

laws to specialists, medical or others, whose particular
bent of mind and exclusive views bring about one-sided

legislation."* He denounced the error which leads

men to make of social health a new idol to which must
be sacrificed the rights of the individual and the

fundamental principles of justice.

XII.

The Regulationists' Counter-Project.

In 1901, at the instigation of Dr. Fournier, and of the

doctors attached to the Prefecture de Police, the

Regulationists founded the French Society of Sanitary
and Moral Prophylaxis. They sought to prepare a

counterblast to the decisions of the Commission of

the regime des mceurs. The task was entrusted to

Dr. Le Pileur, of St. Lazare. He declared that he

*
Regulation, police p. 135.
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had been unable to convene the ( nimni^inn i ut i

with its rhil). .ration. \\'h.-n ])iiblii Iv .1
i liis

proje< t was torn 1o >hivd> bv the Re^ulati :hem-

selves, .Mi . !(!( i! i

}

tin- ill'

all the practices propo^d. "All that i- doin- at the

.ctiu-c dc 7V/CY i> out>ide the law ; it \ \ic\\

arbiti u
j

. We hare returned t
i tb M-d-ii- A

Finally he proposed tO VOte "\\ tin- followi!

tinn :

'

That all Regulation niu>t be iound* d on law."

M. L<- Pileiir, pmtotrd :

"
I Mtc<l in \\K>

\ i aunot support IK h a proposition." Neverl
was adopt.-d.

In the course of that disni>siiiii in i 108, the Pivlertim-

of Police stated that it had proceeded, in the com
file year, to make 56,000 arrests. The woniv n an

before a Sous-Chef de Bureau, who judges them and
sends them to prison; 56,000 anv>tr represent 186

culprits per day, for 300 working day>. If the admin-

istrative judge gave five minutes of hi> attention to each

of these women he would have to put in more than

fifteen hours' work. Hemay impose from two to eigh I

imprisonment, which he applies automatically, acting on

the report of the detectives, without confrontation of the

accused, without explanation ;
the Chief can extend the

term of imprisonment to fifteen days, and the Chi

Division has reserved for himself the right to pronounce
more extensive punishments. In the day 'uvnt

Duchatelet these could range up to one year. Now they

have almost disappeared.

XIII.

The Work of the Federation.

James Stuart, in his opening speech at the

of Neuchatel in 1905, examined the work of the Federation

during the thirty preceding years. Mr. Piei^>u, Honorary
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President of the Federation, in a speech full of interest,

showed how in the Netherlands the Zetten Refuges,
founded by Pastor Heldring in 1847, had converted those

who worked there to the principles of Abolition, and had

helped towards the foundation of the Dutch branch.

The Congress of the Hague in 1883 led to the adhesion

of the former Minister of Justice of Holland, Mr. Modde-

moon. There was a debate with the Regulationist
doctors ; from that day dates the decline of Regulation in

the Netherlands.

The Congress of London in 1886 was much hampered

by the General Election. Nevertheless it was at that

Congress that the principles embodied in the Federation

statutes were adopted. This was a most important event.

[For these principles, see page vi.]

The utility of these principles was demonstrated at

the first congress which took place in Germany, at Dresden

in 1904. The arguments of those who wished to make

prostitution a legal offence were demolished by the

admirable exposition of these principles by M. Henri

Minod, the successor and pupil of Mr. Aime* Humbert

in the General Secretaryship of the Federation.

Prostitution is a subordination of the sexual re-

lationship to the question of gain.
" But a legal

offence implies an intention to hurt, an invasion of

the right of others ; we do not find these characters in

the fact of prostitution. If prostitution is an offence,

ought not the accomplice also to be punishable ?
"

Pastor Hoffet had to defend the principle against some

German pastors who wanted to retain regulation of

prostitution by making it legal. M. de Morsier was forced

to fight against the neo-regulation of Professor Neisser of

Breslau, who wished to instal public establishments placed

under the management of doctors.

Mr. Henry J. Wilson, President of the British Branch/

made the following declaration in 1904 :

"
After having
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for a long time and with a sincere d< -MIV to arrive at truth,

studied the question of the mi^leniean ;< -nation,

iched this conclusion, that notlm done

in this particular dhvrti>n unless we a.u

unlawful the action <>t a man or woman stopping in the

street or in a public plan- with an unmoral object, pr<

which must be i Mablished by the frequency of tl.

and by the ciicuinMance^ at coinpanvin^ it.

"
However, I must at once confess that such a

ins impossible to us ... we remain

convinced of the impossibility of e-tal>li>liint< the on

of solicitation."

The character of the Abolitioni-t Federation lias

been strangely misrepresented by Iv-ulationi--

Dr. Fournier added to his "common Aliment"
an argument of similar value, repeating that the aboli-

tionist movement is only due to a
"
pious league, narrowly

sectarian, inspired by the Protestant clergy, to such a

degree that it shelters itself under the standard of the

Salvation Army."
Even if this were true, the answer would be easy to

find: "What matter the persons ? What has to be

examined, is the value of the arguments, and the facts."

But Dr. Fournier 's assertion suffices to show the

weakness of his method. I learnt of the Contagious
Diseases Acts by a long notice published by 11

Spencer in his "Study of Sociology."* He quoted
them as an example of the errors of method which may
be committed by legislators. After showing that they
violate all legal principles developed by the evolution of

centuries, he added :

*
(i) French Translation : Introduction a la Scietice Sociale. Paris,

Librairie, F. Alcan. p. 88.300 (1874). Cf. p. 30 footnote.
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"
All this on account of a panic, artificially raised,

concerning a disease which is disappearing, which does

not make one victim as against fifteen carried off by
scarlatina and which takes years to kill as many as

diarrhoea kills in a single twelvemonth. This shows

the dangers against which one must guard when gathering
information regarding present sociological questions."

And only Dr. Fournier would venture to attribute

to Herbert Spencer the motives he imputed to

abolitionists.

In her message to the Neuchatel Congress, Mme.

Josephine Butler recalled that from the first day the'

Federation had had the support of the noblest thinkers

among Israelites, Samuel Montagu, Member of Parliament

for Whitechapel, several members of the Montefiore family,

the Chief Rabbi of London, the Chief Rabbi of Paris, Zadock

Kahn, the Chief Rabbi of Avignon, M. Ben Israel.

Miss Agnes MacLaren, Doctor of Medicine of the

Faculties of Dublin and Montpell id , whose loss we have

to deplore, published a little leaflet entitled
" The Catholic

Church against Regulation of Prostitution." Therein

we read :

" On two occasions Leo XIII.
, by the hand of

Cardinal Rampolla, declared Regulation to be contrary
to morality (letter to Dr. Agnes MacLaren, April 29,

1899) and declared that to fight against the system is

working for the benefit of public morality and pursuing
a laudable object (letter to M. Mussche, President of the

Morality Society, May 19, 1899, in reply to a request for

Benediction before the opening of the Brussels Congress,

at which Congress the Morality Society intended to defend

the unity of moral laws for both sexes).
"
Pius X., having been requested to give his Blessing

to the Abolitionist Federation against Regulation, a

request presented by Dr. MacLaren, cordially (di cuore)

granted apostolic blessing to her and to all working
with her in this work of charity (November 19, 1905)."
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The Very Rev, r. M. S, n-ral of the

Trappists, giving his adhesion to our undertaking, stated :

"
r,. tniv i became a priest, I was an officer in the army,

and I know all tin- evil worked by Regulation."

Dr. MacLaren names, moreover, the adhesions of

Cardinal Bounvt, Bishop of K linal B

Archbishop of Bourses, M. Touchet, Bishop of Oil

Tin- latter clearly Mates :

"
It is to be seen whether all that is u\(\ venerable,

most sacn-d, here on earth, namely, the dignity of the

human being, shall continue or not to b- despised, al

by being^ of our spei-ies. of our blood, and that legally.

regularly, with the assistance of public authorit:

In 1900 the Catholic Bi>h>p> of England, gatl

under the presidency of Cardinal Vaughan, adopted

unanimously a motion, seconded by Bishop Bourne,

encouraging Dr. Agnes MacLan-n in her work ag.

the official regulation of vice.

At the Congress of Brussels in 1891, political men of

first rank took part, almost all beloi. the Catholic-

party, Messrs. Bernaert, Lejeune, Mini>ter> of State,

de Burlet, Wceste, Nothomb, and some members of the

higher clergy.

At the Neuchatel Congress in 1905, M. Alfred de

Meuron, in his report on the Federation and Christianity,

showed that the Federation had never taken part for

or against any doctrine whatsoever, that the Federation

is sufficiently wide in its principles to embrace all opinions,

even the most diverse, provided they do not conflict with

its essential object.

James Stuart entitled his Neuchatel .-peedi : The

Federation and the Idea of Justin. II< i << ailed the

various points of view which gathered together in a

common enterprise the adherents to the Federation.
"
Certain abolitionists limit them>clves within the

medical point of view and point to the failure of regulation.

There are some also who, taking the Bible alone for their
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guide, feel their religious conscience revolt against a

system which they believe to be in opposition with the

will of God. Others again strive against the shameful
traffic and join with us in opposing it in the interests of

the working girl.
" Some look upon it merely as a deceiving light

which attracts our young men and leads them to destruc-

tion. Finalty, we have with us also all those who,
convinced that the progress of humanity is intimately
bound up with that of woman, consider the legal and'

administrative degradation to which she is subjected by
the regulation police as the greatest obstacle to her

political, social and economic evolution.
"
These points of view represent as many aspects,

equally true, of a single and unique truth. It is very

important that the struggle should retain this great

diversity. Our tactics must above all consist in con-

centrating all these forces so diverse in their aspects, to

confront the common enemy."
He reminded those present that men such as Lieber,

Humboldt, &c., looked upon Regulation above all as

a denial of justice. And he ended by a reminder of the
"
immense role which the idea of justice plays in

Abolition convictions," and denounced injustice as the

hardest and most cruel enemy we have to fight.

All these efforts, whatsoever may be their origin,

whatsoever their motive, converge towards greater

justice. At the Neuchatel Conference in 1883, Mme.
Emily Ashurst Venturi had uttered this profound thought :

"
justice is supreme charity." Alas ! since that great

Congress of Neuchatel how many have disappeared !

Mme. Josephine Butler had sent an eloquent message,
and at the end of 1906 we heard of her death.

The history of morality will ever devote an important

chapter to Mrs. Josephine Butler. She is one of those

great figures to which humanity owes gratitude because

she fought for, and brought about the triumph of neglected
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rights. She was the in-piivr and the directing genius
of the movement whose object it is to supprc 1 the

most odious forms of slavery, 1 1 -ation of

a class of pariahs condemned by the puller to tin- perpetual
hard labour of prostitution.

In June, 1910, Dr. Charles Bell Taylor died. He it

was who drew Mrs. Josephine Butler's attention to the

Contagious Diseases Acts. Though hi> wm k had not

permitted him to take an acti\v part in the congresses

and conferences of the Federation, nevertln !>> h

ever ready to act whenrvrr he perceived that lil

was endangered.
Dr. Charles Bell Taylor came to Paris in 1877 with

Mrs. Butler when I organised the meeting at the rue

d'Arras. He considered that the greatest of all evils was
loss of liberty. In an obituary notice of him, Dr. W. R.

Hadwen states that he considered that the true remedy
for most of the dangers of our days was the propaganda
of individualism.

He was Vice-President of the Pepsonal Rights Associa-

tion, whose President, Mr. Thomasson, and the Secretary-
General my old friend J. H. Levy who died, alas ! la>t

year devoted much time and effort to the cause of

Abolition.

In France we have lost Andre Bel, Doctor in Law, a

man of deep conviction and promising future,who obtained

a vote of the celebrated Conference Mole Tocqueville

condemning the regulation police.

In 1910 we lost M. Louis Comte and M. Heminel,

President of the Lyons section. In July, 1911, Sir 1'

Bunting, the eminent director of the Contemporary Re

was also taken from us. In December. 10.11, Mile. Sarah

Monod, who took so important a part in the Federation

and in the Conseil National des Fi mines de France ;

in 1912 Frederic Passy, Member of the Institute, laureate

of the Nobel prize, President of the Socie*te* d'Econumie.

Politique, a fine intelligence, a firm will ready to serve any
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cause of humanity. The same year died Mme. Meuri-

coffre, Mrs. Josephine Butler's sister, who had used her

important position in Italy to serve the abolitionist cause.

We have lost also Mr. Louis Bridel, of Geneva, who
had written with much ability on the relation between
morals and Law.

Alas ! James Stuart's state of health had not allowed

him to preside at the Federation Congress held in Paris

in June, 1913. In October we heard of his death. Born
at Balgonie, in Fifeshire, on January 2, 1843, he

made such brilliant studies at St. Andrew's University
that he obtained the Ferguson scholarship. He pro-
ceeded to Cambridge, which he left third in Mathe-
matics. He became tutor at Trinity College,
and in 1875 was appointed first Professor of Applied
Me < hanics. He was the promoter of the popular lectures

founded in numerous towns by the University of Cam-

bridge. It has been said of him that he represented the

union between democracy and knowledge.
From the very first, he unstintin^ly gave time and

energies to the abolitionist campaign. Full of admiration

and devotion for Mrs. Josephine Butler, finding time in

spite of his professional duties to accompany her almost

everywhere in her propagandist work, he reassured by his

practical nature those who could not entirely follow Mrs.

Josephine Butler in her idealist flights. James Stuart

was an organiser, and proved it from the first to the last

day of his career. Having entered the House of Commons
in 1884 as successor of another Professor at Cambridge,
the celebrated economist Fawcett, he declared himself to

be a Free Trader and a Home Ruler, and was an intimate

friend of the Gladstone family. An indefatigable propa-

gandist, he spoke in the course of one year, at 225 meetings
in the metropolis. Having become the leader of the

London Liberal Group in the House of Commons he was
beaten at the elections of 1900. He returned to Parlia-

ment in 1906 and there remained till 1910. When the
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London County Council was formed he wa- elected a

mnnl>rr of it and ivmained so till i<>o;. II. was

appointed, in July, 1900, member of tin- Privy COUIH il,

which brought him the title ol Ki-ht Hoiiourabi

By his marriage with Mi>s Laura Kli/abeth Colman,
he became chief of the great mustard and >tarch factory
known by that name, and had ( rrasion to show his

aptitude as a business man in the management of this

important enterprise.
As President of tin- Federation, from 1880 to 1913,

he always strove to preserve it against the deviation>

incident to an international association, compost*
so many different elements, interesting it>ell in <iue>tions

of so delicate a nature and connected with all sorts of

social conditions. He laid down, as its essential principle,

respect for the human person, ho\ve\vr d. -r,i<l< d it be. He
could not understand that people who were roused to

indignation against negro slavery >hould indifferently

consent to live in a society where white slavery :

institution consecrated by the public powers. II was

never weary of denouncing this contradiction. No one

will ever replace these great departed ones ! At pr<

only one survives of the presidents of the Federation.

The list is as follows :

1875 1880. The Rt. Hon. Sir James StiinsMd.

1880 1884. Sir Harcourt Johnstone (who became
the Rt. Hon. Lord Perwcnt).

1884 1891. Emile de Lav. : P >r of

Political Economy at the University of Liege.

1891 1892. Mr. Hugo Tarn in, who, as memb
the first Swedish Chamber, had in 1898 prop

complete abolition of regulation.

1893 1895. Dr. J. Birkbeck Kevins.

1896 1899. Henry Pu ixm.

1899 1913. James Stuart.
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It has had two admirable General Secretaries : the

first was M. Aime" Humbert, of whom I have already

spoken. The General Secretaryship was transferred from
Neuchatel to Geneva in 1885, and its head from that time
was M. Henri Minod. He represents its living tradition.

None has expressed in clearer manner the principles of the

Federation. Constantly devoted to the work, he has
made every effort to ensure its success. I learn with

great satisfaction that he is writing a History of the

Federation.

The action has not slackened during the nine years
which followed tin- Xniduitrl Congress. The same
motives which animated the founders of the Federation

inspire their followers.

I said that in 1879 *ne constitution of a Frcnrh

branch of the Federation had been met by a Governmental

veto, but in 1898 M. Gustave dr Mm>i<T, so long devoted

to the abolitionist cause, and his son Auguste de Horsier,

were able to constitute it with Mint-. Avril de Sainte-Croix

for General Secretary. She gave to the undertaking all

the benefit of her activity, her diplomatic cleverness,

her world-wide relations, her eloquence. She held

meetings in every part of France ; at her call came
new adherents, groups were founded. But it must be

confessed : she could not be always present everywhere,
and the initiatives she had awakened were too often

discouraged, and fell back into indifference.

In the report on France, Mr. G. de Morsier will tell

you that groups of students (men and women) of Paris,

gathered in a federation bearing the name of
"
Alliance

N ouvelle
"
have studied and examined the question and

have given their well-thought-out adhesion to the

principles of the Federation. Their president, Mr.
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Albert Nast, Doctor of Law, and !)<> -tor < ine, now

represents them on the board of tin i-r. n h branch.

The Fivnrh branch was fortunate in having as

-mvr Mr. Otto Pierson, son <>i the fora idem

of the Federation, and Mn ^cliliiinberger kindly
consented to be appointed delegate for the French branch

to the National Council of Women of France.

In Great Britain, in Norway, in Switzerland, in

Germany all the feminine s have adhered to its

essential principles. In Italy free treatment ha- taken

the place of enforced treatment, under the direction of

Dr. Santoliquido, formerly Director-General of Public

Health. In the Netherlands the House of Representa-
tives voted on March 16, 1911, the abolition of houses

of toleration. In France a decree of the State Council

in 1911 recognised the illegal nature of the regulation

service, but by an artifice of judicial casuistry the

logical consequences of the thesis were not attained.

A Procureur of the Republic at Bordeaux forced the

municipality to alter its practices. We must recognise
the results obtained in a very difficult field, by the German
branch of the Federation, thanks to the persevering
efforts of Mme. Katherine Scheven and Mile. Pappritz.
In 1911, at the annual assembly of the Royal Institute

of Public Health at Dublin, two physicians, one a

professor of Hygiene at the Army Medical Col!

discussed the question of Regulation. Not a voice

raised to support the system, and the sanitary condition

of the English Army (see the Abolitionist, May i, 1914)

deprives the regulationists of all argument.
At the moment when the International Cm:

against the White Slave Traffic was meeting in Madrid,

appeared, on September 28, the royal decree suppn-in^
all houses of toleration throughout the Spanish territory,

from January I, 1910.
M. Moret, former President oi the Council, Chief of

the Spanish Liberal party, presided in October, 1909,
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at .an abolitionist meeting organised by the Spanish
National Committee and addressed by Mme. Avril de

Sainte-Croix. At Barcelona she was able to deliver a
similar address in the Council Chamber of the Town
Hall, under the presidency of the Mayor.

XIV.

Conclusion.

We must maintain the work accomplished, defending
it against the efforts at reaction which are ever to be

feared, against the by-paths into which the neo-

rcgulationists would like to lead us, against the weakness of

certain of our friends who, intimidated sometimes by the

insolent objurgations of our adversaries, would be

tempted to make concessions which would destroy all

former efforts.

We must firmly hold to the principles so forcibly
stated at the Congress of Paris by M. Le Chevalier O. G.

van Swinderen, former President of the Tribunal of

Groningen.
' The State cannot admit the doctrine of a necessary

evil. If it were otherwise, there would be no place for

law-making. All legislation would be not only
inadmissible, but superfluous."

We have long been accustomed to hear the following

question asked by Regulationists :

What will you put in the place of authorised

prostitution ?

We do rot think it any more necessary to give a new

shape to white slavery than it was necessary to give a

new shape to negro slavery.
In place of an odious regime, which yielded, without

defence, to the arbitrary will of the police agent all

women he chose to seize upon, we will put respect for
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individual freedom for woman as well nan. In

place of an odious inequality, \\v will put equal justice for

both sexes.

I'Ynin the hygienic point <f view, \\v Mibstitute

voluntary prophylaxis for coercive- prophylaxis ;

instead of scaring the di>ra^-d from medical

treatment by penalizing them, we consider that,

for venereal diseases as for all others, the only i

ruring them is to treat them.

From the moral point of vi the

official institution of tolerated houses and i

women
;

for it appears to us that in our societit > i'or.:

morally and legally on the principle of mono.L : ''iblic

authorities should not make arrangements to facilitate

polygamy for men, and polyandry for certain cate^
of women.

REPORTS FROM NATIONAL BRANCHES.
FRAULEIN BUCHNER read the Report from the

BAVARIAN Branch.

M. AUGUSTE DE MORSIER read the Report from the

FRENCH Branch (prepared by M. GUSTAVE DE MORSIER).

FRAU K. SCHEVEN read the Report from the GERMAN
Branch.

Miss WILLIS read the Report from the SWEDISH
Branch (prepared by MME. HOJER).

MRS. JULIA SOLLY read the Report from the SOUTH
AFRICAN Branch.

MR. G. VELTHUYSEN read the Report from the DUTCH
Branch.

MR. MAURICE GREGORY read a Report of his jourm-vs
to Japan, China, Australia, and South Africa in the

interests of the Federation.

(Summaries of all these Reports will be found in

Appendix III. on pages 341 to 352.)
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At the conclusion of the South African Report, Miss

EMILY FORD rose and said :

I am a delegate of the Ladies' National Association,

and I have to ask whether this Congress will pass a Reso-

lution similar to that which was unanimously passed

recently by my Committee ? The reason for doing this

is that it will be a help to our friends in South Africa to be

able to lay before their officials an expression of a so

widely-representative European feeling. The Resolution

is as follows :

"
Agreed to support most strongly the protest of

the South African Branch of the International Federa-

tion for the Abolition of the State Regulation of Vice

and their numerous and influential sympathisers,

against the recent proposals of the Administrator to

bring domestic servants and children's nurses in Cape
Province under registration and forcible treatment for

venereal maladies amongst others.
" The only successful and scientific method of

dealing with venereal maladies is the free and kindly
treatment already so successfully in operation in the

Transvaal and recommended by all the great medical

and scientific experts of the present day."

The CHAIRMAN intimated that the resolution moved

by Miss Ford would be referred to the Assemblee Generate

which was to meet at the conclusion of the Conference.
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Tuesday, June Kith.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

LAW M \KKRS FOR THE PROGRESSIVE REDUCTION

OF PUBLIC IMMORALITY.

Papers by

MR. JAMES BRONSON REYNOLDS (New York).

M. DE MEURON (Geneva).

Discussion by

MR. W. LYON BLEASE, LL.M. (Liverpool).

M. ALBERT NAST (Paris).

Miss HELEN WILSON, M.D. (Sheffield).

MR. PHILIP WICKSTEED, M.A. (Childrey).

MME. AVRIL DE SAINTE CROIX (Paris).

Chairman : MR. ARCHIBALD J. ALLEN (London).

The CHAIRMAN : 1 should like to saj' how \vry much
I appreciate the honour which is done me in inviting me
to take the chair, and I ieel sun- the National Vigilance

Society and the London Council for the Promotion of

Public Morality will also appreciate the fact that a

member of their Kxc-cutive Commit tee has been a>ked to

preside over one of the meeting of this Conference.
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THE RESPONSIBILITY OF LAW-
MAKERS IN THE REDUCTION OF PUBLIC

IMMORALITY.

BY J. BRONSON REYNOLDS

(Chairman of Committee of the American Federation of

Social Hygiene, Formerly Prosecuting Attorney for

the County of New York).

My task I understand is to introduce the discussion

of the responsibility of the law-maker in the reduction of

public immorality by a statement of what our American

law-makers have done and failed to do in relation thereto.

Permit me to state at once that I am here with no

confidence that our experience in America offers a universal

legal solution for the successful treatment of this evil of

the ages. I hope that some of our experience may be of

suggestive value to some of you, as I hope that some pf

your experience will be of suggestive value to us. But
I recognise that our mutual help can be by way of sugges-
tions only, and that such suggestions must be carefully

adapted to the terms of each one's peculiar experience
and peculiar legal and social traditions and conditions.

We in America, as you in Europe, are in the midst of

a twentieth-century movement against commercialised

vice. A new conscience, a new intelligence, a new vision,

an aroused and educated public opinion have quickened
us with fresh courage and with fresh faith in the power
of society to reduce the ills of vice from which it suffers.

Facts disclosed by recent vice investigations, new prin-

ciples and methods of education, the pressure for the

solution of economic and social problems, and the growing

recognition in the field of practical politics of the im-

portance of these problems, have forced questions of

public morals upon the attention of legislators, executives,

and the general public. These new factors have led
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to a new conception of tin- n lations of the State to this

subject. Publir morals are being presented to the law-

maker not merely as before, in terms of the criminal law,

but as problems of social life in its nmst complex and
fundamental relations. To aid in the .solution of tin-sir

problems not only criminology but also sociology, experi-
mental psychology, and the physical sciences are asked to

make contributions which shall point the way both to

remedial and preventive public effort.

The social evil in the past has been a criminal problem,

to-day it is increasingly a social problem. For its effective

handling we are invoking the aid of scientists, physicians
and advocates, teachers, moralists, and clergymen. From
these sources of information and inspiration since 1900
have come legislative proposals full of encouragement, for

which we of America gladly acknowledge our indebtedness

in large measure to the scientists and moral leaders of both

Great Britain and Continental Europe. Chief among these

leaders, I am sure you will agree, should be reckoned that

heroic and noble woman, Josephine Butler, who wisely
counselled and nobly inspired the best effortof her country
to prevent all alliances between Government and vice.

And to you of France we are particularly indebted

for the so-called White Slave Traffic Treaty, involving
as it did the admission that the traffic had become of such

character and such dimensions as to require international

action, and that even the extraordinary police powers of

National Governments were unable adequately to cope
with it. The treaty, in its terms repressive by implica-

tion, gave support to the policy of suppression, though

perhaps without such intent.

In America there were indeed honoured pioneers of

the movement whose names and services are highly
esteemed. Aaron Powell, and early associated with him
Dr. O. Edward Janney, known to many of you, laboured

hard and courageously in the days when their voices were

the voices of watchmen crying in the night to people hard
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of hearing. To both of them we are also indebted for their

efforts in securing the adhesion of our own Government
to the White Slave Treaty. Its ratification indicated the

necessity and prepared the way for two important laws

subsequently passed.

May I at the outset offer a word of perhaps unneces-

sary explanation regarding the limitations of the powers
of our National Congress. These powers are limited

by the restrictions imposed in our National Constitution

which give the Congress no jurisdiction over public morals,

such powers being reserved in the Constitution to the

legislatures of the individual States. In our theory of

government the Stateand the city are considered the proper
custodians of public morals. The National Government
is held to have authority regarding public morals only
in relation to Immigration laws, Postal laws, or laws

governing commerce between the different States. With
the exception of the Immigration laws and the laws for the

government of Territories which are under the direct con-

trol of the Central Government, the National Government
until 1910 refrained from all legislation in relation to

prostitution and allied offences. We shall not consider the

laws of the Territories, because of their limited application,
and because of the absence of any feature in them of

special interest to this Congress. But the two highly im-

portant laws of National application passed by the Congress
in igiofirst merit our attention, though the Statelaws relat-

ing to prostitution will command our chief consideration.

Of the two National laws, one, entitled the Bennet

Law, penalizes the importation of women into our country
for immoral purposes. Its chief intent is to prevent the

immoral exploitation of uneducated and ignorant im-

migrant women. But you may be interested to know that

our Courts have sustained and enforced this law even

when it was invoked against a first-cabin passenger, a

European banker of standing, who attempted to bring his

mistress with him into our country.
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I'll-' s, cond National law, kn\vn as the .Mann, or

White Slave Law, punishes th<- transportation <>t women
from one Mate into a not her for

prostitution
debauch.

other immoral ends, h lias been upheld by tin- Sup-

Court ci tin- United States not nnly t-r the punishment
of traffickers in innocent -iris, but alsOj 1 am ?Jad to

add, when common prostitui' the Subject i tiaili* .

Jt was even sustained when invoked to punish a man
who in one State as agent engaged a young attractive girl

venteen to appear in another State as a chorus girl

in a cheap variety theatre. The voting woman was tin-re

instructed to go into the boxes at the theatre and to talk

to the male- occupants inducing them to drink, thereby

extorting from them as much money as possible. It

was not claimed by the public prosecutor that th<

was told to solicit the box occupants for the purpose of

prostitution. It was contended solely that the required
service tended to the debauchery of the girl, heii'

involved criminal conduct on the part of her employers

punishable under the law in question. The managers of the

theatre wereconvicted in the trial court, and on their appeal
to the Supreme Court their conviction was sustained on

the ground that the Defendants, as the SnprcmeCourt held,
"
had contracted with her for the purpose of her entering

upon a condition which might be termed debauchei

wouldleadto,or would necessarilyornaturally lead her to a

oudit ion ofdebauchei \,"andthattheemployment to whic h

she was enticed
"
was an efficient sch<ul .f debauch'

This law has been efficacious in attacking the traffic

in women which profoundly shocked the public conscience

when the character and extent of the traffic in women
were di>closed at the lu'ginning of the century. During
the period from June j^th. i<io, the date of the passage
of the \\ hite Slave Law, to September /,oth. Kji.

1

,. the date

of the latest (ioverument report, there were (>}] convic-

tions under the Act. Penalties amounting to 1,105 years
and Sioi,4<>i were' imposed. There were but 93 acquittals
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and there were pending 177 cases in which the defendants

were under indictment. Nearly one-third of the appropria-
tion for the detection and prosecution of the crimes against
all National laws has been expended in the past three years
for the detection and prosecution of offences against this

law. We believe that this liberal expenditure of money
and activity by the National Government has secured

substantial results in suppressing the most viciouselements

in the traffic and in reducing the number of traffickers.

Let us now consider those laws passed by our State

Legislatures which are of interest to this Congress. The
State Legislatures grant the Charters for our City Govern-

ments and pass the general laws governing public morals

in our cities. These State laws may be supplemented by
ordinances of City Councils, but such ordinances must not

be inconsistent with or in contradiction to the State laws.

Our State legislation as to vice embraces laws relating
to rape, seduction, abduction, and similar crimes. 46
States, that is all but two, make adultery a crime, defining
it as sexual intercourse between two persons, either of

whom is married to a third person. In nearly all these

States the adulterous act of the husband is held to be

equally criminal with the adulterous act of the wife.

To the question,
"

Is prostitution an evil or a crime ?
"

the answer of our States is thus given. 37 of our 48
States penalise fornication, that is, the illicit sexual inter-

course of two persons, whether married or unmarried,
and without regard to gain. Three of these States also

specifically penalise prostitution, though the crime of

fornication clearly includes prostitution. Of the thirteen

States which have no statute regarding fornication, one

(Maryland) has a statute forbidding fornication of a white

person with a negro, and three (New York, Ohio and

Pennsylvania) have laws punishing incestuous fornication.

As fornication includes prostitution, it is clear that 35

states, by implication, class prostitution as a crime.

The keeping of a house of prostitution is a crime in
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42 out of our 48 states. Only two minor States specifi-

cally grant to their cities autl iblsh a policy of

ivfiliation, or to create special districts within which

prostitution may be tol< With these exceptions,
in all our States the regulation of vice by municipal

authority is ilk-gal.

In all countries tin- law enforced is often a poor
likeness of the law placed on UK: statute books. I fear

this observation applies particularly to my own country,
where in the past it has had striking confirmation in the

action of our police in the enforcement of laws relating to

vice. Their procedure generally has not been in accord-

ance with our laws, but directly in opposition to them.

The police of our cities, in cool disregard of laws

forbidding the maintenance of houses of prostitution, have

resorted to one of three methods in handling vice. Police

rules and regulations, quite contrary to the law, for the

execution of these methods have been either actually
formulated and printed, or more generally passed around

through those subterranean or invisible channels which

always seem to be at the command of the police.

The first method which has obtained in most cities in

the eastern part of our country is that of general tolera-

tion of prostitution, without licensing or specific regulation
the actual law being enforced only upon insistent complaint
of citizens. The resultant penalty imposed by the Courts

was usually a small money fine. In some cities the police

have admitted their guilty knowledge by regularly bringing
the keepers of houses of prostitution into court, when the

Judges, with equal regularity, have imposed a certain line

determined in advance and promptly paid.
In some municipalities this method was modified

by more or less effectual attempts 011 the part of the

police to check solicitation on the Mivets and from the

windows and doors of houses occupied by prostiti

The second method of law e\a>iou employed in a

few cities has been that of specific police regulation,
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including alleged health orders. The police have required
that the tolerated houses should have their inmates

examined at regular intervals by physicians who were

not, however, public officials. These physicians issued

the usual misleading health certificates.

The third method, still found in many cities in the West
and South, is that against which we are now directing
our most vigorous efforts. This is the method of the

segregation or gathering of prostitutes into a limited sec-

tion of a city, exclusively occupied by them. A block

or several blocks of houses thus crowded with prostitutes
is known as the segregated district. The police have

held, and some of them still hold, that this segregation is

the best means of keeping prostitution and prostitutes

out of the rest of the city, thereby reducing the evil to a

minimum. These districts naturally become centres of

debauchery and riotous conduct, in which as of old time
"

evil men and seducers waxed worse and worse."

I wish to deny absolutely the police contention that

segregation protects other parts of a city. Segregation
never segregates vice ; on the contrary it propagates it.

In every instance segregated prostitution has extended

itself beyond the confines of the segregated district.

Clandestine prostitution has continued to flourish, and has

often equalled and sometimes greatly exceeded in amount
that gathered into the segregated district.

From these statementsit will be seen that our chief pro-
blem has been not the abolishment of laws for State regula-

tion of prostitution, since such laws did not exist. It has

been so to educate and arouse our public that it should

require the police to abandon their secret, illegal policy of

toleration and regulation and to honestly and persistently

enforce the laws as they stood on the Statute Books.

Since 1900 the aroused public conscience, with in-

creasing insistence, has demanded that these laws be

enforced and that the subterfuge of fines be abandoned.

Statistics showing the complete results of the present more
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rigorous policy arc wanting. Tlu- only record of criminal

statistics throughout tin- rountry is < <>ntaincd in a census

taken in 1904 by the United states Department of

Commerce and Labour, of tin- adult prisoners in all

prisons and reformatories, tabulating tin-

which the prisoners were convicted. It> record of COH-

victions naturally excludes thM- l.r \vhi< h the penalty
was a fine. Nevertheless, in that year in the different

States, 642 prisnnei d on the charge of

fornication, 534 on the charge of adultery, and 731 on the

charge of prostitution, these last generally for the keeping
of houses of prostitution. In New York 32 were con-

victed in that year for incestuous fornication, 109 in Ohio

and 69 in Pennsylvania. In 1908 in New York State,

5 were convicted for adultery and sent to prison, 7 in 1909
and 10 in 1910.

When it is recalled that conviction may be followed

by a fine instead of by imprisonment, and that "iir

courts, until recently, were inclined to the lighter money
penalty which gave practical immunity to the rich

offender, and fell heavily only upon the poverty-stricken
violator of the law, it is apparent that during the first

decade of our century there has been serious and

widespread enforcement of the laws against vice.*

*At this point in reading his paper .Mr. REYNOLDS interjected the

following extempore statement :

"
I \\ant to say here what I intended to say this morning if

there had been time for my report from the I'liite-i One of the
most significant and perhaps the most in. table nm\ement in our \varlare

.iLMinst commercialised vice has been the effort to secure a careful

. mil thorough investigation of vice conditions in many of our :

cities. Fourteen such investigations have been made in fo;

of the largest cities of our country. The Commissions which have
made them have, as a rule, bei-n appointed by the Mayors of the
different d1 present three Commissions, covering a State-wide

investigation of the whole subject, are doinu their work. One has

already made a tentative Report, and the Ul -impleting
their investigations."

In addition, there have been several important investigations
undertaken by C.rand Juries. One I have personal knowledge of,
because I have been bed with it as Special Counsel. It made
its investigation in the year 1910. receiving lor its work very sub-
stantial appropriation from the City and the ' ".overnment We hired
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The public conscience which during this period
demanded a more rigid law enforcement, in this second

decade is demanding the entire abolition of the policy of

toleration and segregation. Within the past five years
between 50 and 75 cities have abandoned the policy of

segregation or toleration and established that of sup-

pression. Some of our intelligent citizens believe that this

change of policy is a mistake and against public morals.

The argument they usually urge is that the prostitute
and the house of prostitution protect the virtue of virtuous

women and that suppression is always followed by an
increased number of assaults against women. Such
eminent writers as St. Augustine, the historian Lecky,
and the economist Sully are quoted as sustaining this

view. It may be replied that no one of these authorities

offers evidence to sustain his opinion. The present

speaker, while a prosecuting attorney, believing that the

issue was a question of fact rather than one of opinion,
examined the records of the office of the State's attorney
our own private detectives, and for four months received daily reports
from them. We had unusually intelligent detectives ; the two women
who served were College Graduates, who had the courage and moral
resolution to endure the unpleasant scenes. they had to observe. They
brought us information of the highest and most permanent value in

connection with our work in New York City, and while it would be
impossible for me to summarise the results of their investigations, I

believe you would be interested in one item.
"

I instructed those detectives that, among the questions they
should ask the people of this underworld procurers and their daily
associates was ' What they thought of the Grand Jury,' which had
been sufficiently advertised in the newspapers to make it impossible
for us to find out everything so much so that a number of the people
we were most anxious to get at left the City until our work was over.

" The reply made by a number of procurers was singularly sugges-
tive. They said,

' You need not worry about the Grand Jury. They
will go on a while, and then you will find that the respectable people of

New York City will intervene through the Press, and the Grand Jury
will be advised to stop its filthy investigation and leave respectable
society alone, and then we shall return and be able to go on with our
business exactly as before.' In other words, those people of the under
world believed, and not without reasonable confidence, that some
of their best auxiliaries were the so-calledmembers of respectable society,
who would not stand the investigation and revealing of the truth.

"
I was very glad to be able immediately to report to our Grand

Jury this information from the underworld, and the extent to which
they were counting on respectable society to help them out. I was,
therefore, not surprised when within thirty days two or three members
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for concrete evidence on the Mibject. He held that if the

contention that vice protects virtue be true, in a city

like New York where houses of prostitution are well-

known and easily found, assaults against virtuous women
should be made mainly by thosi- who do not vi>it such

its, and who commit their crimes of assault only under

tlu- influence of overpowering passion. The examination

of 100 cases yielded the startling result that nearly 90

per cent, of the crimes of assault a^ain>t women were found

to have been committed by those who were frequenters
of houses of prostitution and of known immoral character.

He, therefore, concludes the truth to be that not sup-

pression of vice, but toleration of vice is a danger, and that

the patron of the brothel is clearly not the protector of the

virtue of womanhood. Vice, not virtue, is a menace to

virtue, and to think otherwise is to contradict a record of

fact, as well as to reverse all recognised ethical principles.

Two important laws, passed in many States during
the past five years, merit special consideration because

of the Grand Jury reported that they had been approached by respect-
able friends, and asked if they had not been going on with the inquiry
about long enough, and if it was not time to stop ? I was very glad
that we had our evidence, and that the mind of the Grand Jur
been prepared for the pressure that was exerted. They went on with
their work until it was completed, and the results we desired and
needed were obtained.

"
I believe, in a very large measure, that whatever we have been

able to accomplish in cur country during the last four or live

in relation to this subject has been due to t lie invariable result:- oi these

various Municipal Commissions, which have gone with a great deal of

thoroughness into the inquiry, and dealt with the entire subject in all

its ramifications.
1 Mav I mention one fact in relation to these Commissions which

will interest you ? The two first Commissions were appointed bv the
Mavors of two cities. \vh<> weie particularly anxious to secure a white-

washing tor their own administration and t obtain a d-i larati.tn from

supposedly reputable citi/ens that the policy of illicit toleration v.

right. Consequently, a majority on those t\\o Commissions at the

beginning of their work favoured segregation and regulation. A
substantial minority on several of the other Com; \oured the
same position. I'p to date. bOWeVOT, at tl .

tinns there has not been one ot those Commissions which h.<.

unanimously reported against segregation and regulation- (applause)
so that I think 1 ian agree with one .t the speakers this morning,
that one of the best ways to educate an unsat :

itizenistO]
him on one of those Commissions, and let him investigate the subject
which he needs to understand bet!'
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each is significant of our present lines and methods of

attack on the vice problem. The first is the State While
Slave Law. Forty-two of our 48 States have passed
so-called White Slave Laws aimed to suppress com-
mercialised vice, 29 of which are excellent and 10 fair.

The Association which I represent assisted in drafting

many of them, in 1908 preparing what was termed a
Model White Slave Law. The growth of the movement
in favour of these laws is seen by the years of their

adoption : one such law was passed in 1907, one in 1908,
five in 1909, ten in 1910, nineteen in 1911, two in 1912
and three in 1913.

The drafting by our Association of a Model Law
substantially contributed to the uniformity of the laws
of the different States. The character of these laws may
be shown by the New York State Law. This law

prohibits the importation of females for any immoral

purpose, the placing of females anywhere for an immoral

purpose, or the receiving or paying money for such

placing, the detention of a female in a house of prostitu-
tion for the payment of a debt, the taking of any money
from the earnings of a prostitute, or the encouragement
or aid of a female to lead a life of prostitution. Great

range is given to the Judge in the imposition of penalties.
The minimum penalty for offences under this law is

imprisonment for two years, and the maximum penalty

imprisonment for 20 years and a fine not exceeding Five

thousand dollars. The imposition of a maximum penalty
is not unknown. I recall a specific case in which the

maximum fine and imprisonment were both imposed. As
the prisoner, in default of payment of the fine, served one

day for each dollar of fine, the term of the imprison-
ment, if the full penalty be suffered, would be thirty-three

years. The facts in the above case were such that hanging
would have been too good for the scoundrel, and his

elimination from society for the period of his natural life

was fully warranted.
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The second recent law <>1 ^>-<-ial impor
known as the Injunction and Abatement Law. I have

already stated that toll-ration and regulation have bt < -n

and still are in many <>t our eitie> the non-legal but

established policy of treating the- vice problem. Tins

policy is made possible only by the common consent of t he-

Mayor, the police and the prosecuting attorney of a

given city. Protestants against tins condition have

that some means must be devised to give the power of

initiative to our citizens to attack illegally tolei

prostitution. This need was thought to be met by a

law known as the Injunction and Abatement Lav; which

was originally adopted in the State of Iowa in 1909.
Since that date nine other States have passed similar 1

and during the past winter the National Congress passed
the same law for Washington, our National capital.

The law contains no provision directly affecting the

right or power to regulate prostitution. Yet, after it

was passed by the National Congress, the Chief of Police

at Washington declared that on the day it went into

effect the tolerated houses would be closed. For years
citizens and organisations had protested against the

existence of tolerated vice in the National capital, but

because of the dogged inertia of the Prosecuting Attorney
and the police, their hands were tied. As soon as the

power of initiative passed to the citizen, the police wnv
compelled to act in order that they might, as the Chinese

would say,
"
save their faces/'

The essence of the Injunction Law is that it dec

houses of prostitution and similar places to be nuisa:

subject to attack in those- civil courts known as courts of

equity. The proceeding is. therefore, a civil proceeding
where success is more easily possible than in a criminal

proceeding in which the rights of the defendant under our

English and American laws, are carefully guarded .

Proceedings may be initiated by citi/ens or taxpayer^
and by the Prosecuting Attorney, but it is specifically
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provided that the Prosecuting Attorney may not move to

dismiss any such proceeding begun by a citizen, except
with the written approval of such citizen who must appear
in open court and state his reasons for dropping his case.

After a hearing on the original complaint a temporary

injunction or order of court issues, suppressing the

nuisance. A trial speedily follows, and evidence of the

general reputation of the place is admitted as competent.
If the court is satisfied that a nuisance exists, a permanent

injunction is issued, the violation of which is a contempt
of court, punishable by fine or imprisonment. A final

order is then issued, permanently abating the nuisance,

requiring the sale of the chattels found on the premises
and closing the place to all uses for one year. The owner

may, however, secure release of the closing order by filling

a bond for an adequate amount, which bond is liable to

forfeiture if the nuisance is re-established. Failure to obey
these orders is contempt of court.

The writ of injunction, as you know, is a judicial

process or order by which a party is required to do or

forbidden to do a particular thing.

After a conviction was secured in the first important
case adjudicated in Iowa, the State first adopting this law,

appeal was taken to the Supreme Court of the State. The

Supreme Court asserted that the right of the courts to issue

injunctions against public nuisances dated back to the old

English Law in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, and the right

of the State of Iowa to invoke this process rested upon
the anciently established power of the courts of England.
The principle of this law had also previously been upheld
as applicable to dram shops or liquor saloons, declared to

be a public nuisance by the laws of the State of Iowa.

It is to this Injunction and Abatement Law more

than to any other, that America is turning at the present

time for an effectual means of suppressing houses of

prostitution and forcing unwilling and recalcitrant

officials to do their duty. Naturally some have attributed
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too great powers to it. Like every other law, it is not

self-enforcing. Thru- must Mill be a complainant, and the

complainant must >till be willing to testify, Tin- public

prosecutor must, however, prosecute.

The American Social 11 Association whi< h I

represent has recently made a >p-i ial enquiry regarding tin-

results obtained in several States where the law has b- > n

d. It appears thai the Injunction and Abatement Law
has been invariably upheld by the courts : that tin- <

brought under this law have been more successful than a

similar number of criminal cases. There has thus far

but one recorded case of contempt proceedings. In

other instance thus far reported where a permanent injunc-
tion has been issued, tin- owner has either filed his bond, or

suffered the penalty of having his building closed for one

year. No defendant has yet had the courage to test the action

which would be taken by the court in contempt proceedings.
I am slow to recommend a law of my own country for

another country. Some features of this law, as many of

you here doubtless know, already exist in an English law

which permits ratepayers to lay information before a justice
and makes it thereafter obligatory upon the constable to

prosecute, the constable being required to make effort to

secure further evidence. It is certainly desirable that the

right to initiate proceedings against houses of prostitution
and similar resorts, or in effect against th in of

tolerated prostitution, should in some manner be open to

c hi/ens, and should not be left solely to the will of the

police. This fundamental feature of the law, namely,
the right of the individual citizen to initiate proceedings,
I commend to your n moderation as a practical device for

securing one of the main objects of our movement.
Tin- consideration and treatment of social factors and

conditions according to modern requirements of scientific

accuracy, as well as of the spirit of goodwill became
ft< cessary to advance our aggressive campaign again>t
commercialised vice. A series of special investigations
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was therefore instituted to obtain a more exact knowledge
of prostitution. To these investigations we have been
indebted in large measure for our present quickened and
more intelligent public opinion, its expression in effective

legislation and the vigorous enforcement of laws passed :

we owe also our present growing determination to end all

toleration of commercialised vice. Our first investigation
was made by a National Commission authorised by the

Congress and appointed by the President in 1 906. It showed
that prostitution in our principal cities was largely ltd In

agents of debauchery ivgularly importing their human
"
wares

"
from Europe and Asia. Fourteen cities and three

States secured Investigations of vice conditions in their

respective communities. Among the large cities inv< >ti-

gated were New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston.

These investigations exposed as never before the sordid

commercialism of vice-, t li nterprise and skill of its agents,

the sinister methods employed, and the corruption of public
officials. The subjects or victims of prostitution, the causes

leading to their downfall, the social and economic conditions

contributing thereto were canvassed and studied.

The results showed that the majority of prostitutes

committed their first offence whrn under 18, many when
under 15. Probably more than 50 per cent, of them were

mentally defective or subnormal. The early loss of one

or both parents, wretched home conditions, early with-

drawal from school for work, unprotected recreation and
entertainment all contributed to a defencelessness easily

tending to debauchery. These investigations are not at

an end, we hope. Much is still to be learned, but they
have been of inestimable value and through them the

consideration and discussion of prostitution in all its

relations has been raised to a high plane, and has thereby
enlisted the interest and support of thoughtful people,

formerly indifferent or hopeless.

I now desire to offer certain comments regarding the

laws we have reviewed.
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A recent English w - th;it the law

little value in the underworld of
"
sexual trading."

She S\ to be
"
the unescapable trutli that the causes

of this evil cannot be touched bv law. however
]

conceived, however perfectly adniii

The Hon. Brand Whit lock, a former Mayor of on

our American < ities, and a well-known wir - nnteiid^

that law> regarding 3d < tfences are of no vain -wer-

ing the (jiiestion, What are we to do about Prostitution ?

he says,
" The first thing to do is to repeal all the criminal

laws on the subjeit." Neither -\-Mayor Whitlock nor

the English writer just quoted otters direct evi<!

to justify the contention. Each appear> to imply that

these offences are too deeply rooted in human nature and
in social conditions to be eliminated by the criminal law,

and that the only resort is to the
"
slow process of educa-

tion
"
and to the betterment of social conditions. I would

answer : First, that we do not claim that these offences will

be eliminated by due process of law. We maintain that

only a part of the public duty can be performed through
the criminal law, and that education and social reform are

essential to the reduction of vice. But while we are

educating the children of this generation and improving
theirsocialenvironment, so far as it is in the power of society
to do so, we must restrain and drive out the spoilers present
with us, and this can be done best by the criminal law.

It is also contended that the criminal law is u-

use prostitution has continued through the ages, and

that, in spite of various severe and spasmodic efforts, their

effect upon the evil has been only
"

trifling and transient,"

and "
attempts of r< n only lead to a change of

form, not of substai \\ might answer that theft

and murder, likewise crimes of paion and self-indul-

have continued through the ages in spite of even gr-

and more persistent effort to repress them than to re]

vice. But who will stand before an intelligent audience

and advocate that we should cease to invoke the criminal
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law to restrain and prevent these crimes ? It is equally
true that they also will be reduced as education and
social conditions are bettered. Hence, as we continue

to use the criminal law against the crimes of theft and

murder, we shall continue to invoke it for the repression
of vice at the same time that we push education and social

betterment, and shall continue to view with abhorrence

the alternative that government should tolerate the free

activities of the procurer and his associates.

In my comparative studies of the criminal laws

relating to immorality in our own States and in other

countries, I have been impressed by the hastiness with

which the laws relating to various phases of vice have been

passed, and also by the limited scope of such laws. A
notable crime, a striking exposure, an eloquent appeal
have led to the focussing of public attention upon some

special offender, upon some outrageous conditions or

deficiency in the law, and a swift but narrowly limited

legislative remedy is enacted. In my own country, for

example, in the year 1901, a startling case of the abduction

of a young child occurred. The detection and con-

viction of the offender called attention to the inadequacy
of the law against this crime in the State in which it was

committed. The following year 23 States passed new
laws regarding this offence to which severest penalties

were attached. The hastily passed law in the first

instance and its impulsive imitation in many States

added one more Act the terms and penalties of which

were unrelated to other laws dealing with allied offences.

Has not the time come when we should treat the

entire subject of sex immorality thoroughly and compre-

hensively, with careful consideration of all the ramifica-

tions of crime and delinquency involved ? In all

countries there are substantial bodies of laws, such as

labour laws, banking laws, and general business laws,

which treat their respective subjects in all their important
relations and adjust and correlate their specific provisions.
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Amon^r surh mmpivlu u^ive bodies of hi\v an-, for instant B,

the code of labour law-, the banking code, or the code of

bu>ine law. Should we not secure th- :ation ot

a morals code to be dratted alter careful inquiry, regarding

deficienciesinthelawsoi our n-p. ( ti\v countries, to remedy
and supplement such deficiencies, and knit together more

closely tin- entire- body of laws dealing with >ex offences.

I have already suggested that the obligation of the

legislator is not limited to the devising of laws for tin-

criminal prosecution of those guilty of sex crimes. Laws
which shall extend and increase the preventive agencies of

5< )i iety arc of equal and of even greater importance. We
must touch the vi<< pi oblem constructively and preventively

through laws for the improvement of conditions in the homes
of the poor, for the supervision of morals on the streets, when
the sons and daughters of the poor find early temptation to

wrong-doing. We must provide more carefully drawn and
more thoroughly enforced child-labour laws, particularly
laws governing conditions of labour of young girls in factory
and workshop. Equallyimportant is legislative responsibility
in si-curing the expansion of our educational systems for the

quicker and surer detection and wiser treatment of the

mentally defective and even the mentally inferior. Recent

research is showing that from the mentally defective and
the mentally inferior are drawn the largest number of sex

offenders and of the victims of sex crimes. The defect i\vs

contribute in surprising numbers both to the army of prosti-
1 1 1 1 es and 1 1 > that of panders and traffickers. The legislator

must a Isoconsider laws which shall more successfully protect
the community from the ravages of disease due to vice.

Time does not permit consideration in detail of the

laws which we in America have already enacted in the>e

wide fields of etiort for human betterment. But we may
mention two classes of laws relating to sex hygiene that

have been passed in a few States. Such laws are, however,
of too recent date to warrant conclusions as to their benefit

and effectiveness. The fu>t class requires that men, and
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occasionally both men and women, shall present health cer-

tificates from a reputable physician when applying for a

marriage licence. A perhaps equally significant sign of the

times is the action ofmany of the clergy in refusing to perform
the marriage ceremony unless such certificates are presented.

The second class of laws is for the sterilisation of the

unfit. It applies generally to those committed to public
institutions who reveal clear evidence of mental and

physical defectiveness. Such laws should be carefully con-

sidered. Ultimately, I believe, theymust find an important
and permanent place in the codes of civilised governments.

I also believe that within a measurable period all

civilised governments will abandon State toleration and

regulation of vice. Increasingly, as that time approaches,
we shall be asked what substitutes we offer, and we cannot

meet the question nor satisfy our own consciences with

a negative or evasive answer. We oppose State regulated
vice not only as a wrongful act of government, but as a

crime against the victim of the system of regulation. We
realise the degradation and wreckage of the fallen woman,
and declare her to be a social blight. We must stop the

stream of moral pollution at its source, and to this end we
must give persistent thought and support to measures that

will lessen both the supply and the demand for prostitution.
In our programme of reform we must include a

re-organisation of the personnel of the police by the

addition of women policemen. Our morals police must
not be left solely in the hands of the sex most disposed
to maintain the double standard of morals. The average

police officer accepts as a maxim, as does the average
man, the double standard of morals. He is from con-

viction lax towards the male offender, hence not inclined

to be energetic in enforcing laws restraining man's self-

indulgence. Lax in his own morals while nominally an

agent of the law, he is in fact an agent of further

debauchery. I believe from my personal experience as

a prosecuting attorney that male police officers should not
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have charge of girls brought into court for th<- tir>t tim<- in

connectioii with sex offences. Th<- demoralisation of ,^irl>

thmii^h their Court relation^ with tin- pnlice i> frequently a

shucking consequence of the prex-nt order. T<> m
evils we have in \innii an iti<-> alivadv appointed

police women fort he c;uv;ind protect ion of womm often*

They alsosei intheinspectionofdance-halls,

recreation places and park> when- loose morals maylead to

it r. The value of their is highly appreciated,
and its continuance and extension an- a>surud.

Tin- American laws which we- have reviewed show
that our lawmakers have provided env< tive legal weapons
to attack commercialised vice. Substantial results have

already been achieved through the improvement of tin-

law's machinery. Procurers have been reduced in

number, the importation of women into our country for

immoral purposes and their transportation from State

to State have been lessened, and the number of prostit

on the streets of our cities has been, I believe, substantially
reduced. As we are dealing with an age-long evil, so

we have before us an age-long conflict. I expect no near

end of the conflict, but I confidently hope that we may
achieve a steady reduction of the evils of vice directly in

proportion as our criminal laws are clear and compre-
hensive, our officials upright in the performance of tlu ir

duties, and our people awake to that new vision of the possi-

bilities of moral betterment hi a society treed from old-time

indifference and cynicism by modern Mientiiie intt-lli^-

a more enli^ht i ned faith, and a deeper and more sympathetic

understanding of this heretofore hopeless problem.
Final ly, a> we have learned t hat t lie traffic in women for

evilpurpo.M-> is an international traffic, so our effort to-

come it must become definite- in it> international uni:

purpose and method. Union is strength in the moral as

well as in the business and political worlds. Let us, there-

lore, steadily strengthen our bonds of solidarity and

fraternity, ever confident of the justice of our cause.
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THE INFLUENCE OF LAW ON MORALS.

BY M. A. DE MEURON, of Geneva,

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the

International Abolitionist Federation.

The title in itself divides my hearers into two classes :

those in whom the law inspires confidence and who
consider it a useful instrument of social progress, and

those who regard it with mistrust, as a necessary evil,

whose consequences, frequently unfortunate, must be

endured. The former are inclined to call for the inter-

vention of the law on every occasion, and turn

instinctively to the law-maker, if not to the constable,

whenever they discover some defect in our social life,

or some objectionable action on the part of an individual.

The latter have unbounded trust in the natural order

of things, and hold that by allowing higher laws, not

formulated in legal codes, to operate, conflicts will

solve themselves automatically. They agree with

Bastiat, that our only attitude when confronted by the

State should be that of Diogenes when he said to Alexander,
"
Stand out of my light."

If the ideal state of human society be to live without

constraint, that is without laws, yet the distance which

still separates us from that ideal is sufficient for us to

accept or even inflict restraints were it merely to disarm

those who misuse them, and this in spite of Bright 's

dictum
"
Force is no remedy/'

We must admit that those to whom the law seems

more formidable than desirable can find excellent

arguments in the history and experience of all ages,

for there is no domain in which law has not committed

errors which have retarded progress. Monarchs, for

instance, have sought to correct economic phenomena by
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legislative action: a Louis XIV'., opining that the

wheatfields were unpromising, orders them to be ploughed
and sown again: when during frost the peasants want

to plough, he forbids them, with the happy result that

Madame de Maintenon has to eat oaten bread at Versailles

itself. Robespierre decreed that the people should be fedby
the State and that fore-stallers should be punished ;

within

fifteen months the
"
Sustenance Committee

"
had dissipated

1,400 millions of francs which the people had, eventually,
to make good. Napoleon fixed the price of wheat at 30
francs

;
it rose to 70, and many bakers were ruined.

At other times it is science which has suffered at the

hands of the law-maker. Potatoes were once prohibited in

France, as they had been declared guilty of transmitting

leprosy. To-day, however, it is science that plays tricks

on the legislator. In 1895, M. Berenger introduced a bill

into the French Senate for the prevention of incitements to

immorality. It provided that
"
every prostitute found to

be infected with specific disease, dangerous to public

health, should be consigned to a hospital and detained

there until cured." He did not foresee that medical

science would soon change what he meant to be a short

detention into imprisonment for years or even for life.

It is not only political economy and the natural

sciences which have befooled the law but more especially

questions of morality. Legal interventions destined to

limit certain immoral practices are legion, but the result

of thus tacitly sanctioning them has been rather to

increase their expansive force. The regulation and
taxation of the

"
Pari-mutnd

"
have made the conse-

quences of this form of gambling more baneful, as was
seen in the last electoral campaign when, for political

purposes, grants were made to a municipality out of

public funds derived from this source. Countries which

have established a monopoly of alcohol and allotted

some of the profit therefrom to combating alcoholism,

nave not, we believe, caused a decrease of this evil ;
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neither by making regulations for games of chance have

such games been discredited in popular opinion.
We must recognise that law may very easily prove to

be an awkward instrument ; and that, seeking to sub-

serve certain precise and limited purposes, it may speedily

betray higher interests.

It is not only because of these unfortunate experiences
that a certain school opposes legal interference, but for

reasons of a higher order to which one cannot but concede

great value.

Liberty is a fundamental condition of morality.
Good and evil, morality and immorality, can exist there

only, where there is freedom of choice. Compulsion is

the negation of vice and virtue, and it seems incongruous
to invoke law, which is necessarily a restriction of liberty,

as an ally of morality.

Again, as Felix Bovet has well said, the business

of the State is with protection not with production.
It is the province of the State, not to enrich its members

by providing employment, but only to protect their

labour and property ; similarly it does not appertain to

it to enforce morality on the individual. It is not

accountable for souls ; moral matters do not concern it

for it has no conscience, it is irresponsible, and whatever

in this department we assign to it
" we take away from

the only conscience that is responsible and real the

conscience of the individual."

Prudence in seeking the intervention of law (la loi)

is further demanded by an essential principle upon
which we feel bound to insist : the distinction between

law (le droit) and morality. In maintaining the necessity

of this distinction we are placing ourselves in opposition

to a large school specifically represented among German

peoples which asks that the two realms of law (droit)

and morality shall always aim at more exact and complete
coincidence with one another. There are Sociologists,

for whom, as one of them once said to us, "it is the
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-duty of the State to insist on respe t for the 1 >

Such is not our opinion, for tin- followin:

Sin and misdemeanor are not two notions of the

same thing. Franklin said,
"
Kvery infract ion of the

divine order is a sin
;
when this infra- to the hurt of

our neighbour it is a (legal) misdemeanor." One may say,

therefore, that every misdemeanor is a sin an infraction

to the detriment of our neighbour is alwavs an infraction

of the divine order while on the other hand every sin is

not a misdemeanor.

But there is a yet greater difference.
"

M< .rality and

law differ not only in their extent, but in their very
nature. The object of morality is positive ; the object
of law is negative. Morality lays down duties ;

law

(le droit), as its name suggests, establishes rights (des

droits}." The formula of law is
" Thou shall not wrong

another." That of morality is "Whatsoever ye would

that men should do to you, do ye also to them." The
same evil action that would at the same time be con-

demned by law and morality would be so condemned by
them from different points of view. Morality judg>

act, whatever its effect, exclusively by intentions, whilst

law concerns itself only with cases where injury has been

or might have been inflicted on another. The nil-

morality have a subjective origin, the conscience, and
the rules of law an objective one, the social authority
which enacts them. It is therefore important to define

as precisely as possible the limit between the two domains,

and thereby to avoid the placing of compulsion at the

service of morality which can admit only a subjective
or spiritual sanction.

This delimitation of the boundary between law and

morality is as difficult and delicate as it is indispensable.
M. von Jherini;. the jurist, used to call it

"
th 1 lorn

of the philosophy of law." Confusion between these two

* The arguments that follow have been borrowed from La Prostitution,
an point tie me It'zaf, by Felix Bovet (International Abolitionist

Federation, Geneva).
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domains has always entailed serious violations of the

liberty of the individual and has contributed to the

misunderstanding of morality. This confusion we must
, at

all costs, avoid. To that end, says Louis Bridel,* we
can start with the idea that the liberty of the individual

ought to be assured, so long as it does not interfere with

the rights of others
; up to that point, it is a question of

morality ; beyond that point, the law can intervene.

Theoretical considerations do not stand alone in

compelling us carefully to distinguish between law and

morality. Practical r\p< ri< nee proves that it is impossible
to set them upon the same footing. In no place and at

no time has the law sought to punish everything that is

immoral. The State does not intervene in the case of

a citizen who shows himself lacking in good faith, sobriety,
or patience. It is content to afford protection against a

citizen who, in anger or intoxication, creates a public

scandal, ill-treats or calumniates someone.

Sometimes the law takes note of acts which are

not, in themselves, immoral e.g. political acts, or

disturbing noises ;
it is not morality, but our need of

sleep which leads us to forbid the playing of good music

in the streets at midnight.
An act which is innocent in itself may become a

misdemeanor under certain circumstances. To undress

in one's bedroom does not invite the interference of the

law, while in a public place it becomes a misdemeanor.

We must, then, clearly understand that the two
notions of law and morality are not coincident. They are

distinguished by their extent and by their very nature.

Theory and practice lead us to the conclusion that the

duty of the law is to protect the liberty of each one against
such encroachments as the exercise of liberty by others

may make upon it. We shall ask that it remain within

these strict limitations, and we shall carefully distinguish

between an act of individual morals and the social act,

reserving for the latter the prohibitions of the penal code.

*
Encyclopedic juridique.
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If a man is a liar, we leave him to his conscience. If by a

lie, he causes hurt to his neighbour, we refer him to tin-

magistrate. If a woman is immoral, the State tak-

note of it. If by her immorality she exercises a
"
con-

straining influence
"

on those who de- avoid it,

the State must prevent her.

What we have just said leads to thi- >omewhat

paradoxical inference : in order that law may fulfil

its specific office and, in consequence, influence morality,

it must abstain from touching certain social phenomena
and individual actions which are obviously most immoral.

This explains how it is that as the legislation of < un-

civilised countries becomes more perfect, it more and

more ignores certain categories of deeds in which social

morality or immorality have an interest. Our penal
codes show a marked tendency to exclude from their

jurisdiction adultery acts arising from a perversion of the

sexual instinct, etc. By so doing the legislator does not

intend to legitimise these acts, nor can we place one

society higher morally than another because there is

specific repression. Let us only hold fast the principle that

this ignoring by the State of an entire category of immoral

acts runs side by side with the perfecting and refining of

legislation. In this principle we have what the Abolition-

ist Federation already perceived more than a third of a

century ago when it maintained that prostitution cannot

be made a criminal offence, while at the same time it said,

with Josephine Butler,
"
Prostitution itself is morally

criminal."* It is in the measure in which laws have b< n

inspired by this truth, that they have exercised an influ

on morality.
If the practical difficulties of restraining prostitution

and the actual injustices entailed have largely contributed

to its exclusion from the chapter of misdemeanors, the

case is not the same with other shameful acts which some
moralists and philanthropists would be even mo re-

disposed to punish.

* "The Constitution Violated."
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Many minds of a high order find it very difficult to

admit that the acts to which perversions of the sexual

instinct lead are not in their right place in the list of

crimes deserving heavy penalties. It is true that here

we do not meet the practical difficulties which we encounter

in restraining prostitution ; but the theoretical reasons

which we have cited in favour of the thesis
"
prostitu-

tion is not a misdemeanor
"

militate equally against
the legal repression of homosexuality and analogous
disorders. In this domain, law can never render

entire satisfaction to morality ; it will punish
certain particularly revolting acts while ignoring those

which precede them, and thus give rise in public

opinion to a false standard of culpability, reinforcing
the idea that only those acts are immoral which are

punishable by law.

To sum up, we believe that laws will exert an
influence on general morals in proportion, firstly, to the

measure in which they respect the boundary between
law and morality, and, secondly, in proportion to their

consideration for the liberty of the individual (even

though he use it to his own hurt) so long as he does not

restrict the liberty of others.

We have indicated the reasons why the legislator

should observe discretion or even maintain silence in

regard to certain acts or phenomena which are closely
related to morality. It is, moreover, incontestable that

the law may have a considerable influence on morals,
and that by denying its assistance, those who aim at a

higher standard deprive themselves of an instrument

which, properly handled, is not to be disdained. As
Louis Bridel said,

" Law is at once a cause and an effect.

On the one hand, it is a resultant of morals, and of social

conditions
; on the other hand, it is an agent of progress

or decadence. Great is the mistake of those who see in

it only an effect."*

*
Op. cit.
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Professor Sheldon Amos, after dwelling upon the

influence of religious, luMoriral, educational and other

antecedents, says :

" No one of these influences is so omnipresent, so enduring, so-

persuasive, so directly authoritative, as the voice of the St.

eitherinitslaworinitsadministr.it < an a body
of law which formally and openly recognises, prote< ulates

and facilitates prostitution, be exempt from the rave charge of weaken-

ing and confounding the moral sentiment of the whole people ? A
struggle will no doubt for a time ensue between tl, i the legis-

lator and the lessons of every other moral and r< !: her in the

land. But these last will be desultorv, varying in form, and implicated
in matters of dubious importance. The lessons of the legislator will be

constant and uniform, only gaining force by time and custom and vill

finally dominate over every rival."*

Further, the law can abolish established evils it"

Buckle was right when he said that great reforms have

consisted less in creating some new thing than in destn >

something that is old. The law can contribute to t

reforms by abolishing an established order which opposes
them. Or by wise enactments it can also create good
institutions, e.g., protection of the illegitimate child and
its mother, teaching in the department of sexual life, etc.,

and thus awaken in public opinion a strong sense of social

solidarity and of the responsibilities which issue therefrom.

We believe the individual conscience to be incapable
of furnishing, unaided, the notion of right and wrong ;

it acquires value and influence from the enlightenment
it has received : just as certain instincts (hunger and

sleep), preservers of the physical being, need to be

educated to serve their ends properly, so does the con-

science, that preserving instinct of the moral nature,

demand education and instruction. Differently en-

lightened, it will impose a correspondingly ditt'eivnt line

of conduct; hence arise the disrumvrtini; variatioi

the ronsrience in different times and plac<

Law is certainly the most mntinmms and per>i>teiit

of all the powers that edurate the eon>eiemv. It is at

* " Laws tor the Kemilati..;. \:::- -. M A.. London.
pp. 223-4.
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once a proclamation of principles and an
"
object-lesson."

For instance, it proclaims the principle of solidarity
when it compels every citizen to contribute to the cost

of education, public works, and social institutions. The
"

object-lesson
"

is furnished by the
"
demand-note

"
of

the collector of rates or taxes and the money which the

citizen pays into the coffers of the State. The law lays
down the principle of personal responsibility when it

enjoins that he who does unlawful injury to anothc r is

bound to make compensation ; the
"
object-lesson

"
is

in the innumerable lawsuits to which the newspapers give
so abundant a publicity. The law confers on these ideas

of solidarity and personal responsibility an authority
which it cannot refuse to the principles of morality.

Let the legislator then endeavour to educate and

enlighten each individual conscience by ensuring that

the rules by which he proposes to regulate the conduct

of the people are directly inspired by the fundamental

principles of morality. Let him, above all, be on his guard

against opportunist laws, inspired by the desire of

immediate results. So far as the development of morals is

concerned, nothing is more disastrous than such laws.

Not only do they fail to gain their end prohibition to

bear arms has never prevented a murder but they cause

us to lose sight of the fundamental truth, and this is

infinitely more serious, as it is this fundamental truth

and not immediate results that rules the world and that

should also regulate the conduct of each human being.

The result of all this is that the law is an instrument

much more difficult to use than is commonly supposed.
Can it, then, exercise a beneficial influence on morality ?

Shall we conclude, with William Humboldt, that
"
the

State ought entirely to abstain from all action that tends

to influence directly or indirectly the morals and character

of a nation, except in those cases in which such action is,

as a natural and automatic consequence, inseparably

connected with other requirements that are absolutely
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necessary,"* or shall we say, with Sheldon Amos,
"

In

most ways law, with its cumbrous machinery for inter-

pretation and procedure, is a poor substitute for morality
and can go only a very little way in < -nton m^ moral

rules
"
?f We are less sceptical. \\V l><li\v that law

can exert a beneficial influence on moralii

We have serious reasons for believing that, since

the prohibition of absinthe, morality has advanced in

Switzerland at any rate, in certain quarters. Our

specialists in mental disease tell us that already their

patients are fewer, and we are entitled to hold that

physical and moral well-being keep pace with one another.

In any case there are women who have recovered their

husbands, and children their fathers, thanks to the

prohibition. Homes having been made anew, morality
has gained.

If we are justified in believing that social hygiene
and social morality follow the same curve in a given

nation, Italy has found in the law a lever for raising its

standard of morality ;
it has cancelled most of its

regulations which dealt exclusively and in an exceptional

way with prostitutes as such
;
and it has organised a

campaign against venereal disease on the sole basis of

Common Law a campaign which is already proving
to be efficacious.

Law has reacted on morality when new affiliation

laws have taught men that, like themselves, children

have rights and can compel their fathers to do their duty.

May we not suppose that the morality of a nation varies

inversely with the numbers of its unfathered children ?

The campaign against the "White Slave Traffic"

has already caused mam live reforms, and we are

beginning to find a general decrease in the traffic. Law
cannot claim all the credit of this result, to which, how-

ever, it has contributed. Here, again, we find that it has

reacted on morality.

Essais sur les litmtes de I'action de I'Etat.

t Sheldon Amos, op. cit., p. ij.
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Holland and the United Kingdom tell us that they
have gained morally by their recent legislation against

procuration, etc.

Let us use law for our purposes, but let us use it as

a very delicate instrument which we dare not touch
without much solicitude and knowledge. It is not easy
to draft a law in which shall be found united all the

qualities of form and substance that we desire clearness,

simplicity, ease and certainty of application on the one
hand

; and on the other hand, reverence for those lofty
standards which give to the law unity and moral dignity.

Our philanthropic societies, especially those which

aim at the improvement of social morality, are too ready
to invoke the aid of the law-maker and too slow in seeking
a scientific solution of the legal problems that arise.

All such societies should appoint sub-committees specially
versed in the principles of legislation. They would

thereby avoid those ill-advised and crude attempts
which have not seldom tended to discredit well-meant

efforts to amend the laws.

Some day, perhaps, some such federation as ours

will be able to establish a
"
High International Commis-

sion for Legislation concerning Morality
"

a Commission

which, while it will respect the spirit of each nation's

laws and institutions, will, when considering measures sub-

mitted for its criticism, labour to demonstrate in the realm

of social morality a unity of fundamental principles.

When once accepted, these principles will, in themselves,

be far more efficacious moral agents than any penalties

imposed by our legal codes.

Discussion.

Mr. W. LYON BLEASE, LL.M. : There is one thing
in M. de Meuron's paper which I should like to emphasise,
and that is the dislike of laws which are rushed through
the Legislature in moments of panic, or enthusiasm, or

sentimentality, without regard to the ultimate effects
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they arc likely in piodm <
. I lath-

I
i that it,

\\'hit- >' -Hi Actoi 1912 we have one clause which
that nature tli.it v i laUSC

dealing with floi^in.u. (Hear, h-

Ii v. . con-id, i l. gisJation on these topi, ,
we

mu>t consider it in tin- old. ->t of rold blood, and
I

one or two point- I -hould like to < lear out of tin-

:bly they mav suggest themselvefl more to an Kn.^li>h-

inan than to tin- it;/ Of our I.

latmv li;i> ]>nwT to inak law- oi ttall\' ditlcrdit nature-

to niakr .1 constitution, il law ELS a-il\ as a law lor the

cnfon rincnt ol an ordinar\- rule <.f inoralit\-. Il I were

dealing with the })ov princi|des ol Ic-i-lation in the

I'liiteil Kingdom, 1 should einpl. two ]>oints

which, perhaps, are not within the limits ol" thi> disrus>inn.

One snbje( t was mentioned by Mad, tine Avril de

Sainte-Croix yesterday, when sin- -aid >he was a Suffr;i

I am a hot Suffragist, and one of th< n-nsons why I am
is that I believe that, so long as you keep one sex under

the domination of the other, YOU do n oura^'e tin other

to assert a certain selfishne-- on evi-ry occasion win -n

temptation arises. The continued toleration of prosti-

tution is the systematic use of on ; the pleasure of

the other, with less thought for its welfare than a man
bestows on his horse or hi> do,^. That seems to be

encouraged by the maintenance of the political subjuga-
tion of one se.\ under the power of the other. (Cheers.)

There is another way in which a Legislature may do

at deal to improve the condition^ of moralitv. apart
from the enforcement of moral piinciple>. The < eonnmic

condition- by which the poorer p.-opl.- are crowded

her in insanitary h ffoductiv)

deal of vice and immorality. The framing of Hoii>in^

Bye-Law- and othei regulations to improve the economic

condition> mavdo a -ieat deal to prevent immorality, and
hoiild not then be faced with the difficulty at a later

of endeavouring to enforce moral rule- by penalties.
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Then we come to the two principal ways in which a

Legislature, by expressing moral principles in legislation,

can advance the cause of sex morality. It can do it, I

think, either by encouraging morality, or by enforcing
it

;
either by erecting a moral standard which the public

may observe and imitate, or by imposing penalties more
or less severe upon people who break moral rules. What I

mean by laws for the encouragement of morality is the

proclamation of some rule of morals in an Act of Parlia-

ment, or a piece of legislation. For instance, let us take

the rules with regard to divorce of married persons. So

long as you have one in a different position from the

other, so long as you treat adultery as a comparatively

light offence in the man and visit it with divorce in the

woman, so long there will be a CM tain encouragement to

immorality, and you discourage morality. (Hear, hear.)

I pass now to what I think is the most important
branch of our subject, and that is the branch which Mr.

Reynolds dealt with in treating of the practical enforce-

ment of moral principles in the United States of America ;

and here I accept, of course, as I think everybody must,
M. de Meuron's general principle that it is incontestable

that
"
morality has liberty for its fundamental con-

dition. There can be neither good nor bad in it, except
where there is a free choice."

That is a perfectly safe rule for full-grown adult

persons, who cannot be systematically driven into

morality by legislation or police action. But there are

certain general principles which can be enforced by
legislation imposing penalties on immoral persons. You
can, for instance, prevent sexual immorality when accom-

panied by violence or fraud ; you can impose a penalty
on a man guilty of rape. But you are not attempting to

reform his moral character by imposing a penalty ; you
are simply setting up a deterrent which will prevent him,
and persons like him, from violating and outraging their

neighbours in a sexual way.
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You i.tii d<> also what Mr. Reynolds d -< i ibed.

run d<> something to prevent tin- ninin.-n iali>ati-

il immorality, by ft be \vhit. slave traffic

and for the -uppn ssion oi brothi

in. emphasise one ]>nint \vhi h .Mr. Reynolds

mention, d ; th.it was tin- ]>o\\vr private iti in to

in suine paits of Am* in motion the

criminal l;i\v a-ain-t disorderly house-. The police

inclined to think \}>. ng as the tiling go.

(|iiictl\- and do> into tin- pnbli- . the

ol disordrrly Inn- b- )< it almir. and

it i- only in response to public outcry and

lion that thry may som-tini-> b- indncrd to move
ill.

1 think the provision in tin- American law that a

private citizen can actuallv initiate a prosecution would

a very salutar. : it was introd'.

It would >h)\v the polin- that they have nothing to

t itoin slackness, and it would also, I think, increase

the deterrent which the law at present imposes on the

propl,- who keep disordrrly hou-

Then the third way in which the State can ,

morals by the criminal law i> by suppressing public incite-

ment to vice, ])ublic >olicitation. the publication oi

indecent books, and things of that kind. In England,
and probably in other countries solicitation is an of'tVim-

pnerallv speaking only in a woman, and their a^ain yon
-t one of those det< >table distinction^ which strike at

the root of morality. Public solicitation by men is not

the same thing as public solicitation by women. It is

don.- much more in a holt -and-i <>i n -r wax . \\'omeii are

frequently ])estered by nun. but it is ditlicnlt to <1

this and dit'licnlt to stop it by police action and punish-
ment. But if you put a law on the Statute Hook. <nat tin-

that .-solicitation shall be a criminal offence, and can be

hed in -itlr nieiit to

morality which 1 have mentioned.
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Then we come to the most important thing of all,

and that is how the Legislature can protect youth by
punishing the abuse of youth. The thing I want to

emphasise most in this connection is the question of the

age of consent. In this country we fix the age at which

a girl may consent to her own dishonour at sixteen. A
Bill has been introduced, however one of the innumerable

Bills introduced into our Parliament, and constantly
blocked or abandoned owing to the indifference and

apathy of a Legislature which depends entirely on

masculine votes (Hear, hear) a. Bill has been intro-

duced for the purpose of making three amendments in the

existing law. That Bill raises from 13 to 16 the age at

which a girl can consent to an indecent assault (as distinct

from actual sexual intercourse, for which the age is already

16). It repeals the grotesque clause in the Act of 1885,

\\hirh allows a man to escape punishment if he shows

that he had reasonable cause to believe the girl was more

than 16, and generally it raises the age at which a girl

can consent to sexual intercourse from 16 to 18, and I

think it ought to be 19.

There is one addition, I think, which very reasonably

ought to be made to any such improvement in the law.

I do not think it is sufficient merely to protect these

young girls by raising the age of consent to 18. It is a

notorious fact that most prostitutes enter the life at

somewhere about the age of 17 or 18. It appears to me
that the mere punishment of the man who induces a girl

to enter upon a course of vicious living is not sufficient

protection. I should like to see an amendment in the

law which would provide, not for the arrest or punishment
of girls found practising prostitution under 18, but for

bringing to bear on them some systematic and con-

tinuous reformatory influence. At present, if they are

found soliciting, they are arrested and fined or imprisoned.
Sometimes they come up for trial hundreds of times in

the course of their lives.
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1 surest that, in dealing with voun.^ i^irls, it is

nece take them out <>i tin- life. I do not want to

make prostitution a crime, but a fact of which the State

should take cognisance. I should like to see the State

take charge of these girls ;
not to put them in a ban

like institution, but to put them in cottage homes, or

perhaps put them into employment. At least we could

remove them t'nun their evil surround .<! have them

systematically observed and encouraged by properly
trained din < t<>r> or guardians, to root out of them or

divert into other channels those perverted instincts

which would otherwise have kept them in the life of

itution.

In fact, I suggest that we should rai-e the age of

consent to something like 18, and that we should deal

with the prostitutes under that age as we do in our Borstal

i m with youthful offenders convicted of other

offences.

M. ALBERT NAST, Doctor <>f Law and Student of

Medicine in Paris : In M. de Morsier's paper this morning
n the stru^.ule against Regulation in France. h- -poke

be Alliance Nonvelle. which I represent at this

Conference. Th LOU to-day is on" The Reduction

of Immorality." and I intended to show you briefly what

the effort- of the Alliance had been in tin- direction.

Hut alter M de M< ur^u'- paper. I am torn between two

desire- : tn-tly, to speak t you f the Alliance Nouvelle

and. -eo.ndlv. to cntici-e tin- paper. With your per-

mission 1 -hall try to touch briefly mi both.

You have perhaps heard that t<>r about two \

young people have joined in the -trn-^le auam-t Regulation

in France. If they did not agitate publicly that,

they were held back, I believe, by a sort of false modesty
\\lnch made people look <n the study of these questions

-horkiiiJLr
"

; and many youn.i: men. who detested the
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odious Regulation, kept quiet and dared say nothing ;

while on the other hand there was a strong prejudice that

men have a right to give themselves up to all manner
of debauchery, while women ought before all to be

heroines !

I cannot help telling you what the French academi-

cian, Jean Richepin, said some time ago, for I have told

him that wherever I go I shall denounce his words.

When an academician like M. Richepin can say for all

ears to hear, before an audience of young unmarried

girls, that a man, to be a true man, must fling himself

into debauchery and filth, it is natural that girls should

imagine that to have a good husband they must choose

a man who before marriage has been a veritable beast.

A change has come about among young people in

France since more liberty has modified our customs.

A remarkable conference, addressed by Madame Avril

de Sainte-Croix, Professor Augagneur (Minister of

Education), and Dr. Rist, was attended by young men
of the most diverse political views, and subsequently the
"
Quartier Latin

"
has seen a large number of young

men and women who have the courage to protest boldly,
and to describe their disgust, at regulation of prostitution.

We have with us young people of all creeds-

Catholics, Protestants, Jews, and Freethinkers. Why do

they march with us ? It is not because they consider

Regulation illegal ;
it is either because they consider

Regulation useless from both the hygienic and the social

points of view, or else because they consider that Regula-
tion is immoral.

I now come to the second question, the famous

question which M. de Meuron raises in his report. I can

only outline some ideas.

In regard to the general relation between Law and

Morality, as M. de Meuron conceives it, I find myself
not perhaps absolutely opposed to him, but opposed at

least on marly points.
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I have already hail OCCaSlOU I" -how that th-

a conception of the relation b< -t\\v n law and morality
which is, to my mind, quite l.il <

. You have heard what

M. de Meuron said : Kv i

1 offence tin- MM-ial domain i> a >in tin- moral

domain. But, he added, every MII is not a legal off

1 take the ft *1 statement :

"
Iv,

Sin.'
1

Well, in our iM-riirh Penal Code tl lain

number of infraction-, which cannot without

rigour be considered >in^
;
and the proof i> that in th^<-

infraction^ intention i^ not taken into account.

M. DE MEURON : I myself made that reservation on

the subject of infractions.

M. ALBERT NAST : Let us look at tin- st-coml pro-

l>M>ition : "Every >in i- not a le.^al otten- It i

this that M. de Meuroii, like man\- juri>i
- lli^

stand when di>tinijui>hinij b< tueen th- moral and social

domains, It looks rather as if they wanted to put an

insuperable barrier between these two domains: They
imply that to destroy the barrier would involve the

risk either of being immoral, or of running counter to

in principles of liberty.

There is the crux of the que>tion. I believe that

this distinction, this barrier that i- raided, i- an abstract

Conception, and that in real life it does not exist, I ft

willingly the tir>t ]>art of M. de Meuron '> pr<po>ition :

Every legal offence is a sin." leaving aside certain

particular exceptions; but I would say: "Every -in

may be a legal offence/' rather than
"
Kvery sin is not

a legal often.

M. DE MEURON: We are in agreement.

M. ALBERT NAST : A barrier should not be established,
because the consequences are extremely i^rave. Every
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sin, I say, may be a legal offence. What is a legal

offence ? Simply a sin which has been made into a

legal offence in some rather artificial manner by the

legislator. Thus, when the legislator sees immoral acts

which may have disastrous consequences socially, he

intervenes and says : "If these sins, these immoral acts,

are repeated, they will be punished." We see new

philosophic considerations arise ; for while there may be

intention, there may very well be no moral responsibility
either to religious authority or to the individual conscience,

if we believe that our acts are not dictated by an abso-

lutely free will, but are under the determining influence

of all sorts of 'phenomena.
I thought it necessary to make these few critical

remarks, for many jurists, and more particularly

sociologists, have a dangerous tendency to say :

"
Morality

is an intangible sphere where the legislator has no right

to penetrate." In my opinion the legislator may penetrate
there when he thinks he can thereby do useful work.

I should like to tell you what, in my opinion, are the

characteristics which a law ought to possess. I will only
summarize what I have elsewhere written at length.

A penal law should, it seems to me, have three main
characteristics. It ought to be, first, useful and effective.

If a law is framed to serve no purpose, if it is to be

violated by the very men who got it passed, if the

conscience of the people is against it, the law is

useless and has consequently no raison d'etre.

In the second place the law ought to be just to

everyone. It cannot be maintained that a law may
strike at certain persons and not strike at certain others

when they have all performed the same act.

Lastly, the law must have a moralising element, or

at the very least must not have a demoralising one. For

the law has an undoubted moral influence, even if it is

not rigorously applied. Take the popular conscience ;

there are men and women who have not much moral
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KllSe, and in whom this sense is replaced b' l the

police. i
;<r these. hi\\ is useful

; for, a- has been -;<id b\

tier "i the Faculty <>i Lau ;it Ran .it is

;i signpost (utic direction), and certain individuals, when

they do not know how to art, instinctively look to the

law and act according to this positive law. That is why
a law should not he demoralising. \\'heii, in the Middle

Ages, the law punished the adultery of the woman for

the woman has always been punished n. erely
than the man by ordaining that she should be dragged

through the public xjuare on an a>s, her iace turned

to the animal's tail, a demoralising law was enforced

So with capital punishineiit. To behead a man in

public is to carry out a demoralising law. So are the

laws on gambling and the laws on prostitution. (Applause.)
We believe, then, that laws ought to possess these

three characteristics: to be useful, just, and moral.

And when the youn^ men of Paris, especially the law

students, understood that the laws. r rather the police

measures which affect to stem the tide of prostitution,
are unjust measures, since they strike at the woman

only while the real responsibility for prostitution rests

with the man
; when, in the second place, they under-

stood that these measures were inefficacious, because, as

the doctors will show you to-morrow, they have no

value from the prophylactic, point of view ; when, lastly,

they understood that their was something demoralising
in them, these younij people of the Latin Quarter
decided to join forces with you and mve \.u all the

help in their power. (Loud applause.)

Dr. HEI.KN WILSON : May I remind you that it is

not the first time in the history of the Federation that a
similar di>cussi,,ii h it s arisen,
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The Federation Statutes give a definition of the

legitimate limits of legislation a definition arrived at

by the assistance of distinguished legal experts of many
nations.

Article V. of the Statutes reads as follows :

Considering that the simple fact of personal and

private prostitution is a matter which concerns the con-

science, but which does not constitute a legal offeno .

the Federation declares that the intervention of the State

in matters relating to sexual morality should be limited

to the following points :

Punishment of even* immoral act accomplished
or attempted against minors, or persons of either sex

who have the status of minors. The laws of each

State ought to determine exactly the limits and the

conditions of this status.

Punishment of every outrage against decency
committed or attempted by violent or fraudulent

means against persons of any age and of either sex.

Punishment of public indecency.

Punishment of public provocation to debauchery
and of procuration in such of their criminal mani-

festations as can be legally established without

arbitrary action, and without re-establishing under

another form the special regime of the police des

mceurs. The measures taken in regard to the above

ought to be applied to men as well as to women.

Whenever procuration comes under the hand of

the Law, those who pay the procurers and profit

by their industry ought to be considered as

accomplices.

If you scrutinise that article I think you will find

that it very nearly covers all the possible domain of safe

legislation. I say very nearly, because I believe if that

article were being revised it would be necessary to add a
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clau-e about tin- better protection of yoiin.n pi opi

them nixt what our French friends term
"
moral abandonment." (Hear, hear.)

Mr. Pnii.il' \\"i< KSTBBD : I want to a-k a question to

which 1 ha\v been trying to ^i-t an an>\\ <

It arises in connection with tin- distinction between the

moral and le^al code to which our attention !

directed.

It often seems difficult to d illation that does

not either covet, on the one hand, im hastily, which most

of us might think should be combated only by moral and

educational forces, or else fail, on the other -hand, to

cover cases of criminal fraud. If we speak of raising the

ol consent," do we mean to make every act of

indiscretion or inchastity or concubinage between young

people under 18 (who may or may not be as faithful to

each other as if they were married) criminal ? And if we

safeguard ourselves against this, how are we to legislate

effectively against that kind of deliberate seduction,

which we all feel to be a specially vile kind of criminal

fraud ; Are we to be content with a law that ostensibly

rs more than \\c desire, and trust to tl. .tion,

or to some prescribed procedure to silt out the <

which the popular sense regards as criminal? This is

a solution that mi^ht perhaps be justified, but that

certainly requires justification.

I notice that the demand lor raising the
"
ag

consent
"

i- always based "n cases in which the two

parties stand on no kind of equality. In siu h cases there

is always a disparity of at;v. and the conduct of one ot the

two concerned i> delibeiatel\ heartle-s and iniamoiis.

isolating sexual indulgence from all truly and broadly
human relation-, and making the other party a thou^ht-

OT deluded victim. That U what I think most of us

want to gel at, and must ^et at. It is outrageous
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to allow
"
consent

"
to be pleaded as our exculpation.

But on the face of it the proposed legislation covers

much that hardly seems to have any true affinity

at all to such wickedness. Is the objection purely

pedantic ?

One word more ! It is sometimes said,
"
Let us

leave it to opponents to make the objections and find the

flaws, and bring in the modifications." That is a most

dangerous policy. The advocates of any reform should

be sensible to the real objections. If we leave points to

adversaries, they will have a ready provided mask behind

which to introduce all kinds of apparently reasonable

qualifications which will destroy the whole force of the

legislation.

Reforming bodies cannot be too careful not to have

any points that invite modifications by appearing t<>

ignore relevant facts.

Madame AVRIL DE SAINTE-CROIX : The question of

the intervention of law in the moral sphere is very much
in my mind. As M. de Meuron rightly said, it is danger-

ous, in this connection, to let contingencies influence laws.

Let me give an example to show you the danger I refer

to.

Ten years ago the French Government appointed
an extra-parliamentary Commission for the reform of the

Regime des Mceurs. This Commission, after four years'

work, and very serious work, drafted a Bill which was to

suppress regulation, protect minors, and assure public
order. The Bill as elaborated by the Commission com-

prised three parts : (i) order in the streets ; (2) the

prostitution of minors ; and (3) public hygiene.
In the Senate M. Berenger, who opposed our ideas,

intervened and prevented the Bill from passing. Then,
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as he did not wish it said tli.it he would do Qri

suppiv ed the first and third part-, 1 nlv tin-

second that relating t<. the prostitution of imnoi>,

attrr altering it in a manner wln< h made it inapplicable ;

this he presented as a new hill, which he

getting passed by the Chamber-. The re-ult wa- the

Act of i<)<)\ which \va> looked upon by many peopl.

law inspired by the Abolitionist-. Instead ot helping

matt' ated them considerably. Thank- to this

Act. not only have the
"
moral- police

"
been able to say

that we Abolitionists made a disturbance, that we

clamoured lor liberty for disorder in the streets, but, in

addition, thank- to this badly-trained Act, the ni"-t

disastrous results have been -hown from the point of

view both of health and of public morality. In actual

fact, through tin- Act, which was badly thought out.

badly drafted and badly voted on, then are in Paris more

than 15,000 girls minors under eighteen years of age
whom no one can get at, whom no one can hold back from

vagrancy, and who constitute a grave danger to the State

from a moral point of view as well as from the point of

view of public health.

The CHAIRMAN : Referring to Mr. YVicksteed's

question, 1 am not sure that I quite understood it. I

understand he asks how we are to draw the line between

concubina^i- between young persons, and an intercourse

which is to be made ilh-L

Personally I should say you should not draw the line

at all. I see no reason why the young should be

encouraged to permanent illicit intercourse. It scein> to

me it is worse than tolerating in the youn :<nal

illicit intercourse. Mr. \\ick-teed. I think, treated the
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matter as an indiscretion. If it is an indiscretion, I think

we should claim a right to restrain the young from com-

mitting indiscretions until they have arrived at the age
of discretion. I think the law has a right to say,

" You
shall not embark on a course of life which those who
know something of life know must lead to disgrace and
disaster." (Applause.) I think that is ample justifica-

tion for putting the age up to 18.

I saw a letter in a paper the other day which, amongst
other reasons for objecting to this Bill, gave as one of

them that in the present day moral principles were in the

melting pot. Let them be in the melting pot by all

means, but do not let the young burn their fingers in

molten morality. (Hear, hear.) You have made legisla-

tion about flannelette and fire-guards for the protection of

babies, and I cannot see why you should not provide
moral guards for persons too young to know the conse-

quences of their action.

A girl of 16 is not in a position to judge, and cannot

have a full outlook on what her life will be if she once

starts down the fatal slope. When she is 18, which is in

all conscience young enough, she has a greater experience
of life, and she must be trusted to take care of herself.

I think that the Bill to raise the age of consent is

one which comes well within the principles accepted by
Mr. Reynolds and M. de Meuron, and that this is a province
in which the law can rightly intervene. (Hear, hear.)
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The CHAIRMAN : Ladies and Gentlemen, I rejoice
to say that the municipal government of Portsmouth

has taken for its object, primarily, the health of the

people, and anything which conduces to make a more

healthy people will find us wise and gem-rous and deter-

mined enough to make every effort to further that object.
The morality of this to\\n is guarded wry jealously

by the number of institutions that exist within it. 1
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have known the town for a long period now, for something
like 35 years 15 years as a Guardian and many years as

a Councillor and I have been brought into contact

with the various phases of life, and of foreign life if I

may be allowed to put it in that way ; and I want to

bear testimony to the Church life of the town, and to the

work of the various institutions, and to tell you that,

as soon as a new evil appears in our midst, some institution

or association is sure to rise up, ready to combat that

evil.

I want you to be good enough in your deliberations

to feel and know that the municipal body of this town

is in sympathy with all that is being done, and it is for

you in your deliberations to give them more precise

information, and to guide them by the knowledge you

possess so as to further the efforts they may make for the

betterment of the people and the uplifting of the standard

of the morality of mankind generally. (Hear, hear.)
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During the passage of a Bill through Parliament

the proposed new law is often the subject of searching
criticism, if not of keen opposition. Once having been

placed upon the Statute Book public interest in it usually
subsides. But laws do not enforce themselves. They
must be put into operation either by the police or by
some other departmental or civic authority charged
with the responsibility of their administration. They
must be fairly interpreted by magiMrate^ and judges,

and, most important of all, they must be continually

supported by public opinion. Without this there is an

ever-pivM-nt danger that a good law may be in effect

nothing but a
"
dead letter."

It is true that police officers and magistrates, alder-

men and councillors, ought to do their duty at all times,

rdless of criticism, misrepresentation, and abuse,
without ever expecting moral support from the commun-

ity. As they are possessed of merely human attributes,

however, it is not uncommonly the case that an en-

lightened public opinion is the strongest sanction for

the efficient administration of any law.

I deal with the problem which I have been called

upon to discuss in this paper entirely from the point of

view of a lawyer and administrator, basing my conclusions

upon the experience -ained as Chairman oi -.sing

Committee dealing with theatres, cinei; h halls,

and other places of amusement
; Justin: of the Pi
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member of the Watch (or Police) Committee ; member
of and Honorary Legal Adviser to a Vigilance Asso-

ciation ; Chairman of an Education Authority, and of

an Advisory Committee appointed by the Board of Trade

to deal with unemployment amongst young people.

Vice versus Crime.

Now it should be made clear at the very beginning
that an important distinction is drawn in this country,
on the continent of Europe, in America, and in Canada,
where I have had opportunities of studying the

question, between acts which are vicious and immoral,
and those which are also criminal. Much undeserved

criticism is passed upon departmental and local autho-

rities, and public officials, owing to failure to appreciate
this fundamental principle.

Limits of Legal and Administrative Action.

The powers of police, magistrates, and watch com-
mittees are limited to the preventing and punishment of

crimes. The correction of public morals is the duty of the

Churches, Education Authorities, and others. Acts of

immorality committed between adult persons unattended

by circumstances of force, or fraud, public indecency, or

disorder, are not crimes, but vices. Prostitution itself is a

vice, not a crime. If it is to be made a crime on the part
of the woman, then, as it is an offence which cannot be

committed without a partner, every man who aids and
abets in the commission of such a criminal offence must
stand in the dock with the principal offender. A pros-
titute then not being ipso facto a criminal, is entitled to

all the liberties of the subject which others enjoy, pro-

viding her conduct in the public streets, in places of

amusement and entertainment conforms to the standard

observed by the rest of the non-criminal population. If

she annoys pedestrians by persistent solicitation, or

behaves in a riotous or indecent manner, then she may be

prosecuted, not because she is a prostitute, but because
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slur has committed a criminal otfenre quite independent
of IUT personal character. It i> important to keep these

legal principles clearly in one's mind in dealing with the

duties of the police and tin- administration of just;.

Police Authorities.

In London tin- Metropolitan police an- under the

direct control of the Home Office. In tin provinces,

polio- administration is entrusted to a
" Watch Com-

mittee
"

(a Committee whirh ta! me from the old

times when burly wat< hman went out with lanterns and
rattles to warn offenders that they were about to be

arrested). Watch Committees are appointed by the City or

Town Councils. In counties the police are under the con-

trol of a
"
Standing Joint Committee," composed half of

county magistrates, and half of county councillors, but

as in rural districts the problems we are concerned with

at this Conference are not so acute, I will confine myself
to the work of the Watch Committees and the police

in the cities.

Watch Committees.

The personnel of a Watch Committee is a most

important factor in the good order and government
of a city, and to their credit be it said that most

city councils are very careful in the selection of men they

appoint to serve upon that committee. The Watch
Committee appoints the Chief Constable, and the Chief

Constable sets the standard to which in a large degree
the rest of the force conforms, from the chief super-
intendent down to the latest constable recruit. It is

true that a high-minded Chief Constable may accomplish
much, despite the hostility of an indifferent Watch

Committee, but it requires a man of almost superhuman
pertinacity and courage to deal with a force which quickly
realises that the Committee are not in sympathy with their

chief. Hence the importance- of seeing that the riijit men
are elected on the city councils, and that they in turn

appoint proper men to serve upon the Watch Committee.
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Police.

The primary duty of the police force is to preserve
the public peace, not to act as guardians of the public
morals. Policemen as a rule are very good judges of

crime, and poor judges in matters of ethics, and for

a simple reason. Crimes are concrete acts based upon
definitions, more or less clear, contained in Acts of

Parliament. Vices are difficult of definition and are

judged by varying standards. Hence, before making
a charge against the police of neglect of duty, it is wise

first to inquire whether the alleged neglect consists in

not suppressing some offence against public morals,

which the Legislature has not thought fit to classify as

a crime, and which is therefore beyond police control.

In some of the grosser forms of crime there is prac-

tically no difference in the attitude adopted by the police

in different places. The bully who lives upon the

earnings of prostitution, the procurer who betrays a girl

to her ruin, men who commit offences against young
girls and children, are everywhere severely dealt with,

but in cities where the Chief Constable or the Watch
Committee is apathetic, brothels and houses of accom-

modation may be tacitly permitted to carry on their

criminal business, unmolested by the police unless

complaints are made of robbery, blackmail, or disorder.

The first thing that the police authorities can do is to set

their faces against any form of toleration, regulation or

segregation of organised vice manifesting itself in forms

which the law of the land has declared to be illegal.

Is a Policy of Suppression Futile ?

It is sometimes said, even by magistrates, police

officials, and others, that these evils have always existed

since the foundation of the world, and will always continue

to exist despite any policy of repression ; why then

trouble ? My answer to that is that
"
weeds have

always existed since the Garden of Eden, but if my
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gardener pleaded that as an excuse for not keeping my
flower-beds clear of them, he would soon be inquiring
for another situation."

Toleration and the Property Owner.

Again, they say
"

if immoral houses cannot be

entirely done away with, it is better that they
should all be confined in a well-defined area, known to

the police, instead of being scattered over the city,

living in streets or flats amongst respectable families."

This is a favourite argument with the property owner,
but it is always based upon the suppressed premise that

such a district should be in someone else's district, and
as far as possible from his own property.

Segregation does not Segregate.

The definite vice-area argument is often supported

by the plea that it attracts the vicious and criminal

population of the city into that area where they are more

easily kept under police supervision. On closer investi-

gation I have always found in the first place that the

facts disprove the theory. Wherever a
"
red light

"

district is tacitly acquiesced in, there is always the definite

red light district plus a number of brothels and houses

of accommodation in other parts of the city, and those

within the specified area comprise but a small proportion
of the whole. There can be no reasonable doubt that

segregation utterly fails to segregate.

Toleration and Police Supervision.

Secondly, it is DO advantage from the point ofview of

police supervision to have a definite area given up to vicious

and criminal practices. A "
red light

"
district un-

doubtedly attracts to its area the criminal and dissolute

population of the district, i.e., the pickpockets, the bullies,

thugs, and souteneurs, when' they meet in clubs and
other places, and hatch their nefarious schemes. If their
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acts of criminality were confined to such specified areas,

the argument against their continued existence might
be weakened, but the truth is that they are but the

meeting places from whence the criminal and vicious

sally forth to prey upon the respectable and law-abiding
members of the community living outside the area. On
the ground of expense alone, it costs more to keep under

police supervision those living in an area given up to

debauchery, than it does to control the same number of

individuals scattered throughout a city, where they are

kept in check by the law-abiding members of the com-

munity. All huddled together they are dangerous.

Scattered, they are comparatively innocuous.

Segregation and Administration.

Further, the evil influence of such a criminal popula-
tion is not confined to the acts of the parties and their

patrons, but it tends to create a number of vested interests

in vice and crime on the part of landlords who draw

high rents, of liquor sellers who supply the intoxicants,

of milliners and dressmakers who supply goods at extor-

tionate prices, and who are all opposed to reform, and
indeed often make it impossible to elect a decent, clean

body of administrators.

Perils of a Tolerated Area.

A number of brothels carrying on business in a

definite area must compete with each other for customers.

The one which has the largest selection of young and
attractive girls will have the most patrons and the

highest takings. Now girls do not usually walk into

brothels and volunteer their services. The brothel-

keepers cannot obtain them by advertisement
; they must

obtain them by trickery and fraud. Brothel-keepers in

a selected area almost invariably employ men and women
whose sole business it is to look out for suitable victims,

and ply them with money and luxuries until they accom-

plish their seduction. In trouble and disgrace, the girl is
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taken to the
"
friend

" who will look after her welfare and

provide her with a comfortable home, only to find too

late that she is in the clutches of a brothel-keeper.

Toleration and the Streets

It is sometimes said that the tolerated area keeps
the streets clear of undesirable characters. My experience
is to the contrary. Brothels do not thrive upon each

other, but upon patrons outside the area. If they do

not come willingly, male scouts and prostitutes sally forth

to persuade and entice them to come in, and the greater
the competition the more persistent is the solicitation.

Toleration and Public Ideals.

The existence of a
"
red light

"
district furnishes

the most powerful argument against those who are

putting forward their strongest efforts to purify and uplift

the ideals of the community. How can teachers in

public schools, ministers of religion, and others insist

upon a higher standard of personal conduct, if those they
seek to instruct can point to the toleration by the authori-

ties of a district entirely devoted to debauchery ? The

argument is supplied ready-made : "If it is evil, why do

the authorities allow it to exist ?
"

For these reasons, whilst the police authorities

have no control over acts of private immorality
between adult persons, no area ought to be

allowed to exist as a close preserve where acts

which have been declared criminal by the Legislature,
such as brothel-keeping, &c., should be allowed to go
on unchecked. In every case where a brothel is dis-

covered, whether disguised as a School of Languages,
a Nursing Home, or a Manicure Parlour, there should be

an immediate prosecution on the necessary evidence being
obtained.

Uniformed v. Plain Clothes Officer.

How then should the necessary evidence be obtained,
and who should be responsible for the work of suppres-
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sion ? Dealing with the latter question first, I am
satisfied that it should be done by the ordinary police

officer in uniform, and in conjunction with his other

duties. The police officers in this country are a very
fine body of men, doing their difficult and responsible
work on small pay, despite many temptations, with

singular honesty and integrity. But the special police

officer in plain clothes told off to look after public morals

is a delusion and a snare. In the first place it is not fair

to the man himself to place him in such a position,

and in the second, it is no protection to the community.
A police officer in plain clothes does not divest himself

of the frailties of human nature, and to set him apart
for the purpose of dealing with an evil which is so insidious

in its character is to invite failure. Many a doctor has

succumbed to the disease which he set out to fight,

and many a police officer has gone down before the evil

which he honestly tried to suppress. An officer in

plain clothes cannot suppress vice or immorality, but

he can detect and report upon such criminal offences as

brothel-keeping, and he can do it just as well in uniform,
in the ordinary course of his duties, as he can by donning

plain clothes and being told off for special work.

Change the Man on the Beat.

In the interests of the officer he ought not to be

allowed to remain on any one beat for a sufficiently long
time to become personally acquainted with the habitue's

of a district where temptations are peculiarly seductive.

Charges of favouritism or vindictiveness, allegations of

bribery or blackmail, are easily made, and difficult to dis-

prove by a strong man, while a weak man may find it not

only saves trouble, but pays, to cultivate the blind eye.
In dealing with crimes against public morals, then, I

would urge keep the man in uniform, and change the

man on the beat.

Now as to the procuring of evidence. It is some-
times urged that prostitutes are useful in assisting the
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police to obtain evidence against criminals eluding

justice. For my part I would neither pay for, nor accept
tainted information of this description.

Those charged with tin- responsibility of preserving
the public peace should

"
play the game

"
and keep their

hands clean even in dealing with criminals, the abandoned

and the dissolute. Better allow the guilty to escape
than shake the confidence of the public in the honesty
of police administration.

Women Police.

In this country we have not yet availed ourselves

as fully as we might of the advantages offered by the

employment of women police, whose good work I have

seen in several countries. In cases of offences against
children and young girls, and indeed in all cases where

women are concerned, women police are not only most
useful in eliciting the facts, but in separating truth from

falsehood. The patience and tact with which 'they

discharge their peculiar duties, and the accuracy of the

information obtained by them has on many occasions

been testified to me. Police women are never substituted

for policemen, but properly trained women can, and

do, supplement the work done by the ordinary police

officers, in a manner which calls for the highest praise,

and they do work of a character which men cannot and

ought not to be asked to do. Sympathy, tact, and

patience they undoubtedly have, even in a greater degree
than men, but a judicial mind is not usually theirs ;

consequently the responsibility of decision should be left

to a man of superior rank
; indeed, all the police women

I have spoken to would prefer that it should remain so.

Co-operation between Police and Voluntary
Agencies.

The police and magistrates have much to gain by
co-operation with the officials of Vigilance Associations,

Homes for the care of destitute girls, etc. In the City
of Hull, the Watch Committee appoints representatives
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both upon the Vigilance Association and the Sheltering

Home for Girls, to both of which they give an annual

grant, and readily avail themselves of the services of

the officials of these Institutions which are always

willingly given.
Magistrates.

Passing now to the question of administration of

justice, it is perhaps unnecessary to say that in the

selection of magistrates, care should be taken to appoint
men not only of sound character and high ideals, but

of sober judgment men who will interpret the laws

fairly, and administer them firmly, but who will always

keep separate in their minds what the law is, from what

they would like the law to be. A magistrate who strains

the law in order to register a conviction to satisfy his

moral indignation, is almost as great a danger to the

community as one who refuses to convict because of

a secret fellow-feeling for an offender against public
morals. Nevertheless the efficacy of a law depends very

largely upon the way it is interpreted and administered.

A hostile bench can make it impossible to secure con-

victions by throwing every difficulty in the way of the

prosecution, whilst a strong bench may be a positive
terror to evil-doers by not allowing them to escape
conviction on any trumpery defence unsupported by
evidence. Take the case of offences under Section 5

of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1885*. Some
Courts would be satisfied in the most glaring case, that a

prisoner
" had reasonable cause to believe that the girl

was of or above the age of 16 years," whilst another

* This Section makes it a criminal offence for any person to have
unlawful carnal knowledge of any girl being of or above the .age of

13 and under the age of 16 years. A proviso to the Section says that
it shall be a sufficient defence if it shall be made to appear to the Court

. that the person charged had reasonable cause to believe the

girl was of or above the age of 16 years. The offence is not triable

before magistrates, but sometimes they can and do refuse to send
the case forward for trial, giving as their reason that they think

" no
jury would convict

"
the prisoner, i.e., because they believe or they

consider the jury would believe his story.
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bench would insist upon being satisfied that the prisoner

really had reasonable cause for his alleged belief on

adequate grounds, and not be satisfied by his empty

protestations.

Again, in affiliation cases, some magistrates will

believe allegations made against the moral character of

the girl and allow the putative father to escape an order,

entirely losing sight of the fact that the question for

decision is not the relative moral delinquency of the girl

and the man, but whether the man summoned is the father

of her child. On the other hand, many magistrates will

make an order on being satisfied of paternity by reasonable

corroborative evidence. The first policy tends to make

immorality fairly safe, the second to promote better

conduct in the community.

Night Courts.

The magistrates might also in many cities with

advantage set up night Courts* similar to those established

in New York by the Hon. Wm. McAdoo, the Chief City

Magistrate, where minor cases are tried without involving
the loss of a day's work (and in many cases a situation)

to the parties concerned, thus leaving the day Courts to

deal with more serious offences, and those requiring the

attendance of expert witnesses and highly paid legal

assistance. Through the courtesy of Mr. McAdoo I

have had the advantage of sitting with the judges in

some of the night Courts in New York, and cannot speak
too highly of the Chief Magistrate and of the way in which

the work is done, especially in the night Courts for womm.
This is an example which might well be followed in this

country. Cases where women and girls are concerned

ought not to be sandwiched bet \svm other cases and heard

in the presence of a crowd of curious male spectators of the

class who freqiimt criminal Courts.

* The Night Courts in New York sit at 8 p.m. and do not rise before
i a.m. All cases of arrest (except for felony) after the rising of the day
Courts are brought before the night Courts. Many offenders are
there dealt with summarily, others are released on bail or remanded
to the day Courts.
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Magistrates and Penalties.

In dealing with offences against public morals, the

magistrates can do much by exercising discrimination in

the penalties they impose. To inflict a heavy fine for

brothel-keeping, living on the earnings of prostitution,

solicitation, &c., simply means that the guilty party
increases his or her exertions in the same guilty practices

in order to raise money to pay the fine. The State takes

the tainted money, and the offender repeats the crime,

hoping to escape detection. In the case of a girl who is

a first offender, she ought to be placed under the care

of a lady probation officer and every attempt made to

secure reformation. When many previous convictions

are recorded and reformation is apparently hopeless there

should be imprisonment where possible, without the

option of a fine.

Magistrates and Licensed Victuallers.

In the case of public houses, the Magistrates should

exercise their drastic powers, not harshly or unreasonably,
but fairly, in order to prevent licensees conniving at

irregularities. As a rule licensed houses do not get a bad

reputation because of the criminal and vicious classes

frequenting them, but they are frequented by these

classes because they know the management is bad.

Theatres, Music and Picture Halls.

Where the magistrates deal with theatres and
music halls, they should see that conditions are inserted

in the license to ensure good order, and decency ;
and

freedom from obscenity, either in song, joke, or gesture.
It should also be made clear that any persistent breach

of the conditions of the license will lead to its being
refused. Picture palaces should be subjected to similar

conditions, and in particular they should never be allowed
to be in complete darkness.
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Housing.

City councils, as the public health authorities, can

do much in the way of reduction <>i immorality by paying
attention to the housing conditions of tin- p-.,plr. How
can it be expected that children should grow up into

decent moral citizens when men and women, boys and

girls, are all herded together in one or two rooms, where

they become too familiar with all the primary facts of

existence long before they reach the age of puberty ?

If private enterprise cannot produce houses lor the

working classes at a cost which will secure them a fair

return for their outlay in rents the tenants can afford

to pay, then it is the obvious duty of the local authorities

to build suitable houses themselves.

Health Authorities and Venereal Diseases.

In the attempts to exterminate such diseases as

tuberculosis, smallpox, and diphtheria, the Health

authorities have done and are doing much, but attention

will have to be paid in the near future to better methods

of dealing with venereal diseases.
"
Compulsory notifica-

tion
"

will only drive sufferers into the hands of quacks.

Early, free, and efficient treatment, at public dispensaries,

is the only safe and proper method to adopt, not only
in the interests of the sufferer, but for the protection
of innocent women and children, and for the well-being

of the community.

Feeble Minded.

Under the Act of Parliament which came into force

on the ist April this year dealing with the care of the

feeble-minded, civic authorities have important responsi-
bilities to discharge in the protection of those who come
within the scope of the Act.

"
Segregation of the unfit

"

is an expression received with not much favour in a

country where the liberty of the subject is the keynote
of its political life, but surely those unhappy beings who
are a serious danger to themselves and to the community,
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ought to be taken complete care of in institutions where

they will be protected from injury, and their lives made as

happy as possible. Left alone, and at large, they are

often prolific to an alarming degree, and a grievous moral

danger, as well as a large expense to the State.

Parks and Open Spaces.

Parks and open spaces, properly looked after, afford

a much-appreciated means of healthy recreation to many
of the dwellers in our large cities. It is unhappily true

that these privileges are sometimes abused by people who

frequent such places after dusk for immoral purposes.

Many well-meaning people on that account agitate
for their early closing. But if ten per cent, of the people
use a park for immoral purposes, is that any reason

why the remaining ninety per cent, should be deprived,
after a hard day's work, of an evening walk there if they
wish ? The remedy is surely to light the dark places,

and provide adequate superintendence.

Civic Authorities and Recreation.

Innocent recreation is an important factor in turning
the mind from evil things. In the summer, parks should

be made attractive by open-air concerts ;
in the winter

the public baths may at little cost be converted into

club rooms, where persons of both sexes can meet for

social intercourse. Following the example of Birming-
ham, the City of Hull recently converted one of its

largest public baths into such a winter club. There a

man may take his wife or sweetheart after the day's
work is over, have tea, coffee, light refreshments, play

bagatelle, whist, or other card games, read the news-

papers, or listen to music, in a clean, well-lighted, brightly-
decorated hall.

Unemployment and After-Care Work.

Through the Advisory Committees appointed by the

Board of Trade much is being done to promote the

economic betterment of young girls of the classes peculiarly
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liable to temptation, and who n-cruit the ranks of pro-

fessional prostitutes. When boys and girls are leaving

school a report is sent to the Board <>i Trade Offices by
the headmaster or mistress, giving details of their

educational qualifications, character, ability, physical

fitness, &c. The parents of the children, and the children

themselves, are seen at a friendly interview with the

officials or a member of the Committee, and every attempt
is made to obtain a first situation for them which is

suited to their individual capacities. Enquiries are also

made by the Board of Trade officials as to the conditions

of employment prevailing at all factories, shops, ware-

houses, and other places where girl labour is employed,
to make certain that the girls employed there are in no

moral danger by reason of the conditions of employment
before recommending others to such places. Further,

by means of After-Care Committees acting under the

aegis of the Advisory Committees, every boy and girl is

provided with a
"
helper," to whom he or she can go in

trouble for advice and assistance. Many are thus brought
into friendly association with those whose lives are

regulated by higher ideals of conduct, and unconsciously

they tend to conform to the standard set by those who
seek to befriend them a far more important factor in

the formation of character and the shaping of a career

than many realise.

Education.

I have left to the last what I regard as the most

important of our Local Administrative Authorities in

combating the evil we are considering at this Confer*

I refer to the Education Authority. After all, it is to

a sound system of education that we must look to uplift,

purify, and ennoble the ideals of society. Education,
it should not be necessary to emphasise, is not merely
a system for the imparting of knowledge. A man is not

wise or virtuous according to the extent of his knowledge,
but according to the right uses, designed to worthy ends,
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to which he applies his knowledge the strength of his

character depends upon the control of his will and

emotions, and the nobility of the ideals which enter into

the very fibre of his being, and furnish the driving power
of his life.

Sex Hygiene.

The teaching of sex hygiene is an important subject,

but boys need not merely sex knowledge, but such

training as will enable them to control those rebellious

sex impulses which, unchecked, will inevitably bring
about moral and social disaster. Girls must be trained

not merely to know, but to resist, the first steps leading
to demoralisation and degradation. Primarily it is the

duty of the parents, to give proper information in an

appropriate manner at a suitable age. The tragedy of

the situation is that those children who most need instruc-

tion usually have parents least fitted to give it. The

average class teacher is by temperament and training
unsuited to give such instruction

;
but to make the

subject one for special treatment must make the question
unnatural and give it undesirable prominence. The
solution is, I think, to be found in giving instruction

by means of specially-trained teachers, as part of the

course in physiology and general hj'giene, in classes

similar to those now formed where boys are taught
such subjects as wood-work and metal work, and

girls are taught cookery, laundry work, and domestic

science.

Education authorities can also bring their influence

to bear upon other public bodies to provide those agencies
which tend to stimulate and cultivate a taste for the

higher and better things in life, such as high-class concerts,

organ recitals, lectures, talks on art and pictures in our
art galleries, and upon historical records in the museums,
on poetry and the drama in our Libraries. A taste

for and cultured appreciation of music, poetry, art,

and history, will furnish a powerful antidote to the
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seductive influences which tend to lead young people

astray at the age when their characters are plastic and

impressionable. An interesting experiment which has

recently met with much success in some of our cities has

h( ( n to send from the public libraries good books in

bulk to factories and workshops to be distributed amongst
tin employees at their work, they appointing an honorary
librarian, and the employers being responsible for missing
or destroyed books.

But, in considering the agencies and influences at

work for the repression of vice, the prosecution of crime, the

instruction of ignorance, and the formation of character

surely the most powerful of all is the influence brought
to bear upon the community by men and women who,

by their own conduct and character, set a high standard

of living before their fellow-citizens. Subtle in its

working, and invisible in its action, the influence exerted

by such men and women must ever be the greatest force

for the promotion of good and elimination of evil, for

the ennoblement of character, the raising to a higher

plane of our public life, and shaping the destiny
of the race.
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LOCAL POLICY IN GERMANY.

BY FRAU K. SCHEVEN, OF DRESDEN

(President of the German Branch of the Federation.)

Introduction.

When we began our abolitionist campaign in

Germany 15* years ago it would have been an easy task

to speak on the policy of our local authorities towards

the prostitution problem. This policy was Regulation. The
administrative bodies and the medical men believed that

they had done their duty by supervising and controlling

as many females, convicted or suspected of prostitution,

as they could get hold of, and felt no other responsibility.

Since then we have made great progress. We cannot

say that the leading capitals of Germany have broken

with this bad and brutal policy, but they have inaugurated
a constructive policy of education and care besides. Our
German cautiousness wants to see the roof on the new
house before it breaks up the old one. The efficacy of

Regulation, as far as it reaches, is still officially

maintained. We have had this system for more than

a hundred years. The results are very unsatisfactory.
I believe there is no country which surpasses Germany

in public order and strictness of administrative measures.

There is only one department of our public life of which
this is not true, the department of prostitution.

Everything is forbidden here procuration, brothel-

keeping, the exploitation of commercialised vice, sale

of liquors in places of debauchery, seduction of minors
and all these things flourish openly under the eyes of

our police and our law officers without their interfering !

How can that be, we ask ourselves, in a country where
*as a rule the laws are respected and the whole body of the
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administrative power is sane? It is because the State

and, and in accord with it the local authorities, have

undertaken a Sisyphus task. They make a compact with

vice in order t tame the wild monster of prostitution
for the use of the citizens and to take out it^ poisonous

ii by subjecting to a bodily inspection the female

victims of this never satiated Moloch. On account

oi this Chimera our public authorities condescend to

treat with proi UK is and brothel-keepers as members of

-pectable profession. They are necessary factors of

the system, but the police cannot deal with them without

being tainted themselves with corruption, especially in

the subaltern ranks. Cases of bribery coming to the

knowledge of the public are not uncommon, but I believe

they are more numerous than is generally thought.
This miserable system is so deeply rooted in the

German conception of the rights and duties of the State,

that we should well-nigh despair to see it ever abolished,

if the whole social development in our country, the

growing sense of social responsibility, the progress of

social and criminal legislation and the attainments of

modern science and hygiene did not show us the way
which will lead us out of these perplexities.

Nobody can dispute that prostitution is a social

disease, the offspring of a defective social organisation
which creates by excessive poverty on one side, by
idleness and luxury on the other side, hotbeds of vicious

instincts. But not by a social revolution as many
Socialists desire can this terrible problem be solved ;

only by a progressive evolution, by education and
social reforms in the broadest sense of the word. This

task demands reasonable legislation and the co-operation
of local authorities. We can state to our satisfaction

that our German towns are waking up more and more
to a sense of their responsibilities. More and more it is

realised that the social evil cannot be cured by dealing
with its symptoms, but that we must strike at its roots.
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Some of these roots are within the reach of our

local authorities. They are :

1. Bad housing.

2. The demon alcohol.

3. The misery of the unmarried mother and the

fatherless child.

4. The break-up of the family and consequent

neglect of children, leading to crime and prostitution.

The Housing Question.

The housing question is a burning question in

Germany at the present moment.

Foreigners hardly realise how bad the conditions

still are in this respect in many German towns. At the

International Women's Congress in Berlin, 1904, several

American ladies wanted to see the slums of Berlin where

the poorest people live, and they were immensely
astonished to be taken to broad and clean streets with

houses kept well in repair. They would have been still

more astonished to hear that an investigation under-

taken at that time revealed the fact that two-thirds of

all habitations in Berlin had only two rooms and that

therein lived two-thirds of the whole population ; 38,059
households lived in one room and 1,955 of these families

kept lodgers in this one room.

It is well known how fatal the consequences of these

miserable housing conditions are for the morality of the

young.

Very often the poorest people, who generally have
the most numerous families, live in the vicinity of the

prostitutes' quarters because lodgings are cheap there.

In Lubeck the tolerated street containing a large
number of highly elegant brothels terminates in a thickly-

populated thoroughfare where the children of the poor
are witnesses of the mysterious splendour displayed by a

large number of lazy women and their visitors, who, with

the sounds of music and motor-cars, turn night into day.
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In our lar^e towns, unlimited private speculation
driven tin- priiv of hind to a In ii;ht out of all

proportion to tin- waives of a working-man. Our local

authorities did not do their duty when there was time

!<p this unhealthy development; but 1 leave the

political .side of the question apart becaUSC it would
I- ad one too far.

a number of years our citk-s have recognised
their duty to improve the housing conditions of the poor,
and official inspection of houses has been organised;
this inspection is, however, chiefly for sanitary and
t ( hnical purposes. What we still want is an educative

influence, which can only be exercised by women, an in-

-{> -ction which considers moral as well as sanitary aspects.
We Abolitionists struggle against the concentration

of prostitution in tolerated streets and tolerated houses,
but we cannot shut our eyes to the danger caused by
prostitution when it is dispersed throughout a whole

town. We want a law which forbids prostitution to be

carried on in houses with inhabitants under 16 years,
and we ask for female housing inspectors whose duty it

si) all be to prevent the moral contamination of prostitution

penetrating into the families of the poor. We have
made a beginning in different places in Halle, Offenbach,
Auerbach and Worms with encouraging results. In

Worms on the Rhine a lady inspector visits the country
district. It is her opinion that by educative activity

among the poorer class an effectual check might be put
to the fatal tendency towards leaving the country
home for the great cities a tendency which has

become a serious problem for us. Many of the

victims of prostitution are country girls who are easily

misled. Hundreds are ruined in the cities, while in the

country hands are wanting and Poles must be hired to

bring in the harvest. It is a fact that in the district

where this lady inspector works there is no want of

workpeople at present.
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An absolute necessity in our industrial centres is the

creation by the local authorities of homes for unmarried

workpeople. Much has been done in Germany in this

respect for young men, but nothing for young women.

What accommodation we have for women has been

created by private initiative. It is almost nothing
when compared to the three millions of female industrial

workers, most of whom sleep in miserable lodgings in

poor families. It has been found that the same bed was

let for the day-time to a male night-worker, for the

night to a waitress^ The street and the cafe are the

only places of refuge for the poor girls after their day's
work. Of course we have private societies which make

great efforts to open for them places of healthy resort,

but it ought to be undertaken on a larger scale by the

local authorities themselves.

Alcoholism.

I said that another root of public immorality was
alcoholism. Twenty years ago the conditions in Germany
were very bad in this respect, but the energetic struggle

undertaken by our people has considerably diminished

this evil. Also the local authorities have lent their

force to this struggle by undertaking different measures :

1. Many towns have introduced a regulation which

enables them to refuse a new licence if public necessity
cannot be proved.

2. They have organised rescue work among drunkards

and pay for their treatment in sanatoriums
;
and have also

established special offices where advice and help is given
to their wives and families. This work is being done in

84 towns.

3. They provide warm or refreshing drinks for the

many thousands of their own workpeople and so give
a good example.

4. They undertake a serious warfare against clan-

destine brothels, which exist by thousands in Germany
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under the innocent name of
" wine-restaurants with female

;ittrn<i;in< e." It i> \vrv diitienit under our laws to with-

draw th- liceno from their proprietors ,
because it can

rarely be proved that they sutler >exual int. KOUI'M- to be

carried on in then establishments. In many cases

women have th.-ir rooms in the neighbourhood, where

thev retire when tli lia\v had their till of bad

and expensive wine
; they ^ ntage on the liquor

sold and are expected to stimulate the guests to drink.

lablishments are a cancer on our social body, and
if our local authorities have not been very successful in

their liijht against them, it is because our laws are in-

sufficient and must be reformed.

The most important point in this question is the

reform of the licensing system. This great question
must be decided, not by financial considerations as has

hitherto been the case, but by moral and social con-

siderations.

The Unmarried Mother and Illegitimate Child.

In all countries one of the immediate causes pushing
a young woman into prostitution is illegitimate mother-

hood. The wages of a general servant or factory girl are

hardly sufficient for one, never sufficient for two, persons.
At the critical moment the domestic servant changes
into a barmaid, and from the bar there is only one step
to prostitution.

The legal position of an unmarried mother in

Germany is not bad. The father of the child has to pay
for her lying-in and for the maintenance of the child up"
to 16 years, according to the social position of the mother.

But this law wants social support if it is not to remain
a dead letter. The first thing to do is to find out the

father and make him acknowledge his fatherhood.

The young mother, inexperienced and weak, is not able

to enforce her rights, and in most cases her relatives are

not in the position to do so.
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Hence the authorities in many towns have undertaken

this task, by charging themselves with a general guardian-

ship of all illegitimate children born in the district.

A special magistrate is appointed for this purpose.

Armed with the power of a high official he speedily

discovers the presumptive father, and forces him to

pay. Obstinate idlers can be put in a " workhouse
"

(Strafarbeitshaus). If there is no possibility of getting

money, the authority for relieving the poor takes the

child into its own charge. This excellent system was

first elaborated in Leipzig in 1886, where it has been

brought as near to perfection as possible by adjoining

to the general guardianship an official oversight of all

illegitimate children in their nursing-places. It is called

the system of Dr. Taube. A whole staff of paid nurses

works under the direction of Dr. Taube, who receives

all these children in their turn at his office in the town hall

for inspection. They are better kept than many
legitimate children in poor families.

In 1913 the Leipzig authority obtained in this way
180,774 marks (over 9,000) from illegitimate fathers,

and in Strassburg 97 per cent, of them were made to

pay. This system has an excellent educational effect.

A man who has paid 16 years for a child naturally takes

an interest in it. So moral ties are not altogether

destroyed .

Education and Care of Juveniles.

The more thoroughly we analyse the problem of

prostitution the more clearly we see that it is a problem
of education and social care. To prevent the evil,

not only to cure it, must be the policy of our local

authorities.

It is a most perplexing and fatal consequence of

progressing civilisation that the nucleus of our social

life, the family, is being more and more dissolved among
the lower classes by the industrial work of married
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women. Even a loving and careful mother cannot,

with the utmost self-sacriiice, fulfil her dv ducating
h. i children \\-hile she is in tlu- factory helping to earn

the n v bread.

Want of supervision, idleness, seduction, moral

perversion are the links in the fatal chain that leads cur

juveniles to crime and prostitution. We are horrified by
the brutal statistics which tell us that in Prussia alone

54,110 criminal juveniles were convicted in 1910, and

44,320 juveniles, that had been taken away from their

parents, were being educated in reformatories. An
investigation in Frankfort 30 years ago demonstrated

that 26 per cent, of all school children were without

proper supervision.
We have our day-homes for school children. The

movement was privately initiated, but our local autho-

rities are fully aware of its importance and in many towns
render considerable support. The city of Frank f< it

works typically in this respect. The Society for Children's

Day-Homes receives, besides the premises, 34,000 marks

annually from the authority, and since 1901 each newly-
built school must be provided with a special day-home.

The parents have to pay a small sum for soup,
bread and milk ;

it is just that they should contribute

to the maintenance of their children: A plain arithmetical

sum shows how greatly it is to the interest of local

authorities to encourage this movement. In Prussia a
child in a reformatory costs the authority 450 marks

(22 los.) per annum ; a child in a day-home costs only

33 marks (~i 135.) . And how much well-being and health,

how many precious ideals are gained by the nation

through this policy of prevention !

A new institution is the appointment of school

doctors and school nurses. It has been modelled in

Germany after the example of English school nurses.

What I object to in our system is that it is purely for

sanitary service. What we want just as much are moral
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investigations. It happens that young girls are brought
before the juvenile courts who had been violated in their

families as children by strangers or relatives, without

anybody, not even the schoolmasters, taking notice of it.

The conditions in homes where such things happen must

be very bad, and there is no possibility of finding it out

except by official visitors, who must be ladies and officially

appointed for the protection of school children. This

task can well be accomplished by a school nurse.

Our local authorities are responsible for the whole

school-teaching of the youth of the people. We have

compulsory education up to 14 years. From 14 to 17
we have a continuation school which is also obligatory for

boys. This is to prepare young men for their future

occupations. Little has been done for girls as yet. In

Prussia in 1913 about half a million boys and only 10,659

girls attended these schools. // is a point ofourprogramme
that we want these schools made obligatory for girls as

well servant girls, country girls, and in fact all girls.

Education and professional alertness are the best means
to prevent a girl from prostitution. If she falls she will

not fall so far, her self-respect preventing her from the

worst.

"Women Police.

In spite of all that has been done in the way of

education and social reform the number of girls that fall

into the misery of prostitution is very great.

Only 10 years ago our local authorities declined

every responsibility in face of this problem.
There was the Regulation system, which gave the

police almost unlimited power to deal with it as they

pleased. In the greater part of Germany we had
coercive registration. Girls could be put on the lists

of prostitutes even against their will, and were obliged to

enter a brothel or to live in certain tolerated quarters.
When I began to work 15 years ago, girls were registered
as prostitutes in Dresden from 16 years ;

and in other
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towns when >till younger. Th'-re v. . ral societies

which did rescue work among these unfortunates, but

the poh<v sent them only certain caSCfi which excited

the pity even "I" hard- -n <l officials.

TWs divadtul State "t things has mm h (handed in

Since we have women police assistants

charged to tak' .ill the females who habitually
IV. .jueiit the streets of our large <: I he appoint-
ment of tlu-e wonu-n police is a practical result of the

ration's abolitionist propaganda and of theorga'

women's movement which roused the indignation of the

public by unveiling the old social cancer and the brutal

methods of the police. The appointment of women

police is an interesting phenomenon of our modern social

life. It shows that the old
"
Etat gendarme

"
is develop-

ing more and more into a Social State with ethical

tendencies. Our administrators begin to understand that

the great system of preventive policy cannot be carried

out without the help of the police. This institution

must therefore change its merely repressive character and

adopt measures of care instead of violence.

The necessity for the help of women in this task

was felt, and most urgent ly felt, in face of the modern

prostitution problem. Modern industrialism with all its

consequences has created widespread distress and an

immense mass of prostitution which can no longer be

effectively dealt with by Regulation. Our authorities

recognise that Regulation is a cruelty towards the

victims of social misery and, moreover, is useless in face

of this mass of uneducated young women, for whom
prostitution is no longer a profession of their own choosing
but a phase of depravity into which they have fallen.

We can say that in the history of prostitution a new
era has begun with the institution of women police.
The first was appointed in Stuttgart in 1903, and this

example has been imitated in 23 towns. There i> as

no uniformity of action among them, but everywhere
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they possess the confidence of their clients and are

organs of preventive care. In n towns they are regular

officials attached to, but not incorporated in, the police ;

in the other places they are supported by societies but

have their office at the police station and work much in

the same way. This latter method is only a temporary

expedient and not to be recommended.

Only in one town, in Mainz, is the police assistant

fully incorporated in the police as head of the police

des mceurs, having no superior but the President, all the

morals policemen working under her.

This is the situation in which a woman has enough
power to use her influence, and I shall therefore pick out

this example and demonstrate how the character of the
" morals police

"
can be changed by entrusting it to a

courageous, enthusiastic woman.
Mainz is one of our greatest fortresses, with an

immense garrison and a lovely situation on the Rhine

which attracts visitors. There is an enormous demand
for prostitution. It has regular tolerated brothels.

When Frau Schapiro began her work in Mainz the

procurers exercised a dreadful power over the unfortunate

inmates of their houses, who were exploited in all possible

ways, weighted with debt, alcoholised, and without any
rights against their keepers. This woman, appointed by
a regulationist authority, could not ask for the abolition

of this abominable system, but she undertook to reform

it. And she succeeded in this Herculean task. What
no man ever achieved, she achieved in the course of a

few years. New regulations for the keepers of these

houses were drawn up, and so strict were they that,

literally kept, they made the exploitation of the women
an impossibility. A storm of indignation from the

brothel-keepers was the consequence ; they protested and
declared that they could not continue their profession
under the new conditions. They tried to disregard the

regulations ; and were punished by the closing of their
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houses for a fortnight, a, month or longer, the ^irls being
sent away, which caused heavy losses. Careless of the

secret threatening of these people, Frau S hapirn con-

tinued her work. Shehaseducai irlstos.*

know now that they have a friend at thepolice Station ; they
come to her for shelter and advice, and >he has ind

many to abandon their life of shame and to begin an

honest profession with the money they have saved.

It is interesting to see that the work of female police,

even under the system of Regulation, tends to make this

system die out, the brothels being depopulated and hard

to let. One house stood empty for more than a year
because nobody cared to take it, an event unheard of in

the history of prostitution. In spite of this success the

German Branch does not encourage women police to be

used in the service of the police des mcenrs. This single

case is nevertheless an interesting experiment.

Dealings with regulated prostitution represent only
one side of the activity of Frau Schapiro, and she is the

only police assistant in Germany who has such powers.

They are entrusted to her because she is the head of

the " morals police." In the exercise of these powers she

has abolished compulsory registration. No girl is

registered unless she insists, and not until all means of

dissuasion have been exhausted. As a rule minors are

no longer registered in Germany.
Our laws for reformatory education prescribe educa-

tion up to 18 years ;
and in all towns, where .we

have women police, the principle of refusing to register

minors under 21 years has been established. This is

great progress. In Dresden the list of prostitutes shows

a hundred women less than formerly.
The situation of women police in an abolitionist

country like England should be much plainer and less

difficult. Their care would be purely preventive, like the

action of the Dresden, Munich. Bielefeld police assistants

who do splendid work in that way. But being only
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attached to and not incorporated in the police, they get

the cases after they have been tried by male officials,

and they only get the cases which their superiors think fit

for social care, while Frau Schapiro is the first to investi-

gate all cases herself. This makes an enormous difference,

because she excludes all the young girls and children

from contact with the criminal police. The town has

opened a home with 10 beds where she can shelter tlu-m

immediately, the town paying the whole expense. This

seems to me the ideal solution of this painful and difficult

question. The police assistant being a person who has

the confidence of poor erring youth, she is not obliged
to denounce every slight fault that comes to her knowledge
and that would involve a girl in public proceedings. It is

remarkable to see that human feeling is allowed here to

break through our stern and stiff administrative system.
Our police assistants work everywhere in connection

with different societies which partly provide the financial

means necessary for their work. In some towns the

police put at the disposal of the assistant a smaller or

larger sum, of which she has to give an account.

The field of action of women police extends beyond
the department of prostitution. Frau Schapiro has to in-

vestigate all cases where women and children are con-

cerned cases of immoral assault, where children have
sometimes to bear testimony against their own parents ;

cases of crime against germinating life, where delicate

questions have often to be put to poor unfortunate women,
honest mothers of large families, who in their despair had
followed evil advice. In all these cases it is a benefit

for the female sex to have to deal with an educated

woman.
The public confidence which our police assistants

enjoy is so great that very many young people and

parents come spontaneously to ask their help and advice.

The police station formerly a place of horror is now
a haven of shelter for the poor. In 1912, 243 women
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in Mainz came of their own accord; among these

24 were without a shelter, 12 women wei

mothers, and 14 with children in their arms. The police

assistant can very easily be found ; she acts as inter-

mediary between the friendless poor and philanthropic
institutions.

The appointment of women police being a novelty,
all these women entered their career without systematic

training but threw themselves into their work with the

enthusiasm characteristic of women. It requires a great
deal of tact and diplomacy, because the regulation

system, which has still to be respected by them, acts

in opposition to their endeavours.

The authorised procurers find out the places where
the police assistant puts the girls and try to tempt them
back to their former life by delusive promises. This will

happen also in Abolitionist countries.

It is the fatal custom of our police in the case of

women who remove after having been under the control

of the " morals department
"

to report them to their

new place of abode as having been under such control.

They immediately become the object of police inquiries
at their new homes, and their return to an honest life

is endangered.
The success of women police depends on finding

the right women, who must be capable and willing to give
their whole heart to this immense task. In Germany we
have been fortunate enough to find these women, and

many of them work in subaltern positions for a small

salary, sacrificing part of their own income to their

poor protegees, acting more as benefactresses than as

officials of the community.

By and by women police will become universal in

Germany and get the position and appreciation which

they deserve.

Before long the question of training will become

pressing. At present these women pioneers are rare, and
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Altona had to wait for a year before finding a suitable

person. I think that our social schools for women might
well be adapted to this purpose by establishing special

courses, and beginners might be required to work for a

year under an experienced police assistant.

Experience shows that in the immediate struggle with

prostitution, women police are a most effective factor.

We see, especially in the smaller towns, a diminution of

prostitution which will in the course of years make the

Regulation system die out. It will not be abolished in

Germany ; it will die out.

The action of women police gives our authorities

a practical lesson. It teaches them that the social evil,

which was considered a necessity, is curable in most
individual cases by effective social care.

In non-regulated countries also, the problem of

prostitution is a burning question, and the solution which
we have found is to be urgently recommended to them.

The feminist societies ought to work for its introduction.

There is no sphere of life in which the dignity of

womanhood is suffering under a greater shame, or in

which the passions of men have more blinded their

sense of justice and morality. This universal calamity
cries out for the genius of true, pure womanhood to heal

the wounds and to rescue Society from this awful

shipwreck.
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Mr. H. J. A. SIMONS DE Rrvi sioner of

Police at UK- (ioversmient Kim-an. Amsterdam : Though

my personal experience a^ an .iii. inl <.nl\ the

rnniental and in.t tin- Municipal I'
I

will try

to say a IVw words on our experience in Il"lhuul in

general and on tlu- view our pol mi the <ju

of this evening the progressive reduction of public

immorality. As you know, the former system "f regulating

the social evil was totally abolished in Holland si".

s ago, and the new Law of May 1911, for the Re
sion of Public Immorality resolutely ivsists any kind

of compact with prostitution or other forms of public

immorality. This attitude of the authorities, contrary
to what it had been formerly, has proved to have a very
wholesome influence.

The word police suggests to most people the idea

of the
"
strong arm "

which only traces out injustice

and crime and lays its hands upon the guilty party,

who, unable to escape, is delivered to the magistra
But I ask you frankly, would it not be a better thing

for the police to prevent crime and injustice ? Could

they not take care of those who stray towards the slippery
road and lead them back to the ri.ijht path ?

Mockers would say : that is surely a new branch

of street police ! But, in all earnest, when we identify
ourselves with those elements of society with which

our police come in contact every day, we ask our-

selves, are not the police the public origin whose duty
it is, more than anyone else's, to in te, trace up,
and arrive at a clear view of the conduct and manner of

life of all who live on crime and immorality, and to

search the causes of all this, at least when they observe

all such conditions with real and deep interest.

Better acquaintance with the origin of crime may
lead us to find means for prevention and betterment
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When police authorities are well acquainted with

all those who suffer and struggle and fester away on the

outskirts of society, they may, at least in many cases,

find a way out for them to better circumstances. And

why should they not come to the rescue of those who
are in danger of shipwreck and help them to find and
choose the good path ?

In some cases this happens already ;
often the police

give addresses of associations or other corporations
where outcasts may get help, assistance, or work, and so

prevent worse degradation.
In our time of multifarious social endeavours for the

betterment of evil conditions it is understood that it is not

sufficient to help some unhappy fellow-men, but that this

must be accompanied by systematic effort to remove

the causes of their misery.
This idea continually brings more social forces

together with the purpose of fighting for an organised

systematic correction.

At the same time continual vigilance is needed to

prevent, as far as possible, the effects of ignorance of the

dangers of life in making new victims. It will always be

necessary to help those who stumble and those who fall

for the first time. Moreover these efforts must no

longer be restricted to the few cases of which we hear

occasionally, but must, as far as possible, be organised
and systematised so as to reach everybody who needs it.

In many cases such help for the stumbling and fallen

is necessary and not least in cases of criminality (taken
in a broad sense crime, disorder, immorality, &c.).

Here much can be done for the repression of the danger
or to prevent a falling back.

What body is better able to organise this help with a

chance of success, and more capable for the work in

co-operation with private organisations, than the police,

who have an opportunity of reaching everyone who
can and will be reached ? The police, as a central
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corporation in every town, comes into contact with all

kinds and forms of vice, and more than any other body
can reach all its victims.

The police, being locally organised, is more able

than any other public organisation to accommodate
it -elf to local conditions.

Besides its ordinary duties the maintaining of right

and order and the tracing up and removing from society

all those who outrage the laws of public order it will

have to direct its activity into new lines : the police

will have to assist and sustain those who run the risk

of being punished ; and last, but not least, those who
after having been punished run a still greater risk of

committing new transgressions unless help is offered them.

Surely our times impose this task on modern police.

There is no public body in our days which can com-

pletely turn its back on the pressing need of social help
and betterment. The reason of the unpopularity of the

police in some countries is that they have not turned

the mill-sails when they could not turn the wind.

In Holland we are now on the right path. The

police in its work always finds persons who need support,
and many associations are willing to lend their assist-

ance. Often, however, the connection or link between

the police and these associations is missing. The co-

operation felt necessary by either side must be organised,
and the rest will follow.

How can we secure that connection ?

Our Children Acts afford a splendid example of

such co-operation in Holland. Count de Seilhac, on

behalf of the French National Committee, said in the

fifth Congress for the Suppression of the White Slave

Traffic : Holland is rich in legislation for children
;

legislation for fighting the peril of alluring to debauchery
and driving to vice is quite complete there. The Act

of May 20th, 1911, punishes very severely anyone enticing

children to debauchery. This extremely detailed and
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precise Act may be called a model. The last revision of

Title XV. on paternal authority and of XVI. on minority
and guardianship and the institution of

"
boards of

guardians," has supplied a just and non-complicated
method for removing children from parents who abuse

their authority or are unable to bring them up properly (in

the last case, however, only at the request of the parents).

This legislation may rigorously be applied to any parent
who allows his or her child to he enticed to debauchery.

The men who drew up these Acts were thoroughly
convinced that in this matter the authorities and private
associations have to co-operate ;

that the authorities

(Police, Justice, and "Boards of Guardians") have to

investigate and decide about cases of neglected and

criminal children and give them, if necessary, into the

care and supervision of private associations, which are in

th main better prepared for this care than official

institutions.

The tie between the authorities and the assisting

associations is made, on the one side, by means of a special

declaration of these societies that they are prepared to

take permanent care of the children assigned to them

by the Government or the
" Board of Guardians

"
;
on

the other side, by the grants from the Treasury for the

nursing of these children. The living link between the

authorities and the associations, especially in the large

communities, is the appointment of the
" Ambtenaar van

de Kinderwetten
"

(i.e., the Probation Officer).

Of course it will be necessary for the new branch

of the Municipal Police charged with this service to be

in continual contact and co-operation with the associations

suited to give the desired assistance.

There is no need to change our Laws, as I already
mentioned above.

There is one important point, clearly illustrated in the

remarks of the former speakers, which I still want to

point out : that the assistance of police-women in this
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kind <>1 work is almost indi-p -n.-abl. . Above all it is

essential to realist- the conditions of tin- persons to be

assisted, their feeling of liunioiir or ill-humour, and the

knowl- d-. oi ih- best ways how to roinlort, if need be,

and how to render decisive help. And will not women
be more able than men to do all this, with their liner

insight and intuitive delicate skill, supposing the candidate

really p. all the>e truly feminine ^\\\> ?

For the pr<M ut the idea i> to employ them principally

in the treatment of women , yoiin^ j^irls and children, who
without any doubt will more easily confide their difficulties

to a woman. This is one of the principal demands on

modern police for rendering efficient help.

But not only women ought to be active in this new

department ; only by the co-operation of men and women
can the best way be found and the work completed.

Mi>s Beaujon, Doctor of Law, in her book
"
Die

Mitarbeit der Frau bei der Polizei," and in her
"
Report

of the work of Police-women," gives more details than I

can do for the present owing to lack of time, but I thought
it would be well to give a short account of this new kind

of work.

I may remind you that at the White Slave Traffic

Congress mentioned above, the same question has been

dealt with and everybody present there felt the need of

police-women. My dear friend, the late Mr. F. S. Bullock,

Assistant Commissioner, New Scotland Yard, London,
said that though he had no official authority to express
an opinion on this difficult question, he felt he might
make known his own opinion as to the great assistance

that women have rendered the police in this work, and
that he would welcome help from any woman who could

render effective assistance.

The resolution moved at that Congress was unani-

mously carried :

" That the assistance of \\< mien is desirable

in the administrative measures concerning the social evil,

includinginpropercasesthe appointment of police-women."
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Speaking for my own country, I may say on the

authority of the Chief Commissioners in the Hague and

Rotterdam that the police-women they have appointed
do excellent work. The Chief Commissioners are very
much satisfied with the new institution and are decided

that it is needful for the modern police.

In Amsterdam we have not yet advanced so far,

because we have lived under a more conservative regime
these last years ; but under our new Chief Commissioner,

Mr. Roest van Limburg, who appointed in 1911 the first

police-woman in Rotterdam, there is no doubt that we
shall have our police-woman before long.

I hope that before long we shall hear of the institution

of police-women and of the general acceptance of this

new line of conduct for the police here in England as weD
as everywhere on the Continent.

M. DE MEURON spoke in French.

Translation.

May I make a brief observation in regard to the

appointment of female police assistants, which has been so

ably advocated by Mme. Scheven and M. Simons de Ruyter.
I am strongly in favour of such appointments. I believe

that the employment of women in the police is not only
desirable but absolutely necessary, for many reasons.

(Cheers.)

My criticism refers to a question of method : Is it

expedient that, in a country where the regulation system
is in force, the female assistant of police should be incor-

porated in the police, that she should become one of them,
that she should actually form part of the machinery of

the
"
police des mceurs

"
? Is it for us, as Abolitionists,

to help forward such an arrangement ? I put a large

note of interrogation.

It is clear that we must choose between two policies.

Here is a female assistant of police incorporated into the
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administration, like Mine. Schapiro at Mayence ;
she is

at the centre of tin- organisation ;
she is in a position of

authority and command, enabling her to do many
excellent things, \vhieh others could not do

;
she is able

to exercise a very real influence, not only over individuals,

but over the system itself. And in >ueh a case, many
will be tempted to say :

"
True, in thus appointing this

woman police official, we associate ourselves with a

system which we wish to abolish
;
but there is good to be

done. Let us do good as far as possible. Let us seize

on the best points in the bad institution, and use them
on behalf of the unfortunate victims of this system."

I am suspicious of this argument, because in it I find

a rather compromising relationship with the argument
on which rests the very existence of the police des mceurs.

The advocates of regulation say :

"
Prostitution exists ;

we cannot abolish it in the interest of the public. Let

us make the best of a bad business by encouraging those

features of it which are the least objectionable."
An alternative policy says :

"
No, we will not

associate ourselves with measures which tend to perfect
or to improve the system : rather let us bring all our

strength to bear upon its destruction. This is a some-

what more radical, perhaps more perilous attitude."

I confess that, taught as I have been in the school of

Josephine Butler and James Stuart, I lean, as I believe

they would lean, rather to the second policy. I do not

think that it behoves us to improve the regulation system.
I tremble when I hear of Mme. Schapiro, when I see at the

centre of the stronghold this woman who has the ear of

the Federation, who owes her position, as Mme. Scheven
has told us, to the propaganda of the Federation. I feel

some uneasiness to see her making rules for improving
the working of tolerated houses.

I have already expressed my entire sympathy with

the movement for appointing police-women ;
but to

those who are promoting it I think we must give this
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warning : Take care not to place these assistants at the

centre of -the institution, so that they become a part of

the machinery ; keep them clear of Regulation, so that

they may work from the outside to save the victims of

a system which they can then, in all independence,
continue to combat. Note that the best work of Mme.

Schapiro at Mayence is just the individual influence

which she exercises over the women. If she had not

belonged to the police des mceurs she could equally well

have opened her arms to those 243 women who in a single

year came to seek her advice. (Cheers.)

A BOMBARDIER OF THE ROYAL GARRISON ARTILLERY
was the next speaker.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen : As a junior
non-commissioned officer in the Army, I should like, on
behalf of a few friends in the ranks, and on my own
behalf, to put before you a point which is believed by the

junior ranks of the service to be one of the most prolific

causes of immorality, and it is the result of some old

red-tape regulations which were adopted some sixty

years ago, but which still exist to-day.

Early in 1850, the number of married men in the

junior ranks allowed by regulation was fixed at 4 per
cent. After 65 years, that rule still stands. It is still

the privilege of one lucky man out of 25 to be allowed

to support a wife decently, and it is maintained by the

lower ranks that, so far from being able to help

themselves, they are very often forced to be the

consort of a prostitute, because if they desire to

support a decent wife, they are prohibited from doing
so by the regulations.

It is laid down in the regulations that to get married

a man must ask the permission of his Commanding
Officer, which can only be given should there be a vacancy.
As you will understand, a vacancy for one man in every
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25 does not very often occur, and the result is that,

should a man come at an unfortunate time when there

an- no vacancies, he cannot marrv.

In my thirteen years' M-rvice I have n-\vr yet seen

a vacancy, and should 1 have been desirous of getting

married at the present time, I should not have been

able to do so.

The result is that the men of lower intellect are

forced, because tln-y are not allowed to support a wife,

to become habitue's of the lowest part^
<

! a garrison town,

and you know as well as I do that they are low.

I would ask, on behalf of my comrades and myself,
that the utmost should be done by the Conference, to

bring influence to bear on the parties who sit and talk

about what they are going to do, but never do, for the

soldier
;

to bring influence to bear to offer greater
facilities to any man of long-known decent character, and
whose character is borne out by his medical history, to

support a decent wife, rather than to drive or force him

tacitly to adopt the measures now in common use.

Mrs. PERCY BIGLAND : Believing that we have a great
solution in our hands with regard to women police, I

want to ask those who have spoken on the subject whether

in Germany they have the power of arrest ? I gathered
from the gentleman who spoke for Holland that they
have the rank of an Inspector, and consequently the

power of arrest.

I should also like to know with regard to America

what the position is there ? I believe they have powers
of arrest, in most places.

It is well known that we are using women to a rertain

extent in connection with depositions from women and

girls here in England, but there is no instance that I know
of I speak under correction where a woman is duly
sworn in as a constable with powers of arrest.
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To many of us it seems that, if she is to do this

work, she must be fully equipped and have the same

status as men. If she is to do it effectually, she will

want training, but most women will probably agree that

wherever women come into public life, they usually do

their work excellently. We do not want to hurry this

matter, but to find out all we can, and we want public

opinion to be ready to back the reform. We hope that a

beginning may be made with all possible thought and

training and right knowledge, so that it may be really

effectual as a weapon against this great curse we have

been talking of. I should like to know how far those

police-women that have been alluded to have power of

arrest, and how far it is considered essential for effective

work.

Mrs. SOLLY (S. Africa) : I should also like to ask

a different question of Frau Scheven, which refers to the

matter of education. It is on the subject of continuation

schools in Germany. Am I right in stating that employers
of boys up to the age of 18 are obliged to allow their

employees to go to the continuation schools, and count

it as paid time ? I should like to know if that is the

case.

I should like also to say, in connection with what
the bombardier said, that although I am a member of

a Peace Society, I have two or three valued friends who
are officers in the Army, and they feel as he does, that

the present proportion of married men to the whole

strength of the Army is a scandal and a disgrace.

(Applause.)

Frau K. SCHEVEN : Will you allow me, Mr. Chairman,
to answer the questions put to me ? I am asked if in

Germany the women police have the power of arrest.

That is the case in one town of which I spoke the town
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of Mainz where the police assistant is fully incorporated
in the police. There she has tin- nmk of Inspector, and

she possesses the power of arrest .

I should like also to answer in a few words the

remarks made by M. de Mrunm. I quite understand

why he is a little disturbed on hearing that in Germany
women place themselves at tin- disposal of the morals

police and Milter themselves to be incorporated in it, as

Mme. Schapiro has dm: n/. But it is an e\

ment which has been made quite independently of the

Federation.

We have nothing to do with it. It is not through
our propaganda nor our efforts that Madame Schapiro
has obtained this position. It is an experiment which

we are observing with interest from outside. And if

I have drawn your attention to it, it is because it shows

that under the regime of the morals police and in working
for this organisation, the work of a woman has ma<

clear that the system cannot be reformed but must

perish. When an attempt is made to reform it, the

system can no longer survive. The tenants of these

houses will have no desire to continue if they can no

longer make the formidable profits which they are

accustomed to realise.

It is therefore a very interesting experiment for us

Abolitionists. But we shall never allow ourselves to be

drawn into asking that women should be officially

installed in the morals police.

I hope this explanation will satisfy you.

M. DE MEURON : Perfectly. Thank you.

Madame SCHEVEN : Another question has been

put about continuation schools. The questioner was

quite right. The continuation school is attended from

14 to 17 years, and the employer has nevertheless to pay
the wages to his apprentice, just as if the boy were at

the disposal of his master.
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A DELEGATE : How far have they thought of

training with regard to the women police ?

Frau K. SCHEVEN : We have not had any training

yet. All these women entered their career without

systematic training. They had to find their way by
themselves. They are pioneers. I have proposed that

our social schools for women might be adapted to this

purpose, and that special classes might be introduced

into those social schools, and practical study demanded
under the guidance of an experienced police assistant.

Fraulein BUCHNER : I only want to say that in

Munich we have had training. Our first police-matron
has been sent to Stuttgart for practical training for

several months. Our second police-matron has been

selected and has been in training for a year by the first

one, who has now the title of Head-Matron (Ober-

poliscipflegerin) and who has trained many matrons for

other towns. The
"
Christlich-sociale Frauenschule

"
of

Augsburg has in its prospectus the training of police-
matrons.

Frau SCHEVEN : We have no special training schools

as yet. They are not trained as the male police are

trained in special schools. They are trained practically.

Mrs. ARCHIBALD LITTLE : I should like to ask one

question of the Bombardier, because I am very much
interested in the subject. Is it the case that in his

regiment and others the full number allowed to marry
on the strength of the regiment is married ?

The BOMBARDIER: I say." Yes." Using my own

Company as a typical instance, being 160 strong, we are

allowed six married men of junior rank, i.e., from

Corporal downwards. At the present time we have
22 men including eight non-commissioned officers of

many years standing, that are
"
Off the Strength." If
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you do not mind my ttsi t\ pi' ;d instance,

I have 1 i! ly thirteen in the servi

years a Non-Commissioned oiii. M! and at 1mm.-,

and for ovi-r nine years a inaiii. d man, and it has never

been my luck t<> see a vacancy come my way.
!i if the proportion allowed was IO p

I do not think you would find many regiment- in

mouth, me -

ially the Artillery, that could

boast o! a vacai

If then < number of married men all*

there i> naturally a le number of -ingle men going round

the town looking for what they can find, and not only

getting themselves into trouble, but also, as I

know from the proof of mv own sight, oft* ting a

:it girl into trouble- and then leaving her. And the

whole fault lies with the authorities, who are so blind

that they cannot see it.

I am glad to say that the majority of our officers see

it in the same light as the soldier does, and the only
obstacle in the way, which I ask the Conference to assist

to remove, is the financial stumbling stone. The
authorities deprecate the use of any money for such a

thing as more married quarters for soldiers, yet have been

throwing money to the winds in fighting cases of disease

that were preventable.
I see by the charts round this hall, that they attribute

the fall in the number of cases of venereal to such causes as

better environment, better education and more amusement

given to the men, but if you happened to be in the service

and saw the real reason, you would find it to be thi- :

As years go on so wages go up, that is only the natural

sequence of events, and the wages now given to a full

non-commissioned officer are enough, I will not say to

give a wife and children a living, but to let them exist.

and that is all. Where a soldier used to get eightpemv

per diem, he could not support a wile
;

ho had not the

necessary money. Now where a man gets two shillings
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he can rub along somehow or other as a married man,
and a man living even that meagre existence is better

off than a man walking about after five or six admissions

to hospital for what was really the gift of the Government.

(Applause.)

Mrs. ARCHIBALD LITTLE : Do your remarks apply
to line regiments ? I gathered that you are in the

Artillery.

The BOMBARDIER : I should say more so to the line

regiments, as they are a poorer class of men. Their

pay is not so high as that of the Artillery, and con-

sequently they have less means to support a wife.

Miss McCov : I should like to tell the Conference

what has been done in this town of Portsmouth. We
have not got as far as women police yet possibly one

had we may but we have a very excellent police matron,
who takes care of women. She goes with them into the

dock, talks to them in their cells, and advises them for

their good. Many women have been stopped in a down-
ward career by her good influence.

I should like also to thank all the speakers who have

so kindly spoken to-night. We have a great many new
ideas placed before us, and we shall be very pleased to

try and work them out.

Mr. W. C. DAWSON, in moving a vote of thanks to the

Chairman for presiding, remarked that although we have

no compulsory system of continuation schools in England,

voluntary schemes are in operation, whereby employers
send their boys to technical schools and pay them full

wages, or in some cases, half wages, the other half being
contributed by the education authorities in the form of

scholarships and maintenance grants.

The vote of thanks was seconded and enthusiastically
carried.
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THE ACTION OF PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES IN THE PROPHYLAXIS OF

VENEREAL DISEASES.

By DR. SANTOLIQUIDO.

(This paper was given in French. It has been reprinted in that

language in a pamphlet which may be obtained from the Office of the
International Abolitionist Federation, 3, Rue_du Vieux College, Geneva.)

Translation.

Some of you are aware of an incident that took place
last year in Paris at the French Society of Prophylaxis.
Several doctors there stated that they had the authority
of their Italian colleagues for declaring that the new
Italian system, by separating hygiene from the police

administration, was having disastrous results and that

recourse to the old regime was necessary, in order to arrest

the increase of syphilitic disease.

This was reported to me by Mme. Avril de Sainte Croix

to whom the cause of public health and public morality
owes so much. I immediately wrote to Dr. Lutrario, the

Director General of Public Health in Italy, asking him

how much credence should be given to these assertions.

His reply was read to the Federation Congress in Paris

last June. The report in which that reply is amplified
is already in your hands and definitely annuls false state-

ments : it shows that a liberal re*gime is still in force in

Italy, with satisfactory results.*

A few months later the President of the Conseil

Superieur of Public Health for the Netherlands who repre-

sents the Dutch Government in the Bureau of Inter-

national Hygiene, suggested that the Bureau should

take up this problem. I hastened to acquiesce in the

proposal, and in October 1913 a Committee was

appointed. This Committee, which includes the British

representative, issued a questionnaire to the sanitary

* See Appendix to this Report.
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authorities of the 31 countries represented in the Inter-

national Bureau, requesting them to inform us of the

present state of the question and the attitude of their

respective Governments towards it.

The subject formed part of the proceedings of the

April Session
;
some answers have already 1> t in

;

the others are expected, and they will all be compared and

considered.

Dr. Lutrario's report is one of the answers received

to that questionnaire ;
and in it you find the questions that

were put. It was not expressly prepared for the Abolition-

ist Federation.

I wish to add to this Report a commentary, which I

hope will one day become the basis for the adoption of a

more liberal policy in every country.
The first thing to be done in the fight against Venereal

Disease is to secure treatment as early as possible. The
initial lesions of gonorrhoea, like those of syphilis, are, as

regards propagation of the malady, doubly dangerous,
both because they are almost always situated in die

genital organs and because of the extreme virulence of the

germs they contain. The newly-discovered methods of

treatment give good ground for the hope of complete
cure if applied within the first few hours after infection,

before the germs have invaded the system.
It is a known fact that the various germs of infectious

diseases have each their favourite place in the organism,
that it takes a certain time for them to reach these places

to obtain a hold and to adapt themselves. But once they
have accomplished this, they are protected there, both

against the destructive forces arrayed a^ain>t them by
the organism itself and against those of medication.

All doctors know how much greater are th chances

of cure of gonorrhoea when the gonococcus is only 1< icalised

in superficial parts of th genital mucous membrane

(of man or woman) than when it has penetrated into the

glandular system. For syphilis, too, a cure (recognised
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by the absence of a positive Wassermann reaction) is

obtained much more easily when the case is taken in its

early stages. Unfortunately, the later stages, if more

difficult to cure, are scarcely less contagious ; and are

an additional danger from their insidious nature.

In addition to the prophylactic value of early treat-

ment, there is an enormous advantage in regard to later

symptoms.
Even before the introduction of the newly-discovered

powerful methods of diagnosis and treatment, the system
instituted in Italy in recent years to facilitate the cure of

syphilis had enormously reduced the frequency of lesions

that were formerly quite common, such as bony mal-

formations, syphilitic iritis, tabes, and blindness from

gonorrhoea! ophthalmia.
We ought to attach special importance to the observa-

tion of all that concerns general paralysis.

It is important for us to seek some definite measure

or index by which to estimate the ravages of venereal

diseases : e.g., for syphilis we have the figures of infantile

mortality ; for both diseases we have statistics of the

Army and Navy. To these we may add the figures of

general paralysis of the insane, which is now generally

regarded as a late development of syphilis. Its greater
or less frequency can be taken as an indication in judging
of the results of anti-venereal prophylaxis, especially as

nearly all those suffering from general paralysis end their

days in asylums, whence accurate statistics can be

collected.

The Italian Medical Parliamentary Committee were

struck by the lamentations of certain syphilographers,

who, because the number of their patients had increased,

believed that the disease was spreading. But, after

studying the report of the Director-General of Public

Health, together with a note on the development of general

paralysis in the province drawn up by Prof. Augusto
Giannelli, Director of the Provincial Asylum at Rome, the
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Committee dedded that this ( -OIK IUMOII was not justified.

The\ proceeded to a^k all the provinrial administrations

charged with the maintenance of asylums to furnish

statistics on the number of admissions for mental diseases

and those lor general juialvsis I'or the last 30 yi
I

place at your disposal Prof. Giannelli's note.* The

Statistics furnished by most ol the provinces of the king-
dom prove that sanitary conditions in this respect have

greatly ameliorat ed
The 1 frequency of the symptoms of syphilis

and of the . in which syphilis is a predisposing
the question whether this diminution is

due- to there being fewer cases of primary infection or to

tiie prevention of sequelae by early treatment. This

is not the time to examine this point. We will take it

that both causes may be at work. But at all events one

thing is established beyond doubt, e.g., that Italy has

reaped enormous benefits all round from its liberal policy
of prophylactic treatment.

Having said this, the time has come to explain what
this liberal policy means.

Ten years ago I could not speak as I can now, but

to-day the results are incontestably very favourable-
even more so than is shown by Dr. Lutrario

; for then- is

an element that must be taken into consideration e.g., in

the army and navy punishments and discredit used to be

attached to venereal disease, and this induced its conceal-

ment. But when the more liberal policy was introd

these were of course done away with ; so even if venereal

diseases appeared with the same frequency as in the past,
we should be justified in concluding that there was really
a diminution. But the statistics show a positive actual

fall. Consequently the real diminution is much grt-at el-

even than the report shows.

* See Appendix to this Report.
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I remember that when the English suppressed

Regulation, a voice was raised to declare that
"
whether or

not it was useful in view of public health, Regulation
should be condemned because it lowers the respect due to

liberty and to human dignity." I cannot look at the

question in this light. Charged with the duty of pro-

tecting the Public Health, I should carry out my duty
even against my own idealistic convictions. Salus populi

suprema lex. To the necessities of Public Health I would
have unhesitatingly sacrificed respect for human liberty

and dignity. (Applause.)

Therefore, to-day, when I tell you that even in default

of proof of its results I should still be a determined

partisan of the liberal policy, my support rests on other

grounds. The adoption of a non-compulsory policy
in the prophylaxis of venereal disease can indeed be justi-

fied by its practical results. But there are other and

higher arguments in its favour, and chiefly the general
and supreme principle of prophylaxis, which admits of no

discussion, namely, this : The diffusion of communicable
disease can only be stopped by eradicating every focus

of infection. Any case of gonorrhoea or syphilis represents
such a focus, which must be eliminated as rapidly as

possible ; the way to do this is simple ; it can be put in

two words : treat it and cure it.

But you will not succeed in treating and curing the

patients unless you gain their own hearty co-operation ;

to gain it you must win their confidence, and you will

never do this by a policy of compulsion.
The principle which lies at the root of this policy

is a fundamental and general principle of prophylaxis,
and even if the first applications of it had been unsuccessful

it would have been right to persist. Many questions may
arise in relation to the improvement of the organisation
and methods, but sooner or later the system must

triumph to the great advantage of public health. (Loud

applause.)
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I now come to the different reports. In order not to

take up too much <>1 yooi Mm.-, I un^t content in

with a rapid review >1 tin- nioiv intt

Th K. port (.1 tin- Dele-ate from GREAT BRITAIN had
to br -i\vn with some n servej as

: ("oinini ion

has been appointed to devise measures for combating
real disease. 11>\\. \-r, it gives some interesting

information. At present, special hospitals and work-

house infirmaries admit prostitutes as in-patients, but

hitherto general hospitals have hesitated to do so except
for advanced cases, which are of no consequence as

regard prophylaxis. But it is hoped that all this will

be changed, and several general hospitals in London and
the Provinces have already ojx-ned wards for the treat-

in* nt of venereal disease, and have started dispensaries.
Time are many general hospitals in England, and it is

In >ped that by admitting patients to them, the construction

of special hospitals may be avoided. In England special

hospitals lor \vnereal maladies are not considered desirable
" on account of the obloquy attaching to the patients
admitted to them." In this phrase you have the

summary of all I have said in favour of a non-com-

pulsory policy.

The legal code of the NETHERLANDS contains no

clauses relating to the prophylaxis of venereal diseases.

Art. 21 of the law of 1913 guarantees professional secrecy,

making an exception in the case of evideiuv required by
Courts of Law.

M. Ruesch, in this passage of the report, says :

"Modern supervision of morals (La surveillance modernedes

nidiirs) differs entirely from the old supervision of prosti-

tutes. It is more educative and less vigorous. Instead

of the
'

visite
'

required by the ]*>lice. a tree policlinic for

venereal diseases, opened in 1913, i> working with good
lesults. The number of cases treated >ln>\\vd considerable

increase for the first few years, but this was followed by a

marked and persistent diminution, proving that the
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policlinic is fulfilling its purpose, as there
.
is no reason

for ascribing the diminution in numbers to any loss in

its popularity/'

In SPAIN the authorities saw the attractiveness of the

liberal policy and tried to adopt it. The immediate

results were not satisfactory, and there has been an

attempt to return to the old system. The Spanish

delegate writes :

" At present we have neither the advan-

tages of the liberal policy nor the possible advantages of

the old regime, and are trying to supply deficiencies by
opening dispensaries and hospital-wards."

In PORTUGAL the establishment of tolerated houses

or brothels is contrary to the law. The exercise of a moral

and hygienic prophylaxis for the suppression of venereal

diseases rests with the sanitary and judicial authorities.

No hospital may refuse treatment to venereal patients,

either because of the nature of the malady, the standing
of the patient, or any legal formality. Quacks are liable

to prosecution, and the fact of trading on patients suffering

from venereal disease is an aggravating circumstance.

BRAZIL has no very distinctive policy, but the Director

of Public Health in Brazil says :

"
I will make every effort with my Government for

the adoption of the measures recommended by the

International Bureau of Public Hygiene for the prevention
of venereal disease. Regulation has always been rejected

by the statesmen and legislators of Brazil, because it is

in opposition to certain essential principles of our social

and political organisation. But syphilography has been

so appreciably modified during the last ten years that it is

certain that it will soon be possible to establish a prophyl-
axis of venereal disease without the former draconian

measures.
" With the possibility of making a diagnosis on

real scientific principles in the initial stages of the disease,
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with the certaintv ot a rapid and < lfi< a< iou-, treatment,

tin- hy^ienist will be able to enact law.> or rules which will

nut seriously interfere with the Hberty of the individual.
"

I make a reservation with regard to notification,

which will not be quite welcome in my country ;
it U

quite possiblr to carry out thorough prophylactic measures

without notification, which I consider to be a two-edged
>\\ord that could and should be dispensed with."

I need not touch on DENMARK, as my colleague, Dr.

Loinholt, is to r^ad a special report. Moreover, it is this

i-mint-lit statistician who has made it clear that the figures

which sound so discouraging ought to be reduced by at

least one-half.

I will also pass over Sweden and Norway, and come to

SWITZERLAND. Dr. Veyrassat, of Geneva, writes a short

appendix to the report written by Dr. Schmidt, the Swiss

delegate to the International Bureau.

Dr. Schmidt writes as follow^, :

"
Obligatory notification for cases of venereal diseases

or other rules for measures to be taken against these

diseases do not exist in any of the cantons. As a set-off

several cantons have clinics or special policlinics besides

the general hospitals, with free treatment for the poor.
"
The prostitutes arrested by the police are usually

examined by an official medical man, and if they are

diseased (which, according to Dr. Miiller, of Zurich ,

frequently happens) they are sent to hospital to be treated

and cured.
"

It is not surprising that the pi e^m le-al < -nactments

have not been able to suppress either prostitution or all

the houses of ill-fame in the 24 cantons where they are

illegal
"
Prostitution, formerly tolerated, has simply become

clandestine and consequently more dangerous from the

point of view of the diffusion of venereal diseases, which,

according to specialists, seems to have sensibly increased.
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" As these diseases are not notified we do not know
their amount. But the statistics of admissions to hospital

in Switzerland may give some indication of their increase

or diminution, though not of their absolute frequency.
" The number of admissions of cases of venereal

diseases increased steadily between 1900 and 1910. In

1911, it suddenly rose to 1,667, of which 1,003 were

syphilitic and 664 gonorrhceal affections. This sudden

increase is probably due to the discovery of salvarsan.
"
Syphilis caused an annual mortality of 121*4

between 1891 and 1900, for the whole of Switzerland,

and between 1901 and 1910 an average of 171-5 an

increase of about 40 per cent. Note that two-thirds of

this mortality is of children under a year old. The
measures taken by our cantons to reduce the evil are

very imperfect, but an improvement will be realized

when the legal arrangements of the cantons are replaced

by Federal legislation."

Dr. Schmidt says, further, that the canton of Geneva

is the only one to regulate prostitution. Dr. Veyrassat's

report, which Dr. Schmidt gives us, runs as follows :

" An important fact must be borne in mind, i.e.,

the small number ol cases of syphilis observed in the last

10 years. In Geneva only O'5 to 8'O per cent, of syphilis

was found amongst the registered women in the houses

the average is 3-5 to 4 per cent. ; whilst for clandestine

prostitution it oscillates between 30 and 40 per cent.

What is the cause of this low rate in the tolerated houses ?

First, our police regulations only admit women into the

houses who have some years of prostitution behind

them ; to be inscribed a woman must bring an official

declaration that she has been already a registered

prostitute in some other city. Geneva admits no

neophytes in its tolerated houses. Thus most of the

women have already contracted syphilis elsewhere, and

are immune to primary affections, while some of them
have alreadypassed the period of secondary manifestations.
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Besides, many have already had specific treat nu-i it.

It has been my opinion that an effort >hould be

made to have women in the houses who have p\
the really dangerous period, and I hu\v tried to ke-p

those who already had many years ,[ prostitution and

who consequently have had the chance of being sal< Iv

inoculated. Most of the women are over 25 years of age.

I refuse to admit, for instance, a woman of 21 who has

perhaps been barely two months in the life
;

for those

whom I have admitted under such conditions have

ly all been infected within two, four, or at most

3 after their admission.
"

I question them, on their admission, and ask them
not if they have had syphilis, but when they had it.

Many reply in the affirmative, others elude the question,
and refuse to admit it

; others, perhaps sincerely, deny
ever having been infected. But whatever the answer,

I give precise instructions to the keepers of the houses

to submit their inmates to specific treatment in autumn
and spring. Those who admit infection are given ultra-

venous injections of salvarsan. Even those who deny
all contamination are ordered treatment, and the keepers
of the houses are very particular in seeing that these

instructions are carried out. We have thus succeeded

in obtaining a notable diminution of syphilis. The

examinations, to be of any use, must be held twice a week
as at Geneva.

" As for gonorrhoea, between 1904 and 1907, many
cases were noticed, then suddenly between 1908 and

1913, the numbers decreased by 50 per cent. This

sudden diminution is due to the fact that, formerly, all

suspicious cases were sent to hospital, as the Dispensary
did not possess a microscope. Most of these cases were

discharged with the statement that
'

no gonococcus
'

had been found.
"
But there is another reason for the drop in the

number of cases of gonorrhoea. Since 1908 the tolerated
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houses have been forsaken in favour of Bars and Cafe's

that now keep open all night, whereas formerly they
closed at midnight. So the women in the tolerated

houses drink much less and have fewer clients. They
complain of the competition of the women in the streets.

This is, however, in their favour hygienically, as they run

less risk of contamination or of having old inflammatory

symptoms renewed through alcoholic or other excesses.
" The trade of the tolerated houses is declining and

many are closing. Is this a cause for congratulation ?

Certainly ;
but all the same from the point of view

merely of the prophylaxis of venereal diseases it is to be

regretted, for Regulation, as it is applied in Geneva, has

certainly yielded remarkable results, as our statistics

prove."

STATISTICS OF VENEREAL DISEASE IN REGISTERED
WOMEN IN GENEVA BETWEEN THE YEARS 1904

AND 1913.
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I have been obliged to read you this long report

in order to give you my imprcs>ions of it. I hardly

dare to repeat what I ha\v heard
"
that these houses are

a kind of Stair establishment \vhi-h encourages

debauchery." They appear to nit to efface all sentiment

of individual responsibility ;
nor do they afford any

guarantee of the safety that tin- public authorities of

Geneva aim at, for the report avows that among the

women in registered houses 3 or 4 per cent, are usually

syphilitic. And since these are house* that are practically

guaranteed by the State, those who become infected

in them might almost claim compensation !

The other venereal diseases besides syphilis are

soft chancre and gonorrhoea. I say nothing of soft

chancre, which injures the individual only and not the

race. But there is gonorrhoea, and no public authority
in existence can give the least guarantee against gonor-
rhoea ; yet you know what harm it can do both to the

individual and to the race by causing sterility and blind-

ness. Of a thousand children born blind, 800 cases are

due to gonorrhoea. I hope that Dr. Schmidt's wish will

shortly be realised, that a new Federal Law will soon be

elaborated that will deal with the complex problem of

venereal diseases.

As to BELGIUM, I confine myself to drawing your
attention to two points in the Report of M. Velghe,
Director-General of Public Health.

"
i. Provision for gratuitous bacteriological and

microscopic investigation for the diagnosis of venereal

diseases has been organised in some provinces, while

in others the duty devolves on the Army Medical Service.
"
Besides this, there are laboratories for bacteriologi-

cal and microscopic research in most of the important

hospitals in the country."
"

2. The institution of an anti-syphilitic dispensary
constitutes an innovation to which I desire very especially
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to draw your attention, since no mention of a similar

work has been made in any of the communications

which have reached us so far."

I desire especially to draw your attention to the

recent institution of a Dispensary at Lie*ge to read you
some passages of this article* in order to give you all the

desire to go to Liege to realise what a Dispensary can

do in the struggle against venereal diseases :

" A plan of action for combating syphilis was drafted,

and the Province, soon followed by the town of Liege,
voted the necessary funds.

"
In 1911 the first step was taken by creating at the

National Institute of Bacteriology a department for the

diagnosis of the disease by means of the Wassermann
serum test. This department, which charged no fees, so

rapidly won the favour of tin nu dical body, that within

a few months it was called upon to niak< more than one

thousand of these delicate analyses. The majority of

these blood-tests were asked for by medical men on
behalf of patients manifesting only indistinct and doubtful

symptoms."
'

The co-operation of the doctors of the whole

Province brings to light, on the one hand, the large
number of cases of syphilis which would pass unnoticed

without the bacteriological test, and on the other hand,
the impossibility which many doctors find, of applying
abortive treatment (i.e., Salvarsan) to their patients.

The syphilitic patients themselves desired nothing better

than to submit to any measures which might assure their

cure ; but the majority of them could not obtain admis-

sion to hospital without submitting to formalities which,
in some measure, publicly exposed the nature of their

malady.
" To remedy this state of affairs it is now arranged

that the patient receives a ticket with no name, only a

*
i.e., an article by Dr. Malvoz, Director of the Liege Dispensary, in

the Revue d'Hygiene for April, 1914.
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number. To tin- doetm- and ntln-r members <i the staff

of the Dispensary the patient is only known by this

numb, i, and the number only i^ n>ed on the records

of medical obx-rvations and of family history (enqm
:

tcs

sociales).

"The pati.-nt> liave b - -n much impiv^. -d by these

lUtkms for piv>ervinx their incognito, and this has

been <ne ot the for the rapid success of the new

system.
"
Judging by the results obtained so far, it may be

affirmed that the new organisation has already done

wonders in the prevention of syphili-."

Will you not go yourselves to Liege, ladies and

gentlemen ? I am certain you will not regret the journey.

To help you to understand what need there is to copy
such organisations, I will read you a passage from the

RUSSIAN delegate's report :

"
Whilst syphilis is principally contracted by sexual

relations in most countries in Europe, the same fact holds

good in Russia only for the urban population, whilst in

rural districts it is propagated by non-sexual means, by
the daily intercourse of the members of families. There

are no sufficiently accurate statistics on infection by
syphilis for the whole of Russia, but according to the

statistics of certain localities, we may conclude that

amongst the rural population the cases of infection by
sexual relationships only reach 5 to 7 per cent, of all

cases of infection.

"
In Russia, as elsewhere, the first source of syphilis

is in the towns ;
but once imported into the villages, the

disease is no longer pre-eminently
'

venereal/ but is

propagated by contact like all contagious diseases."

My friend Freyburg, the Russian Delegate, asserts

that the fundamental way to combat syphilis i- treat-

ment, for besides the therapeiiti effect, hen in lies the
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most efficacious means for combating ignorance and

spreading the knowledge of the dangers of syphilis among
the population.

Is there not a somewhat similar situation in every

country ? Syphilis must be ferreted out wherever it

exists. We must be no longer hoodwinked by the word
"
venereal," which no longer has any raison d'etre. It is,

in reality, a general malady, an infection which can

penetrate the organism by many avenues.

To sum up, you see that in nearly every country

progress is being made ; there is a tendency to a more

liberal regime. In certain countries this more enlightened

system is already at work, and is yielding good results.

In others there is hesitation, caused on the one hand

by the resistance of the police, who like to exercise

their control ; on the other hand, perhaps, by the very
excess of the system of liberty, and by the fact that its

adversaries take advantage of unfavourable circum-

stances to attempt a retrograde step. But in the end

truth always triumphs.
I began my paper with an allusion to Paris. Ladies

and gentlemen, I am glad to tell you that in Paris there

is progress. There are free municipal dispensaries with

evening consultations and an increasing clientele.

The role of sanitary administration must be not only

curative, but also prophylactic by providing, under

favourable conditions, the treatment which will minimise

infectivity. Now, the intervention of the police, or com-

pulsory detention in case of contagion, except for certain

very special instances, must be in contradiction to such a

prophylactic system, because such measures would

indirectly keep away from the hospitals those who require

treatment.

The development of these establishments, like the

rational organisation of prophylaxis, ought not to make one
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lose sight of tin- right of tin- State on tin- one hand to

assure the order of the streets, to suppress what is called
"
special vagabondage," and to prosecute for indecent

ilt
;
and on tin- other the social duty of attempting

the moral reform oi pn^.titutes. To attain thes*.- ends,

it is not ii' to bring prophylaxis out of its proper

sphere,
Some further light on the situation in France was

thrown by the Fr-nch Ambassador at Rome, M. Barre're,

who represented France in tin- International Committee

of Paris, a man to whom public health and international

prophylaxis owe much. He said :

"
I observe an analog}'' between the situation now

under discussion and that which existed in regard to

cholera and yellow fever in 1891, when I took part in the

first International Sanitary Conference. At that time

it seemed to me that the first efforts made against these

three diseases had been inspired chiefly by an unreasoning
fear which had dictated methods of constraint (such as

sanitary cordons, prolonged quarantine) applied to ships,

persons and merchandise. Gradually the authorities

noticed that such methods involved perfectly useless

proceedings, but they were not immediately suppressed
because they appeared to promote various economic

purposes.
"

It required many efforts resulting from an inter-

change of views in successive sanitary conferences, to

induce Governments and peoples not to confound pre-
cautions for prophylaxis with the protection of interests of

any other kind. It had to be proved by facts that all these

hampering methods, far from protecting public health,

contributed to increase the risks that threatened it,

and were at the same time hurtful to those economic

interests which they were supposed to favour.
"

It seems as if the measures adopted to combat syphilis
are passing through the same vicissitudes. Fear of this

disease has engendered supprcs>i\v measures which are
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really rather a danger than a protection to public health.

But those who are concerned for the safeguarding of public

security and morality, perceiving special difficulties in

the way of their endeavours, have been led (and are still

led) to pursue the objects related to morality or police

investigations under cover of the necessities of prophylaxis.
" The result in both instances has been the same.

The pursuit of several ends at once can only injure the

various categories of interests which one desires to safe-

guard i.e., public health, the action of the police, and

public morality. It would be better henceforth to separate
the action of the different authorities and to combat

syphilis in the same liberal spirit which succeeded so

admirably with cholera and plague."
I myself have met with similar difficulties. I have

been labouring for 15 years to bring about the acceptance
of a more liberal policy. After the first few years of effort

I met with such obstacles that I proposed the following

telegraphic circular for the signature of the President of

the Council :

" To the Prefects of the Kingdom :

"
I regret to say that the true spirit and scope

of the dispositions taken with regard to prostitution
and the prophylaxis of venereal diseases have not

always been rightly interpreted, and in their practical

application have militated against the proper safe-

guarding of public health. It is not legitimate to

exercise constraint in regard to reporting and treating
those diseases ; this only results in their concealment.

It was to avoid this drawback that the present

regulations ordered the suppression of all constraint

when the old system was replaced by gratuitous
treatment in hospital at home or in dispensaries.

"
The necessary consequence of all this is that

the domain of prophylaxis of venereal diseases must
be kept distinct from that of the morals-police and
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in mi every <'thr measure i"i publi- security.
The

tw<> lite distinct and any e., illusion

el them is an abuse, It i- ill. -al to arrest a woman
whatever be IKT profe^ion in ordei rtnin her

li.-,iltli
; and it i- arbitrary to d.-priv

\\onian <.t her liberty whilst treating ln-r medically.
"

1 be- ( ,f you to bear in mind tln>e < i /

which indicate the , be purpled in regard to

tlie pn>phvla.\] iscs and to the

nu>ral>-p<li( e. '1'he oftieial> of the srrvirr must avoid

for the future the o< vunviuv of the errors that have

unfortunately <>< t urred in the piist. I also warn them
that all abides will rely dealt with." (Loud

applause.)

After receiving the different ivp<rt>, the ("oinmittee

of the International Burran oi H \L-i-ne at Paris adopted
a provisional resolution pending a study of the reports
which are still to come in. Here is this resolution :

"The reports which have been read have once

more emphasised the rssential and fundamental

importance of treating venereal diseases from their

first appearance ; to facilitate early treatment i> the

best prophylaxis. This aphoii>m, which holds for all

transmissible diseases, beeomesan imperious necessity
in the case of venereal affections.

"Without waiting, therefore, tor the later work
of the Committee, it seems fitting to draw the atten-

tion of the Governments of the countries represented
here to the necessitv of taking Steps to enable persons

suffering from venereal di to obtain a>il\
,

promptly, and without publicity, the medical care

which is necessary for their speedv cure.

" To sum up, the public authorities, upon whom
devolves the duty of providing for the prophylaxis
of venereal di- must take every available
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measure to render the treatment of these affections

easily accessible to all classes of the population.
Above all, they must entirely and unhesitatingly

suppress everything which tends directly or indirectly
to retard or prevent the treatment of patients during
the contagious period of their illness."

Ladies and gentlemen, it has been a pleasure to

show you the triumphant progress of our ideas. From the

first discussions sixteen years ago on the subject which

occupies us to-day, I have foreseen that at about the

present period it would be advisable to take a general
review of the situation. I had requested that in this

very year 1914 there should be organised in Brussels

a third Conference to review the progress made since

1902. The progress of events has decreed that it should

be the International Bureau of Hygiene in Paris which
should take the initiative and should itself prepare
this survey. I rejoice at this for a two-fold reason,

because it illustrates the service which the Bureau has

already been able to render the sanitary authorities,

and because it proves the indisputable success of the

liberal policy.

There is still much to be done. Ideas advance

slowly and morals evolve with equal slowness.

Even in England, the country which should be to

us all a teacher and an example on all questions involving
the respect for liberty and human dignity, even in

England, I say, we see venereal diseases considered as

shameful maladies, even to the extent that doctors who
treat them are looked down upon. Judge by that of the

conditions in countries whose people are far from having
attained the same degree of civilisation as the English !

Ladies and gentlemen, it is not to public authorities

that we must turn our chief attention ; our propaganda
must be directed to the education of the people. They
must be taught the injustice of always attaching the



sti-ma ot mi-conduct to diseu^- which do not alway-.

originate in ^. xiial intercourse, and wliich are

contracted under i in unistam - tli.it bring them under

th head of undeserved misfortune-. They must he made
to underhand the serious -ocial harm that results from

Midi prejudice-. Sui'ieivr- are driven t<> the < .in ealnit-nt

ot their di-e.tM', tlie\ are doctored claiide-tiin-lx', and

1 nl tlleil' he^t chance nf ClU'e
\
and f.\|)cd ti

tin- ri>k of (lfv-lopin^ all the -vil consequences, lending
to the ph\'siral and moral decadence of the individual

an<l the i

Happily science OOmes to our help. Until lately

,i positive dia^nosi- of syphilitic complaints required a

clincial experience which was only within reach of the few.

To-day the ^pirochete may he found in the loions, or

the YVassermann reaction in the blood, by simple

procedures which can be performed in the most mode>t

laboratories.

To-day the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis art-

wit hin reach of every doctor. This facilitates the propa-

gation of our ideas. Science itself favours the speedy and
definite adoption of the liberal policy.

The first requirement of public hygiene namely,
the accurate knowledge of the nature of the malady-
is fulfilled by microscopic examination and serum

reactions. The second requirement, isolation and extinc-

tion of the sources of infection, is met by mvnt advances

in therapeutics.

Formerly, the isolation of the sick appeared to be an

insurmountable obstacle and was the battle-ground
between the partisans and the advei^ui- - <

: K< filiation.

To-day by indirect mean> this desideratum is oasih

realised. Arseno-benzol (salvarsan) has >.l\vd the

difficulty. By its power of rapidly dispersing primary
and healing all the contagious lesion^ of the skin

and mucous membranes it takes the place, so to speak,
of an isolation hospital.
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Henceforth, who will venture to question the sure

foundation on which the liberal policy is built ? Every

day that policy is more strongly entrenched, thanks to the

methods of rapid diagnosis and prompt cure. This

applies not only to syphilis but also to the other venereal

maladies. Who can deny that the duty of attacking
the origins of the evil rests upon the sanitary administra-

tion, not so much with a view to curing the individual

as to protecting the community ? Who will question
that the tendency and object of every policy must be to

induce the sick to have recourse in greater numbers
and with increasing confidence to doctors whose beneficent

and humane action cannot fail to exercise upon tln-m

an irresistible attraction ? This attraction will be especially

felt by the humblest and poorest, who will most fully

appreciate the delicacy and kindi nchd t< tlu-m.

This, then, is the end towards which tin- International

Bureau of Hygiene invites you to direct your efforts.

(Loud and prolonged applause.)

On resuming at 2.30 p.m.,

The Chair was occupied by DR. HELEN WILSON.

The CHAIRMAN announced that half an hour would
be allowed for discussion on Dr. Santoliquido's paper.
Then Dr. Lomholt's and Dr. Skinner's papers would be

read, and discussion upon them thrown open.

The CHAIRMAN asked Dr. Santoliquido his views

on the notification of venereal disease, and whether he

would give some information as to which countries had

adopted notification.
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l>r. SAXTOU-.'i ii"> : I will not ^peiid time on the

>f whcr<- not ilication U ad< >pt <1. The papers 1

will -M-IK! vou will give all necessary information on this

matter. It will be more useful if I give my own per-

opinion ..n the principles.

UTC like notification is ot no use except by
.rophylaxis. In tin nlv would it not

help, hut it would hinder. 1 have said that the main

pour piarantei ;ent to everyone. For this

pur} ions muM 1>< ed that they can confide

in t! r. Above all the patient must be assured

that when he .i^oes to a doctor he will not find himself

confronted by a police a^eilt.

1 will tell you how much value the Italian (iovern-

ment attaches to this principle. In Italy as elsewhere,

\t n real diseases are regarded as shameful. There are

manv charitable institutions to which venereal patients
are not admitted, in accordance with the will of the

founders. Xow, the Italian Government, anxiou

suppress the vexatious and dangerous distinction between

venereal and other patients, has striven to abolish this

prohibition wherever it could be done without infringing

too openly the testator's desires. But do you imagine
that that was sufficient to ensure the admission of

venereal patients into hospital ? Not at all. Hospitals
are charitable, not prophylactic institutions. When a

bed is vacant, there are perhaps a score of applicants.

amongst them some venereal patients. These are

ex (hided, not because they are suffering from venereal

disease, but because they are able to get about, while

in the other cases the patients have to be kept in bed.

So that in order to ensure the admission of venereal

pat nuts it is not enough merely to ordain that there

shall be no distinction between shameful and non-shameful

.11 hospitals.

We came to an arrangement with the Councils of

general hospitals. We said to them :

" We do not want
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to touch the money you get from charity. We will make

you a grant, and you will prepare a ward which will

always be kept at the disposal of the Minister of the

Interior. When a venereal patient comes along, man or

woman, you will admit him."

But more yet remains to be done. According to

our laws the hospitals have the right to claim from the

patient's commune the costs incurred for him. This

involves identifying the patients, and practically notifying
his disease to his own commune. Under this system
no venereal patients would enter the hospital. The
Minister of the Interior asked the hospital authorities

not to trace or identify the venereal patients but to admit

them without inquiry. The costs of their treatment

are charged to the State.

If it is advisable to take such an exceptional measure

as this to gain the confidence of the patients and to preserve
their anonymity, it follows that all contrary measures,

such as the notification of disease, are quite inadmissible.

The International Bureau of Public Health gives the

same opinion in the resolution which I read to you this

morning. Let me draw your attention especially to

those words which contain the principle that might be

inscribed on the banner of the Federation, and which

is the touchstone for every proposed measure :

" Above all the authorities must entirely and

unhesitatingly suppress everything which tends, directly

or indirectly, to retard or prevent the treatment of

patients during the contagious period of their illness."

That is to say, when some measure, no matter what,
is proposed which might be justified from certain points
of view, you must ask yourselves : "Is there anything
in this measure which would hinder the widest application
of the fundamental principle to wit, that we should

render treatment of these affections easily accessible to all

sections of the population ?
" Without that principle
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prophvlaxis is impossible. When you find that any
measure whatever it be, notification .r any other, will

hinder the application of tin-, principle, yen must reject it,

however much vou mav regret do

M.'dann AVKII PE SAINTE < ROIX : I should like to

ask Dr. Santoli<|uido what i- tin- position of diseased

\\omen in tin- Italian hospitals ? Arc they subject to

al restrictions, r have they lull liberty to leave the

hospital when thev

Dr. SANTOLIQUIDO : The reply is simple : A
infected with venereal disease is free to enter hospital
and >he is also free to leave it. It is indeed di

e a woman leave before she is cured, f>r one cannot

be indihvrent to the pnvible con>e(juenees of her return

to her mode of life
;
hut we must not l;>ok at these things

liom a narrow point of view, b\it broadly and from

v-veral points at once. If we do so we recognise that at

all costs the woman must feel that she is absolutely five.

(Loud applause.) The women must know that if they
<nter hospital they will not be prisoners. When a

pati'-nt asks for her discharge she ought to be allowed to

Of course, that individual woman may do a certain

amount of harm when out of hospital, but when she

knows that she is really free and no other proof can be

given to her but to let her j^o out when -he wants to

when she realises that, she does not want to go out.

This feeling of liberty is the best incentive to her to stay
in the hospital; and for one woman who goes out with

contagious lesions, there are hundred^ who >tay in tha

hospital till entirely cured.

You see in Dr. Lutrario's report that in KJOI there

11,000 venereal patients in the hospitals, and that

in 1911 there were 18,000. That is the advanta

this system. It brings the patients to the hospital.
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Madame AVRIL DE SAINTE CROIX asked Dr. Santo-

liquido first what he thinks of certain cases of conscience

where professional secrecy seems to conflict with other

duties ;
and secondly, whether the new methods make

diagnosis and treatment easier for doctors whether, for

example, small general hospitals can provide treatment as

well as the special departments organised in large hospitals ?

Dr. SANTOLIQUIDO : I kn<-\\ what Madame Avril de

Sainte Croix means when she spe;ik> of cases of conscien. <

A doctor is treating a young man who i- !i-< ased and
who is about to marry ; should In keep silence towards

the young girl and her family \

In the first place I should like to say that in my own

opinion these cases are decidedly rare and exceptional.
We cannot deny the existence of criminals, but cm
action must be based on the- wi -11-founded belief that in

general everyone has some concern for his own health

and for the health of the family which IK- i< about to

found. The opposite is an exceptional case, and law.-

and precepts cannot be based on exceptions. Having
said this, let me add that in my opinion the doctor's

duty is to the patient himself. It is to che patient that

he must give his advice and warning. To himself alone

can he explain fully the dangers to which he would

expose himself. A doctor who acts otherwise is, in my
opinion, guilty of an arbitrary act, harmful to the

community as a whole. I have already insisted that

prophylaxis is based on the confidence between patients
and doctor. Let each one ask himself whether, if he

were so unfortunate as to contract a disease of this kind,

he would select as a doctor one who considered himself

bound to take such a step as the one to which Madame
Avril alluded. What confidence could he have in the

doctor who betrayed professional secrecy ? And what

right has any individual doctor to dimmish the confidence

of the public in the medical profession ?



t< tin- B$ "inl question. ih. inn ;

.

t<> everj do. tor who < an hand!<- a iui

Tin- Wassei manii ivattion i- a little more difficult, but

medical education i> steadily pro^iv-sin^. Tin- same i-

trm- oi the salvar>an treatment. Th- and

ii nt are niu.li easier to the general pia< titimuT

tlian thr\- pn-vinii>l in inv opinion.

Tin- hi.vli pricr <>f tlu-^r n-\v p;-j)ai ati<n> i

nt an nb>t;trlr. but one which i> Ji->t of much COnse-

qiifn. . You know the rctmoinic valiu- ot human life

and >tn-n.u
r
tli. and \ou know also what tS:> -> phili>

,.morrh(L-.i i- in >olid nionc\ to the State, the .0111-

nmne and tin insunuic.- companies. Th-n you will

mult r-tand that nion.-\ >pent on tin- treatment of tin-M-

is a profitable inve>tinent.

Further, >alvar>an i- expensive Dimply bei au>e it is

a patent medicine. But Can patent- be i>siu-d ior

medicine ? No, tin nomenclature' may be patented, but

not the medicine. When the medical profession has

fully adopted thi> new remedy, there will be no monopoly
in its preparation. It will not bear the proprietary

name, but the chemical name ; and competition will

the price.

Rev. S. UDNV : I think the
"
moral

"
prejudice

against public provision, which is a vital and burning

question here in Kn^land. should be met if possible by
Dr. Santoliquido. I want to ask two question. First.

what steps are beini: taken, where public provision is

being made, to guard the man and the woman against

the future commission of acts from the consequences of

which, even physically, they may not escape from the

moral consequences <>t which neither he nor she nor

society can escape, and the deeper consequences of

which, both physically and morally, both they and

society cannot prevent ?
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Secondly, what evidence can be adduced for a fact

that Dr. Santoliquido asserted this morning namely,
that the return of cases is very rare ? He made that

statement about the dispensary at Liege. May we have

the evidence, if it can be given, on that point ?

Dr. SANTOLIQUIDO : To the first part of the questions

my answer is : In cases of syphilis and gonorrhoea, every
doctor does the same thing that he does in the case of,

say, typhoid fever
;

that is to say, he gives the patient
the necessary instructions for safeguarding the spreading
of the disease. He gives them also in writing, on the

prescription which he hands the patient. So much for

Italy.

As to Liege, I recommend you to go there yourselves.
The dispensary has only recently been opened there,

and it is impossible to give you any definite results. I

have a report on this subject, but I did not wish to read

all, not only lest I should weary you, but also that I may
arouse in you a desire to take a trip to Liege.

The CHAIRMAN expressed the grateful thanks of the

Conference to Dr. Santoliquido for his instructive address.

Many extremely interesting points had been elicited in

the discussion, and their obligation to Dr. Santoliquido,
who had travelled all the way from Italy to take part in

the Conference, was very deep. (Hear, hear.)
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PROPHYLAXIS OF VENEREAL DISEASE
IN DENMARK

By Dr. LOMHOLT, of Cop. :

To the question, what has been done in Denmark for

combating vener. ,il maladies, tin- answer niu-t certainly
<leal. Denmark is without doubt the country

when mo>t ha- b. n done in this respect.

1789 patients Mitterm,^ from venereal
< ntitled by >tatute to claim hospital treatment

at the public expense, if without means ; and later on,

this ri^ht was extended to all such patient>. wliether able

to pay or not. To-day the>e provision have been carried

<nit on so large a scale, that throughout the country any

person suffering from venereal di>ea>e h. access to

gratuitous treatment both in and out of hospital. If

SSaryj free medicine, &c., is also pmvir.
In Copenhagen, for in>taiuv. the result of the>e

measures has been that at lea>t ho per cent, of the total

number of venereal cases are treated at the public expense.
The arrangements for carrying out these mea>ur<

somewhat different in Copenhagen from the rest of the

country. Under the circumstances it is, however, the

state of things in Copenhagen that is of consequence ;

Copenhagen being not only the capital, but tin- only large

city in the kingdom. It contains a population of about

500,000 compared with 2,750,000 inhabitants of the whole

of Denmark. The lariM M of the provincial towns contains

no more than 60,000 inhabitant-.

As might be expected, about four-tilths of the

total number of venereal cases occurrini; in Denmark are

found in Copenhagen. Also this < \\\ is, as a matt

course, the only place where pro>titution ha- developed
on a large scale.
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Before 1906, Regulation was in force. In that year
it was abolished under the pressure of a growing indig-

nation in the population at large, and, I will venture to saj

never again to be introduced. Before that time, t In-

sanitary control of prostitutes was considered one of the

most effectual means of checking the spread of vennvul

maladies ;
but no indisputable results of this measure

have ever been proved. Even then venereal patients
had to a large extent access to hospital treatment ; hospital

beds, however, were not available in such large number-.

As regards the free treatment of \vn-iv;il out-patients,

the arrangements were at that period of little value. There

existed for this purpose only two public consultation

rooms, which, moreover, were never open in the

evening.

After 1906, in tin first place access to hospital treat-

ment was made much easier than before, the number of

beds for this purpose being doubled ; so that there are now
in Copenhagen 240 beds for venereal cases ; that is one

bed for every 1,500 inhabitants. As a matter of fact, any-
one who desires it, and who in the least degree stands

in need thereof, can to-day be admitted into hospital,

if suffering from venereal disease. It very seldom

happens that a syphilitic case in a state of eruption, or a

complicated case of gonorrhoea, has to be turned away tor

want of beds.

A syphilitic case as a rule stays in the hospital five

or six weeks ; and about one-half of the venereal in-

patients are syphilitic cases, in the primary or secondary

stage. Tertiary cases are now comparatively seldom

seen in Copenhagen.

Of fresh cases of syphilis it may safely be assumed that

more than one-half are treated in hospitals.

As to their social position, the venereal in-patients

treated at the public expense belong for the most part
to the working classes and lower middle classes. Among
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them art' mam Bailors, of whom not a lew a:

Ac( oidinr tn thf I )anish Statutes, th- v are -Dually entitled

to i -in. nt.

1 in-patient ; td in th-- L-eiit-ral ward-

foi -km <
; ::d these pati<

m - are in all

nic mannei ,th. r
j.

The

li in-patient .unniim to
;
crowns

rowfi being about thin and the

muni
, was, in 1912, 71,000,

which makes about a (jiiartcr of a million < rown

'I'll.- 1 ihi- Mim ou.ijlit ]H-rhaj)s not to be >o very

-urpri>in^, wlu-n it i> (n>idcrcd tliat th- niunici]>ali-

\-rarl\- spriul> 2\ million^ nf i m \\-n- on its

lio>j>ital>. Hc\ond a doubt, ol all lar^- titieS, Copcnl;
is the one whicli is best Mipplird \vitli li(])itals. nanid\-,

<-ii4ht hospital beds to ever} i. <><><> inliabitant-. In

roinparison, it may be mentioned that tiv

Berlin had only 2\ beds to every 1,000 inhabitant >. Il it

n^idered, too, that the fee which the patients pay a

day. where the disease ^ives no claim to free treatment, is

no more than i crown 20 ore (say iifte-n p neral

patients and only 60 ore (sixpence) for >ick club patients,
we certainly cannot be surprised that the public e\pen>-
on that score is hi^h.

The fact that so large a part of all venereal <

treated in hospital is of pvat importance. Numerous
, very serious and very dan.i: - to the infection

of others, are in this way isolated. Very many, who, it

so willing, could not possibly under ordinary circum-

stances carry out a thorough treatment, have access thus

to first-class treatment. It mu>t not be overlooked how

important it is, that so many. CSpe* ially if >uttering from

syphilis, are, through this COITed treatment from the first,

being instructed how to take care of themselves in the

future. And beyond this, widespread and very useful

intormation on those maladies is bring diffused among
Jie general public by the hospital patient-. Even if one
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still meets with much ignorance on the subject, and some-

times with some very fantastical views, it is on the other

hand not so very rare to find people surprisingly well

informed ;
and such knowledge may almost always

be traced, at second or third hand, to the hospitals.

Still, it cannot be denied that hospital treatment is

very expensive ;
nor that it has some still more serious

drawbacks. During these long stays in a hospital many
a young girl makes bad and dangerous acquaintances

among the other female patients, which, unhappily, in

many cases may bear a large part in their going to des-

truction.

The Gratuitous Treatment of Out-Patients.

This may be assumed to be of still greater importance
than even treatment in hospital.

It is being carried out in two somewhat different

ways :

(a) Treatment at public consultation rooms. At

present there are in Copenhagen three such rooms for

diseases of the skin, among which, as usual, venereal cases

are counted. Two of them are attached to large hospital

departments for the like diseases, and are directed by the

assistant doctors of the latter. All of them are open daily
for a couple of hours in the forenoon, one being besides

open once a week in the evening, another three evenings
a week. The object of these rooms is mainly to follow

up the hospital treatment by taking care of patients after

they have left the hospital. Furthermore, the medical

men in charge thereof share in the instruction of

medical students and practitioners as to venereal diseases.

(b) The free treatment by medical practitioners, as it

was established in 1906 at the expense of the municipality,
is considered, and justly so, a necessary supplement to the

public consulting rooms, which had existed before 1906,
but which it was thought would be insufficient, if all

claims to free treatment were to be satisfactorily met.
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At tin (>ut>et t\\el\v !<( ton were appointed to take

Charge <>t thU tr< atin<-nt. 'I hey were paid a<< ordini; to

tin- number .-t their p with three crowns toi

new case and one crown for every i"llowin^ con-

sultation. Theywa consultations in their

private consulting rooms, and were to treat any patient

cniiMiltini; them 1'or venereal di-<

From the very tir>t they were --.H-ht 1>\ a very large

number ot patient- (in KJO.S by 5.100 nev. . In

consequence. howe\< T. the e\pen>es ni" the municipality
in. reaped 50 much that it became necessary to arrange
the matter in a somewhat different way ; the more SO, as

the private venereol<>-ical sprrialiM- \\.iv romplaining
of beinit \vrongrcl by this intense and not quite justifiable

competition.

A new arrangement, which will without doubt prove
final, was then made. Twelve doctors were appointed as

re, but they are now paid a fixed salary of 2,000
ci < >wns each, and are with the exception of two of them

attending the patients at consulting rooms established

at the public expense and situated in different quarters of

the city. Two of the doctors are women. They are to

have daily consultation hours, twice a week in the evening.

Very poor patients are to have medicine and other

requisites gratis.

These doctors are still much sought after, no percep-
tible change having in fact been caused by the new arrange-
ment. In recent years a slight decrease has appeared, it

is true, in the number of new cases (in 1913, 4,696), but

that may have other causes, or even be accidental.

It is, in my opinion, a noticeable fact that the two

women doctors, who attend exclusively women and
children, were at the outset consulted by no more- than

one-third of the whole number of female patients, while at

present very nearly two-thirds of these are attending at

their consulting rooms.
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The consult in rooms in question are all situated near

-I in the in- t tie.pi.-nted streets, in ordinary h<

I he\ consist nl three rooms each. ;i \\aitin- room. ;i room
for consult. i lions, .md a room for such treatment as is

11 on the spot. A !< male assistant is attached to each
>! them.

Ihc expense of these consulting i.-ms amounts to

42,000 crowns a year, of which 24,000 are for the medical

..il.iries, 6,000 [oi h. < m. di i n- .ind other sick reqm
i he rest t..i nut, female attendants, Ac.

It may certain! \ bemalntained*tha1 thisarrangeim nt

world ttell, A fe\v objections mighl be raised. For

instance, it mi: ht pnhaps be preferable to appoint .1

...m. -\\li.it in, ill. i niinil.. i oi doctors, who might then

have proportionately highei salaries; but on tin- \\ hole

1 1 1 1 measure has succeec led.

The patients attrndm:; th4se rooms belong n

tO the same el.isses ;is those alt- the lai:;< i pnbhe
n iilt.iti. n rooms; but some rather better situated

people are also to be met with here. On the whole the

poorer classes mostly are resorting to the large puNn
11 nit in moms their object in many cases being to be

admitted into hospital.

It would be difficult to form a quite correct estimate

.is to how large a percentage of all venereal cases are at

present, in one way or another, having free treatment .it

the public expense. By an investigation I mysdl made
I.M t lie period from January ist to July ist, 1912, as to the

number of fresh cases of syphilis treated, I found that

20 per cent < >t these had been treated at the rooms of the

twelve public doctors, 22 per cent, in the public consult a

ti in rooms, .md it hereto be added the number of cases

sent into hospital by ordinary medical ]>rartiti<

free treatment, the cases occuiTmi; in the garrison, &c.,

it appears that at least about t\vo-thirds-ot all case* are

hi m:; treated at the puMi<- expense.
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1 in \ ei \- .impl' .mil e.i-,\ access to kiltnl .mi

treatment ;\ the in-. i nnpoitaiit

ell.-. t u. il \\eapon iii tin- < oinbat t (lie di

oreover! tin- >aid oinb.it is siippoi t-d by

other >tatnt< >i \ pi*

Compulsory Measures.

The Act pa^ed in i<|oh maintains, and in a still

more VlgOrOUfl t"i m. t In- old ma tnn-nt th.it if is incumbent

undo- penalty on anyone sujj< i itu.

dist' t i --i-k medical attendance and treatment. I hi-

provision .ipprai^ t he very litth- knu\\n hy tin- pnhln ,

and [s, I hclicve, never c- ly tin- mtivr with

an\hud\ h>i ni'-dii-.il In-lp. On tin- utlni hand

tln> provision is ol no ,mall pi a. ti. al \-ahn- in dt-alin^ with

pati N-.-tin- tln-ir tiv;itnn-nt 01 tin- pn-. autiuiis

ic<|iiired, Accordin h j;iti-nt^ are tu he

n-purtrd to tin- pnhlit utln --r ut health, \\liu tln-n-upon
will rtMjnirr them tu attend at the euiiMiltin^ ruuin> ul the

nearest "public" doctor (in < upcnha-en, mn- >t tin-

twelve doctors above nn-ntiunrdj under pain .l tim

<-mpnlsury admittance into hospital. Il tin- patn-nt .till

fails 1" ''(imply, tin- reijinreiiient ma\- he rni>nvd h\ tin-

sanitury police inspector, who ;iN. inteih-res it l( p.itn-nt,

alter having been under the can- <i mn- u| tin-
"
pnhln

doctors, neglects his treatment. In 1912 457 men

170 women were reported under tln-M- prOVJ
tin- Act ot [906 caine int< operation, appre-

were entertained that t In-.-M- coinj>nl>or\ i;

\\civ likely to injure tin- i^ood relations hetucen <1

and patients, and to desti-o\- tin- confidence "t t in- latter,

But it annot with any justice be maintained that sin h

been the case. Tin l.n , number 1 patient^ who
troin tin- hist and np to tin- pr,

the help ot the public do< t<>i
(, pi \ t hat no !

provisions are Iri-htenin- people a\\a\ .
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Against the trade ofprostitution as such no enactments

are in force ; but the said trade is not recognised as a

legitimate occupation, and professional prostitutes are in

consequence dealt with as vagrants, receiving notice from

the police inspector to seek a legitimate trade. It is

difficult to judge whether this measure is of any great

importance. It may be assumed that, in a great many
cases, the prostitutes elude the provisions by stating a

sham occupation, such as hairdresser, female clerk or

the like ; they are very difficult to control, proceedings

being stopped as soon as a woman is only able to state

some occupation by which it is possible to maintain herself,

even if it is obvious that she still makes money by prosti-

tution. Procurers and souteneurs are, on the other hand,
liable to severe punishment ;

and brothel-keeping is

prohibited.
Failure to comply with the above-mentioned notice

to seek honest work is punished according to the special

Vagrancy Act ; and in such cases the police inspector is

entitled, with the consent of the woman concerned, to have

her examined for venereal disease. If consent is withheld

an Order can be made by a Court ; but only in two or three

cases has consent been withheld. The examination in fact

only takes place in order that the woman may be sent

into hospital if found to be suffering from venereal disease,

and these women are as a matter of course admitted into

one of the ordinary hospital departments. In 1912, 721
examinations took place ; 153 cases of disease being

thereby discovered, including 57 cases of syphilis. In only

23 cases had the disease not already been diagnosed and

treated.

Any attempt to establish, under this provision,

anything in the least degree like regular examination of

prostitutes has never been made
; the only aim being

that of getting the disease in question treated. A large

majority of the women concerned appear either never

to have been examined again, or only after the lapse of
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one or more years, and never without having a /i-.ain become

liable to puni>limnit I.T vagrancy. Tin- -anitarv val

themeasure is certainly not very great, i-ven if it must be

admitted that from time t<> time some very neglected
cases of syphilis arc in this way brought under medical

Communication of Disease.

A third group of provisions has reference to the com-

munication of disease to others.

Under pain of severe punishment sexual intercoms-

is prohibited to any person knowing or supposing himself

to be suffering from contagious venereal disease. The
value of this penal clause has been ardently di> u>-.-d

;

many wish to have it abolished because of practical
difficulties in enforcing it, in consequence of which it acts

very unequally and is, in their opinion, on the whole of

very little use.

This does not agree with my experience. Certainly

transgressions are very frequent as regards persons

suffering from chronic disease, but on the other hand it is,

in my opinion, beyond a doubt that very many are avoiding
sexual intercourse under pressure of this very clause and,
if transgressing, are at least guarding to the utmost

against communicating their disease, knowing perfectly
well that their transgression was sure to be discovered.

The yearly number of legal proceedings on this account is

not very large ;
in 1912, for instance, it was only 50, of

which 36 resulted in the accused being sentenced.

Results of Abolition.

Finally, the capital question is, how the whole system
established in 1906 has worked. Has the abolition of

Regulation in any way aggravated matters ? And has

the new system brought any good, especially from a

sanitary point of view ?

In my opinion the answer to the first question must
be a clear " No "

; to the latter a clear " Yes."
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As some statistical notes are wanted to support this

opinion, I have here three graphic tables, representing
the venereal statistics in proportion to the population

up to date from 1867.
Denmark is almost the only country where complete

venereal statistics exist. Every medical practitioner has

to state on weekly lists all cases of contagious diseases

which come under his care. As regards venereal diseases,

only the number of cases is, however, stated. It is clear

that statistics of this sort can be very little relied on,

the risk of double reports, for instance, being very great ;

many cases may be reported both by the medical practi-

tioner who sends the patient into hospital, and also by
the hospital ;

all hospitals and the like institutions being
bound to report their cases of contagious diseases. The
carefulness with which the said lists are filled up may in

many cases be rather scanty. It is clear, then, that one

must not put too great confidence on figures drawn from

the like materials, and that very often they become abso-

lutely misleading. Such statistics may, however, for longer

periods at least, in some measure illustrate the ups and
downs in the prevalence of disease tolerably justly ;

but as regards the absolute height of the level we must

not trust them ; and under certain circumstances

even an apparent increase or decrease may prove

quite illusory.

We may be pretty sure that such has been the

case as to the supposed increase in venereal disease after

1906 an increase which, by the way, was by no means

greater than had often occurred under Regulation.
I may remind you that the Regulation system was

abolished in 1906.

The following charts illustrate the prevalence of

Venereal Diseases in the city of Copenhagen 1867 1912.

They represent the number of cases reported per 100,000

inhabitants, according to the statistics of the Department
of Public Health.
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SOFT-SORE

19 06

V
I

I shall not dwell upon the statistics of soft sore ;

this disease being in reality of no practical importance
and the sources of statistical errors being here especially

many.

As regards Gonorrhoea, the above-mentioned objec-
tions, as far as regards statistical errors, are about the

same. The time not allowing me to enter on the nature
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of these errors, I will only emphasise that the level of

this disease is, even according to the official statistics,

at present as low in proportion to the population as it

has at any time been.

SYPHILIS

I

n
in
TV

20

10

1906

Real importance may be attached to the Syphilis
statistics ;

in the first place because this disease is in

itself the most important, and in the second place because

only in regard to it can the regulation-control of to-day
be said to be of the least use. Besides, it is in these

statistics that the largest increase has appeared since

1906.
I have myself studied these statistics pretty closely,

and have been able to prove that the official statistics on

this point contain very considerable errors errors which

it is, however, possible to correct to a large extent by
comparing them with a great many other statistical

materials.

This correction I have myself undertaken for the

period from 1900 1912, the result being, I think, tolerably

reliable, at least as regards the latter six years ;
and I

may add that others do not deny this.

The time does not, of course, allow me to explain the

exact nature of the said errors and the means for correcting
them. I must confine myself to showing the charts.
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Tlu- uppermost line (I) indicates tin- nliiniil >tat:

and thi- may bi-yoiul doubt be d-< lan-d to indicate mu< h

too high a level; the next line (II) indica* -ible

maximum, possible but v<-rv improbable ;
tin- 1

(IV) a possible, but also improbable, minimum. The
true level is, iu my opinion, without doubt that of the

line running between the two last mentioned (III).

It ini^ht be >aid that the>- statistics being on the

whole so little to be ivlied upon, th-y had better be left

quite out of consideration
;
but thi> would, on the other

hand, not be justifiable. It has been generally

believed, and there is still a very widespread opinion,
that syphilis has since 1906 increased to a large extent

in Copenhagen ;
but that this is perfectly false may be

proved beyond dispute by correcting only quite obvious

errors in the official statistics. When this is done, a

graphic chart shows on the whole neither increase nor

decrease
;

still there are not a few indications of a ival,

even if not remarkably rapid, denvasr having b

during the last three or four years ; further, the fact has

become obvious that the supposed level of ven<

diseases in Copenhagen, at least as far as regards syphilis,

has, both before and after 1906, been much too high.
The main treatment of syphilis in hospital is that

by mercury, given in most cases by inunction. Salvarsan

has, especially during the last years, also been used to

some extent, mostly for quite fresh cases and always in

connection with mercury. Ambulatory treatment by
Salvarsan has only been used to a rather small extent,

and then always in private practice.

The " Wassermann "
test is used very much. It

has been in use at the State Institute of Serology and is

free to all patients in hospitals and in policlinics and,
in fact, to all who receive gratuitous treatment. In

private practice, members of sick clubs have to pay two
crowns and others five crowns for each test.
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COMBATING SYPHILIS IN THE BRITISH
ARMY.

BY DR. E. F. SKINNER, OF SHEFFIELD.

(Compiled from papers by Lieut. -Col. Melville, Lieut.-Col.

Gibbard, and Major Harrison by courtesy of the

authors.)
Venereal Disease.

Ladies and Gentlemen :

When your Secretary, Dr. Helen Wilson, asked me
to prepare for your notice some information on the

question of Venereal disease in the Army, I was reluctant

to do so first, because I felt that the subject was too

serious to be dealt with lightly, and the time at my
disposal just now prevented my devoting any adequate

portion to it
; and, secondly, because I felt that I was not

sufficiently conversant with the point of view required
to be able to put it before you with the necessary weight.

Dr. Helen Wilson, however, very kindly promised to

obtain for me a number of articles on Syphilis in the

Army, and to the authors of these I am indebted for

most of the facts that I shall give you to-day.
The title of the paper is

"
Venereal disease," but I

have confined my remarks chiefly to Syphilis, because it

is the aspect with which I am personally most familiar,

and it is the more important from a communal point of

view : Gonorrhoea, the other common venereal disease of

this country, affects the individual rather than the race.

But in general terms, what applies to one applies equally
to the other, and it is only in their purely technical aspects
that they need be treated separately.

Public interest is at last awaking to the importance
of a knowledge of the evils associated with venereal

diseases the time having passed when such a subject
was deemed unfit for consideration. When once such

interest is fully aroused, questions will be asked to which

immediate answers must be forthcoming. We must
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endeavour, by every means in our ])<>\\vr, to fit

to answer such question-, authontat ivelv, and, above all,

truthfully. truth being tin- one element which must on no

account be lost s^ht of for a single instant. It is difficult

to translate facts of technical knowledge into popular
N icn< e without grave risk of distortion, but tin- occasion

is too important to make it advisable to pla- the

public any half-truths
;

the whole truth should be told

very occasion, but let the teller !> and sure

of his knowledge, and let him further make sure that he

has conveyed his knowledge and not some vague inter-

pretation of it to whomsoever it may concern.

Recently there have been placed before the public, in

book form, certain statements which are not without

grave defects, defects arising partly from lack of pro-
fessional information, if not of fact, at any rate of the

relative proportion and value of such fact, and partly
from emotional exaggeration, and such works as these are

extremely undesirable.

One of the ways open to us whereby we may hope
to become acquainted with the facts of venereal disease

and its consequences to the community is the study of

statistics, but, unfortunately, no statistics of the general

population are available. One can, however, turn to the

Army Returns, where accurate records are available, and,

by a study of these, endeavour to draw some lessons which

may be of value in civil life, and with your permission,
Ladies and Gentlemen, I will endeavour to so deal with a

few of these statistics.

The first to which I would draw your attention is

represented by Table I., giving the deaths from syphilis

per million, which shows that during the last 30 years there

has been a steady diminution in the mortality rate, the

commencement of this period coinciding with the abolition

of state regulation of vice in England.
These figures are very gratifying, but are probably

not an absolute statement of fact. They represent the
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certified deaths from syphilis, but death certificates are

not always reliable for statistical purposes, as medical

men, from feelings of compunction, are too prone to

obscure the syphilitic deaths under other names ; still,

DIAGRAM I.

DEATHS FROM V.D. AMONGST ALL AGES.

NO. PER MILLION LIVING.

for this very reason, those that are certified can be looked

upon as undoubtedly syphilitic, and the decrease is

striking.

The same diminution is seen in Table II., which repre-

sents the deaths from syphilis per one hundred thousand

of children living under one year of age.

If \ve turn now to a table made out from Army
Returns, and representing the number of Hospital
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admissions for vrneival < during the same period,

the kill i^ M-eii to be still more rapid and striking.

Table III. ri-pn-M-nt> venereal admissions to hospitals

per one thousand soldiers. The >tat<- regulation <i

brought into force between 1864 and 1869 under the name
DIAGRAM II.

1'1.V1H> I.-ROM HKKKDI I AKV \.\> IN . -UEK 1 YEAR
PER lOO.oco LIVI .

of
" The Contagious Diseases Acts," remained operative

until 1884, when popular feeling compelled their repeal,

which took place in 1886. Previous to 1884 the it-turns

showed a steady increase of syphilis, but from that date

the disease began to diminish, and has continued to do
so steadily. As this fall began coincidrntally with the

repeal of
" The Contagious Diseases Act," it is surely

fair to conclude that the diminution in s\-philis mi^ht
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be caused by such repeal ;
at any rate we can definitely

state that abolition of state regulation of vice is not

incompatible with a steady marked decrease.

DIAGRAM III.

HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS FOR V.D. PER 1,000 SOLDIERS, IN
HOME ARMY.

PC,

1.000
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not one of them, and, whatev r tin- r -ult> may be "1 n-p. al.

imt incompatible at le;i>t with the diniinutinn <>1

admissions from this aui><-."

DlAGI IM IV.

RECRUITS REI F SYPHILIS PER 10,000
OFFERING FOi

Prt

10.000

//O
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30
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30
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In Continental armies, wlu-n- r -^illation is carried nut

vigorously, medical author i' rapidly coming to

the same conclusion, tlu- ivason 1^-in,^ ]>ert\-ctly nbvinus,

in that regulation of vice takes n<> acmunt <>1 clandestine

prostitution, wherein lies most of th< d
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Though no statistics of venereal disease amongst the

civil population are available, we have a means of indirectly

estimating their prevalence amongst young adult males

by a study of the figures of the examination of army
recruits. Table IV. shows such figures, from which it will

be seen that in 1884, out of ten thousand men who applied
for enlistment, 106 were rejected as unfit on account of

syphilis ;
in 1907, of the same number, only 18 were

rejected for the same cause, which means that i per cent,

of the adult males who came up for enlistment in 1884
was syphilised, but that now the percentage is less than '2.

It would be unfair to argue that this represents the

syphilis incidence of the whole of the community, even of

males, as the class of recruits in this country is a special

one ;
but it is a large one, and one which is especially

liable to suffer from altered economic conditions, such

as unemployment ;
in consequence, it is one which is

largely responsible for the filling of the ranks of the social

transgressors, so that the diminution of syphilis amongst
this class is important and points distinctly to a generally

higher moral tone. The fall has continued in spite of the

fact that there has been no regulation of prostitution.

Indeed, it had its inception when such regulation was

suspended, so that we may conclude, with Col. Melville, that

regulation of prostitution is no permanent check in the inci-

dence of venereal disease, nor does its removal prevent a

continuous fall in the incidence of such maladies.

Every military authority is agreed that the true

reason for the improved moral tone of the soldier of to-day
is to be sought for in the betterment of the social conditions

under which he lives
; instead of being worked hard during

the day and then left to find his own amusement in the

evening, his pleasure is catered for now in a way undreamt
of half a century ago.

Anyone who has to do with the training of young
men knows the force of the old adage,

"
Satan finds

some mischief still for idle hands to do," and Sir
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\Villi;tm ' "1 tin- 1'mphylaxis. "1 Syphilis,

empl. this in his text-b<i,,k <li<ine when
he says: "There are other altars than those of

Yemis nn \vhi-h ;ig man I
. .

hardwork ofbodyandhard work ofmind; . . .idleness

is the IllntluT nt lirluTY, ami a VnUlli; mail Will Mild that

absorption in any pursuit will LM> tar to <jnrll those pas-

which, though natural and proper, cammt in t i ncies

ir civilisation always obtain natural and pr-

ion." Surh beiiu th' rase, it has been the aim

oi military autlu rities to provide some rational amusi-i

which will keep the minds of our snldiers occupied after

tlu-ir hard work is done, and this is carried out by the

pr >vision of libraries, organised games, &c. 1 think, Imw-

that the increased temperance amongst those

holding higher ranks in the army is also to be regarded as

a factor, since the officer of to-day sets an example of

sobriety to his men which certainly was not the case a

century ago or even less.

I f we accept the above as the reason for the improve-
ment of moral tone in the soldier of to-day, we may assume
that the simultaneous improvement in morals occurring
in civil life, as shown on Table IV., is probably due to the

same cause, namely, facilities for more innocent pleasures

coupled with educational advancement . We are becoming
as a nation more temperate in itself a very potent
influence in the lessening of syphilis, for nearly all venereal

maladies are contracted during the combined worship of

Venus and Bacchus and there is no doubt that the im-

provement in the nation's temperance is due to education.

Recognising the importance of these educational

factors, army authorities have gone a step further and
instituted specific educational methods, that is, education

which has for its object the explanation of the evils of

intemperance and venereal diseases, the dangers that

underlie them, and the terrible penalties that have to be

paid by men who are foolish enough to run the risk of
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infection and having become infected, for very shame,
do not declare their condition at once.

And this brings me to the second point, a point I have

endeavoured to lead up to, as it is the most vital in the

campaign against syphilis, that is the necessity for

immediate skilled treatment as soon as infection is

perceived. I cannot labour this too much, as everyone
is agreed that the one thing necessary to ensure success in

dealing with syphilis is to treat the disease in its earliest

stages. There is a great deal of venereal disease in the

country. It has been estimated that in London alone

there are two hundred thousand fresh cases yearly, and
for the whole of the United Kingdom about half a million.

These are not statistical figures, but figures calculated

from carefully compared estimates based on the recruiting

figures I have given, taken in conjunction with statistics

of foreign towns, as to the number of cases, number of

prostitutes, size of population, &c. Probably the esti-

mate is only approximately true.

For the time being, however, let us accept the estimate

that half a million persons in the United Kingdom are

suffering from venereal diseases, of which number^eighty-
five thousand are due to syphilis alone. This is a large

figure, but it need not cause a panic ; there is no need to

become dismayed, though there is a danger of this on the

part of the public, because the first impression of any
unpleasant fact is always worst. We must remember
that though these facts have been known to some of us

for a long time, giving us time to digest them and give

them their proper value, the general public is only now

being introduced to them, and, doubtless, they will seem

terrifying.

Side by side with this figure we have to place the

fact of the continuous diminution of syphilis since 1884
which very considerably mitigates the extent of the evil

Impression caused by the bare statement that eighty-five

thousand people amongst us are suffering from syphilis.
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Admitted, then, th- it <lr.il oi ^ypli!

. uui which, ho\\. ii tin- de< reasej the qu<

have now to H

tln.iU ai iWe- Propkyld.iis and 7>fl/-

m/. Prophx htetn ;. which will prevent i:

r the unt'.i tunate> \vhi. aiC infected. Both

k are valuable, and it i* for u> to decide on the

; out each of thnn.

hire of tlu- regulation of prostitution as a

measure i> - d by the tables we have

and by experience both in Juigland and on

the Continent. lYr>onal purity i* tin one nn-asun- of any
\-alue to whieh \\e niu>t lM*k in the future for

any diminution of syphilitic infection, and personal purity
of slow nal advancement: as man

becomes moiv awake to hi> responsibilities, so does he

more temperate and less vicious.

i.^h we cannot hope to diminish materially the

iirtiuil incidence f ?yj>hilis at pre-eiit thi> will come
in ti: can very materially lessen the results of its

~,
res and prevent the catastrophes with which those

of us who see much of the d" re only too familiar.

The text of every -\-pliilo-rapher to v and

efficient treatment, and with your permisMnn, I will briefly

mention what such a statement conveys.
The modern treatment of syphilis is based on t

great facts, all tin n->ult of pain-taking and laboriou>

arch carried on over a number all epoch-

making in their importance /// . by
Si haudinn of the specific cause of svphilis in the Spirochceta
Pallida ; the second, an elaboration and adaptation of

tic blood reactions to >yphili>, now known
as the Wassermann Test ; the th. tion of a

d\ a drug known by the name of S >., or 606,

>'.'liich we are indebted to the geniu> lihrlich.

imple nn-ans. an\- loioii of a Mi>]Mcious nature can be

examined, and if spiroch' i jenl they are rapidly
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seen and a definite diagnosis is possible at once. By
means of the Wassermann Test, we are able to state fairly

definitely whether a person has, or has not, been infected,

and this, be it noted, whether the infection has occurred

six weeks or six years before
; further, by this test, we can

to some extent watch the effect of treatment and say when
the patient is cured. By means of 606 we can rapidly

bring about a cure of the disease.

The old treatment of syphilis was empirical, and we
had no means of knowing when to stop it

; the modern
treatment is scientific and accurately controllable by
examination of the blood.

Syphilis is an infectious disease caused, as I have just

said, by a micro-organism known as the Spirochceta Pallida,

just as tuberculosis is caused by the tubercle bacillus and

typhoid by the typhoid bacillus, but the Spirochceta
Pallida differs morphologically from such organisms and
seems to be more nearly allied to some of the higher

types of germ, such as are responsible for malaria, sleeping

sickness, and the like. Now, for a long time it had been

known that arsenic had a powerfully destructive in-

fluence on organisms of this type, and when Schaudinn

discovered the Spirochceta Pallida, Ehrlich, noting its

similarity to the above-mentioned germs, thought
that arsenic might be utilised to kill it, and

he at once set to work to produce a drug containing
arsenic which would kill all the germs (S.P.) in

the body at once without damaging the body
at all ;

after many trials 605 to be exact he at last

prepared one, 606, which answered his purpose and seemed

to produce the required result. Extended use has some-

what limited Ehrlich's view, that is to say, a single dose

is not sufficient to kill all the Spirochoetes at once, nor is the

drug absolutely without action on the rest of the body, but

it is sufficiently valuable to be looked upon now as the

most important of our pharmacopoeial armamentaria

against syphilis.
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What I want to in; HOW Ifi the alolut- neces-

Mty lor immediate tn-atmrnt as --non as infection is

maniltM. .md in order to niak- tin- dear, may I briefly

all yam attention to one or t \vi .-linical fact- ( nun

with tin ,

first sign is at the >\te of

infection, a BOTC that only mal appearance
MUin- 4 h \\< < k- alter infection, and which U due to the

Incal growth and multiplication of th- Spirochoetes
which remain Incali^-d i',,r another period of 68 weeks,

then bfi -miiing disseminated all over the body by niean^

of the circulating blood, with a consequent generalisation

of the di>e.i

TJie importance of this fact is obvious. If we can

i,
ret the patient during the period when hi> primary son- i>

still Y( i \ >mall, and before the disease has become general,

we have an infinitely greater chance of killing off all the

>pirorha-tes and so curing him
;

this is now the aim of

every clinician, and, translated into practical terms, it

means get the patient early.

Ladies and Gentlemen, may I now state the problem
again as it seems to me ? It is evident that syphilis is

sufficiently prevalent to demand immediate measures, and
these must be a personal purity crusade, and efficient early
treatment. At the present time, I think the most pressing
need is to make widely known the necessity for early and

efficient treatment and to take measures to ensure this.

Let us look at the method of procedure in the Army.
In order to ensure the required result, definite instructions

are issued by the Administrator of Medical Services to each

unit, and the importance of early and careful examination
is urged upon medical officers; next >\>tematic lectures

to the men are arranged by medical officers of units as I

have mentioned before, and the necessity for immediately

reporting sick if suffering from venereal diseases is insisted

on
; further, small cards of instructions are issued to each

man on reporting sick from such cause, in which the nature
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of the disease and its treatment is clearly and simply
stated. Besides these measures, a careful record of every
case of syphilis is kept, both on the man's health sheet (a

paper he takes with him to every station and examined by
every medical officer) and also on the syphilis register
of the regiment, so that at any time a medical officer

can see how a man joining a new unit has been treated, for

how long, and what has been the result of such treatment.

The necessity for early treatment is paramount,
and though it would be difficult for me to state the whole
of the argument which underlies the assumption, I might

perhaps draw your attention to one of the facts which go
to make it up, and that is the result of early treatment

on the so-called Wassermann Reaction, which I have

previously mentioned.

I may state that the Wassermann Reaction consists of

an examination of a small quantity of the patient's blood,

the result being expressed as Negative or Positive, the

latter signifying that a Syphilitic infection is present.

By observation it has been found that the earlier a

patient is treated by Salvarsan the more speedily is a

negative Wassermann Reaction obtainable and conse-

quently the quicker is he rendered non-infectious.

TABLE V.
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Table V. shu\v> tin- n-Milt> i observations on the

ermann K-artinn in a number of cases of syphilis

at varying int
' nient lias br.-u suspendt <1.

( )ut of 1 48 cases of Primaryand Secondary Syplulis treated
at the Military Ilopital in Knehe^ : toy
mont in. lit

,
i _5 IM rame negative, and of 53primary

9 50 became negative. Examine -d after 7 to 10

months alter cessation <>t treatment. <>i 58 cases who
had had secondary >yphilis, 47 gave a negative reaction,

and of 15 primary cases, 13 gave a negative reaction.

IVn to 18 months after Mi^peiiding treatment, of 25

secondary cases 20 were negative, and of 9 primary cases

8 were negative. Thus we see that very shortly after

the commencement oft i eatment, a patient can be made to

a negative Wassermann Reaction if treated with

Salvarsan. Such a thing was impossible when the

treatment depended on the old method of administration of

mercury alone. The comparative value of the two drugs
can be seen by a glance at Table VI.

TABLE VI.

under
obvciv.itiun

for the

following
periods from
commencement
of treatment.
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TABLE VII.

Method of

treatment.
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Both th- niTCi have I- pted in Sheffield ;

and under the , <>J tin- University we have just

concluded a post-graduate com tureson syphilis,

which has been thoroughly appreciated by the medical

men who attended. The question .,1 persuading the

nts to rlier advice is s-mewhat difficult of

attainment
; patients an- naturally shy of confessing

real disease, a position tor which we, as physicians,
are largely to blame. Vo'i well know it is not so very long

ago that it was considered an infamous tiling 1-

table" doctor to treat venereal diseases, and

such an attitude is by no means unknown to-day. Only
a few days ago I was told by a medical friend who had

proposed to start pra< tice in one of our sea-port towns

that the advice given to him was
"
Don't have anything

to do with venereal disease or you will never have any
other patients." The result of such an attitude on the

part of medical men has been the widespread distrust of

doctors by those infected, and the setting up of a large

number of venereal
"
specialists," so called. To these

men go the sufferers from venereal maladies in the earliest

s of the disease, and Mich treatment as they are

likely to get here is valueless and mischievous, because

it is totally inefficient inefficient for two reasons, firstly,

use the men who carry on such work are, for the

most part, utterly ignorant of the simplest elements of the

disease, and, secondly, because they are purely comni'

firms, and cannot profitably carry on efficient treatn

and consequently no such treatment is ever obta

Dangerous as is the state of things, when the ad

quack is sought, none the less dangerous is the custom
that seems to prevail in large industrial at any
rate it is common in Sheffield and this is that in mai

tlie large works there is often to be found a man who
is known to his fellow-workmen as an authority on syphilis
or gonorrhoea, his only qualification being the fact that

he himself has suffered from the disease, and is ther-
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competent to cure it in another, and to this man his

unfortunate mates repair for treatment; only too often

to find that, after wasting valuable time, his treatment is

quite useless to prevent the progress of the disease.

This question of ensuring earlier treatment in civil life

is, I think, of sufficient importance to warrant statutory

interference, and it seems to me the way in which this

could be accomplished would be to absolutely prohibit
all unqualified treatment of venereal disease, at the same
time providing adequate means of treatment at General

Hospitals, if necessary under State subsidy.
The second of our three essentials the best technical

method of treatment is merely a matter of detail of

arrangement. The modern treatment of syphilis is

undoubtedly expensive, but by its means we hope to

curtail other expenses which, though not in every case

directly traceable to syphilis, are none the less to be

looked upon as part of its cost to the community. 1

refer to the maintenance of feeble-minded persons, pauper
lunatics, &c. and let us remember that the best is

always the cheapest, no matter to what we refer.

The first of the three factors, namely, the keeping of

records, opens up the question of the notification of the

disease, and, as the advisability of this is debatable,
I will not enlarge on it here, further than to say that within

a few years records will be available, under the Insurance

Act, and it seems to me that there is not much ethical

difference between the report of a case, available by
Insurance Commissioners at some indefinite time when-
ever they choose to examine such report and immediate

report of a case to some central authority, as would occur

if syphilis were a notifiable disease, as is tuberculosis.

However, I will not labour this, as it is beside the argument.
What I have endeavoured to put before you is this

that in order to combat syphilis, our best line of attack

at present is to compel early treatment of those infected,

and to improve the general state of morals by such
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educational methods .1 ? iitted to that end
;

it is by
e t\\u measures that siich striking diminution

in syphilis hax recently been brought about in the

Army.
Am ) be considered sys-

tematic lectun - "ii venereal diseases, BU< < earned

-Hit in tin- Army. Whether this should be- done in civil

IS, I think, rather <jiie>tion;d>le, at any rate in gem ral,

I see n> objection to instruction being given tu

-us of tlie community wh<> would be likely

by personal informal ion to convey it broadcast, such

sections, fur example, as elementary school teachers under

the various local education authorities, health visitors

under their respective Medical Officers of Health, &c.

Ladies and Gentlemen, J fear 1 may have wearied you
with what is a mass of somewhat wandering matter. If

so, I crave your pardon and indulgence for one more \v >rd.

By many people, I fear, it is still thought that syphilis
is a divine retribution for sin. Such an attitude is incon-

ceivable to anyone who has an open mind and has seen

anything of this dread disease, and its terrible results,

but it is an undeniable fact that quite a large number of

people tacitly look upon the disease as a fit and proper

punishment. The feeling may he sub-conscious, but

nevertheless it is there and has been a stumbling-block
in the way of treatment. Patients with syphilis must be

looked upon as patients, and deserving of treatment, and
not as evil-doers deserving of punishment. It should be

tin duty of each one of us, lay and medical alike, to see that

any poor unfortunate one who appeals to us should be

given, not condemnation, but adequate treatment
;
and

our attitude, and the attitude of every Hospital in the

Kingdom, should be that of the (iicat I leak r Himself

First to cure, and then and only then- :

and sin no more."
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Discussion.

Dr. DOUGLAS WHITE : In making a few remarks,
the first thing I should like to do, as a visitor, is to

express my congratulations to you in regard to the senti-

ments that were conveyed by the able Chairman of your
International Executive, M. de Meuron. The principles
which he enunciated are principles which are not only
available for good in the countries where abolition has not

yet gained a place, but equally efficacious in countries

like our own, where we have no regulation of vice.

If you are to be congratulated on your Chairman,
the same is true of the speech made last evening by Mr.

Dawson, which showed that those principles are easily

applicable and readily accepted in this country in the

ordinary process of magisterial justice.

Now, I notice that your two days' discussion has been

divided up into the prevention of immorality and the

prevention of disease. I am glad that that has been

done ; it seems a very satisfactory method. First of all,

those two things are inextricably mixed up together

immorality and disease but, secondly, inasmuch as

these are discussions on two separate days, they indicate

two different points of view. We can approach this

thing, and attack it also, from two different points of view.

What I want to do is to get people to use their knowledge'
and influence to attack it from those two different points,

knowing that their ultimate objective is the same. It is

obvious to everybody that diminution of immorality
will produce diminution of disease. Perhaps it is not

equally self-evident, but I believe it is equally true,

that diminution of disease will produce diminution of

immorality. I have not heard this point suggested before

in this Conference, but I believe it to be undoubtedly true.

In saying this I do not mean only that when we set

out to cure a person afflicted with disease, we can in the

process of curing do something for his moral education-

try to help him, and turn him out of hospital a different
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man from what he came in. That i> happily true, but

thnv is more in it than that . 'I lie in- hat a woman
i- suffering from a disease "t tin- kind makes it in:

:ucly difficult, for JUT to ivtnrn to a lit'

< t . 11; - a moral as well a^

a physical disability ;
it is a chain which binds her 1

evil life. It iv the same with a man. 1 1 a maii is afflicted

with syphilis, and thinks lie cannot be cured, that will go a

raids leading him or driving him into what

the Prayer Hook calU
"

\\ retchle--m- of unclean living."

Thox- thm,^ make me teel justified in >ayin.u
r that,

not only will the diminution of immorality ensure a

diminution of disease, but that a diminution of disease

will ensure a diminution of immorality.
We have to break into this vicious circle at two

separate points ; the one 1 wish to emphasise is the cure

of disease. And I am following a good precedent ;
for

it was thepoint emphasised bythe Founder of Christianity
both in His teaching and in His action. He used to cure

disease to ensure the renewal of life. But that is not at

present the view of the charitable public. The charitable

public will not subscribe to the cure of these diseases.

That is at least the case in England, whatever it may
be abroad. There is the greatest difficulty in obtaining

subscriptions to the Lock Hospitals ;
their heavy

expenditure has to be mostly defrayed by the patients
themselves. The hospitals are not really supp-

by voluntary contributions.

Therefore, I want to remind you that the view I

put forward is not the view held by the charitable public.

Why do they not hold that view ? Simply because t hex-

hold that syphilis and gonorrhoea are a Divine retribution

for sin. But I say you cannot hold that view when
see the guilty frequently escape and the innocent suiter ;

not only innocent husbands and wives, and doctors and

nurses, but innocent children and unborn babes by the

thousand. That cannot be Divine justice. If that is to
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be the idea of Divine justice which we are asked to adopt,
we can only answer :

"
Shall not the Judge of all the

earth do right ?
"

(Hear, hear.)
If we are to attack this thing in a proper manner, it

seems to me there are only two ways to proceed. One is

to adopt what we have been preaching these two days

perfectly rightly free treatment. Some think that

there is already free and adequate treatment in this

country. I tell you frankly, it is not so. I tell you that

where treatment is free, it is not adequate ; and where
it is adequate, it is not free. You may think that is an

exaggeration. I do not wish to attack the hospitals ;

I am too much interested in the hospitals ; I have
worked in them

;
but I know that while we in the hospitals

try to do our best in regard to patients of this kind, as

well as others, yet there is not adequate jorganisation,

adequate treatment or adequate opportunity provided for

them in the hospitals ;
I think that is admitted on all

hands, and I rejoice to say it is on the way to be remedied.

We want to make a far greater possibility of free and

open treatment for everybody, and we want it without any
stigma attaching to the condition whatever. But if we
are to provide a large number of beds and out-patient

departments (and that is the thing to do), we must

accompany it by education of the public in the facts of

disease. By education I do not mean simply stuffing

a person with those facts. It is not only the intelligence

which has to be educated, but the will. In urging
education of the general public I wish to say that you
must teach those people, first of all, that they can be

continent, and that they should be continent, and that

incontinence is unnecessary. (Hear, hear.)

At the same time they must be taught that, if they
contract disease, they must come early for cure. I will

not elaborate that point further. But I wish to point
out that the cure of this disease in everybody infected

is in itself prevention, and consequently, in compassing
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the cure of any patient, \\v an- compassing to that extent

tin- prevention <>f disease. Such cure is not God-

forbidden ;
it is not at variance in any way with good

morals. \\V are all doctors and others working for

the one great end of improving the moral and physical

condition of our fellow bein

Mr. \V. LYON BLEASE : There was one qu<->tion

about which 1 wanted s,,inr medical opinion. It has

and may be still I do not know a fairly common

practice among medical men, and perhaps medical

women, when they are called to attend a wife suffering

from a venereal disease, to siippiv^ from her all knowl

of the nature of the disease from which she is suffering,

and the fact that she may have contracted it from in r

husband. Looking at that simply as a lawyer and a

private citizen, it appears to me an abominable breach

of duty to the patient. There may be some reasons

guiding medical opinion in a question like that, which

I have not come across. I should be very glad if I could

hear some statement from the medical people present as

to whether it is still a common practice ; and, il so, on

what grounds it is commonly justified ?

Dr. E. RIST : I happen to have discussed this

question which has been raised with Dr. Santoliquido

yesterday afternoon, and I was glad to see that lie had

arrived exactly at the same conclusion as myself. The

responsibility of the physician towards his patient b<

of course, with his diagnosis. He owes hi- patient a

correct diagnosis ;
and equally he owes his patient the

truth.

I do not think the practice to which allusion has just

been made is common in my country. I think it would
be quite the reverse of our medical way of thinking. As

I have said, the physician owes his patient the truth,

however serious, however appalling, the truth may be
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that is, so long as there is a hope of recovery. (I suppose
all my colleagues will agree with me that when a physician
is in the presence of a case of, say, hopeless cancer, it

would be the greatest sin against charity to tell the

patient the truth about his desperate situation ; but as

long as there is a hope of recovery the physician must

tell his patient the truth.) There is a way of telling the

truth which can soothe a great deal of the pain consequent
on the truth, but the truth must be told.

Some physicians, I believe, pursue the same practice
in regard to syphilis in women as has been pursued for

many years in regard to tuberculosis. It has been, in

a period not far removed from this, the custom to conceal

from patients the truth about their being tuberculous ;

the result being that the patients, not knowing the

truth, did not do what was necessary in order to get
cured.

The cure of tuberculosis is very difficult, very long
and wearing. It often lasts many years, and requires
from the sufferer a good deal of patience, energy and

self-sacrifice. How can you induce a patient to renounce

his profession, or give up his occupation, and go to a

sanatorium, where he will have to spend six months
a year, or even more, if you do not tell him the exact

reason why you ask him to do so ? If you give him false

reasons, either he will believe you or he will not believe

you. In either case you cannot make him follow such

a course of treatment without a good reason.

I think in the case of syphilis it is exactly the same

thing. We have come to the conclusion in the case of

tuberculosis that the first duty of the physician is to

tell the whole truth to the patient. I have never seen

a patient break down because I have told him the truth.

I have often been warned by relatives of families to this

effect : "If you find my son, or my wife or husband, is

tuberculous, do not tell him. It would cause him a

terrible shock, and he could not bear it." I always
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ivpiv to th. which are -till very nit-n

in. id :

"
l! th.it i- the case, I iiine the

patient. Wh.it 1 OWC th- patient la tin- truth, and then-

is no father or moth. -i or brother who can interfere in my
duty toward- my patient." Patiei;-

the truth, when it U told in humane word-, and \vh.-n .it

the .-IK! of the truth there is the hoi OVery they

V6 it with thanks and gp
I have -

seen that tin- knowledge of the truth has brought a great
amount of quirt into tin- mind oi a very anxious and
disturbed patient.

n.K syphilis in tin- case <f the wife, I think

the duty of the physician is exactly the same. Let us

take a case which I am sorry to say occurs very

commonly in practice. The wife of a man whom the

attendant knows to be syphilitic comes to his consulting

room, and he discovers that she also has syphilis. What
is he going to do ? He must give his diagnosis. One

might object that, if he gives his patient the diagnosis,
the patient will at once realise that the infection has

come from her husband. On that point, I would say
this. First of all, it is the wife who i> in yutir consulting

room; it is not the husband. Then tlu re are many
cases of undeserved syphilis, of syphilis which has not

been caught by sexual intercourse, but caught by
accidental ways of contagion. It is not at all necessary
for the physician to tell his woman patient that she lias

been contaminated by her husband. I think here there

is an opportunity for a little diplomacy, and if that

particular woman comes to the truth, and finds what

has happened and there is that possibility I think the

physician has nothing to do with it. Otherwise, tin-

duty of the physician is to tell the woman what she ha^.

If a woman does not know she is syphilitic, and at the

same time is directed to take courses of treatment which
are sometimes very disagreeable, and which require a

good deal of patience and self-sacrifice, she simply will
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not do it. How are you going to make her understand

that she is to submit to several courses of mercury, for

instance, if she does not know exactly the reason for it ?

Or, if she does, do you not think a great deal of distrust

will come into her life, because she finally will know the

truth ? And then, not only will she learn that she has

been contaminated, but she will at the same time learn

that her physician told her a lie, and she will lose all

confidence in the medical profession. (Cheers.)

Dr. S. G. MOORE expressed the opinion that there

was not sufficient correlation between the several charts

exhibited by Dr. Skinner to make them convincing.

The facts represented by these figures seemed to indicate

a very small incidence of these diseases in this country.

Dr. SKINNER, in reply to Dr. Moore's criticisms,

explained that the apparent differences lay in the fact

that the charts did not all represent the same section of

the population. As will be seen from a reference to the

charts, Diagrams I. and II. represent the total popula-
tion ;

III. represents the Home Army, and IV.

recruits the two latter, therefore, only accounting for

relatively small sections of the adult male population.
Dr. Skinner continued : I should like to reply to

Mr. Blease. He made a point about telling any particular

woman whether or not she was syphilised. He is correct

in thinking that for a very long time in this country
medical men have not told a woman when she was

syphilitic ;
but I am sure we are now telling them. At any

rate, in my own practice I do so in every case. It is diffi-

cult sometimes, particularly when as very often happens
a woman comes up suffering from syphilis she has un-

doubtedly contracted from her husband. In those cases the

medical man must be circumspect. But I think in every
case she should be told, as the danger of infection to other

people is very grave. The photographs I have exhibited

here are all of cases of syphilis contracted innocently.
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Dr. C. D. DRYSDALE said that he attended the

meeting in two capacities as a representative of the

Men's League for Women's Suffrage, and also as repre-

sent in^ the Malthusian League. He was glad to see so

many ladies present as he felt this was pre-eminently a

woman's question, since the effects of sexual irregularities

fell so seriously upon women. He congratulated the

Conference upon the undoubted success which had

attended the resistance to regulation, and he was glad
to see that women Suffragists were bringing the subject
of prostitution and disease to the public attention.

The Norwegian law which punished anyone who knowingly
communicated venereal disease to another was probably
the result of the enfranchisement of women, and was

certainly equitable.
The great point which all -humanitarian workers at

this subject had in view was, of course, the elimination of

venereal disease. Cure was all very well, and we ought
to be genuinely glad at the success which had attended

the new methods of treatment. Nothing short of the

elimination of prostitution, however, could be regarded
as satisfactory, and the great question was as to how
this was to be effected. Most reformers considered it

sufficient to preach continence in the unmarried. But

although continence in young people for some years after

puberty was in every way desirable, he did not believe

that prolonged sexual abstinence after maturity was
either practicable or desirable for the majority ;

and he

held most strongly that the only rational remedy for

prostitution was the encouragement of practically
universal early marriage in the early twenties. In the

ordinary way this was impracticable as it meant the

burden of large families, and the economic pressure
which made marriage impossible for many. But prac-

tically all educated married people* were now limiting
their families by hygienic devices ; and if we were to

openly recognise this as opening the door to the
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recommendation of universal early marriage, it would be

the greatest possible assistance towards the elimination of

prostitution and the establishment of a truly moral

regime.

M. HENRI MINOD : I should like to make a short

observation on the statistics. Dr. Skinner has pointed
out that we cannot rely absolutely on the death-rate

from venereal disease because doctors are inclined to

some dissimulation when a patient dies of a syphilitic

malady. This is quite true, but I wish to remark that

this does not affect* the direction of the descending curvr

on the chart. Thirty years ago, when the chart begins,

there was perhaps even more prejudice against these

diseases than there is to-day. In any case prejudice
has not increased, and it is probable that death certificates

are at least as frank now as they were then. There is,

therefore, good reason to believe that the diminution is,

if anything, greater than Dr. Skinner's chart shows.

Another fact tending in the same direction is that a

syphilitic origin is now recognised in a much larger

number of cases than formerly.

The CHAIRMAN : We must all regret that so little

time has been left for discussion of certain controversial

points which have been raised in the admirable papers
to which we have listened. I will only refer to one.

Dr. Skinner suggested that treatment by quacks should

be prohibited. In my opinion that proposal would be

inconsistent with the policy of
"

liberal prophylaxis
"

which Dr. Santoliquido has so eloquently advocated.

Moreover, I think it would be impossible to carry out.

I should like to ask Dr. Skinner how he would prevent
one man in the works treating another, as he told us that

they do.

We all want to discourage treatment by quacks : we
want sufferers to have the best possible treatment. Is
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then- any .-HPT or <juii
k< i : i indm ing p< ople to

uj) tli- ,
than 1 'inething

better, and convincing th-m that it /\ better? With
tin- i our di^pM-al. that ought not to be

difficult. I believe that if good treatment i- lively
'

will soon iv.

ially now that ^\ nipt mis < an 1. ;>idlv ivli

by Si tt. On tin- other hand, prohibition of nn-

anthoii^d treatment would be difficult to enforce, ami
would encourage concealment and extortion. \\V must

n .t be alraid of applying th- ])rincipl- "i freedom BVCB
in thi^ diii i tion.

I now turn to the ti'-in-ral Mibjt vt. It was announced
beforehand that this Confer n was to deal with Hygiene
and Morality. More than one speaker this afternoon

has pointed out the inseparable connection betw.- n tlhM-

two aims, which to many persons appeared incompatible
at the period when our Federation was founded. Those
who heard the Bishop of Winchester at our opening
meeting will remember how strongly he insists that

to-day the moralist and the hygienist are in accord as to

the broad lines of prevention. Yet I think he foresaw,

as we all must foresee, that in the campaign which is

about to be undertaken it is not unlikely that on some
details there will be an apparent divergence between

these two points of view. I noticed applause to-day
when the claim was made that Public Health should

over-ride every other consideration. Is that to be our

deliberate conclusion ?

For myself, I cannot believe that there is ultimately

any divergence between the teaching of true hygiene and
the teaching of true morality. If they seem to div

it is because there is something imperfect in our under-

standing of one or the other or possibly of both.

This maybe illustrated by looking back almost forty

years to the time when this Federation was founded.

At that period the current belief among medical nun
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was that venereal disease could and should be prevented

by the enforced diagnosis and treatment of a small

section of the persons affected. A contrary belief, which
was prevalent at the same period among many persons

claiming to be moralists has already been referred to

by Dr. White, namely, the idea that the best way to

discountenance immorality was to allow venereal disease

to flourish unchecked. To-day both these beliefs are

completely discredited among all those who have given

any serious study either to hygiene or to morals. The

progress of true thought has shown that the one is as

erroneous as the other, and that Josephine Butler was

right in denouncing both as wrong because, as she

declared, the one was unjust and the other unloving.

Therefore, if seeming divergences should again arise,

are we not justified in addressing to both parties the

vigorous words of Oliver Cromwell :

"
Gentlemen, by

the mercies of God, I beseech you to think it possible
that you may be mistaken." The more that hygienists
and moralists can learn from each other, the nearer they
will approach to the truth which both are seeking. If

there should be seeming conflict we of this Federation

must put morals first, but we shall know that the conflict

can be only temporary. As our scientific concepts and
our moral ideals approach completion all differences will

disappear.
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Thursday, June IStli.

SPECIAL Mi i UNO IN THE ALBERT HALL, PORTSMOUTH.

SOME CAUSES OF PROSTITUTION.

Speeches by

Dr. HELEN WILSON (Sheffield).

Sir VICTOR HORSLEY, M.D., F.R.S. (London).
Councillor MACTAVISH (Portsmouth).
Miss ALISON NEILANS (London).
Mr. W. LYON BLEASE, LL.B. (Liverpool).
Mr. JAMES BRONSON REYNOLDS (New York).

Chairman: REV. C. H. HAMILTON (PORTSMOUTH).

[Following upon the Conference held during the

earlier part of the week, a discussion on the Causes of

Prostitution, arranged by request of the Local Committee,
was held at the Albert Hall, Portsmouth, on Thursday
evening. Notices of the meeting were sent to municipal,

political, social, and philanthropic bodies, and to

magistrates, clergy, doctors, nurses and social workers.

There was a remarkable response, and a representative
audience of over a thousand persons, admitted by free

ticket, listened with the deepest interest to the speeches
and discussion. The meeting was significant because

it gave the lie to the old idea, that
"
prostitution always

has existed and always will exist/' and showed that

large numbers of people are willing to consider the

subject seriously from every side with a view to finding

remedies.]
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The CHAIRMAN : The subject of
" Some Causes of

Prostitution
"

is one which is bound to take us very close

up against one of the most dreadful features of our

civilisation. Prostitution is a ghastly sore in the body
social, and we who have any experience of it and I

imagine there are a good many of us who have experience
of the life that these poor girls live in earning their living
in this dreadful way know very well that their life is

intensely pathetic, intensely sad, and often utterly
wretched. That being so, I feel absolutely confident

that both the speakers and the audience will approach
this subject with very deep earnestness, and also with a

certain kind of awe and reverence.

I do not mean by that that the speakers will not

speak absolutely freely, absolutely clearly and absolutely

truthfully to you about what they know, because we want
that clear speaking ; we want it extremely badly ; but

at the same time we do, I think, want to treat such a

subject as this with very real earnestness, and very real

seriousness.

Then I want to say a word about the speakers.

Dr. Helen Wilson has been, perhaps, not particularly
well known to many of us until this week, but we have

heard her with immense appreciation in the Conference,

and we have been greatly helped by her level-headed

and clear utterances. We shall be delighted to hear

her to-night again.

Sir Victor Horsley we have all heard of, but I suppose

perhaps not very man}' of us have heard him speak.
We shall be very glad indeed, and proud, to have this

opportunity of hearing him to-night.

I will not speak to you of the other speakers until

their turn comes, but without more ado call upon Dr.

Helen Wilson to address us.
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Dr. HELEN WILSON : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and

(ientlemeii, I wish first, as Secretary of the British Branch,

to make ;m explanation about our Federation and about

tliis meeting. After that, I shall doff my Secretarial

character, and speak as an individual.

I beiii-ve a ijood many people are puzzled about the

objirt of th< I d -.ition, and think \\v have not really

attempted this week to ^ct to the root of the question of

prostitution. In a sense that is true.

The object of the Federation is not directly to

improve morality, nor even to make laws which will

promote morality. The primary object, with which it

was founded, was to remove those laws which enslave

part of the population. (Hear, hear.) The point may be

made clearer by an example taken from the case of negro

slavery. When negro slavery was abolished, that measure
did not of itself improve the economic or the moral

condition of the negroes ;
but it recognised them as free

men before the law, and thereby made it possible for

them to work out their own moral and economic

improvement.

Similarly the abolition of the C.D. Acts in England
was of enormous importance, because the nation thereby

recognised the individual freedom of all women before the

law. The Federation seeks to secure that freedom in

those countries where it is not yet recognised ;
in our own

country and others in the same position it endeavours

to maintain that freedom ; to do this it is necessary to

educate public opinion in the principle of
"
Liberty with.

Responsibility
"

for all men and all women. That is our

central object.

When we were arranging our meetings in Portsmouth,
we found that the Local Committee was extremely
desirous of hearing something about the economic relations

of prostitution. We agreed at their request to try to

find a speaker on that subject. The Federation recognises
the necessity of full discussion of every aspect of this
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terrible question, but it declines to take sides on any aspect
save that with which it is immediately concerned. What
it seeks is to abolish the laws which recognise prostitution
as an institution of the State. The Federation statutes

prohibit the expression of a corporate opinion on such

questions as that of the Causes of Prostitution, but they

encourage the fullest discussion.

An Inquiry.
So far I have spoken officially. My next remark is

only semi-official. When it was agreed that we should

find a speaker we approached successively a number of

people who are recognised authorities on questions of

women's work and wages. The answer from them all"

was the same : they all declined, saying,
" We know

about women's wages, but we have no evidence as to

the connection of wages with prostitution." I was

obliged reluctantly to undertake it myself, because I

appear to be the only person who has collected any
facts on the subject. Some four years ago, for a side

discussion of our International Federation, I was asked

to prepare a Paper on the view taken in England on

this subject. I had the assistance of a very able col-

league. We found many opinions as to how far the

low wages of women are a cause of prostitution in

England but no proof, no evidence.

Thereupon we set to work she did most of the work,

but I was in touch with it all the time and tried to collect

facts for ourselves. It is on those facts that I am going

Jo base my remarks to-night.

To begin with, I must explain that in the inquiry

to which I have referred, we only attempted to deal

with one-half of the question the woman's half. We did

not deal with the man's part. Prostitution is the sum
of these two halves. It is a commercial transaction.

That is what constitutes prostitution, as differentiated

from other immoral or irregular relations. In a trade,

you have always buyers as well as sellers, demand as well
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as supply. In our inquiry we have not attempted to

deal with the buyer the demand not because that side

is not equally important, but because to get statistics

we had to deal with one bit of the problem at a time.

We collected the life histories of between 600 and 700
of these poor women. They were collected from an

enormous variety of sources. Some were got from rescue

workers, some from Police Court missionaries, others from

magistrates, policemen, relieving officers, and officials of

workhouses. Some were got from the women them-

selves.

We got some of the histories from a man friend,

who went and stood drinks to a lot of these girls at a

rather fashionable resort in London, and got them to tell

him their stories. We got them from all sorts of sources,

and did our best to get them corroborated and sifted.

Many Complex Causes.

If anyone asks,
"
Are the low wages of women the

cause of prostitution," I am prepared to answer un-

hesitatingly, "No." If you ask,
"
Are they a cause," I

can say
"
Yes." If another asks,

"
Is not the frivolity

and vanity of girls a cause," my answer is
"
Yes."

"
Are

the conditions in factories a cause the conditions of work
as distinguished from wages ?

"
again I say

"
Yes."

I do not admit that there is any one thing which is

the cause of prostitution. There is an enormous number
of causes, among which economic conditions play a

certain part.

First of all I should like to direct your attention to

some of the other factors, in order that we may thereby
view the economic factor in a juster light.

The first table shows the ages at which girls go
wrong. In it we have attempted to differentiate between
the first lapse from virtue, and the adoption of the life

of a prostitute ; in most cases there is an interval of

months or years between these two events.
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TABLE I. AGE. Became

Age. First Lapse. Prostitute.

Under 16 76 . . 24
16 and 17 years . . . . 139 . . 103
18 and 19 years . . . . 92 . . 91
20 and 21 years . . . . 50 . . 55
Over 21 44 . . 68

401 . 341

Age unknown . . . . 429 . . 489

830 830
It will be observed that of those in whom the age

could be ascertained, more than half started on the wrong
path before they reached 18 years, that is, before they
were fitted for or should expect full social and economic

independence.
The next table shows the important part played by

bad homes or broken homes. It analyses 356 cases in

which the home conditions in childhood and girlhood
were known :

TABLE II. HOME CONDITIONS.

Good Homes . . 88

Institutional Upbringing . . . . . . 34
Bad Homes

Bad father . . . . . . 29
Bad mother . . . . . . 39
Drink 42
Other conditions . . . . 49

Lack of Home 159
No home when under 16 . . 15
No home, over 16 . . 33
Turned out . . . . . . 5

Ran away . . . . . . 22

75

356
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Only a quarter of the whole number had a normal

and sati^i.K tory home. In corroboration let me give

you a differcMit aeries of cases. I looked up the history

of 165 consecutive cases in an institution for fallen girls.

Most of them were not actual prostitutes, and the majority
were under eighteen years of age :

Mother dead . . . . . . . . 60

Mother bad . . . . . . . . 40

Father dead or worthless . . . . 81

It does not appear in how many of these cases both

parents were bad, but it is clear that a very small pro-

portion can have had a normal home with two good

parents.

These figures suggest that if we wish to lessen prosti-

tution, we should see to it that there is some better

guardianship of orphan girls, and of those who might be

described as
"
morally orphaned."

The third table comprises 669 cases of women who
became prostitutes and states the chief cause assigned

by the woman herself or by those who knew heY. I want

you clearly to understand that I do not claim any
scientific accuracy for these figures. The table only gives
the causes assigned by persons who are not very analytical
or scientific. To get at the true causes we should need

a much closer analysis ;
we should probably find in every

case more than one factor, and should often assign as the

more important something quite different from that

given here. The table is, however, interesting and

suggestive because it enumerates all the principal

causes, though probably not in their true proportion.
I have purposely omitted percentages, lest they
should give an impression of greater <. x.u titude than is

justified.
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TABLE III. CAUSES ASSIGNED.

Among 669 women who became prostitutes, the

causes assigned were as follows :

Economic Causes

Low wages 4

Unhappy in situation . . . . 6

Out of work 29
Husband out of work . . . . 4
Left widow . . 4
Child to keep (unmarried) . . . . 15
For gain, to buy sweets, &c. . . n
Laziness . . . . . . . . 12

Immoral conditions at work place . . 3
88

Compulsion

By husband or
"
paramour

"
. . 22

White slave victim . . . . . . 10

32
Home Conditions

Bad or demoralising home . . . . in
Lack of home (including those who

sought situations in London, those

who had run away, &c.) . . . . 57

Wives, deserted, divorced, or separated 17

185

Seduction, i.e., lost character, home or

employment . . . . . . . . . . 47
Grief or shock by death of husband, child,

&c 20

Drink 30
Wilful or Weak-willed 33

Vanity, love of pleasure . . . . . . . . 135
Sexual inclination . . . . . . . . . . 99
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In thi- clarification we have divided the
"
can

by hard and fast lines. You must n -member that thi>

i- not true to life. It i^ very ran-ly that one cause alone

poiiMblr for a woman's fall. For instance, as one

of the explanations \\ "Drink." Y 1 m \ou have

to couple that with other COHSefl ; a rich woman who drinks

i> iu some little danger, but not as much danger as a poor
woman who wants drink and has not the money to buy
it. Therefore, drink and poverty together may produce

^ult that neither would produce alone. Again, then-

is
"
Out of work," which has it> fleet chiefly when com-

bined with
" Lack of home." A girl who has a good

home behind her, if she is out of work for a few weeks,
can get along till better times come ;

but in the case of

the girl who has no family behind her, the tough time

comes almost as soon as she falls out of work
; there you

obviously have two causes acting together. In other

cases three, four or more conditions may all be at work
in one case. As to

"
Vanity, love of pleasure," are not

these specially likely to be found where the girl has bad

parents ? And who is most to blame in such a case ?

The Feeble-Minded.

I have not mentioned in this table the question of

mental deficiency, or feeble-mindedness. That is a very

important question, and there is a sense in which it is con-

nected with economic conditions. The feeble-minded girl

of the upper or middle classes does not get on the streets,

because she can be taken care of (unless indeed the feeble-

mindedness takes the form of a very unusual degree of

violence or rebellion). But a feeble-minded girl who is

expected to earn her own living is not fit, under any
condition of society, to earn a living wage, except in that

one way. The remedy for this is not economic : no one

would propose that the feeble-minded should receive

the wages of capable workwomen. The remedy is

to have them looked after and taken care of. (Hear,

hear.)
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I think I have said enough to show you what complex
questions we are dealing with, and how impossible it is

to isolate one cause from another. Now we are ready to

look more closely at the effects of low wages.

Low Wages.

In the first line of the table you will see that out of

these 669 girls who had become prostitutes, the number
who assigned their condition to low wages was only four.

I believe that fact will surprise some of you. But there

is much evidence of the same sort. A very similar

proportion was given in some figures collected in New
York.

When I was trying to find a speaker for this meeting,
I went to the Secretary of the Anti-Sweating League,
and asked him if he knew anybody who had worked on

the question at all, and he said
"
No, there is nobody."

He added,
"

I have talked to thousands of these sweated

workers, and I could count on the fingers of one hand
the women who told me that they had been driven on

to the streets from this cause."

I will tell you what the Secretary of the National

Vigilance Society says. He says it is an insult to the

working women of this country to say that the fear of

poverty, or even the severest pressure of poverty, will

make them sell their virtue, unless the scales are weighted

by some other condition.

Miss Clementina Black, who was unable to come to

this meeting, wrote me a few words, which I should like

to read to you. I think most of you know what a devoted

worker she is in the cause of women workers. She says :

"
Having never taken part in any special investiga-

tion of the facts in regard to the relation between under-

payment and prostitution, I do not feel that I know
those facts. But in the course of many years' work

among women wage-earners I have naturally come to an
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opinion, and it i- to the lollowin. 1 do no! beli, \v

that nnder-pavmeiit olt< n l-;nN diiv.tlv to prostitution.

On the contrarv, I bdi.-v that the imrneiisr majorr
working twirls will literally rather starve than sell th-m-

\-*>\\{ the dulness and monotony of life which

manv twirls h;t\v to ndure, and whi h K mainly, a i

of their povertv, does make them inclined to accept the

invitation^ of men to dine with them or ^> to places of

amusement, and this first step often leads them, not

directly into prostitution, but into that first loss of virtue

from which especially if a child is born arises not only

disgrace but great difficulty in getting honest emplo\-
ment. I am sure that the desire to support her infant

has led many a young woman, unwillingly, into prosti-

tution ; and I am firmly convinced that the best external

safeguards for working girls in large towns are such

agencies as girls' clubs where they have an opportunity
of passing their evenings in cheerful company and among
pleasant surroundings."

We are not here to discuss remedies. When we know
the causes they will suggest the remedies ;

but I should

like to say two things. The first is this. In so far as

wages are a factor it is not simply low wages but dis-

proportionate wages that cause the trouble. What is

regarded as a living wage for a man is intended to support
his wife and family, as well as himself. That is as it

should be. A man needs a home. He wants some

place to go to in the evenings, some comfort for his

leisure-time. His life cannot be all work ; he requires
some outlet for other parts of his nature. The living wage
is calculated on that basis.

But a girl's wages are calculated on the basis that

she only needs food, clothes and shelter ; there is nothing
left for anything else. It is supposed that she has a

home, and that when her day's work is done she should

sit by the fireside. But what if she has no fireside ?
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All Work and No Play.

Many people blame girls for vanity and love of

pleasure. Well, you know, it is natural and wholesome
for a young girl to be a little vain. It is natural and
wholesome for young men and young women to love

pleasure. (Hear, hear.) The young man can afford it.

He has got more money than he requires for his bodily
needs. He has as much as would be necessary to support
a wife and family. Therefore he can afford to pay for the

cinematograph, or the music hall, for his little jaunts,
or for buying books. He can indulge his tastes and so

compensate himself for the lack of a home, and give
himself some outlet. But the girl has not. (Hear,

hear.) If a girl wants to have just a little bit of pleasure,
of whatever kind, she has got to get a man to pay for her.

There may be no harm in it in some circumstances, but

it is often a pretty dangerous road to begin on, especially
if the bond at the beginning is only of a financial character.

I think we want to consider in reckoning a woman's

living wage whether we should not have regard to the

other part of her nature, and provide for something
besides her mere bread and butter necessities. (Applause.)

Secondly and this is my last point Miss Black

speaks of girls' clubs. I know myself what girls' clubs

can do for girls. People advocate early marriages !

Where I come from in the North, most of the marriages
are a good deal too early. I do not suppose anybody
advocates 18 as the proper age for boys or girls to

marry as so many do. We find that girls who join a

club rarely marry at 16 or 18 as their comrades do ;

they have something to do in the evenings and an interest

in life till they are 22 or 23, and then they make a sensible

choice of a young man. But they do not always get the

right young man to marry unless he has been in a boys'

club, or a Scout Troop, a good Bible Class, or something
which has given him also an interest in life. (Cheers.)
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Sir VICTOR HORSLEY, F.R.S., F.R.C.S., who was
received with applause, said : Mr. Chairman, Dr. Wilson,

Ladies and Gentlemen, doctors are supposed to disa

but I fully agree with all that has fallen from Dr. Wilson,

only that I would group the facts somewhat differently.

I mean, it is all a question of the interpretation of what
we understand by economics.

But let me come to the subject of the evening,

namely, the Causes of Prostitution. Prostitution is a

social disease, as our Chairman has said. It is a disease

which is very difficult to cure, and if we in medicine

have a disease which is difficult to cure, we always recog-

nise, as Dr. Wilson has told you, that the disease is not

due to one factor or cause only, but to several.

I am going to speak of causes which you might

perhaps have thought were not causes at all, but they
are. And let me say that anybody who tries to treat

a complex and difficult disease by treating only one

of its causes, is bound to fail, and this great Conference

which has been meeting here has done splendid work

by the demonstration of the failure of the abominable

C.D. Acts which involved this error.

It is exactly the same in medicine. If a quack tries

to cure cancer, he does not go to the root and extirpate it

by an operation ; he puts a strongly corrosive substance

on the surface, and only burns off a bit of the surface.

We have therefore to study all the social factors which

lead to prostitution, we have to stop it as well as we can,

and we can do a very great deal.

I must here enter a protest against the deliberate

neglect of this subject by some who call themselves

philanthropists, but who socially are reactionaries. They
talk about this subject being

"
disgraceful." Why ?

People similarly talk about its being disgraceful to be

poor ! We in London, at any rate, know that this

feeling has so brought it about that there is in London
a law for the poor man which is totally different from
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the law for the rich. (Applause.) But let us pass away
from that, though this is a subject of vital importance
to every one of us.

An Alleged Necessity.

Let me deal with one or two so-called popular errors

first. It is supposed by some that sexual intercourse

is necessary to health. Absolute nonsense ! How did

it arise ? It arose in a not unreasonable way after all,

like most popular errors, namely, that the maturity
of the individual is only arrived at when the sexual

organs are fully developed. People therefore connected

the two things together, maturity and strength, and

they supposed that exercise of the sexual function must
be necessary to health. We did not know fully until

a few years ago how utterly fallacious that was.

The sexual function is merely an external function

of the body, and all the organs of the body have a double

part to play, external and internal. Take the liver,

for instance ;
it is an organ which secretes bile to help

the digestion. But that is not the main function of the

liviT. People think it is, and they talk seriously about

biliousness, but the main function of the liver is to

oxidise and chemically alter substances brought to it

by the blood from the food, to arrange for their being
distributed and used all over the body. It is a great
chemical laboratory for a process going on inside us ;

and we are totally unconscious of it. We call that now
the internal function or secretion, and it is true of every

organ of the body. The reason that the sexual organs
contribute to our health is because they unconsciously
are all the time furnishing the nervous system with

something it requires. But that has nothing to do with

the sexual function. That is the first error I want to get
rid of.

Another popular error is that prostitution is one of

the things you must have ; that it has existed from time
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immemorial, .md Ifl due to a sn-r;dled natural instinct.

When anvbodv talks to me *s ;i ph\siolo;jiM about instinct

I know they want to prov.- a I >;id case, and tliis is about

the wni they could li;iv* ; th;it the

.aimal instincts'
1

all have a bad direction,

th.it a child's most natural in>tin< 1 \ample, |

soiurthing which dors not belong to it. I < mild

show you from ]>hy>i>ln^y, onl\- I havr not tin- tiin--,

that if our Chairman will excuse me contrary to the

sii^'rstions in the 39 Articles, \\v arc not by nature

inrlinrd to t-vil, but we are by nature' inclined to ^

That really is a fact it would take me a quarter of an

hour to demonstrate it but in studying tin- iunetions

of the nervous system you will find that peopl,- always

try to do the right thing, when you examine them

(psychologically), as, for instance, for rhangrs in the

power of sensory discrimination.

After all, this erroneous idea still remains, and was

actually brought before the Divorce Commission as a

.-II to suggest that sexual immorality must exist. I

am glad to say the Divorce Commission did not altogether

pt that, but it is a very universal popular fallacy.

Now I should like to quote to you in this respect,

betore I come to the first of what I consider to be the chief

factors in prostitution, something about this doctriiu ..[

original sin. People usually smile when you talk about

original sin, but the doctrine of original sin is quite- an

interesting subject. The great theologian of 150 \

Jonathan Edwards, wrote this on original sin :

"
It appears that man's nature is greatly

depraved by an apparent prom-ness to ai: :n-

stupidity and sottishncss in those things wherein his

duty and main interest are chiefly concerned."

That is a very excellent quotation for my pin p<se. because

1 want to say now that prostitution is to a large extent

due to drink, and to a very much larger extent than Dr.

Wilson's tables would seem to show.
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Drink.

I want to refer to drink as the first factor in prosti-

tution, because it is causally connected with all the others

that have been mentioned. A bad home ! What is a

bad home due to ? Well, from my experience as a

doctor, I should say that in a very large majority of

cases it is due to drink. (Hear, hear.) But do not let

us yet take the question of the home. Let us finish the

drink point first. This Conference is an opportunity for

the people of this country to make an open public protest

against the views of a member of the House of Lords on

thi> subject, Lord Mersey, who said that he thought

relatively little of occasional adultery by a man when
under tin- influence of drink. That is to say, he thought
that if a man prostituted himself, it was nothing to

speak of, if it were occasional. Un<l< r what circumstances

did he suppose this to happen ? List, n to his exact

words. He said :

" What I call accidental adultery, into which a

man falls when he is not sober or something of the

kind."

That is the way in which this subject was discussed by
a member of the House of Lords before the Divorce

Commission, and I want to protest against it here.

(Cheers.)

The words
"
not sober

"
are nevertheless perfectly

correct : it is drink which is the cause in the vast majority
of cases within my personal experience. But I am not

going to leave it there, because I want to make another

quotation from this same so-called Noble Lord. He
said this :

" A wise wife in my opinion shuts her eyes to

her husband's mistakes/' (Cries of
"
Shame.")

Yes, but it is even worse than that, because what was to

be the fate of the
"
wise

"
wife who made a

"
mistake

"
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It ? Sh- was to I" 1-anMi. (I iilt- i the

Ixulv pnliti< ;il and MH ial

And that i- !< tw< n man and woman !

\\V11. 1' t u> turn 1'n.m that man. Let u> turn t<> the

evul. 'imther man, tin- di fall d Judge of the

Divorce Court Mr. Justice Bargravi Deane, II- aid:

"
Immorality i- usually caii-ed by drink; not

ily by drinking to excess ;
I mean not

ing drunk but getting <

That is just it ! It is the small dose of alcohol which

just removes the natural control. (Hear, hear.)

\\V as medical men know this perfectly well, but the

only statistics I can offer you on the point are those of

Sweden, where a direct inquiry was made, and it was

proved that alcohol was the causal factor in 60 per cent, of

admitted cases. And if you consult our criminal statistics,

published by the Home Office, you will find that the

police proceeded against certain houses for harbouring
thieves, prostitutes and bad characters, and of 554 such

houses in 1909, 348 were drink shops.
Before I pass away from that, as I am referring to

the women's question as well as the men's, I should like

to express the wish that no woman e\vr had anything to

do with the drink trade. I wish we followed the example
of our Dominions, who will not have a barmaid. (Hear,

hear.) If we made so-called Englishwomen into n al

English citizens, then you would not have the well-known

scandals of the Liverpool and Manchester Watch
Committees.

How were those scandals put an end to this causa-

tion of prostitution, this association of drink with

prostitution ? Only by the voice of the outraged citizens !

well, then, let us follow that example. If drink is

a cause of prostitution, it is perfectly easy for the com-

munity to settle that matter at once by putting the

control of the drink trade into the hands of the people,
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women as well as men, by instituting local option.

(Hear, hear.) The people would very soon settle that

themselves, as you may see if you go to Ontario in Canada,
where 400 townships have now no drink shop at all.

Poverty and Wages.

Now let me come to the next cause poverty, and
differences of wealth. I think that is the next cause of

prostitution. The differences between poverty and

wealth, luxury and temptation, idleness and laziness,

have been referred to. Yes, but laziness is only imitation

in a great number of cases. If a poor struggling girl

sees somebody leading an idle and, to her, a pleasant lit.
,

getting money as it were for nothing, is it not a temptation
to her not to work, and to enter on a course of life the

end of which she does not know ?

The fact is that, by not talking about prostitution,

we hide from these unfortunate women their fate. What
becomes of them ? We medical men know, and it is a

most horrible fate. A few days ago I saw that the Home
Secretary was asked to give a return of the number of

women and young girls who had disappeared, as the

saying is
; and he said he could not do it accurately.

No, I suppose human life, especially a woman's life just

now, is not worth the attention of the Home Office.

(Hear, hear.)

As regards the question of work, I will not elaborate

the point, because Dr. Wilson has dealt with it so well,

but I do want to say a word about the monotony of

work. I always wish people had my work, on account

of its interest, its living interest
; and I wish they had

my wages too. They would enjoy life as much as I do,

even though one has frequently to work fourteen hours

a day.
But this wages question is fundamental. I maintain

it is absolutely fundamental. If you take the condition

of the home, it is not only the wage that the individual
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ejrl at in or 17 is raining ;
it is a qu< stion of how mm h

inoiirv OOOieS into th<- home. That i- th- question

you have to consider, and if then is only a small amount
..1 money coming into the home. th< home i- pi<

tioiiatelv less comfortable. Then-inn-, the wap-s qu
the I'ottom of it. (11 or, h ar.)

1 quit.- agree with Dr. \Vil-on that in this < mmtrv we
have not ,^nt the full facts, but I was in Norwav in

January, and in Christiania I obtained an introdii'

to tlu- Minister responsible for tin- national stati

Dr. R\i^. He has published a Paper on this

subject, and you will find there that prostitution am<

women depends directly upon the wages. As th

is low, so the prostitution rate is very high. Then

you have it proved statistically.

Then as to this question about morality in the

Army here, it comes to exactly the same position, because

the remarkable fall in venereal disease which interests us

medical men so enormously, the fall which began in 1904,*

directly coincides with the increased pay given to the

soldier, so that he could marry earlier. (Hear, hear.)

But that is not the end of the question. I cannot go
into it now at this time of night, but let me remind you
that the responsibility for the immorality, such as it is,

in the Army is really on the community ;
and if the

community choose to make men celibate, to aggregate
them in masses celibate, then it must pay for such

conditions, and must allow their marrying outside the

Army. (Hear, hear.)

* This fall marked in fact the arrest of the recrudescence of venereal
disease which had arisen in consequence of the Boer War and as has
always occurred in war time. It continued as part of the steady fall

which had commenced fifteen years earlier. V. H.

|
The admission rate for venereal diseases per 1,000 men, which

in 1885 was 271, fell steadily year by year till 1889, when it was 93.
For the next three years it rose (coincidentally with the return of

troops from the Boer War), and in 1903 it reached 125. Since then
t has again been steadily falling, and in 1912 was only 56. See Dr.
Skinner's paper on "

Combating Syphilis in the British Army
"

in
the complete Report of the Conference. EDITOR.]
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The question of the minimum wage is now con-

ceded in several forms of sweated work. Why has it

not been conceded universally ? What we have to do,

on this wages question, is to push on this reform.

The Land Question.
Now let me take a cause, which you may think

is not a cause I mean the land question. (Hear, hear.)

I am very glad to hear someone say
"
Hear, hear

"
;

that shows that we have a progressive audience here

to-night. I find enthusiasm is not roused on the land

question, as a rule, until one has been at it for at least

half an hour, and yet the land question is at the bottom

of all social evils, above all this one. You say
"
Why ?

"

My answer is, the condition of the home. You cannot

have a decent home in a slum. Very well ! Who is

responsible for that ? You will ultimately come back

to yourselves ;
it is because you have not taken an

interest in the land question. (Hear, hear.)

At the present moment it is recognised that the dis-

comforts of home drive girls on to the streets for amuse-

ment, and sometimes to prostitution. I have heard philan-

thropic people say over and over again,
"
Oh, that is

the fault of the girl's mother." The girl's mother !

Consider the life of a mother in a slum home. (Hear,

hear.) That mother is supposed to do everything.

According to our latest medical authority, in addition to

keeping the home clean, it apparently is her duty to

thrash the girls into a state of morality. (Laughter.)
It is no joke ! I am going to quote a speech made by
Sir Dyce Duckworth, a distinguished physician, only two

days ago, and reported as far as I can make out only
in one paper a drink trade paper, the

"
Morning Adver-

tiser." He is reported there in these terms : Immorality
was " due to the way boys and girls were taught in the

board schools." (Laughter.) I often hear this said,

and I am sure those interested in education must often

hear it ; at least, they will recognise the context. He
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\\vnt on: "When the cane was abolished, tln-y took

away Solomon's rod, and the iv>ult wa> tl were

MI tit -ring from and surround tl by a race of unwhi;

children." Yes, that is indeed early Victoriani-m run mad.

No, we are responsible for the fact that tin -i

five million peopleliving in slumsnow. Wea\ -ible

lor the spirit which enabled Lord Lansdowne to s;<

the House of Lords that back-to-back IIOIIM-S---which

have been condemned hundreds of times by the medical

profession had this immense advantage, that you could

more houses on to the same piece of ground.

(Laughter.) I know these things have almost a ludi'

side, but they also have a murderous side. Tin >< h-

are overcrowded, and overcrowding leads naturally to

immorality.
Look at the researches which are nowr

,
thank Heaven,

being made all over the country to stamp out tub*

losis. In Paddington it was found that hi the ordinary

course; of 632 patients who came to the dispensary, no

less than 453 slept in a bed with another member of the

family. That is bringing us back to the condition of the

workhouse in the glorious days of Protection in 1800

a hundred years ago when the poor people were put four

in a bed in the workhouses.

Can you expect anything but immorality, if you go
on with your present land system ? You cannot av< id

it. Therefore, some of you may say, it is unavoidable.

It is nothing of the kind. There are projects now Ivimv

the public for dealing with it. Let me have on- \

on that subject. One party suggests that the poor

ratepayer is to pay for rehousing the population in

any given town. That under our present abominable
< m of rating would mean that the ratepayer would

be sent to the workhouse, instead of the poor people
he was supposed to relieve. If you do not adopt a

rational system of taxation of land values, you will i

reach the solution of this problem the housing problem.
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Social Position of Women.

Very well ! Now let us turn to another cause, and
one which I feel is of the greatest importance, although

perhaps to some it may not appear of such material

influence as those I have been speaking about. The
cause I now refer to is the social position of women.

(Hear, hear.) I have already referred to the disgraceful
ideas of people on dual morality and that there should

be one moral code for men and another for women. But
who is responsible for the maintenance of this code this

dual morality ? Those who consider that a woman is

inferior to a man ! (Cheers.) If you start from this

position, then I say that breeds contempt, and that

contempt breeds immorality. These are the people who

say,
"
Oh, a man may sow his wild oats

"
; they say

that of a man, and it is the woman that reaps them.

They only say it because they consider that the women
of our country are inferior to the men. I therefore hold

anti-suffragism as responsible in a very large measure

for a continuance of this idea of degradation and of the

social evil, its direct result. (Cheers.)

And on this point, speaking just now of Norway,
I wish we could have Bjornson's plays acted in this

country in every town. It would bring a perception of

this subject into the minds of people in a way which they
do not dream of. There you have this question handled

with all the so-called necessary delicacy, and at the same

time with irresistible force irresistible because it

demonstrates the truth.

Education.

If you can get rid of this degraded idea of woman-

hood, you will make a great step forward ;
but how are

you to get rid of it ? People say by education. Education,

yes ; and I should like now to add a word on the education

of the child in sexual matters, because though I gave
evidence on this subject a little time ago before the

Venereal Diseases Commission, one cannot get reported
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. tly until the evidence is published, and mistaken

already prevail on the subj.

1 lu-re are some of us who have been working for

many years to get every child, boy and girl, taught in

the schools the elements of health and temperance

taught to know something about their bodies. Su< h

teaching need not be directly sexual. Yon begin with

nature study, through which it is perfectly p<ssil>

i a child the basis of the sexual function without in

the least exciting in that child's mind prurient curi'

and you thus destroy that curiosity. I wish all those hen-

knew the writings of Mrs. Nott Bower, who has the gift

of putting all this on a basis which I cannot pretend to

imitate. I can only speak of it from a scientific point of

, but scientifically it can be done. I see evidence

has actually been given to the Venereal Diseases Commis-

sion, saying that this cannot be done, but it is done by
teachers now.

May I take this a step further ? If a child goes on

from the elementary schools to the secondary schools,

and later leaves the secondary school at the age of puberty,
then the teacher can speak to him or her directly, so

that when he or she goes to the University they are

fitted to guard themselves against the dangers which

exist so largely in our Universities. Unfortunately, the

teachers at our Universities also have not admitted their

responsibility in this matter (hear, hear) neither on

the drink question nor on the sex question. We must

educate them, our teachers.

Co-operation of Men and Women.
Well, to conclude, what we want in this matter, and

what we have to fight for, is the national co-operation of

men and women equally. (Hear, hear.) We must carry
out a resolution which has been on the programme of one

Party in our body politic for years, namely, the Labour

Party. They have asked, again and again and again,
that the men and women of this country should be given
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the power to co-operate in this national movement ;

that they all should be given the vote (hear, hear) by
which alone work can be done. It is preposterous to say
that work of this sort can be done without political and

legislative action. It cannot be done without political

and legislative action. See to it, therefore, that you
carry out the object and work of this Conference, and if

this great meeting to-night works for the national co-

operation of the two sexes, then we shall defeat the causes

of prostitution. (Cheers.)

Mr. Councillor J. M. MACTAVISH : Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen, I am more than pleased that this

opportunity has been given to discuss the economic

aspect of this question, although I somewhat regret that

it has not been given a more important place on the

Agenda. During the Conference, many aspects of the

matter have been discussed, all of them important,
but none in my opinion so important as the economic

aspect, because all other phases are simply a reflex

of the economic. Therefore, in discussing these, you
have been discussing effects, and not first causes.

Prostitution is an economic act. It is a purchase
and a sale a business transaction. As such, therefore,

it is economic, and the disease that springs from it is also

economic. So long as men are men, and women are

women, there will be times when the seventh or eighth
Commandment for the moment I remember not which

will not be sufficient to stem the tide of human passion.
No set of economic circumstances will entirely prevent
those human outbursts. We may describe them as

immoral or sinful, but they are not prostitution. Prostitu-

tion is the selling of the use of the human body for material

gain. It is therefore, I repeat, an economic act, and
all economic acts are due to economic pressure, circum-

stances or desires.
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No woman, if slit- In- not mentally <lli<i<nt,

the profession because she likes it. (11 n.) She

nitei lusc it is the best available .it the moment.

In the words of
"
Mrs. Warren,"

"
if a woman wants to

keep IK IM If respectable, she must be pn -pan d to be good
to so in-- man who can afford to be good to li That i^

not right. It is wrong. But, right or wrong, we have

cont lived to organise society in such a way that wom-n
have got to attach themselves to some bread-winner, licit ly

or illicitly, or place themselves at a serious disadvantage.

Economic Conditions.

Women are much more chaste than men, and it is

good for the race that it is so. But at the same time they
have a perfectly legitimate desire for wholesome food,

clothes, decent surroundings, and a good time.

When those desires can be satisfied in a legitimate way,
then there is no temptation, but when they cannot,

when women are compelled to exist on 5s., 6s., 75., or

8s. per week, on less than it would take to keep them
in the workhouse, on far less than it would take to keep
them as slaves, when they are compelled to live in homes
not fit for pigs, where opportunities for decency and

privacy are entirely absent--under those conditions

the temptation to sell one's honour and have a good
time becomes very real indeed. (Applause.)

You have hundreds of thousands of Englishwomen

to-day who are being daily haunted by that temptation,

continuously weighing it up, continuously thrusting it

from them. But there is always a percentage' who

succumb, and that percentage represents the field from

which you recruit your white shr.

At the same time, freely intermixing with tin -e,

you get a great army of underpaid men, men whose wages
aiv not sufficient to mable them to build up homes or

t;et married. (Applause.) In this n>p< ct our Govern-

ment Departments are amongst the greatest sinners.

In the Army not more than from 4 to 4$ per cent, of tin
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rank and file are allowed to marry on the strength ;

and what marrying off the strength means I leave those

to tell you who have been through the bitter experience.
In the sister service, you have minimum rates of is. 8d.

and 2s. id. per day. When you have on the one hand
a great army of underpaid women, and on the other hand
a great army of underpaicj men, the one becomes a source

of continuous temptation to the other. (Hear, hear.)

Housing.

Very recently a Departmental Committee sub-

mitted a report as to the Housing Conditions in Dublin.

This is what they tell us. The total working-class popula-
tion of Dublin is 194,250. Out of those, 118,000 liv< in

tenements. These tenements were originally private
houses. They have become old and dilapidated. They
have fallen into the hands of the property knackers,

who have made no attempt to repair them or adapt them
to the new needs. They have let them to the working

j) pie of Dublin. Each tenement has a common door

;md narrow staircase, one tap, and one water-closet.

To enable you to understand what that means, let me

explain that these are 7 and 8-roomed tenements, and

for -the most part are occupied by families who can

only tenant one room. In one which the Committee

visited they found as many as 89 human beings. In

another there were 74 ;
in another, 73. Those tenements

have one closet for both sexes, and accessible to the

street. That means that, so far as the women and girls

are concerned, there is absolutely no lavatory accommo-

dation. The backs and roofs are decayed, the floors

and woodwork are rotten. Altogether there are 2,288

of those tenements which are on the verge of being unfit

for human use, and yet there are 10/^96 families, con-

sisting of 37,552 Christians, who have to live in them !

Again, there are 1,518 described as absolutely unfit,

and yet there are 6,831 families, consisting of 22,701

-persons, living in them.
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Altogether, there .are living in those trnrnn-nt-. 25,822

families, of which 20,108 famili. -, av i.tvin^ MX 1,

family, liveinone-roomedhomes, whereth lavatory

mmodation, and tin- buildings are old and rotten.

Why is it that the working people of Dublin are

compelled to live under such conditions ? Partly because

the owners of property control the health authority, but

more 1

(specially because of low wages. In 5,604 of those

t miilies the wage is 155. per week
;

in 9,000 the wa
from 155. to 2os. per week. Is it not obvious, I would

;i>k Dr. Wilson, that when you compel women and twirls

to live under conditions in which the food and the clothes

must be of the meagrest and coarsest character, and
where there is no opportunity for privacy and decency,
YOU are straining their moral stamina to breaking point ?

Putting it bluntly, if those women and girls are

compelled to live under conditions a little lower than the

animals, knowing that there is no escape, why should

they practise moral restraint ? Why should they not be

content to live the life of the beast, cultivate the habits

of the beast, and kill the pain by destroying the conscious-

ness or sense of shame ?

I have given these facts from Dublin simply because

the Report is the most recent available. But you will

get the same housing conditions and the same wage
conditions in every large industrial town in the world.

(Hear, hear.) Jane Addams, of Chicago, gives a great deal

of interesting information on this question, and she says
that prostitutes are almost entirely recruited from the

working classes. Why ? Let me ask Dr. Wilson. Why
is it they are not recruited from the families of the

millionaires and the Dukes ? (Hear, hear.) If economic

pressure has nothing to do with the cause, why is it ?

Dr. WILSON : I did not say that.

Mr. MACTAVISH : I beg your pardon ! I have gone
too far. I meant to say, if economic pressure is not
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the dominating factor in the case. Jane Addams gives
us the replies which some of these girls gave to her, as to

why they took to the profession. Let me repeat some
of them to you.

"
I was too tired to care."

"
I was too

tired to know what I was doing."
"

I was dog tired,

and went with him."
"

I could not make both ends

meet."
"

I was accustomed to have nice things about

me."
"

I was out of work and had not saved money."
"I fell sick and got behind." Those are some of the reasons

every one of them economic, due to economic pressure.

Weariness.
These girls did not deliberately take to the profession.

They yielded to the temptation in a moment of dis-

couragement and utter weariness. (Hear, hear.) Low
wages, bad conditions, lack of brightness in their lives

those things well up a great flood of self-pity which

overwhelms the walls that previously held them, and

they sacrifice their sense of decency and clean living

which it took generations to build up.
It is entirely economic ! Establish a national

minimum of wages, hours of work, housing conditions

and education ; in brief, a minimum of all those things
which are essential to decent human existence and the

development of human character (hear, hear) and
then you will begin to grapple with the problem.

One word more, and I am done. Men may discuss

this problem, and in doing so help to create a more

intelligent interest in it, but they will not solve it. It is

women who are going to solve it. But men can help
them by helping to secure for them an economic

independence independence, free from men. (Cheers.)

When they have won that, they will gradually develop
a moral standard which men, willy-nilly, will have to

live up to. (Cheers.) Meantime, my friends, they are

economically dependent on us, and so they have to live

down to our morality, which only too often is but little

removed from the beasts. (Applause.)
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Miss A. NEILANS : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and

Gentlemen, I wished to say a few words <>n tin- economic

problem, because I have had in the course of my own
rience, and in investigation, some opportunities of

studying it.

I am glad to find I have not to disagree very much
with Mr. Mactavish. I had expected that perhaps In-

would take rather a narrow line, that prostitution was
a matter of wages only, and I was delighted to find that

he took a far broader view, dealing with the effects of

long hours, monotony of work, bad housing, bad education,
and the demand from the men's side.

The only reason, therefore, that I wish to interv< ne

in the discussion at all is that, neither from Labour nor

Suffrage platforms have I ever heard what I consider

sufficient stress laid on the responsibility of the individual

man and woman. "
Liberty with Responsibility

"
is the

key-note of this Federation, and it is that aspect of the

question one wants to stress.

I do not altogether agree with Mr. Mactavish that

the remedy for prostitution is more in the hands of

women than men. We women always seem to get the

dirty work of the world to do, and I sometimes wish men
would look after their own share themselves, and not

ask us to save their souls. (Laughter.) We have enough
to do to save our own ! Every investigator of this

problem, every real and serious investigator, has to

admit that a large amount of the demand for prostitutes

comes, not from men who are too poor to marry, but

from married men. Havelock Ellis even says that the

majority of the men who frequent prostitutes are married

men, so that in so far as this is true it is not a question
of economic pressure but of lack of moral backbone.

Then, speaking as a woman worker, 1 do not think that

the working classes, either men or women, ran wholly

acquit themselves of blame in this matter, and I am
always sorry when I hear the blame laid entirely on the
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capitalist system. The capitalist system has already so

much evil for which it must bear responsibility that we
need not add to it those things for which we are our-

selves to blame. Most certainly there should be a

reasonable minimum wage for all men and women
workers, there should be abolition of the perfectly dis-

graceful housing conditions which we know to prevail,

and a better chance of a decent life for our hoys and girls,

but when we have put everything we can on the capitalist

we men and women still have to answer for our own
actions. (Hear, hear.)

Individual Responsibility.

If we read the result of investigations in New York,

Chicago and Minneapolis, we find that scores of brothels

in those cities are frequented by working men who pay
fifty cents. That shows the class of trade done there.

I think when we have said all we can to defend the

perhaps pardonable weakness, under our bad economic

conditions, of men and women, we must still remember
that unless we hold up the standard of the responsibility
of the individual we tend to weaken his powers of resist-

ance to temptation by condoning his irresponsibility.

I do not want to talk about men because men have
their own point of view, and as a woman I am not qualified

to speak for them, but with regard to women. When I

know that many women think nothing of a man fre-

quenting prostitutes
"
on account of his health

"
and

yet would scorn that man if he attempted such a thing
with a woman of his own class when I know that,

I say we women have not realised our personal responsi-

bility to the community in the matter of immorality.
The whole education of women helps to give us a wrong
point of view ; we look to men to keep us and pay for

all our pleasures. This makes us parasitical and I think

the very best direction in which, as far as women are

concerned, we can help to reduce immorality is to determine
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that the pleasure^ we want we will tarn for ourselves.

II \\v cannot earn eiiou-h l.r mir pl< mu-t

li.-ni. A writer in the "Clarion" -"ine tune

de!<nded ^irls who res., it to pr.^titutimi on tin:

ground that a t^irl w;mts week-emU .1
'

-u and pretty
clothe^. \\'ell. 50 do I perhaps, and ym al><>, but if we,

eannot afford Mich tiling it would be better for us to

cultivate a tnu-i it \a 1

to forego the week-end> than to know we had aco

tliein at the price of our own M-lf-n-spect and had lielped

to lower the whole standard of decent independent
womanhood by doing so.

Then with regard to men and their economic dimcul-

ties. Let me appeal to you in this way do not excuse

yourself on the ground of economic conditions unless

your moral failure really is due to economic conditions,

unless you can quite honestly look into your heart and,

realising your share in the problem of prostitution, can

nevertheless say it was impossible for you to have done

otherwise that it was entirely due to outside conditions

and not at all to your own weak will.

To accept full responsibility for all we do and to

give up legitimate pleasure because we cannot afford it is

a hard doctrine for all of us
;

I can speak feelingly, as I

have worked and earned my living for a good many years,
and at one time had to live in London on ten shillings a

week with which to get everything, so when I say we
must forego pleasures we cannot afford it is not because

I do not know what foregoing pleasure means. Still, if wo

honestly want to reduce immorality, every man and
woman must take their stand ultimately on the personal

responsibility of the individual to the rest of the com-

munity. (Hear, hear.)
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Mr. W. LYON BLEASE : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and

Gentlemen, I want to say a very few words upon a point
which Miss Neilans has emphasised, and perhaps more

forcibly and eloquently than I can myself, but I can

speak from the young men's point of view
;

on the

question of the personal responsibility oi the man who

expresses part of the demand for the supply of

prostitution. I want to say a few words also upon
the double standard of morality, to which we have

had reference.

There are some cases of men indulging in vice which

seem to me, I will not say excusable I should lay down
no general rules about wrong acts being excusable ;

it is only in particular cases they could be excusable

but cases which call perhaps rather for sympathy than

violent condemnation, because of the economic pressure,

quite apart from housing conditions, which rests upon a

man.
You get very frequently men who are paid a wage

which does not enable them to marry, and you very often

get those men earning their living under conditions of

great loneliness and solitude in towns where they have no

friends, away from their own homes, and where they have

no real ground on which to set their feet ;
and you do

get those people, in moments of desperation and loneliness

and want of pleasure, just the same as the women,

indulging in vice.

I should like to say something in mitigation of the

censure which some women are inclined to pass on the

men who provide some of the demand for prostitution.

There are unfortunate men, as well as unfortunate women,
and while my opinions on the general question are not

in the least wanting in warmth and strength of con-

demnation, there are these melancholy cases of lonely

and homeless young men, which seem to me to call for

sympathy.
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The Double Standard.

I \v.mt t<> dr;il particularly with tlir qur-tion of the

double standard <>t morality, and hrrr ai^ain I think some

wmiirn d<> not fully a< kn< that probably the

standard oi p<ix.nal chastity amon- youn^' men is

'ily riMii^. In thr tm \ < have been an

indfjx-ndriit piTsnn in a lar-r t>wn. I < an certainly
; hat thr -vnrral standard of conduct amoni: younq-

-sional and commercial men has improved; but

tlirn- is -till prevailing among quite a large section that

abominable and brutal idea that a man can do very much
as lie pleases, while a woman can do nothing except
what a man will allow her to do.

When we consider the causes of prostitution, it senn>

to me that the atmosphere in which young men are

brought up I do not mean the home atmosphere,
but the atmosphere of the Universities, and the pro-

fessions, and the commercial organisation with which

they are associated the atmosphere in which they are

brought up and live their lives, is one of the most potent
causes ; and part of the atmosphere is this vicious

double standard of morality. It is the personal responsi-

bility of every man, not only for his own treatment of

women, but for the treatment of the men who treat

women in accordance with the double standard, that

I should like to stress.

There are plenty of men who mix fairly in-rly with

men whom they know to be selfish, and accustomed in

their relations with women to use women for their

pl- a>nre, with less care for their welfare than they would
b.-s/tow on their horse or dog. Those men sometime^

rrinse to introduce their vicious companions into their

own homes
; they will not introduce them to their v

or sisters. I do not think that is sufficient expression of

disapproval. That sort of man does not wain your wife

or your sister
; he wants the unhappy woman he can

purchase in the street
;
and greater insistm v on decency
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of conduct and honourable treatment of women in his

personal companions is a service which every man can

render, but which a great many men who can render it

do not render at the present time.

I should like to urge upon everybody who comes in

contact with young men that they should insist on that

requirement of decency and honourable conduct in their

companions, and not merely decent and honourable

conduct in the young men themselves. That is rnilly

the only point I intended to make, because I do not profess
to come here with any intention of making an important

speech. All the speeches which have been already made
are so much in harmony with my ideas that I have little

to add.

'Women's Suffrage.

May I say this ? Sir Victor Horsley referred to the

question of woman suffrage. Mr. Lewis Harcourt once

made a speech, in which he said that, once you enfran-

chised women, it would no longer be possible for you to

exclude them from certain privileges and appointments,
which he mentioned, by a mere acknowledgment of tlu-ir

sex, and you would have to go on to prove their incapa-

city ; and he obviously treated disfranchisement of

women as a convenient way of excluding them from

professions and appointments for which he thought them
unfit. It was sufficient that they should belong to the

inferior political class.

Do you not see how that comparatively decent

selfishness in him, aiming at the exclusion of women
from professions in which he is interested perhaps, is

translated in the mind of a man of inferior and perhaps
unco-ordinated character, whose impulses are still running
riot within him ? Do you not see how that is translated

into the abuse of women ? There is always some fact

which, at the last moment, induces a man to refuse to

give way to temptation, and if he is accustomed to regard
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a woman us equal to him elf I befieve that will 1

tin- mo>t potent inMi mil' -nt- t< piweiit him from

indul^im; hi- OW1

Th CHAIRMAN intimated that there was only time

for one more speech. Miss Wakefield* waived her

turn, and Mr. JAMES BRONSON REYNOLDS was called on.

He said that the statistics given by Dr. \Vil><>n

substantially agreed with those obtained by two careful

investigations in New York.

During the time that he acted as Prosecuting

Attorney for New York County, he gave special attention

to this question and ended with a higher respect for woman-
hood than when he began. In the great majority of the

cases he investigated he found that the woman had
been led into prostitution by some man who

.
took

advantage of one of the better elements in her character.

He appealed to the men present to raise the standard of

thought and conduct among men.

The CHAIRMAN : I am very sorry that, owing to the

time, it will not be possible to call on anybody else, e.v

Dr. Wilson, who wishes to say a word in reply to what has

been said. Sir Victor Horsley does not want to reply.

Dr. HELEN WILSON : I shall not keep you more than

half a minute. I know that the things of which I spoke
are conditions

;
but they are not causes. Whatever

may be the causes of prostitution, there is only one eause

that will ultimately produce a better state of tiling ami

reduce prostitution. That one cause is character

character in men and women of every da v station

and every social or financial position. (Hear, hear.)

* See pp. 280 and 281.
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The CHAIRMAN : There is no vote of thanks to be

moved, but I am sure irom the splendid attention

you have paid to the speakers that every one of you has

enjoyed this meeting tremendously. Every one of the

speakers has given us something to remember, and some-

thing to help us, and we shall go forth, I am certain, from

this meeting encouraged to do more than we have done

in the past, and I, in your name, thank all the speakers

very heartily indeed. (Loud and prolonged cheers.)

(The meeting then terminated.)

ADDENDUM.

Unmarried Mothers.

Miss F. J. WAKEFIKLD would have spoken as follows had time

permitted :

Many reasons have been assigned this evening as contributory
causes for prostitution, but an important one has been overlooked.
I refer to the girl-mother. An experienced rescue-worker gave it as
her opinion that if every girl received material and moral help at the
time of her first trouble, it would eliminate a very large proportion of

the girls on the streets. My own experience as an investigator is

confirming me in this view.
It needs but little imagination to picture the plight of a young

girl abandoned by the man to whom she has given herself and whom,
in many instances, she has really loved and has trusted to marry her.

Terrified and ashamed, she conceals her condition (unless she has already
left home in expectation of marriage), and when concealment is no

longer possible, runs away from home to hide her shame and to

escape the severity she dreads, or (and this is no rare occurrence)
is turned out of her home, with or without a small sum of money.
Heart-broken, ashamed, frightened at the unaccustomed loneliness

and the unknown future, suffering from the physical disability of her

condition, is it any wonder that the girl's mind is not in a state to
reason or act calmly, even if the pressing need for daily food and
shelter were not upon her ? In her search for work, in the lodging-
house or work-house, she soon meets others who have been through a
similar experience, or whose interest it is to baulk her in her attempts
to make a decent livelihood. Mr. Bronson Reynolds says that in his

experience in connection with New York, he found it to be invariably
the case, that, once a girl was down, there never failed those who
would try to persuade her that her ruin was irretrievable, and who
would surround her with a mental atmosphere which made it practically

impossible for the girl to believe that she could ever extricate herself
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from her
j

: \\ith .
. uniless

.liter oiten lon.u betore tin- birth ot her child, \\itli tempt*
i and and with the constant dt-inand ol M:

tlu-ir p. ial impulses- how is an in< d girl
iixuin^tance conspin-s to push hei lorward

a path oi '

forget the look or the long-draun "( of a
refined, gentle-looking girl, as she turned from tune to time from the
man who had bought her for the ni^ht, t<

whether she would rather
"

live straight
"
than (ontini:

M! to tell how she was saving up to go to An
at the earliest opportunity to earn a decent livelihood tin :

^possible to give up the life here at once
"

for what tould I

earn to keep us both ?
"

\Ve have been told this evening by a ma:
of bringing about a better state of morality is wom< This
is a great tribute to our character and influence, but it

a wrongful devolution on women of a responsibility that should be
borne in common. If I am not mistaken, the bringing about, in

the future, of the total non-existence of the girl-motrui
peculiarly, men's work, and it would be well if they would lay it to
heart. The demand for the prostitute-class comes from men ;

it is

nearly always they who tempt the innocent girl in the first instance,
and when a girl is turned out of her home, with but few exceptions,
it is the father who does so. His wounded pride is of j^:

importance to him than the fate of his child, and but rarely does he
seek to punish the real offender.

Another responsibility is peculiarly a man's. There are many
men who, while they have a code of honour which prevents them from

seducing a girl, have no compunction whatever in making use of one
who has already yielded to another man, or of passing her on to others.

Once she is down, they consider her their lawful prey. And yet these
same men, as sportsmen, would not take a sitting shot ; or as boxers,
would scorn to hit a man when he is down. But when it is the case of a
fallen, helpless girl, with the whole world against her, they, with no
consciousness of baseness or injustice, think it no shame to dr.

further in the mire and render her recovery more difficult.

Let men face these things squarely and admonish each other,
before they so generously hand over the whole task of raising the moral
standard to women.
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APPENDIX I.

ON MEASURES ADOPTED BY THE ITALIAN
GOVERNMENT TO CHECK VENEREAL

DISEASE.

A Report prepared by DR. A. LUTRARIO, Director-

General of Hygiene, and presented by DR. SANTO-

LIQUIDO, President of the Permanent Committ
the International Office of Public Hygiene, to the

Conference of the International Abolitionist Fcdi ra-

tion at Portsmouth, June I5th i8th, 1914.

[NOTE. In publishing this record of the present
condition of things in Italy, the Federation desire s to

point out that there are two fundamentally different

systems, working side by side. One to which tilt-

Federation accords the most sympathetic attention is

a system of medical relief for all, free from compulsory
or penal conditions. The other is an organisation of

prostitution by public authority, in an attempt to

guarantee its safety : this is the system which the

Federation was formed to oppose, and to which it main-

tains an uncompromising opposition, even when, as in

Italy, some of its worst features are modified.

The full paper is printed in French. A summary in

English of the more important parts is printed on pages

320-328.]

COMMUNICATION DE M. LE DOCTEUR LUTRARIO,
Directeur General de la Sante Publique

(Italic.)

Reponse au questionnaire concernant ks mcsures

prophylactiques centre la diffusion des maladies

ve"neriennes=
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i^re QUESTION.

Quelles sont les dispositions legates et reglementaires

qui, d'une maniere generate, ont etc prises en vue de la pro-

phylaxie et du traitement des maladies venMennes ?

Les points principaux sur lesquels est basee la

prophylaxie des maladies vneriennes sont les suivants :

Centralisation du service de prophylaxie veneYienne entre

les mains des monies organes (les communes) qui, en

vertu des principes sur lesquels s'appuie toute la legis-

lation sanitaire italienne, ont charge de 1'assistance

sanitaire. Action complementaire de 1'fitat seulement en

ce qui concerne 1'application des moyens de prophylaxie

spe*ciaux et particulierement en ce qui concerne le traite-

ment ambulatoire, au moyen de dispensaires pour ve"n-

riens, et le traitement dans les hopitaux, au moyen de

salles pour v6n6riens, moyens qui, e"tant employe's a

I'egard de tous les malades, sans tenir compte de leur

etat d'indigence ne peuvent donner lieu a un recours,

a la responsabilite pecuniaire des Communes.

Les articles de la loi sur la matiere sont transcrits

ci-apres :

Definition des maladies veneriennes.

(Article 136. Texte unique de la Loi sanitaire du ier

Aout 1907.)

"
Les maladies veneriennes auxquelles sont applic-

ables les mesures de prophylaxie publique, comprennent :

"
a) la blennorrhagie,

"
b) Tulcere simple contagieuse,

"
c] Tinfection syphilitique.

" En sont exclues les manifestations non contagieuses

de ces memes maladies."
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J.c />i'o/>/iyla.\if cuntrc les maladies rcncricnnes

considerees dans tons les modes de diffusion.

i. ASSISTANCE MEDICALE GRATUITE.

(Articles 137, 138 & 139 du Texte unique de la

Loi Sanitaire du i er Aout, 1907.)

Article 137.

" La prophylaxie publique des maladies

est assuree :

"
a) par I'assistance medico-chirurgicale gratuite pour

les indigents et par la distribution gratuite des medica-

ments aux indigents par application des articles 24 & 36
du texte unique de la loi sanitaire du ier Aout 1907.

"
b) par 1'institution de dispensaires speciaux dans

les localites ou le besoin en est reconnu.
"

c] par le traitement des personnes des deux sexes

atteintes de manifestations contagieuses veneriennts,

dans les cliniques syphilographiques et dans les hopitaux

generaux."
Article 138.

" En execution de 1'alinea a) de 1'article precedent,
le traitement gratuit des maladies veneriennes fait paitu
de 1'assistance sanitaire medico-chirurgicale gratuite et

de la fourniture gratuite des medicaments a charge des

communes ou des ceuvres charitables qui en ont 1'obliga-

tion, au meme titre et dans les memes termes que pour
toutes les autres maladies."

Article 139.
"
Les medecins des hopitaux dont les rglements ne

permettent pas de recevoir les malades att<int> de

maladies veneriennes, s'ils ont la charge de donner di >

consultations aux malades du dehors, ne pourront
exclure de ces consultations ceux atteints de

maladies."
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2. TRAITEMENT DANS DES DISPENSAIRES.

(Articles 140, 141, 142 & 143 du Texte unique de
la Loi sanitaire du ier Aout 1907.)

Article 140.

" Dans les villes dont la population est superieure a

40,000 habitants, 1'assistance gratuite visee aux articles

138 & 139, devra etre completee par les soins de la

commune, par 1'institution de dispensaires destines aux

veneYiens, diriges par des personnes competentes dans la

spe'cialite'.
" Le nombre de dispensaires dans chaque commune

sera determine par une convention entre la Commune
et le Ministere de 1'Interieur, ou de*faut de convention,

d'office, par arrete* du Ministere de rinte*rieur, apres avis

pre*alable, dans ce dernier cas, du Conseil Provincial de

Sante* et du Conseil d'Etat.
" Le Ministdre de 1'Interieur contribuera aux frais de

fonctionnement de chaque dispensaire au moyen d'une

subvention annuelle permanente, qui sera prelevee sur

les fonds speciaux inscrits a cet effet au budget du

Ministere, en tenant compte de la situation financiere de

la Commune et de la diffusion des maladies veneriennes."

Article 141.

" Meme les Communes ayant une population
inferieure a 40,000 habitants, dans lesquelles des dispen-
saires pour veneriens auront ete crees, pourront avoir

droit au concours de 1'Etat dans ces frais, en execution de

1'article qui precede, et la mesure dans laquelle la sub-

vention leur sera allouee, fera 1'objet d'accords speciaux
entre le Ministere de 1'Interieur et les Communes.

"
Toutefois dans ces Communes memes, la creation

de dispensaires ne pourra etre rendue obligatoire que,

lorsqu'en raison de circonstances locales speciales ou
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roiiMdrrable des maladies vein'rimiu-s, la

-it- s'en sera fait sentir. La declaration dr cette

obligation sera faite par arrete du Ministere de I'lnterieur,

le Conseil communal, le Conseil provincial sanitaiiv, le

Conseil superieur de sante, et le Conseil d'Etat prealable-
mi-nt entendus."

Article 142.
"
Outre les dispensaires dont il est parle* dans les

article^ 140 & 141 qui precedent, dans les villes ou
il existe des cliniques syphilographiques, le fonctionne-

ment d'autres dispensaires pourra etre conne* a ces

e*tablissements, soit par la municipality, soit par le

Ministere de 1'Interieur directement, avec allocation

d'une subvention annuelle a determiner suivant une
entente a cet effet."

Article 143.
"
Les medecins attaches aux dispensaires pour

veneriens devront donner leurs soins indistinctement

a tous les individus atteints de maladies veneriennes,

qui se pr6senteront a cet effet an dispensaire.
"
Les traitements effectue"s au dispensaire seront

gratuits indistinctement pour tous les malades."

3. TRAITEMENT DANS LES HOPITAUX.

(Articles 145 & 146 du Texte unique de la Loi sani-

taire du i
er Aout 1907.)

Article 145.

"
Les individus de Tun et de 1'autre sexe atteints de

maladies veneriennes pourront e"galrivu -nt etre admis

dans les salles de veneriens ^tablies dan> h-> hopitaiix

generaux ou ordinaires ou dans Us etablissi-mcnts hos-

pitallers speciaux, la ou il en existera.

"
Les frais d'hospitalisation dc* ct-s malades sin-nt

a la charge de 1'Etat et seront support^ par le budget
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du Ministre de rinte*rieur, sauf s'il s'agit seulement

d'e*tablissements hospitallers ayant pour objet ou parmi
leurs objets le traitement des maladies ve'ne'riennes ;

auquel cas on observera, en ce qui concerne la charge
des frais, les regies spe*ciales contenues dans les statuts

et r&glements de ces e*tablissements, en ce qui concerne

les individus hospitalises."

Article 146.
"
L'e*tablissement de salles pour ve"ne*riens fera

1'objet de conventions entre le Ministere de l'Inte*rieur

et les e*tablissements ou institutions hospitaliers. Les

e*tablissements ou institutions hospitaliers, qui auront

e*te* sollicit^s de pourvoir a ce service, ne pourront s'y

refuser, alors mime qu'ils n'auraient pas de sections

spe*ciales, services, visites peYiodiques, locaux, etc. . . ,

pour le traitement des maladies ve'ne'riennes, sauf s'il

s'agit d'hopitaux fonde^s a seule fin de traiter une autre

maladie spe*ciale et de'termine'e, ou pour ce qui concerne

les syphilitiques, s'il s'agit d'ceuvres charitables qui,

conforme'ment a leurs statuts, n'admettent pas le traite-

ment de la syphilis."

Mesures de prophylaxie contre I'allaitement mer-

cenaire comme moyen de diffusion des maladies ve'ne'riennes.

(Articles 148 & 136 (dernier aline*a) du Texte unique
de la Loi sanitaire du i

er Aout 1907.)

Article 148.
"
Lorsqu'un cas de s\-philis transmise par allaitemcnt

mercenaire aura e*te declare, 1'autorite sanitaire assurera

le traitement gratuit de la nourrice contaminee dans une

salle de veneriens. Le traitement pourra aussi, avec

1'autorisation de cette meme autorite, etre effectue a

domicile, lorsque la nourrice en aura les moyens et si un
medecin en assume la responsabilite par une declaration

ecrite.
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"
D- ii outre fttre ad sures

l'allaii< hi nnum^Mii ,t pour rinpe< h< r l;i

d- l.i in. ii ivant Irs regies de prinip-
ind: lanfl lr rt-^lrinrnt ge"neYal .-anitaiiv.

"
\> < as d'niL;riur rt lorxjiir, sans da-

on IK- ponna pas tran>port-r la noii: IVnfant daiis

un. d-> >allo (!< VLMirrii-n-. Ie9 aut< .itanc>
]

rout, aux t-nn M. h-s 3, 7 et 173 de la 1m

vini i.ilc rt rommunalr (Tr.xtr iini(|iir approuv^ par
dcrr. i Royal du 4 Mai i8</8, Xo. 164) rt d- 1'artirlr -j^

<lr la loi sur lr> etablis>nnrnt- d- birnfaisance du 17

Juillct 1890, No. 6972 et 7 de 1'annexe F a la loi du
2O Mars 1865, No. 2248, ordonnt r Inn admission meme
dans les bopitaux dont les statuts 1'interdisent."

Article i
er

(dernier alinea).

" Aux effets de 1'article 123 il est obligatoire que les

medecins declarent un cas de syphilis transmise par
allaitement mercenaire."

Mesures de prophylaxie contre la prostitution comme

moyen de diffusion des maladies venMennes.

(Articles 149, 150, 151 & 152.)

Article 149.
"
Celui qui tient une maison de prostitution, outre

les obligations qui lui incombent aux termes de la loi de

surete publique et des autres dispositions en vigueur,
doit s'obliger a pourvoir a la surveillance sanitairc, en ce

qui concerne les maladies veneYiennes, sur les femmes qui
demeurent dans leur maison ou la frrqnrntrnt pour s'y
livrrr a la prostitution. A cet effet, il clrvra indiqnn lr

medecin a qui sera confiee la surveillance sanitaire, et

presenter en meme temps une declaration ecrite de

celui-ci, etablissant qu'il assume cettr (liaise et s'engage
a la stricte observation des regies et instructions qui lui

seront transmises par 1'autorite sanitaire.
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"
L'autorite* sanitaire provinciate examinera cette

declaration, et apres avoir pris tous les renseignements
necessaires, declarera 1'accepter si elle la juge suffisante,

ou indiquera les conditions ulterieures a remplir.
" En cas de non-observation des reglements, la

maison sera ferme'e par decision du Prefet."

Article 150.

"
Les me*decins vise's a 1'article qui precede, seront

tenus de declarer immediatement a 1'autorite sanitaire

les femmes atteintes de maladies ve*ne*riennes a manifesta-

tion contagieuse, trouve*es par eux dans les maisons de

prostitution. Toute contravention a cette disposition
sera punie d'une amende qui pourra s'e"lever a 50 francs,

sans prejudice des mesures ulterieures qui pourront etre

prises centre eux par rautorite* sanitaire."
i

Article 151.

" Aucune femme demeurant ou re^ue dans une

maison de prostitution, bien que suspecte d'infection

ve'ne'rienne, ne pourra etre, centre sa volonte, soumise a

la visite sanitaire, mais dans ce cas, elle sera presumee
contaminee et traite*e comme les femmes contamine'es

aux effets des articles suivants."

Article 152.

"
Les femmes demeurant ou revues dans des maisons

de prostitution qui, au courant d'une des visites indiquees
aux articles 148, 150 et 154, seront reconnues atteintes

de manifestations contagieuses de maladies veneriennes,

et les femmes considerees telles, aux termes de 1'article 151

qui precede, devront etre immediatement eloignees de la

maison de prostitution et munies d'un bulletin d'hospitali-

sation pour assurer leur admission dans une salle de

veneriens. Elles pourront aussi, avec Tautorisation de
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1'aiitoiitt' ^anitaiiv, asMiivr . i propre
:it, JM.UIAMI (|u'un in- ition

I>ilit6 de ce trait, n

La rtadmiasion dans 1.1 maison dr prostitution no

08 un vrtiln at nt la

mi tout au moins la dUparitinn complete de

nation conta < n< runnes."

SURVEILLANC 1 SANTlAIKh DBS .M A I SONS DE
PROSTITUTE

(Article 154, Texte unique de la Loi precitee.)

Article 154.

"
L'autorite medicale exercera la surveillance neces-

saire sur les maisons de prostitution a 1'effet d'assurer

1'observation des dispositions prevues aux articles qui

precedent ;
elle aura toujours ledroit de proceder, a tout

moment, soit directement, soit par 1'intermediaire de
medecins visiteurs a son service, ou avec le concours de

medecins militaires, a la visite dans les maisons closes

des femmes qui s'y livrent a la prostitution."

SANCTIONS CONTRE LES TENANCIERS DES MAISONS DE
PROSTITUTION.

(Articles 153 et 155 du Texte unique de la Loi sani-

taire du i
er Aout 1907.)

Article 153.

"
Quiconque tenant une maison de prostitution

declared y admet sciemment ou sans avoir assur6 la

surveillance sanitaire, des femmes atteintcs de maladies
riennes avec manifestations contagieuses, ou permet

que ces femmes y restent meme temporairement, sera
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passible d'un emprisonnement d'une duree de 10 jours
au plus, ou d'une amende pouvant s'elever jusqu'a 50

francs, sans prejudice de la fermeture eventuelle de la

maison."

Article 155.

" La fermeture des maisons de prostitution pour
raisons sanitaires, sera ordonnee par decision du Prefet,

lorsqu'il aura ete constate que des femmes se sont sous-

traites a la surveillance sanitaire et aux visites medicales

prescrites par les articles 149, 150 et 154, ou que les

femmes reconnues, au cours de ces visites, atteintes de

formes contagieuses de maladies ve'ne'riennes ou pre-

sume*es teiles en execution de 1'article 151, n'auront pas
e*te" imme'diatement eloigne*es, ou s'il est e"tabli qu'une
femme, e*loigne"e pour cause de maladie ve*ne*rienne con-

tagieuse, a e"te" a nouveau recue dans la maison sans

attestation me"dicale de complete gue"rison, ou pour le

moins d'absence absolue de toute manifestation con-

tagieuse."

a) Existe-t-il des dispositions qui punissent civilement

oi4 penalement les personnes qui en out contamine d'autres ?

Rep. Aucune disposition speciale n'existe. Au

point de vue de la responsabilite civile, le contamine

pourrait, tout au plus, assigner devant les tribunaux

1'auteur de la contamination conformement a 1'article 1151
du code civil, qui dit :

'

Tout fait de 1'homme qui
occasionne un dommage a autrui, oblige celui par la

faute duquel il est survenu a reparer le dommage."

Au point de vue de la responsabilite penale, le fait

n'est puni que lorsqu'il est la consequence d'un autre

delit (violence charnelle, seduction, corruption de mineurs,

etc.).
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b) Des wtvs/oYs nnt-cl/fs etc prises pom >'.cr les

non-mcd. ^oi^ncr les person ncs uttcintcs dc maladies

icnnes ?

;. inhibition < U I'artn lc 53 du

[te unique (! la Lni sanitaire <ln r r Aout 1907.

" Nul nt- pent exercef la pmi-inii d< nu'dcrin nil

veterinairc, pharmai im, dmti>t<-, phleboto-
ini>tr nu :1 nV>t in,ij ur ct s'il n'a obtnui

td dt dnrtt in ou le diplomc* de capacity, suit dans

unc univnsite, un institut ou une 6cole du Royaume,
autoriss a les deccrncr, soit par application de 1'article

140 de la Loi du 13 Novembre 1859 sur 1'instruction

piibliqiu-."

2 e

QUESTION.

Quelles sont les dispositions speciales concernant le

mcme objet, qui ont ete e'dictees a regard de certaines cate-

gories de personnes, notamment les militaires, les matelots

de la marine de guerre, les ouvriers verriers, etc. ?

Rep. Les soldats comme les marins sont visites

unc fois par semaine par les medecins militaires, pour
s'assurer s'ils sont atteints de maladies v^n^riennes.

Les malades sont envoye*s aux infirmeries regimentaires

ou de bord, ou aux hopitaux militaires.

Aucune disposition n'est en vigueur pour proteger
les ouvriers verriers contre la syphilis.

Quant aux autres dispositions speciales, voir ce qui a

ete dit en reponse a la I6re question en ce qui concerne

1'allaitement mercenaire (art. 136 & 148 du Texte

unique de la Loi sanitaire du ier Aout 1907).
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3*me QUESTION.

Quelles sont les dispositions speciales edictees con-

cernant les prostitutes ? Si la prostitution est regle-

mentee, comment est-ce fait ?

Re*p. La prostitution a fait 1'objet du Reglement
du 27 Octobre 1891, concernant les maisons de tolerance,

dans rinteVet de 1'ordre public et des bonnes moeurs.

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES.

Article ier "Les autorites publiques, suivant Inir

compe'tence et de la maniere e"tablie par les lois ge'ne'rales

et par le present reglement, prendront des dispositions :

"
i. Pour empScher que dans un lieu public ou

ouvert au public, la morale et la defence soient

offense'es.

"
2. Pour surveiller dans I'inte're't ge"ne*ral de la

se*curit6 et de 1'hygiene publiques, les lieux de'clare's

maisons de prostitution.
"
3. Pour proteger les femmes qui veulent

quitter les maisons de tolerance, et pour faciliter

leur retour a la vie honnete.

"
Sauf les autres dispositions des lois et des regle-

ments ge"ne"raux, le droit des fonctionnaires et agents
de la force pubb'que, d'assurer 1'observation des pre-

scriptions indique'es ci-dessus, est determine et limit e

comme ci-apres."

OFFENSES A LA MORALE ET A LA DECENCE PUBLIQUE.

Article 2.
"

II est interdit aux personnes de 1'un

ou de 1'autre sexe :

"
a) de provoquer ou d'exciter au libertinage meme

de fagon indirecte dans les lieux publics ou ouverts

au public ;
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I 'liviv ! Olllies sur la \

- mi Its provoqnn
- <u d< ^

id
"

c) de se montni -s ct de stationner

a la p.. maisons deYl -ntntion;
"

d) clc fain- piibliqiu-im-nt Ic racolage pour des

inaixms dr tolerance, on d'nnr inanieir qm-lconque,
metii-i ! ]>n>xeiit' I

; pn'rvnit-nt li >
]>

in-> clout sont

ux (jui contivvimiu-nt aux susditcs dis-

position^, it a la procedure a suivre.)

LIEUX DE PROSTITUTION.

Article 5.
"
Par lieux de prostitution, on cntend les

appartemcnts ct autres locaux fermes, pour

lesqudlrs il a ^te fait, do la maniere ^tablic par k ]:

r^glement, une declaration que dcs It-ninus s'y livrent

habituellement a la prostitution.

Article 6. "La declaration etablissant qu'une maison,
mi. appartnnent, ou tout autre local clos constituc un
'

lieu de prostitution
'

est faite par les autorit^s de la

Surete" publique, lorsque cette declaration Irm

demand^e par la personne qui se propose d'ouvrii cc Iku

de prostitution.

Article 7.
-" Aucune maison de prostitution ne

pourra etre mise en exploitation, sous p</im- d'une amende
de 50 francs et d'un emprisoiinrinent de 10 jours au plus,

avant d'avoir obtenu la declaration des autorite"s dt la

Surete" publique, a 1'article qui

Article 8.
"
Lorsque les autorites ch la Suretc

publique constateront, soit par Inns pmpivs rensd

ments, soit par une de*nonciation ou uiu- ivqueu- d'une

personne interess^e, que dans un endroit donn6 on se

livre habituellement a la prostitution, elles seront teniK-s
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de mander devant elles la personne qui dispose de cet

endroit, et de la preVenir que, si elle continue a faire

un pareil usage de ce local, le present reglement sortira

ses effets, sauf s'il s'agit d'une de*nonciation de contra-

vention a la disposition dont il est question a 1'article 7.

" On fera application des mesures preVues dans le

paragraphe ci-dessus et la de*nonciation de la contraven-

tion suivra son cours, si la personne invitee a comparaitre
ne se pr&ente pas sans motif justifieV

(Les articles 9 et 10 concernent la procedure que
doivent suivre les autorites de la Surete* publique pour la

declaration de
"

lieu de prostitution.")

Article n.
" Aucun local ne peut etre employ& comme maison

de prostitution centre la volonte* de la personne qui en

dispose a titre de preprintaire, d'usufruitier ou de locataire.

II sera galement interdit d'employer a cet usage un local

qui, par sa situation speciale et particuliercment parce

qu'il se trouve etre dans le voisinage d'edifices destines

a 1'instruction, a l'e"ducation ou au culte, ou d'une caserne,

de marches ou d'autres lieux de reunion publique, pourrait
donner naissance (a 1'avis des autorites de la Surete

publique), a des scandales.

"
Lorsqu'un local deja declare maison de prostitution

se trouverait plac dans les conditions visees ci-dessus, la

fermeture en sera ordonnee."

(L'article 12 indique les personnes qui ont le droit

de s'opposer a la declaration concernant un local de

prostitution, et les articles 13 et 14 parlent de la procedure
a suivre pour 1'examen des reclamations.)

Article 15.
" La declaration concernant une maison de prostitution

ne pourra etre faite d'office, a moins qu'il ne s'agisse de

locaux ou deux ou plusieurs femmes se trouvent reunies

dans le but de se livrer a la prostitution.
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L&laratkffl pom I re iaitc dai.

a il ^'.i-ir.nt d'un local .M-rupc par imc fcinmc

se livrant publiqucmcnt a la prostitution, lorsquVllc

suhi
|

-uncut unc <-oii<lamnati' >n innir < niitiavrntion

du pivs.-iit rc-lcmriit <>u lorsqu'il aura etc COO

quVllr a communique a unc autre personne une maladie

vcncricime dont elle est atteinte elle-m*

Article 16.

Quiconque disposera du local qui doit etre dclar

"lieu de prostitution," devra faireun acte declaratif

devant les autorites de la Surete publique, acte dans

lequel :

i II donnera une description complete des locaux

qui doivent servir de maison de prostitution, avec indica-

tion des ouvertures qui y donnent acces.

2 II fournira la liste et l'tat civil des femmes qui

s'y livrent a la prostitution et de celles attache*es au

service de la maison, en s'obligeant a notifier dans les

24 heures aux autorite*s de la Surete* publique tout change-
ment qui viendrait a se produire dans le personnel de la

maison soit qu'il s'agisse des femmes qui viennent y
demeurer, ou qui la quittent de'finitivement.

3 II s'engagera a ne pas admettre et a ne pas

permettre d'y demeurer a quelque titre quecesoit, fut-ce

temporairement, des femmes a formes contagieuses."

(Voir, au surplus, les dispositions de 1'article 149
du Texte unique de la Loi sanitairedu i r Aout 1907, cite

dans la re*ponse a la i^re question.)

Article 17.

Les autorite*s de la Surete* publique, avant d'accrpu-r
cet acte d6claratil et de faire la declaration de maison de

prostitution :
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"
i Proce*deront a 1'inspection du local meme afin

de s'assurer si rien ne s'y oppose en raison de sa situation,

conforme'ment a ce qui est dit a 1'article n du present

reglement, et s'il correspond a la description qui en a et6

donne.

"
2 D^cideront, suivant les circonstances, s'il peut

y avoir une ou plusieurs entrees et ordonneront la fernu -

ture, en la faisont murer, de tout autre passage a

1'exterieur ou de toute communication quelconque avec

d'autres endroits."

(L'alin6a 3 de cet article et 1'article 18 ont te"

fondus dans 1'article 149 du Texte unique de la Loi sanitaire

du ier Aout 1907.)

(Les articles 19 et 20 fixent les p6nalite*s dont sont

passibles les contrevenants aux dispositions ci-dessus.)

SURVEILLANCE DES LIEUX DE PROSTITUTION.

(Les articles 21, 22, 23 et 24 parlent du pouvoir

qu'ont les agents de la Surete publique d'entrer a quelque
heure que ce soit dans les maisons de prostitution ;

de

1'interdiction d'y donner des bals et des fetes, d'y tenir

un debit de boissons et d'aliments, du pouvoir qu'ont
les dits agents de fixer les heures d'ouverture et de

fermeture des maisons, de faire evacuer les lieux lorsqu'il

s'y serait forme des rassemblements dangereux.)

Article 25.

" Outre ce qui est dit aux article, n et 18, les

autorites de la Surete publique ordonneront la fermeture

des maisons de tolerance.

" 2 Quand des mineures y auront ete livrees a la

prostitution, et cela independamment de 1'exercice de
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le ce que present l'arti< l-

1- la l.i sui publique en ce qui concerne

3 de 18

"4 Quaud il aura ete Mispe< te qn'mi aura :

tier iVm nctionnfl ats de la

iii'on aura entraveou t< nt< dYnt raver

d'une m.uiieiv <|iirl-.n<jur 1'cxercice de leur> attributions.

"5 Quund il y aura rcVidivc dans la contraventK.n

aux d ions des articles 22 et 23 du present reglement.

"6 Quand d'une maniere generah . des n
d'ordre et de securite publique conseilleront aux

autorites de la Surete publique 1'adoption de

mestore."

alinea> i ct 3 du present article ont ^t^ fondus

dans 1'article 115 du texte unique dr la loi du H-T

1907, reprodiiit ci-dessus.)

(L'alinea 7 de ce memc article donne k- pouvoir de

fcniKT Irs inaisons de tolerance en cas de reclamation de

la part de la personne qui en dispose a titiv de pro-

prietaire, d'usufruitier etc.)

articles 26 a 31 indiquent la procedure a suivie

dans le cas de lermetuiv des locaux de prostitution ;
dans

les cas de reclamation contrecette decision ; lespenalites
e*dictees centre ceux qui se refusent d'obe"ir, etc.)

PROTECTION DES FEMMES QUI VEULENT QUITTER LES

LIEUX DE PROSTITUTI-

Article 32.

"
Quiconque retient on contribue a retenir dans un

local de prostitution, contraiivment a sa volont^, une

fenune, alors meme qu'elle y est entree de son propre
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et s'y est livree a la prostitution, et quels que soient les

promesses faites et engagements ou dettes contracte*es

par elle, sera puni d'une amende qui pourra s'e*lever a

50 francs et d'un emprisonnement dont la dure*e pourra
atteindre 10 jours, si, en fait, il n'y a pas eu perpetration
du crime dont parle 1'article 146 du Code pe"nal."

Article 33.

"
Quand les autcote's de la Surete publique auront lieu

de croire qu'une femme a e*te* retenue dans des locaux

declares ou des maisons de prostitution centre sa volonte,

ou aura manifest^ 1'intention de quitter la maison, elles

devront la faire comparaitre isole*ment en leur presence,

1'encourager dans la resolution qu'elle a prise et lui

faciliter son retour a la vie honnSte."

(Les trois autres alineas concernent les demarches

que doivent faire les autorite*s de la Surete* publique

auprds du Juge de Paix de 1'autorite communale, des

oeuvres ayant pour but de ramener dans la bonne voie

les filles perdues, etc., d'aider, de seconder ces femmes
dont il s'agit dans la realisation de leur desir.)

Article 34.

"
Quand les autorites de la Surete publique auront

appris qu'une mineure se livre a la prostitution, elles

prendront les mesures voulues pour la faire recevoir dan,

une maison de patronage ; lorsque cela ne sera pas possible
et que la mineure n'aura pas atteint 1'age de 18 ans, les

memes autorites aviseront dans des conditions preVues
aux articles 113, 114, 115 et 116 de la Loi sur la securite

publique du 30 Juin 1889, le tout sans prejudice des

denonciations aux autorites judiciaires, lorsqu'il y aura

eu perpetration des delits de proxenetisme ou de corrup-
tion (dont il est parle aux articles 345 et suivants du
code penal)."
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Article 35.

"
Quand unr frmmr manifrstrra aux autnritcs d< la

l.i vulonto (! ijuitttT inn- maisun dc

:< larant (|u'-llf -unit mi < Taint <!

<lr QiaUV -.IllrlltN nil (ju'llllc n]>]>(^it!oll CSl faitr a

la ni'-nai d- ivtrnir lr> vcti-nn-nt- mi autn->

objrt- lui a])part.-nant. CCS autnntL-- a->unTont, d- la

inanit-iv (jn'rlli- ju^.-rnnt la ])lus appropri^c, la prntn tmn

dt la r< (]ii(jrant- <-t ciuvrront meme, au besoin, deux

tfl (1. 1 publiquc a la maison qu'dlt- vciit

quitter.
"
L'envoi des agents aura toujours lieu IOIXJIK- la

ft-inme les dcmandera pour quitter la maison i-t K prendrt-
un- vi honnete."

(L'article 36 trait e des contestations qui peuvmt
s'^lever au sujet de la proprie"t des vetements et objets
de la femme qui veut quitter la maison de prostitution et

aux moyens de les r^soudre.)

a) Quelles sont les dispositions qui protegent les

prostitue'es contre I'infection par d'autres personnes ?

Rep. II n'existe pas de dispositions spe"ciales a cet

^gard.

b) Quelles sont les dispositions c/ui interdiscnt aux

fannies employees a litre de servantes dans les debits de

boissons d'y etre employees ou associees a leur exploitation ?

. Aucune interdiction n'existe.

c QUESTION.

Qndle est I'organisation sanilaire concerniint Ic

diagnostic et le traitement des affections ve'ne'ricnnes ?

La reponse a cette question est la suivante :

i La prophylaxie contre les maladies ve*neYiennes

se fait principalement en fournissant de larges nm\vns d,
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traitement a tous les malades indistinctement, au moyen
de 1'assistance m&licale a domicile, dcs dispensaires et des

salles pour veneYiens.

Les rponses faites a la i*re question montrent des

lors quelle est 1'organisation sanitaire.

Pour rendre plus clair ce qui a de"ja e"te" dit, on

ajoutera ce qui suit :

En ce qui concerne 1'assistance me"dicale, a domicile,

celle-ci se fait au moyen de me'decins omciels que chaque
commune est obliged de r&ribuer aux termes de 1'article

24 du Texte unique de la loi Sanitaire du ier Aout 1907 et

en fournissant gratuitement des medicaments aux indi-

p-nts, ce a quoi chaque commune est obligee par 1'article

36 de cette meme loi.

En ce qui concerne les dispensaires pour
1'article 143 de ladite loi est con^u dans les termes

suivants :

Article 143.

" Le personnel des dispensaires communaux pour
ve"ne*riens sera nomine

1

a la suite d'un concours par
examens et sur titres, conforme'ment aux regies qui seront

fixers par arrete" du Ministre de 1'InteYieur."

Ces regies ont e*te fixees par 1'arrete* ministeriel du 21

Novembre, 1905.

Quant aux salles pour veneriens, comme elles ont ete

etablies dans les hopitaux generaux ou les cliniques

dermo-syphilitiques, elles sont dirigees par des medecins

specialistes et qui font partie du personnel medical des

hopitaux et par les directeurs des cliniques.
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5 QUESTION.

Qucl a etc I'cffct lies mesures edictees an coios deces

1 1 </// s <>>i l etc /c-s resit Itats au

point dc -cue />; que des mesures M//

a) Obligation de la dtclarnt

L'.'bli-.iti.ui <lr ;

1. p. philU traiiMnisr par all;

nirnt nirnmain- (vir article 136, dernirr aliiu'a

(hi tcxtr unique de la li sanitaire ritr en

lr la i question).

2. Pour les cas de maladies veneYiennes chez les

iVninu s qui se trouvent dans des maisons de prostitu-
tion. La declaration est faite par les medt < ins

de confiance choisis par les tenanciers (voir article

150 du Texte unique de la Loi sanitaire cite en reponse
a la ie question).

b) et c) Gratuite du diagnostique.

Rep. Rien a aj outer a ce qui a ete dit dans la

reponse a la i e question.

d) Caractere secret du traitement.

Rep. Le secret est garde dans les dispensaires et les

salles pour veneriens.

(Articles 173, 176, 178, 180 et 181 du reglement

general sanitaire approuve par de"cret royal du 3 Fevrier

1901, No. 45.)

Art. 173.
"
Les dispensaires seront installed autant

que possible dans les hopitaux ou sinon dans les locality's

p< n ire([iK ntees, avec une entree speciale et des locaux

particuliers amenages en salK- d'attente et en salles de
visite et de pansements. Les malades ne seront admis
dans cette derniere salle qu'un soul a la fois.

"
Les dispensaires seront ouverts tous les jours et il y

aura des heures differentes pour les hommrs ft U-s 1\-nii \
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Art. 176.
"
Dans tous les dispensaires municipaux,

le medecin devra tenir un registre statistique sur lequel il

sera pris note de chaque individu qui s'est presente au

dispensaire, du diagnostique et de 1'historique ainsi que
des autres observations qui seront jugees necessaires.

"
Ce registre sera conserve par le directeur du dis-

pensaire et ne pourra etre communique qu'a 1'autorite*

competente."

Art. 178.
"
Les ordonnances deiivre"es par les dis-

pensaires pour vneYiens ne porteront aucun entete

officiel indiquant la nature de 1'Etablissement, ni les

nom et prenoms de 1'individu, ni le diagnostique, ni

d'autres particularity relatives a 1'individu, et le medecin

traitant ne devra les signer qu'en sa seule qualit6 de

me'decin traitant. S'il s'agit d'indigents qui doivent

avoir des medicaments gratuits, 1'ordonnance portera

es nom et pr6noms du malade et un timbre conventionnel

let les autres particularity requises ; mais il devra n'y
avoir aucune indication de la nature et de la forme de la

maladie. Si la fourniture des medicaments est faite par
la congregation de charite" du lieu ou par d'autres ceuvres

charitables, les ordonnances seront du modele prescrit

pour les personnes atteintes de toute autre maladie,

sans indication de diagnostique."

Art. 180.
" Dans les salles pour ve"ne*riens, les

prostituees devront etre separees des autres femmes."

Art. 181.
"
Les femmes malades revues dans les

salles pour veneriens, ne devront pas etre designees

publiquement a I'hopital par leur nom de famille,

mais par leur petit nom ou tout autre nom, et par le

numero du lit. Les Directeurs devront soigneusement
e\iter dans 1'ordonnancement du service tout ce qui

pourrait blesser les convenances et les susceptibilites

personnelles."

(Les effets de ces mesures sont consignes dans la

reponse a la lettre b de la 6^mt question.)
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6*me QUESTION

A defautde statistiques generates suffisammcnt precises.

Rt'-p. II est clair qur M-ulr la mortality par syphilis

peut oftYir un Cfl <K- precision, pour omnaitre la

diffusion de la maladie dans tout !< Royaume.

i. Mortalite par syphilis dans le Royaume.

Chiffres proportionnels a 1,000,000 d'habitants :

1892
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a) Fournir des donnees exactes sur la frequence des

maladies veneriennes dans Varmee et dans la marine de

guerre.

Rep. Void les statistiques de la derniere periode
sexennale de 1905 a 1910 (les statistiques des anne'es 1911,

1912 et 1913 ne sont pas encore publie'es), comparative-
ment a celle de 1893 &

ARMEE ROYALE (*).

Morbidity par maladies ve*ne*riennes.

Chiffres proportionnels a 1,000 hommes de troupe

Anne'es. Maladies Maladies

ve"ne*riennes. syphilitiques.

4*3 I2'5

1894 797 12-3

1895 73-0 12-0

1896
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MAI: .VALE '.

M.>rl>idit' par maladies v6ne*riennes.

( hitfres proportinnn 1,000 hommes de troupe.
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statistiques concernent les marins embarques sur les

navires detaches dans la Mer Mediterrannee, dans la Mcr

Rouge, etc.

Frequentation dans les dispensaires pour veneriens. *

Anne*es.
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On- -i ION.

J:\isle-t-il, en delun-s des poii dans les question*

ci-iiessns, des dispositions specifics dans la legislation on

des particuhirites concernant Ic dercloppcmcnt, on la

proph vlnxic ties maladies veneriennes t/n'il paraitrait

desirable de faire connattre a VOffice International?

i A propos de la prophylaxie centre les maladies

veneriennes dans les ports de mer, il est necessaire de

faire remarquer qu'en general, dans toutes les villes oii

reside une garnison d'une certaine importance, le Com-
mandant de la garnison, lorsqu'ily a une diffusion insolite

de maladies veneriennes parmi les militaires, en avert it

le Prefet ou le Sous-Prefet. Dans les ports de mer, par

centre, periodiquement 1'autorite militaire fait part a

1'autorite civile des cas de maladies veneriennes survenues,

parmi les militaires, en donnant autant que possible, les

indications sur les maisonsde prostitution danslesqueUes,
suivant les malades, 1'infection aurait ete contracted. Se

basant sur ces indications, I'autorite sanitaire ordonne

des visites extraordinaires des maisons de prostitution.

2 Le Ministre de 1'Interieur, par sa circulaire du

22 juillet 1902, a adresse aux Prefets des exemplaires
des conseils populaires pour empecher la diffusion des

maladies venereo-syphilitiques rediges par le Comite

Italien de la Societe Internationale pour la prophylaxie
medicale et morale, en recommandant de les repandre
dans les dispensaires generaux et les dispensaires jxmr

veneriens, dans les salles pour veneriens. dans les

blissements industriels et dans les niais -ns de prostitut i -n.

Pour ces dernieres surtout, la (-irculaire jireM-rit (}u'un

exemplaire soit toujours affiche dans ehacjiie chainl

de maniere visible, en subordonnant a 1 'observation

ireuse de cette condition autant la nouvelle

declaration de maisons de prostitution que la continuation

de 1'exploitation de maisons d'-ja exist<
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OBJET LA PROPHYLAXIE DES MALADIES
VENERIENNES.

Ainsi qu'il apparaifc clairement des dispositions

legislatives reproduces en rponse a la premiere question,
le tegislateur a voulu que la prophylaxie des maladies

vene*riennes s'exersat en multipliant et en facilitant

de toute manidre les moyens gratuits d'assistance et de

traitement des malades, en partant de ce principe que
tout malade soigne* et gue*ri represente un foyer d 'infection

&eint.

Les moyens d'assistance et de traitement se rsument :

dans 1'obligation expresse*ment impose*e aux m6dccins

communaux (que toutes ies communes sont tenues

d'appointer) de soigner gratuitement les v&ieriens a

l'gal de tous les autres malades ; dans le fait d'assurer

complement cette assistance et ce traitement par la

creation de dispensaires pour vnriens, galement a la

charge des communes, mais avec des subsides de 1'Etat ;

dans r&ablissement de salles pour vnriens dans les

hopitaux et les cliniques pour syphilitiques, dont les

de"penses sont enticement supporters par le budget du

Ministere de rint&ieur.

Et pour que les malades viennent avec confiance aux

dispensaires et aux salles pour ve*neriens, il a e*te neces-

saire d'arreter, par le rglement general sanitaire du

3 Fvrier 1901, No. 45, des dispositions tendant a sauve-

garder la susceptibilite et les convenances des individus

atteints de maladies que la socie*te* continue a appeler
secretes. Les articles du reglement ont ete reproduits
dans la reponse a la cinquieme question. Toutefois il est

bon d'appeler 1'attention sur ce fait que, pour etre soignes

dans les dispensaires et dans les salles pour veneriens,

il n'est pas besom que les malades justifient de leur etat

d'indigence, et cela, en plus des autres raisons evidentes,

pour eviter que les malades, s'ils etaient tenus de se
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inunir dr pieces indiquant k-ur identite* ct leur condition

socialc, s'abstinssent de se rendre dans les dits 6tab]

ments.

Conformement an princip'.' snr Icquel rcpo^

pmphylaxir d-s maladies ve*ne*rienn< :im- ^anitaire

dc prophylaxie est absolument distinct du re*gim<- <!<
\

de la prostitution qui a une origine, IIIK- explication ct un

but bien differents.

C'est pour cela que le rglement concernant la

prophylaxie des maladies veneriennes du 27 Juillet 1905,

No. 487, aprs avoir ete* promulgue* par le pouvoir exe*cutif

par delegation du pouvoir legislatif, a e*te insure* dan> k-

Ti-xte unique de la loi sanitaire du i
er
Aout, 1907.

L'ancien reglement du 27 Octobre 1891, No. 605, est

ainsi reste* en vigueur dans la partie seulcment qui a trait

a 1'ordre public et aux bonnes mceurs.

Cependant il ne faut pas croire que toute la pro-

phylaxie des maladies ve*ne*riennes se limite aux larges

mrsures de traitement precit^es.

Les maisons de prostitution pouvant devenir des

foyers d'infection venerienne, il e*tait necessaire dc Les

soumettre a une surveillance sanitaire a 1'aide des me*decins

charges de visiter les femmcs deux fois par semaine.

Et comme le plus grand respect possible de la lil

individuelle domine aussi dans cette partie de la le*gisla-

tion, on a present que le choix des me'decins fut fait

par les tenanciers des maisons de prostitution, sauf a

1'administration de faire controler les actes

medecins de confiance par des medecins provinriaux it

des medecins visiteurs e*galement nommes par le i,
rou\

mi'iit et, au besoin, en recourant aux m&hrins milita-

ce controle s'exerce au mo}^en de vi>it-> < xtraoidii

t'aius a 1'improviste ou lorsqu'on a eu connaissancc d'unr

diffusion insolite de maladies veneriennes parnii la popula-
tion et surtout parmi K i s militain-s ik- 1'ar: :< Li

marine royale.
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II est Evident que dans les ports de mer, ou resident

habituellement les marins, cette surveillance est plus

fre*quente, plus rigoureuse, et cela parce que dans ces

endroits les me*decins visiteurs charges des visites extra-

ordinaires sont plus nombreux et parce que rautorite"

militaire envoie pe*riodiquement a 1'autorit^ civile (prefets
et sous-pre*fets) une indication sur les militaires trouve*s

atteints de maladies ve*ne*riennes, avec la mention des

lieux ou, d'apr&s rafnrmation des militaires memes,
1'infection a &t& contracted.

Comme il est aise* de le comprendre, cette surveillance

sanitaire s'exerce pour protger tant ceux qui frequentmt
les maisons de prostitution que les femmes qui y sont

regues. CeUes d'entre elles qui sont reconnues malades

d'affection ve*ne*rienne contagieuse, sont envoye*es dans les

salles r6serv6es aux v6ne*riens pour y etre soigne*es, a moins

qu'elles ne pre*frent pourvoir a leurs frais au traitement.

Dans ce dernier cas, cependant, de s^rieuses garanties
doivent 6tre donne*es aux autorite*s et il doit etre pre*sent

une declaration e*crite d'un m^decin qui assume la

responsabilite' du traitement.

Mais ici encore on a voulu faire disparaitre toute

violation de la liberte* individuelle, toute offense a la

dignite* humaine, toute mesure qui aurait un caractere de

contrainte : c'est ainsi que, si une femme se refuse aux

visites, on la presume contamine'e et elle doit se rendre

dans une salle d'hopital reservee aux veneYiens ou sortir

de la maison de prostitution ; qu'aucune femme ne peut
etre galement obligee de rester dans les salles pour
veneriens centre sa propre volonte ; mais, si elle en sort

non guerie, elle ne peut rentrer dans les maisons de

prostitution, puisqu'il est necessaire pour y rentrer de

produire un certificat medical de guerison.

Cette liberte peut sembler excessive, a ceux a qui ne

parait clairement le but que le legislateur s'est propose
d'atteindre et qui est d'enlever aux salles pour veneriens
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la m;ii<|ur intuiiMiitr, <]uVll<s avai-m jadis, d

tablissementsdccoercitionau lim dY-tiv drs

incuts de traitement mi\vrts a ceux qui spunt.
vrulent y entrer et y denu-un i .

Ces memes idees ont prevalu dans les dispositions
dr loi pour la protection de 1'ordre public et des bonnes

moeurs.

C'est pour cela qu'a ete defendu tout ce qui peut,
en public, offenser la morale et la decence ; tout ce qui
tend a attirer les gens, a favoriser le libertinage.

Mais les femmes qui se livrent a la prostitution ne

sont point inscrites ; elles sont libres d'entrer dans les

maisons de prostitution apres qu'elles ont rtr ivcnnmies

saines, comme elles sont libres d'en sortir, tout engage-
ment qu'elles auraient contracte avec le tenancier de la

maison restant nul et non avenu
; meme leurs objets

et leurs vetements ne peuvent etre saisis.

Si les autorites de la Surete publique ont la faculte

de considerer comme des maisons de prostitution crlk-s

ou la prostitution s'exerce publiquement, cette faculte

est limitee aux maisons ou se trouvent au moins deux

femmes.

S'il ne s'y trouve qu'une seule femme, la mesure peut
etre prise seulement lorsque la femme a ete condamnee

pour contravention au reglement et lorsqu'il a < u

constate qu'elle a communique a d'autres personius
unr maladie venerienne dont elle est elle-menu

Apres ce qui vient d'etre expose*, on compiviulra
comment la legislation ne pouvait mrnti IIIHT I'ob

ti'ii de la declaration des maladies vt'nnicniu-s. maladies

que la majeure partie du public consideiv ct >innu- nui>iblcs

a la reputation.
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L'obligation de la declaration aurait eloigne des

medecins des dispensaires et des salles pour vneriens

les malades, qui se confieraient a des empiriques, et elle

aurait ainsi de^u toutes les esperances que le legislateur

a mises dans les susdites institutions.

L'obligation n'est des lors prescrite, pour des raisons

naturelles, que lorsqu'il s'agit de cas de syphilis transmise

par allaitement mercenaire et de cas de maladies vene"-

riennes avec manifestations ve"neriennes chez les femmes

des maisons de prostitution.
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STATISTIQUES.

Les statistiques qui ont 6t reproduces dans le

questionnaire demontrent clairement qiu-N : <nt

t obtenus par la legislation actuelle.

Le nombre des personnes qui frequentent les dispen-
s pour veneriens montre que ces tabli

continuent a avoir toute la confiance du public.

Les nombre des malades qui ont te soignes en 1901
se inontait a plus de 66,000 et, en 1911, il a attcint le

chiffre de plus de 76,000.

II convient de remarquer que dans ces dernieres

annees, en raison de 1'obligation imposee aux md<
attitres des Communes de soigner les veneriens, le nombre
de ceux qui preferent ce moyen d'assistance medicale est

alle toujours en augmentant.

Le nombre des malades soignes dans les salles pour
vein-dens, qui, jusqu'en 1901, avait ete inferieur a 12,000,

est alle toujours en augmentant au point d'atteindre en

1911 18,000.

Et proportionnellement se sont accrus les frais

supportes par 1'Etat
;

ceux pour les dispensaires ont

passe de 225,330 francs en 1907 1908 a 275,000 francs en

1911 1912, et ceux pour les salles reservees aux \

de 298,990 francs en 1907 1908 a 900,000 fraro en 1911

1912 ;
il convient de faire remarquer ici que ces sommes

representent les ouvertures de credit tandis cjiu K> irais

ressortant des comptes budgetaires ont ete Mij>ei it -urs :

ainsi pendant 1'exercice 1910 1911, ils ont atteint

1,010,000 francs.

L'obligation de declarer les maladies vent rienius

n'existant pas, des donnees precises, dont on iui>>t tin-r

un aper9u de 1'etat sanitaire de la population par rapport
a la morbidite venerienne, font defaut absolu.
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Les seuls elements qui peuvent fournir une donnee,

jusqu'a un certain point, sont les statistiques de la

morbidite de Tarm^e royale et de la marine royale, et

les statistiques de la mortalite par syphilis dans la

population en general et chez les enfants en particulier.

Dans le questionnaire figure la morbidite par maladies

veneriennes dans Tarmac royale pendant deux periodes
de six ans, la premiere a partir de 1893 et la seconde

a partir de 1905.

II ressort de cette statistique que la morbidite par
maladies veneriennes, de 84.3 pour mille des forces

militaires en 1893, est descendue, en tenant compte des

oscillations inevitables, a 52.7 en 1910, ce qui fait de

suite une diminution de 38 pour cent. Et la morbidite par
maladies syphilitiques, de 12.5 pour mille des forces

militaires en 1893, est descendue a 10.2 en 1910, ce qui
fait qu'elle a subi une diminution de 18.4 pour cent.

Que si, ensuite, on veut remonter a l'anne 1870,
comme la morbidite* totale par maladies vneriennes

(a cette epoque on ne faisait point de distinction, au

point de vue statistique, entre les formes veneriennes et

les formes syphilitiques) etait, cette annee-la, de 160

pour mille des forces militaires et en 1910 de 63, il ressort

que, de 1870 a 1910, il y a eu une diminution de 60.6

pour cent.

Une encourageante diminution s'est aussi produite
dans la morbidite des homines de la marine royale. En
consultant le tableau statistique (sur lequel figurent les

resultats des deux periodes de six ans 1883 a 1898 et

1905 a 1910), on voit que les maladies veneriennes ont

subi, de 1893 a 1910, une diminution de 377 pour cent

et les maladies syphilitiques de 36 pour cent.

En remontant a 1874, annee ou la morbidite totale par
maladies veneriennes fut de 163 pour mille de Teffectif, la

diminution, de 1874 a 1910, a ete de 49 pour cent.
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La marchc de hi mmbidite par syphilis,

dan- rarmee. en tenant mmpte partu ulien in- -in

fonm - de >vphilis initial^, fmirnit 1
-

a] ;vants :

( HII FRES PROPORTIONNELS A 1,000 HOM TROUPE.

Anne Manifestations -vphilitiqnes

primaires. secondain ^.

1899 8-6 14-6

1908 5-2 12-2

1909 5-1 11-3

1910 4-4 I0'2

Les statistiques, avec cette distinction, m- n-innntmt

qu'a 1'annee 1899. II est toutefois evident que, de 1899

1910, il y a eu une diminution de 29*7 pour cent en ce qui
concerne la syphilis en general, et une diminution

de 48*8 pour cent en ce qui concerne les manifesta-

tions primaires de la syphilis, ce qui, commc oeb
se comprend, a une grande importance. La

statistique de la morbidite* par syphilis dans la marine

royale, divisee de la maniere sus-indiqutV. m- prut e"tre

donnee, parce que, dans les rapports public's par

1'Inspection de Sante militaire, il n'est fait aunmi- di>-

tinction entre les manifestations primaiivs rt les mani-

festations secondaires.

En consequence, les donm'- <!< cet 61enu-nt

s])ei ial constitue par la morbidite dans rarm. le i

d:uis la marine royale, element tlont on ne prut inert. n-

naitrc la valeur, par le fait memr quo Irs militaires vivi-nt

de preference dans les grandrs villrs, duivent nous fain
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conclure a une amelioration non douteuse dans les con-

ditions sanitaires de la population quant aux maladies

ve*ne*riennes.

Examinons maintenant la marche de la mortalite* par

syphilis dans le Royaume, en nous basant sur les statis-

tiques de mortalite* publics jusqu'a ce jour par la Direction

ge*ne*rale de la statistique et du travail.

Get e*le*ment qai, il faut en convenir, peut representer

le rsultat d'un ensemble de conditions plus favorables

de milieu, de progr&s dans la the*rapie spe*cifique, a, toute-

fois, son importance : on ne pourrait, en fait, merru m
tenant compte des circonstances expose*es plus haut,

supposer une diminution notable de la mortalite* par

syphilis alors que le nombre des personnes atteintes par
la maladie est re'ellement supeYieur.

En l'anne*e 1902 sont mortes de syphilis 71 personnes

par million d'habitants ; la mortalite*, pendant les

anne*es 1908, 1909, 1910 et 1911, est respectivement
tombed k 50, 46, 50 et 53 toujours par million d'habitants ;

done, la diminution de 1892 a 1911, est de 25*4 pour cent.

On ne peut pas tenir compte, dans un phenomene aussi

complexe, des petites oscillations annuelles, parce que
tous les phenomenes de*mographiques pre*sentent dans

leur marche des oscillations de hauts et de bas, dues

a 1'action de facteurs pas toujours bien definis, mais qui

n'enlvent pas de valeur a la courbe de"cide*ment descen-

dante remarquee pendant une longue periode d'observa-

tion.

Et la diminution est evidente, meme si nous con-

siderons la marche de la mortalite par syphilis dans les

grands centres. En effet, tandis que, dans Tensemble

des chefs-lieux de provinces, il y avait en 1892, une

mortalite, de 2*10 par 10,000 habitants, dans les dernieres

annees elle s'est reduite de 1-55 en 1907 a 1-38 en 1908,

a 1*25 en 1909 et a 1-39 en 1910.
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Un autre dement important est represents par hi

mortality infantile par syphilis. Sur 1000 morts d <

maladir dans tout le Royaunir, ! inunbre de dc

ni'aiits au-dessous de cinq ai !< Mcndu, de 772
a 776 en 1888 et 1889, a 558, 562 et 57; tivemenl

til K)o8, 1909 et 1910 ; indubitablemenl la diminution de

UK >rt ali te totale par syphilis est due, en bonne partie,

a la diminution de mortalite" par syphili

et plus spe"cialement a la diminution de mortalite par

sy])hilis congenitale. La diminution de ( cll< -
i (onlirnu-

done la de"croissance progressive de la nmrbidite par

syphilis parmi les adultes dans la p^riodt la plus pi

de celle qui a fait Tobjet des observations.
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A SUMMARY in English of parts of the

foregoing paper by Dr. A. Lutrario on measures

adopted by the Italian Government to check Venereal

Disease.

[Note. In publishing this record of the present
condition of things in Italy, the Federation desires to

point out that there are two fundamentally different

systems, working side by side. The one to which the

Federation accords the most sympathetic attention

is a system of medical relief for all, free from compulsory
or penal conditions. The other is an organisation of

prostitution by public authority, in an attempt to

guarantee its safety : this is the system which the Federa-

tion was formed to oppose, and to which it maintains

an uncompromising opposition, even when as in Italy

some of its worst features are modified.

The full paper is printed in French. The following
is a summary of pages 283 to 289, 292 and 293, and 302
to 319.]

GENERAL OUTLINE. (See page 284.)

Prophylaxis of venereal diseases is in the hands of

the Communes, which, under all Italian sanitary legis-

lation, are responsible for sanitary relief.

Additional provision is made by the State, par-

ticularly by means of dispensaries for out-patients and by
means of wards for venereal patients in hospitals.

This latter provision, being for all patients without

regard to poverty, does not impose financial responsibility

on the Communes.
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Venereal diseases to which public propli

applicable are :

(a) Gonorrhoea ;

(b) Simple contagious ulcer ;

(c) Syphilitic infection.

Non-contagious cases of these diseases are excluded.

GRATUITOUS MEDICAL TREATMENT. (See page 285.)

Public prophylaxis is provided by

(a) Gratuitous medical assistance and gratuitous
medicaments for the necessitous ;

(b) Special dispensaries, where needed ;

(c) Treatment of contagious cases of both sexes

in syphilitic clinics or in general hospitals.

[Article 138] Gratuitous treatment and medica-

ments form part of the gratuitous medical assistance

for which the Communes and certain charitable institu-

tions are responsible ; and must be given under the

same conditions as for any other disease.

[Article 139] Doctors of hospitals with rul<> pre-

cluding the admission of venereal cases cannot, if they
have an out-patients department, exclude such cases from

that department.

DISPENSARIES. (See pages 286 and 287.)

[Article 140] In towns with more than 40,000

inhabitants, dispensaries for venereal patients must In-

provided under the care of special;

The number of dispensari.- in each I'uimuunr will be

determined by the Commune and the Minisiry fur the

Interior. Failing agreement, the Ministry will deridi-

after consultation with the Provincial Health Council

and the Council of State.
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The Ministry will make annual grants for dispensaries

and, in so doing, will have regard to the financial position
of the Commune and to the diffusion of venereal diseases.

[Article 141] Communes with less than 40,000

inhabitants, where such dispensaries have been estab-

lished, have a right to state aid, subject to special agree-
ments with the Ministry for the Interior.

In these Communes, the provision of dispensaries
is not compulsory excepting when they are necessitated

by special local circumstances or considerable diffusion

of venereal disease. The Ministry of the Interior will

decide, after consulting local and other authorities.

[Article 142] In towns with syphilitic clinics, the

working of the dispensaries can be entrusted to them,
with an annual grant.

[Article 143] All patients at dispensaries must be

treated alike. Treatment thereat must in all cases be

gratuitous.

TREATMENT IN HOSPITALS. (See pages 287 and 288.)

[Article 145] Persons of either sex are equally
admissible into venereal wards in general or into ordinary

hospitals or into special hospitals where such exist.

The cost of hospitalisation will be borne by the

State. An exception is made in the case of institutions

founded wholly or in part for venereal disease.

[Article 146] Wards for venereal patients must,
when required, be provided by hospitals. Special hos-

pitals for special diseases are exempt from this obligation.

Charitable institutions whose rules preclude the treatment

of syphilis are also exempt, so far as syphilitic patients
are concerned.

WET-NURSING. (See pages 288 and 289.)

[Article 148] An infected wet-nurse will be

gratuitously treated in a venereal ward ; or, when
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ORGANISATION FOR TREATMENT.

(See pages 302 to 304.)

Home treatment is by means of practitioners paid

by the commune.

The staff of communal dispensaries for venereals is

appointed, after competition, under regulations made by
the Ministry for the Interior.

Venereal wards in general hospital wards are in

charge of specialists. Dernw-syphilitic clinics are in

charge of their directors.

Notification is compulsory only in cases of infection

arising from wet-nursing or among inmates of brothels.

Medical secrecy is observed in dispensaries and

wards for brothels.

As far as possible, a dispensary must be located in

a hospital, or in places that are but little frequented. It

must have a special entry and a waiting room, a room

for consultations, and a room for medical dressings.

Into this last, patients are admitted only one at a time.

The dispensaries are open daily, at different hours,

for men and women.

The doctors of municipal dispensaries must keep
statistical registers, recording the name, diagnosis, history,

and other necessary details.

This register must not be shown to unauthorised

persons.

A prescription for venereal patients given at a

dispensary must not bear any indication of its place

of origin, or of the name of the patient or of the diagnosis

or any other particulars relating to the patient, and the

doctor must not add to his signature anything but his

medical qualifications.- When medicines are provided

gratuitously for a necessitous patient, the prescription

will bear trie name of the patient, together with an office-

stamp and other requisite particulars, but must not in
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any way indicate tin- nature i the ailment. If the

prescription emanates from a charitable institution, it

must be in the same form as for other patients, without

>sing the diagnosis.

Prostitutes in venereal wards must be kept separate
from other women.

Women received into the hospital wards f<>r venereal

patients must not be publicly d< -ignated by their sur-

names, but by the number of the bed and by their

Christian names, or by a pseudonym.

OBJECT AND ABRIDGED DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM.

(See pages 310 and 311.)

Evidently it is the intention of the legislature that

the prophylaxis of venereal disease shall be provided for

by multiplying and in every way facilitating gratuitous
tn-atment every patient treated and cured being

regarded as another extinct centre of infection.

The communal doctors are required to treat venereal

patients gratuitously, on the same footing as all other

patients. Dispensaries for venereal patients are

ided by the communes, aided by grants from the

Wards for venereal patients in hospitals and

clinics for syphilitics are entirely supported by the State.

Every consideration must be >ho\vn for the suscep-
tibilitie^ and ciivum>tancr* of the patient. In order to

:ient at a dispensary or in a hospital ward,
not required t<- pro\ ,- that they are m<

Such proof \v>uld compel them to disclose their

identity, and patiei n^equently hold aloof.

prophylactic n-'ghne is absolutely distinct from
the police ; -.tution.

ipulsory notification would have caused patients
to avoid the doctors of the dispensaries and venereal
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wards and to resort to
"
quacks." Thus all the hopes

which the legislature has reposed in those institutions

would have been disappointed. (See page 313.)

Notification is required only in cases arising from

wet-nursing, which are under special supervision, and in

cases among prostitutes in brothels. (See page 314.)

[Side by side with this carefully-conceived plan for

securing to every sufferer facilities for treatment, with

total absence of compulsion or of publicity, there remains

a remnant of the Regulation system based on an entirely

different conception. Briefly it is as follows :

Houses of prostitution are recognised, and the

police keep a register of them. The keeper is under

certain obligations as to decency, public order, &c. He
is further required to have all the inmates examined

twice a week by a doctor of his own choice. If any of

them are found diseased they are sent to the hospitals ;

not to the ordinary ward, but to a special ward for

prostitutes. They may not re-enter the house of prosti-

tution until pronounced cured. Theoretically there is

no compulsion on the individual woman. She has com-

plete freedom to leave either the house or the hospital at

any time. The only condition is that if she is in a

registered house she must submit to examination and

treatment. If she refuses examination, it is presumed
that she is ill.

The houses entered on the register are :

(a) Those where two or more prostitutes live

together.

(b) The abode of a single prostitute if she has

previously transgressed the regulations, or if it is

proved that she has previously communicated a

venereal disease to another person.

No information or statistics are forthcoming as to

the working of this law.]
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STATIS'l :

Dispensaries and Venereal Wards*
The number of persons frequenting the dispens

shows that the.se institution^ continue to possess the

confidence of the public.

1901. 1911.

No. of patients treated . . . . 66,922 76,350
No. of patients treated in venereal

wards . . . . . . 1 1 ,000 18,000

1893. 1910.

No. of cases of venereal disease in

the Army per 1,000 men . . 84*3 5-7
No. of cases of syphilis in tin Army

per 1,000 men . . . . 12*5 io'2

Total .... -of

In 1870 "when no distinction was made bet

syphilis and venereal maladies
"

the total was 160 per

1,000 men.

1893. 1910.

No. of cases of venereal disease per

1,000 men . . . . . . 98 62*1

No.of cases of syphilis per I,ooo men 33 21 'i

Total .... 83-2

In iS;4 the total number of cases of venereal maladies

o men.

The data derived from tin- statistics of the Army
and Navy- and in view of th< thai the military
live tor the D .e value attaches

tistics an indubitable imp!
in the condition of the population, s

pp. 3oSaml 315.
*
pp. 306 and 316. +pp*$o7and 316. p. 317, last par.
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Mortality from Syphilis.*

The mortality from syphilis has, it must be admitted
been affected by progress in medical science and other

favourable conditions; but, after allowing for Ihem,
a notable diminution in the death-rate from syphilis
could not be expected if cases of infection were more
numerous now than formerly.

1902. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.
Deaths from syphilis

per million inhabi-

tants .. 71 50 46 50 53

1892. 1907. 1908. 1909. 1910.
Deaths from syphilis

in the chief centres

per 10,000 inhabi-

tants .. .. 2-10 1-55 1-38 1-25 1-39

Infantile mortality from Syphilis.^

Out of every 1,000 deaths from syphilis in Italy
at all ages, the deaths of children under five years of age
were in

1888. 1889. 1908. 1909. 1910.

772 770 558 562 577

Undoubtedly the diminution of the total death

rate from syphilis is largely due to the diminution of the

infantile death-rate, especially from congenital syphilis.

This confirms a belief in a progressive decrease of

disease among adults.

FlNANCE.J

Payments made by the State in regard to dispensaries
have increased from 9,000 in 1907-8 ton,ooo in 1911-12.

Payments made by the State for venereal wards
have increased from 12,000 in 1907-8 to 36,000 or

40,000 in 1911-12.

*p. 318. t pp. 305 and 319. i p. 315.
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APPENDIX II

NERVOUS SEQUELAE OF SYPHILIS IN
ROME.

By DOCTOR AUGUSTE GIANNELLI (Director of the Provin-

cial Asylum for Mental Diseases, S. Onofrio, Rom<

[SUMMARY.]

A. Maladies of the nervous system may be an index of the preva-
<>f syphilis in a count rv.

He distinguishes between two groups. The first includes gummata
and vascular troubles ;

it would be difficult to estimate the frequency of

these affections because many of tli :e not treated in ho
In the second group are the so-called inlitic troubles, viz.,

locomotor ataxy (tabes) and general par. the insane (par

progressive). Dr. Giannelli gives the reasons which lead an incn
number of observers to accept the view that these maladies never develop

\\here there has previously hern syphilitic im< ml he
sea the <]uestion whether it is reallv a different form of the disease

or whether it only depends on the constitution of the patient.

Among these maladies then- is only one as to whu h n !

if* obtainable, vi/., general paralysis of the insane, which is practically
- treated in public instituti-

A table is given, showing the statistics for the Province of Rome,
(when- all the mentally affrcte vlum of Santa
della C.intai, from i.ssi to KM i . i lumn giv< :; the

second, the total number : the third, the number of a<

sions i. urth. the population
of th' >u n by t;

This table shows that, i dar
mala-! :th osi illations) up to iMijy, and tl iien it

^ed both absolutely and rel. number of
yiews as to tl.'

syphilitic n

'

lujindo p. 1899
r voluntary treatment).

philis and
of these diseases ;alle.

Cases mean
s to be between 10 and
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C. The influence of early and persistent treatment of syphilis in

preventing the appearance of nervous sequelae cannot at present
be proved statistically. Experience shows that in most instances where
syphilis of the nervous system, locomotor ataxy or general parah
the insane have supervened, the early manifestations of the infection
were not severe and the treatment was consequently slight or irregular,
or if energetic it was not continued for a sufficient number of

As for latent syphilis, the existence of which can only be diagnosed
by new methods, there has hitherto been no specific treatment.

As regards latent syphilis, its diagnosis has only been possible since
the discovery of new methods. Naturally such cases have not (until the
last few years) received specific treatment.

A. Les maladies du systeme nerveux comme indice de

la marche de la syphilis dans un pays. II est de ne*cessite"

absolue, pour que 1'indice ait une valeur positive, de se

fonder seulement sur les maladies du systeme nerveux

chez lesquelles la syphilis ne joue pas le role de simple
facteur de predisposition, mais qui sont re*ellement les

consequences morbides de la syphilis et, partant, qui

pre"sentent toujours un caractere syphilitique.

Les maladies du systeme nerveux dans l'e*tiologie

desquelles entre en jeu 1'infection syphilitique se divisent

en deux grands groupes.

Dans le premier, le processus anatomique se presente
sous forme de ne*oplasie (gomme) ou d'une phlogose

hyperplasique, ou avec une participation dominante du

systeme vasculaire (arte"rite, phlebite). L'etendue de ce

groupe de maladies syphilitiques du systeme nerveux

au sens etroit du mot, ne pourra etre que dimcilement

etablie dans un lieu donne, parce que tous les malades

ne sont pas reus dans les hopitaux et parce que la

declaration de ces maladies n'est pas prescrite.

Au second groupe appartiennent les maladies que
Ton est convenu de reunir sous le nom de metasyphilis
ou parasyphilis, c'est-a-dire le tabes et la paralysie pro-

gressive, maladies a propos desquelles tout le monde n'est

pas d'accord a reconnaitre que la syphilis en est la

cause principale. Du moment ou les recherches de
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et d'Erb ont fait nssortir la ,^rande importance
dc 1'infection syphilitique dans les comm&noratii
maladcs atti-ints de tabs ou de paralysie p:

' !

noinbre des observateurs qui rcconnai^aicnt dan- I'll

tion sypliilitiqne le iactenr patho^einqnc lc pin- pin

.usditi-s maladies, est toujours allc en augment ant,

si bien que beaucoup d'entre eux ont accept c ['affirmation

qne 1'infection syphilitique constitute la <<nditi<>n

qua non du developpement ulterit-ur d< la parasyphilis.
vhiffres statist KJUCS cites par les divrr> il)>rrvat-ur>

mis en regard de la susdite opinion, varit-nt. pourlr i

^ j6% (Moczutkowski) a 93% (Foun pour In

paralysie ]>rn-i-, ssivede 11% a 94% (Regis). Li-> differences

dependent de la valeur que les divers observateurs accord-

cnt aux commemoratifs, lorsque fait dfaut la declaration

r\])li( -ite du malade d'avoir subi la contagion syphilitique.

On ajoutait encore la frequence moindre de la paraly>i-

progressive chez la femme, comme c'est 1< ca^ pour la

syphilis; la faible contribution apportV ,'i la par..

par le clerge et sa diffusion pln> Brandt- i)anni K-s oil:

et les artistes, et parmi les professions liberates, pnYiM-im-nt
comme il arrive pour la syphilis ; mini la ditfn>ion n'mar-

quable de la paralysie progressive chez les j)n>>titue^s

ou la syphilis ost aussi excessi\vmmt tiC(jiu-nte.*

On notait que dans lc champ anatomo-pathologiquej
simnltaiiement avec le processu> para>\ })hilitiquc, tic-

processus de nature c.\cln>]\ciucnt syphilitiqiu
1

ju'iivcnt

Be iltA'clojjpcr chezlememc >njct ct dans les mrnio -cntrcs

ncrvciix.

* L 'opinion .nlopt-<- EMU

Lubaer
!>1

. 1906) ddnionticnt r

tabds et <!

lr svpliil: -pin.il.- . t.in.hs .ju-
. l.int l.i :

^sort 6gal- :HT.
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La question des rapports entre Tinfection syphilitique
et la paralysie progressive a e*te* cependant mieux demon-
tre*e par la suite :

(A) Par le fait constate par Krafft Ebing que
1'inoculation de matire syphilitique chez les paraly-

tiques progressifs chez lesquels 1'anamne'sie et

1'examen objectif n'avaient pas re*ve*le* de syphilis,

reste sans effet ;

(B) Par les recherches dans le liquide ce*re*bro-

spinal et la de*couverte de la reaction de Wassermann,

qui ont comble* les lacunes des recherches anamnes-

tiques en de'montrant 1'existence de 1'infection syphili-

tique meme dans les cas de paralysie progressive
et de tabs ou ranamne*sie e*tait nulle ou

incertaine.

La de*couverte re*cente du spirochaete pale dans le

tissu nerveux meme chez les sujets decedes par paralysie

progressive (dans le cerveau) ou par tabe*s (dans la moelle

e*piniere) (Nogouki), la russite de 1'inoculation de la syphilis

au moyen d'injections d'e*mulsion de tissus nerveux d'indi-

vidus morts de paralysie progressive, indiquent que les

rapports entre la syphilis et la parasyphilis sont encore

plus intimes qu'on ne croyait. La paralysie progressive
et le tabes devraient etre consideres comme une spirillosc

du cerveau quant a la premiere et de la moelle piniere

quant au second et seraient non seulement d'origine mais

encore de nature syphilitique.

On ne peut accorder une grande valeur a 1'inefficacite

qui a e*te affirmee, du traitement specifique dans la para-

syphilis, parce que meme certaines formes de syphilis du

systeme nerveux et d'autres tissus ne ressentent que

peu ou point 1'action des preparations mercurielles et

iodiques.

Pour expliquer ce fait, on avait depuis longtemps

pense a Texistence possible d'une syphilis a
"
virus
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nerveux
"

hypothese qui correspondrait aiijourd'hui a

(die (! tonnes diverses de spirochaete. Y aurait-il une

re neurotropique ? et d-puis 1'ori^inc? ou bien

pendant son se*jour dans I'nnjanisme humain a-t-elle

suhi des modifications qui la font s'attaquer surtout au

system- iHTvenx ? Et s'il y a une espece neurotropique,
atteint-elle peu les muqueuses et la peau ? ]>

maniere -Vxpliquerait le fait que chez les sujets ou
ction primaire cutane*e et la secondaire sont le*gres,

i-disant parasyphilis est plus frequente ;
fait qui peut

>V\pliquer aussi en considerant que les sujets qui se

guerissent d'une affection primaire et d'une secondaire

l^gcres, sont relativement peu nombrcux.

Pour le moment nous ne pouvons rien dire de certain

sur ce point.

La declaration de toutes les maladies nerveuses

de'terminees par la syphilis n'otant pas obligatoin

n'est pas possible de prendre toutes ces maladies

comme indice de la diffusion de la syphilis dans une

region donnee.

Les malades atteints de syphilis des centres IHT\VUX

(gomme, me"ningite, arteYite) de meme que les tab^tiques
ne sont pas tous recus dans les hopitaux. Par centre, les

malades atteints de paralysie progi' ont presque

toujours internes dans les asilrs d'alii'iu'-s, dr sortc cju'il

est possible de s'enqu^rir dc la inarche de la paralysi--

progressive dans une region donnee lorsque tons !<> alien^s

e^ion sont ivcucillis dans MII im-im- hupital ou chacun
d'l-ux rst l''l)jet d'un i-xair.rn (-0111}

Cette fiKnirto a etc faitc pour la province de Rome (qui
cnvoie tius les alk'Urs Santa Maria della

Carita) de
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MARCHE DE LA PARALYSIE PROGRESSIVE DANS LA PROVINCE

DE ROME.

Annie. $S3tSi $SS$L "^SU* *
admis. admis. province.

gg g |
903,472 habitants d'apres le

\ recensement.

1882 360 38

1883 378 54

1884 431 62

1885 415 76
1886 471 69

1887 550 62

1888 496 54

1889 540 65

1890 480 59

1891 519 62

1892 550 50

1893 503 65

1894 598 81

1895 607 82

1896 591 106

1897 530 74

1898 640 93

1899 675 170

1900 685 61

IQOI 707 67 -f

l l&99 habitants d'aprte
/ u / u/ \ le recensement.

1902 690 70

1903 705 61

1904 705 85

1905 826 70

1906 796 70

1907 736 59

1908 696 58

1909 911 42

1910 815 43
TQTI 77^ AT / x 3O2>423 habitants d'apres le

//3 \ recensement.
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I >r IVxiunrii du tableau qui pnYrdr, [] <]iir,

la province dr Rome, lc nmnlMv de maJ

de paralvsir progressive, apres une :iuur ni -nta! inn qui,

MS, illations, va jusquVn l';u .;inue

rnsuitr non seulement en valrur ;il)s<lur.

ct hii-n plus, proportionnellemenl <
: i ! nmbre

plus irnuul drs ;idiui>sioiis tnt;ilr> d'a! la ]Mj)iil;itin

dc hi province, qui a progress!vemei it ;ni:jiu-nt(- dcpuis
1881.

Suivant les dccouvcrtcs Irs j)lus nVnitr^ cjui ont

mis rn relief toujours ])lus nrttrinriit la p;in-ntr uitime

qui rxistr rntrr 1'infrrtion sypliiliticjiir rt la j)ar;i'

;ve, le r^sultat obtenu pour la provm. e <! Kom,-

rst drs ]>lus satisfaisants ft pout nous aut" dire

que les mesures de defense contrr la propagation de

1'infection syphilitiqur nr sont pas restees sans eft'

II srrait interessant de rechercher le rapport qui
' t-ntre le nombre des paralytic jurs j'

; rlui

des ,i;ens atteints de syphili>. Mais cette enquete est

rxtrrinriiirnt difficile. Mettauschrk rt Pile/ >nt purtablir

(]iit
sur un nombre de looocasde syphilis rlnv. 1 s officiers,

la ]aralysir progressive se pre*sente avec unt frrcjuence

: t>j pour 100.*

B. A qilrllr pri UKLlll trst at inns ])rU\-rllt-rllcS

3 ]>ar rapport au de"but de 1 u initiale

dr la syphil-

is trnij)S fjui s'rrnulr rntrr 1'infrrtion syphiliti(jiu'

rt lr drbut dr la p.ir.ih ,tble ;

daii^ lc- ur la n uvi-nt rite's dc--

intervalle d- drux anS f. d'auti' :ntrrvall- dr

unr rrpt ndant ostilk nitrr

loot 13.111- i Junnisrt Arnd'

utrr I'.ution ilt- l.i .svjilnl.
i dc race <!
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C. Influence sur 1'apparition ou la non apparition
des susdites formes nerveuses suivant que la syphilis
initiale a e*te*, ou non, soignee re*gulierement et rapidement.

II est difficile de re"pondre a cette question par des

donne"es statistiques.

L'expeYience de*montre que presque toujours dans les

cas de syphilis du systeme nerveux et dans les cas de tabes

et de paralysie progressive, les manifestations initiates de

1'infection n'ont pas e"te" assez importantes et que le traite-

ment a e"te" peu intense et irre"gulier, ou que, s'il a e"te" assez

e"nergique, il n'a pas e"te" assez poursuivi et re'pe'te' pendant
un nombre d'anne'es suffisant. Naturellement dans les

cas de
"
syphilis latente," que seules les me"thodes r^centes

de diagnostic les plus perfectionne"es mettent en Evidence,

ie traitement sp6cifique n'a pas & fait.
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APPENDIX III

FEDERATION ABOLITIONNISTE I \TKK\ATIO\AU-:

ASSEMBLEE r.KXKRALK

THIKTY-MVIH ANNTAI. MKKTINC; HELD AT POK-T^MUI i H. <.\

THK AMI RNOON OF MONDXV. Jrxi 15 in.

'1 lie chair \vas oci upied bv M. i>i MI.IKON, Chairman
iii Administrative, who welcomed the members.

i.-tter was read from MRS. H. J. Wn SON, of Sheffield, on behalt

of her husband, the 1 'resident of the Hntish Branch. She wrote :

"
It is dittii ult to realize that a Cont< : -.tional

AlxilitH.mst I-"eleratinn is about to be held m Km;laii' .t my
husband and I v .innot have the pl<

our former fellow-workers, both from abroad and at In

I the Annual gather
Mr. Wilson's health, however, mak- go,

and I cannot leave him.
"\\'i- lir^t berame interesteil in the Abollti' \ in

when Mrs. 1 '.iiller was .mxious to addi -

and as no other local person could be found to i up.
Mr. Wilson did. He then '

put his hand to the plough.' and with
unswerving devotion .in-: .ntrv.

ami in the end

" H \\.t- one ol th- t I.i\-erpool
at tl:.

short tim lion. Seiretaiy wit flj the

Dg his ab-

I had the
]

tion in London ; if-mt u

streii,

: him

in
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MRS. JAMES STUART had also written to apologise for absence. She
added :

" No work done by my husband brought him greater happiness
than the work he did in connection with the Federation, and no friends
were dearer to him than those who worked side by side with him in this
Cause. He specially rejoiced in the International aspect of the Federa-
tion, and the vision it inspired of all peoples united in working (though
perhaps in different ways) for one goal."

The first business of the Assemblee was to offer homage to the

memory of the late President of the Federation the late Right Hon.
James Stuart, LL.D.

Addresses were delivered by
M. A. de Meuron (Geneva), President of the Administrative

Commission of the I.A.F.

Mr. G. W. Johnson, C.M.G. (London).

Frau K. Scheven (Dresden), President of the German Branch of

the I.A.F.

Madame Avril de Sainte Croix (Paris), Secretary of the French
Branch of the I.A.F.

Mr. Philip H. Wicksteed, M.A., member of the Committee of the
British Branch I.A.F.

(These addresses are printed in full, on pages i to 13.)

The following resolution was carried unanimously :

" That the Assembler Generate desires to express its deep sorrow
at the loss of its President, the Right Hon. James Stuart, who, in co-oper-
ation with Mrs. Josephine Butler, was largely instrumental in founding
the Federation, and who served it unceasingly, courageously, and
devotedly for nearly forty years in various capacities, in public and
private. To his enthusiasm, statesmanlike insight, and unfailing
interest it owes more than can be expressed."

The next business was the election of the new President of the
Federation. Frau Scheven, President of the German Branch, proposed
M. Yves Guyot, an ex-Cabinet Minister and President of the French
Branch, whom she described as a valiant fighter who suffered imprison-
ment for his abolitionist principles, and who has always faithfully
defended the cause of liberty and justice. The proposal was seconded

by Dr. Helen Wilson in the name of the British Branch and supported
by M. A. de Morsier in the name of the French and Swiss Branches.
The Administrative Commission having also signified its approval of

the nomination, M. Yves Guyot was unanimously elected President
of the Federation. As M. Guyot was unfortunately detained by illness

in Paris, the news of his election was sent him by wire.

A report of the work of the Administrative Commission for 1913,

together with a statement of accounts, was then presented (see page 341).

A proposal of the British Branch to modify Art. 13 of the Statutes,
which deals with the subscriptions of the National Branches to the
International Bureau, was deferred for further consideration.



ADJOURNED

The Assembl. '* < M'-m'-rale met again on t irsday,
istli. and passed the lollowini;

i Moved by Miss Emily Ford, on behalf 01

ociation (England). Second Mademoiselle Mock
(Holland).

" The Assemble Gent i n for

\bolition of State KV- ulation of Vice it

protest of its South Aim an Brain h. and ot other infhicnti.il

bodies in South Atrua. against thr ill-advised propo
In tin- Administrator of the Cape i

domrst: and < hildrt-n's nur^t-s to resist ration and forcible

I. Moved Avnl de ;ded by
I rauhin Buchner (Bava:

"
The Assemble'- of the I

Federation, meetinR at i ;s con-
the niei Women

for Queensland, and to Mr>. Harris in part:
t the sun ishment of

:iation in : 'niggle
and pledges itself to give them all possible moral support."

made to lertaken by Mr. .M

Gregoi d the !' Austr.ilia.

and : -itly to South Cape Pro\
him.

ii took : to the best means < ng the
n in i ouir it present no br
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REPORT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ABOLITIONIST FEDERATION

FOR THE YEAR

PRESENTED TO THE 39 ASSEMBLES GENERALE,

JUNE I5TH, 1914.

Summarized Translation.

THE chief event of the year was the Congress of I'.m.-v IK Id in

I iinc. 1913. It has shown real agreement with our principles on the

part of well-known and influential French savants. The Report of
tin-* Congress, thanks to the labours of M. Minod, will long remain
a mine of information. The addresses dealing particularly with

hygiene, have bun extracted and published as a separate pamphlet.
which is being circulated, especially in France.

A new edition of a propaganda pamphlet has also been iu.-,i.

The LIBRARY at Geneva has been enriched with a number of new
publications. As a repository of information on the subject . of

Abolition, and more generally on questions of prostitution,
morals, &c.. this Library is believed to be unique. The Commission
Administrative regrets that it is not sufficiently used ; to make u rnon-

readily available a complete catalogue is being prepared.

The Commission has kept in touch with the various National

Branches, though not so much as it would have desip-d It we!

the formation of the new South African Branch, of which Mrs. Solly
is the Hon. Sec. Propaganda has been undertaken in Belgium, in

Brazil, and in the Argentine Republic. The Italian Branch has he, n

reconstituted. The Commission has been in communication with the
Swedish Branch with a view to the translation of Dr. Johansson's
book, which is now almost complete. In Switzerland it has closely
followed the revision of the Federal Penal Code. With the British

Branch it has had frequent communication in regard to the present
Conference.

The Commission reminds the National Branches of its desire to
receive more frequent reports from them. This inter-communication
is an indispensable condition of progress.

The financial condition demands attention many contributions
are in arrear.

The Federation has been represented at a number of different

Congresses and Exhibitions. From the Exhibition of Social Hygiene
in Rome it received the Grand Prix for its exhibit of statistics.
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inti-ni.il Statutes
lied .1 ^00(1 (1- :

tin- partial retirement l M Minod trom '

Moil i amiot IOP.M t 111' -latitude \vlllili :

ition, to <uii \vlu has lor lout;. .ind uith sin h dc-.
1

In- mainspring ol tin- u i

tli.it M. Minoil will tor tin- hitun- In- .1 in* nib' r ot th- Coin

Then- li.ivr been in.iiu- 1 I tli. In '

Stuart. tin- red.Tation loeefl it- bead, and tin- Coinii! -Mt-ml,

.1 . In. t, .UK! ,i most v.ilin-il coiinsi-llor. Anotli- :

in-ntiin.-l is th;it -t 1'iot LottU I'.n-l.-l.
pi

fokio than
tin- n-cd nt '-Tilist in-^. in mir . atlM Of lilx i

d -ntlnisi.istir.

:oiu n.urowin^, our iH-ld ol .utioii \Vhilt-

Inyiillv ph-d^-il to work tor tli'- d rhaps
keenly tli. in in the p.i^t the r.ill to ronstru the

odious administrative K.-mihition must b

than merely liberty to do afl one ple.t liberty imph-
iionsibility. Ki-sponsihilitv is t: ,j an

upright, )>ure lile
;

it is the desire to repl.ue external toercion by
ision and by organisations .umin- at tin- m onstrnction of r.

It is therefore with joy that the Commission applauds the in

in which the programme of this < onference i Thr

insj)irin^ ioiH-e])tion ot th-- lintish l>ram h resji.mds i ompletdy to our
own roiun tions

;
may it find at Portsmouth a fruitful realization !

NATIONAL KKl'OKTS.

HNTED TO THE CONFERKNCK. JrXK

THE BRITISH EMPIRE,

,/ hy
Mk. IMC iv H \M\IO\D

ti\-it\- tl.'

\\hiih M deals 1: promincme within
the last t pointmcnt
in the autumn

the published
Minimal irs- it would a]>j)ear tl oil the

|

si-s or n -he rondition laid down that the
ii should return to the policy >i
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Meanwhile steps are being taken at many hospitals to provide
that efficient and accessible treatment for the early stages of venereal
disease which has been too much lacking in the past.

Several books intended to enlist public interest in the crusade

against these diseases and to educate men and women about them
have been issued. In none of them is there any suggestion of a return
to the Regulation system, which on the contrary is emphatically
condemned. Two books we would specially mention are The Social
Disease and How to Fight it, by Mrs. Creighton, and Prostitution in

Europe, by Mr. Abraham Flexner (published in New York).
The British Branch of the Federation has been very active in the

distribution of its literature. Advertisements in women's papers, m
medical papers and elsewhere, have brought many requests for literature

and some new members of the Branch.
The energies of the Committee have been largely occupied in

preparing for the present Conference.

INDIA.

In India, arrangements differing little from tin- old Regulation
are still in force in some Cantonments. But there are indu an
an awakening interest in moral questions generally. The Government
has introduced a Bill for the protection of young girls and has

considering its attitude towards the International Agreements against
Women. There is also a movement to provide in India

refuges for foreign women, and it is suggested that there should he a

National Committee against the Traffic. All this activity must

ultimately undermine what remains of the Regulation system.

QUEENSLAND.
In Queensland, one of the smaller Australian Colonies, the Go\ -i n

ment, after suspending the Contagious Diseases Act in 1911, have
re introduced some of its features under another name. Energetic
protests have been made.

CEYLON.
In another Colony, Ceylon, a very encouraging step ha- i>< n

taken. Ceylon is not, like Queensland, a self-governing Colony, but
is under the control of the Colonial Office in London. The segregated
area which was formerly permitted in Colombo has been closed as the
result of an agitation in Colombo itself during 1912. The authorities
who had at first prophesied all kinds of evil from this step \vould

appear now to be perfectly satisfied with the result.

GUERNSEY.
Nearer home, there is an interesting movement in Guernsey.

The Regulation system is there still in force, but has been vigorously
attacked of late and is now on its trial. We hope it will speedily be

swept away.

When Mrs. Josephine Butler commenced her magnificent move-
ment for morality she and her loyal supporters stood almost alone.

There are now in London thirteen Associations for the promotion of

Purity. The movement is spreading everywhere. It is inspired by
desire for the welfare of humanity, and it must prevail.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

Summary of the Report presented by MRS. SOLLY.

In only one of the four Provinces, namely the Cape, is the Co;

gious Diseases Act in force. Since the Union of South Africa in 1910,

repeated deputations have waited on Ministers, urging them to :

the Contagious Diseases Act and brin^ the Cape Province into line

with the rest of South Africa. In these deputat ive found
Ministers extremely ignorant of the modern aspect of the whole

question.
Early in 1913, a branch of the International Abolitionist Federation

was formed, with the Rev. Prof. Marais, of Stellenbose h, as Hon.
President, and Mrs. Solly as Hon. Secret

Later in the same year Mr. Maurice Gregory came out in response
to an invitation previously addressed to him. He addressed meetings
in the large towns, and had a number of interviews with private people
and with Ministers of State. His visit had great influence in edm
public opinion. Mr. Gregory found an excellent system working in

the Transvaal, where efficient treatment is freely accessible and the

doctors appear to have gained the confidence of white and coloured
alike ; instruction is being given broadcast as to continuous treatment,
the need for care and the danger of accidental contagion.

In December, 1913, a discussion on Regulation was held in the

Cape Town Branch of the British Medical Association, in which contra-

dictory opinions were expressed, but the speakers were unanimous in

desiring a higher age of consent for girls (at present it is only 14).
In January of this year the South African Council of Women,

affiliated with the International Council, met for the first tune and
passed unanimously a demand for repeal of the Contagious Diseases
Act and for what we have called the

"
Brussels programme," that is, the

recommendations made at the Brussels Conference in 1899 higher age
of consent, ample dispensary and hospital provision, suppression of

brothels and souteneurs, and spread of information. ThflM resolutions

have been widely circulated.

Health administration and other matters are still chaotic in South
Africa and the subjects concerned are under a variety of different

departments.
We expected a unifying Health Bill next year which could not

have ignored the success of voluntary treatment in the Transvaal, nor
the strong objections in the Cape Province to Regulation.

This spring an astounding proposal was made by the Administrator
of the Cape Province. He proposed to authorise Municipalities to

compel every female servant and nursemaid to be inspected and

registered (presumably for future inspection) under pretext of saving
children from being infected by their nurses. Vigorous protests were
made on all hands. A deputation waited on the Administrator, who
promised to drop the offending proposal. That such a suggestion
could have been seriously made shows the need for constant watchful-
ness and for educative work.

The experience of the Transvaal shows that compulsion is un-

necessary and harmful. Mrs. Howard Sprigg, who has an intimate

knowledge of the natives, said :

"
Natives will go any distance to

consult a doctor they like and trust. They will not consult one they
distrust or dislike, even if a policeman brings them to his door." which
shows that human nature is much the same whatever the colour of the
skin.
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FRANCE.

Summary of the Report presented by M. G. DE MORSIER.

It is forty years since Mrs. Josephine Butler came to Paris to

speak of the great movement to which she had devoted her life. In

1875, the first French Abolitionist group was organised. Progress has
been slow. Some people have thought the question unseemlv, and
others have defended vested interests. When public authorities an
once thoroughly committed to arbitrary methods of government
it is only by a very long and difficult path that they can be brought back
to just and rightful ways.

Our efforts have for the most part been directed to the enlightm-
ment of public opinion. We have striven to bring home to people's
minds the error of the double moral standard, and the crying injustice
of a system which imposes on women all the burden of men's immoralitv.
The Administration ha> made of the prostitute a creature apart from
human kind, lit only for contempt, and unworthy of the protection and
justice that are the heritage of the French people.

Our propaganda has been carried on by meetings, pamphlets, and
a periodical. The foundation, som- ^o, of the League against
tin- White Slave Trade strengthened our hands; it has moved the

public and banished apatl ;n dn al men have come to recognise
that Regulation has been injurious

rather than beneficial to public

hygiene. The Congress held in Paris in June. 1913, dispelled the last

remaining doubts and established the righteousness of Abolitionism,
whether regarded from the point of view of Law, of Hygiene, or of

Morality.
To sum up, no more opponents face us. All have quitted the

field. Their arguments for Regulation have failed them.

During the last two years we have gained new allies. The women
and young people have come forward.

At the French National Congress of Women held in 1913, a resolu-

tion was carried unanimously, on the motion of our own indefatigable
Secretary, Madame Avril de Sainte Croix, demanding the suppression
of all measures exceptionally directed against women in matters of

morality.
Another remarkable movement is the

"
Alliance Nouvelle " a

Society of young men and women who are students in literature,

science, and law. It has for its object the promotion of well-being,

morality and justice. These keen and young enthusiasts of the Quartier
Latin have asked us to help them to study the question of Abolition.

They have whole-heartedly given us their support, and have held

meetings, first for their own comrades and then for the public.
We have lost valued supporters. As our President, M. Yves

Guyot, said last year,
" We have had our disappointments and our

sorrows ;
but our 'labour has not been in vain ; the work of the Federa-

tion goes forward. We will hold high our banner and press forward
in the struggle for justice and truth."

GERMANY.

Summary of the Report presented by FRAU K. SCHEVEN.

Fifteen years have passed since we began our work in Germany.
If it were to be judged only by its outward results we should be obliged
to say that success there was none. But our work has not been in vain.

Many indications show that in the realm of thought great progress.



IMS IK-CM made, and that tin- foundations <>1 :

uslv shaken.
in oiiicial < m i<-s there

.ind strengthen the system l>\ intmd .

but in every instance tii.

thwarted, either by our own Abolition -^ or by s-

sympathy with us.

For years wehave vainly tried to induce the : "int

.1 Public Commission similar to tin- In-mh ;

Commission for the- stud\- ol the prostitution pr<
the German Socic-ty "I 1 'rophyl.i \i> has taken the initi..

1

a Coininission ot experts. UK hiding Abolition
idv by ;ui inquiry into the existing method

of prostitution, which differ j^reatlv in diitcrcnt towns. \\ e hope much
from an unprejudu ed study of the whole ]>roblcm.

Several prosecutions of police oltn ials lor bni
have shown the danger of police corruption, n from the

Regulation system.
Prof. Blaschko, who has succeeded Prof. Neisser as I'i

Society of Prophylaxis, is a decided ami -icmilatiomst .
and under Ins

guidance we hope to see the policy of the Society tending more towards
our views.

The German Committee against the White Slave !

round to Abolitionist convictions, and has pronounced boldly a:

the segregation policy.
The police are recognising more and more that not b\

not by punishment, not by supervision will this great e\ i but
that different measures must be employed, measures < i edu
and social care. All young girls are now withdrawn from the i hitch

of the police, and sent to reformatories, or put under the care ol pro-
bation officers. In 23 towns there are female poln e-assistants

work tends to guard and save the female youth from coming under

police control.
In my opinion the result of all these tendencies will be to make the

system gradually die out in Germany.
The German Branch has also sent petitions urging that the pending

revision of the Penal Code should include Abolition of Regulation,

raising of the age of protection to 16 years, and punishment ti
who employ procurers, as well as the procurers th-

Propaganda work is continually going on. chiefly 1

meetings and discussions for both sexes. The Women Movement is

with us, and its platforms are open to us. Indeed, our Aboh:
movement is almost entirely a women's movement : it is ^n-atlv

hampered for lack of support from men of wealth and mil nijlish

friends have understood this and lent u> their support in a most generous
and effective way.

Some of our Societies are doing practical work a> probation <>i:

in connection with Juvenile Courts In Berlin and S::

homes have been opened, while in Hamburg our branch is en.uaycd in a

struggle against the rebuilding of tin- segregated

BAVARIA.

Portions of the Report read by FRAULI

After twelve years of continuous Abolitionist work, the poh
Munich are beginning to regard Regulation as an institution that is

open to objection and that may be d: ith in the not very dl
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future. It is noteworthy that while many police officials of various

grades at Munich and elsewhere are convinced Regulationists, the last

three heads of our Morals-Police, and our Police President are ready to
welcome Abolition.

Meanwhile the opposition of the Medical profession, of other officials,

of the male population in general, and especially of the Press, is very
strong. There is, however, no compulsory registration. Girls who
voluntarily seek registration are pressingly urged to abandon their

trade, and assistance is offered to them if they are willing to return to an
fhonourable life.

At the instance of the Federation, supported by 34 other Asso-

ciations, a highly educated and devoted lady was in 1907 officially

appointed by the police for this work. For the last three years she has
been ably assisted by another like-minded lady.

When we suggested this appointment to the Home Office, we met
with a ready hearing, and we took advantage of the opportunity to

explain Abolitionism and also our conception of the duties and the
social position of a police-matron. Our suggestion (which was accepted)
was that the lady in question should in a helpful, motherly way, come
into touch with these girls, as with all the other women, and the boys
arrested by the policemen, but should have nothing to do with the

registration, medical examination, or punishment of prostitutes.
She was not to mitigate the evils of Regulation, but to save the girls
from it.

At the request of the Home Office we recommended the lady who
\\a> then appointed. The distrust at first felt towards a female official

soon changed to admiration and appreciation. I insist upon this

detail because I think the choice of a police-matron to be a very delicate
matter and such as may prove a great help or a great obstacle for

Abolitionist work.
I have no doubt that to the influence of these lady helpers we

chiefly owe the encouraging change in the attitude of the police towards

Regulation. Their work has turned a stream of light on the social

causes of prostitution and the evils of Regulation.
At Augsburg and Nuremberg too we now have police-matrons,

whose presence at least prevents compulsory inscription, though they
do not enjoy as much consideration as at Munich and are obliged to

inspect brothels.

The "
Abolitionist

"
has been regularly and gratuitously supplied

for the last eight years to the police authorities and the Home Office.

We believe in the old proverb : Continuous dropping wears away the
stone.

I have but very few helpers for public propaganda work, but

very many influential positions in the Children's Courts, and in Associa-
tions of workers for young people and orphans, are held by lady
Abolitionists, who have constantly endeavoured to expose the monstrous
character of every form of Regulation ; as a result of personal experience
the magistrates and other officials in the Juvenile Courts are now
opposed to Regulation.

It is peculiarly distressing to note that nearly all the male members
of the Bavarian Committee for combating the White Slave Traffic, and
of the new German League for the Protection and Rescue of Women,
are still obstinate Regulationists ; and that Women's Societies for

the most part incline to silence on the subject of Regulation, although
all their leaders, with very few exceptions, are Abolitionists.

The attitude of the medical profession is much worse. It is

conspicuous by lacking in respect for the human personality of woman
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and displays a deplorable indifference to the degradation of v.

and to injuries intlicted on tin- human ^ml Tin-' ijjhted
medical men see nothing but germs, look lor not lung but germs
woman's body weir inn-

are some few honourable exception^ and I hope and t may
be more.

HOI. LAM).

Summary of the Report read by MK. <- \ KM.

The question of venereal disease has lately been mud
especially owing to a regrettable inn-
One or two newspapers have proposed to deal with i

the Regulation system, but the suggestion has met with no support."
Regulation is a vanquished system in Holland."

This attitude is signalised in the recommendations of a (

partly medical and partly lay, whirh was appoi: v tin-

Central Board of the Netherlands Medical Association, and reported
in April, 1911. One of its conclusions unanimously adopted
that

" The old form of Regulation, and a:

amend it, should be rejected."
A result of that Commission was the founding, during the pr<

year, of a
"
National Society for the repression of Venereal

The President of this Society is Mr. A. de Graaf, Doctor of L.

well-known leader in the International Movement against the White
Slave Traffic and an out-spoken Abolitionist.

A much canvassed question in Holland at present is that of the
use of means for

"
personal prophylaxis

"
against venereal disease.

To most Abolitionists the provision of these appears indefensible.

The Abolitionist struggle in Holland, which lasted 40
has led to the present situation, where the State, the Church, tin-

physician, the law makers, and the local authorities have all begun
to realise their responsibilities.

On the other hand, we feel an increasing need to
"

\\

any theory which weakens the true feeling of personal responsibility,
and blames unfavourable circumstances for what is reallv due :

of self-respect and self-control, to lack of love and care for one's neigh-
bour."

In the Dutch East Indies a Government Hureau ha> been instituted

for the Repression of Traffic in Women, and i> at work under a

minded and active chief. Even in native centres there is a L;I

interest in the repression of the social evil : in one of the principal
cities of Java a native committee has been organised for

prostitution, which is a growing evil there,

rescue homes have been started in the Kust Ind

NORWAY.

Report by the Norwegian Association for th, ^n of M
to the Portsmouth Conference.

The Norwegian associations and the Central Hoard ha\

tinued to work on the same lines as in the p.. than 200 local

societies are now affiliated with the Nation :\ bounded
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in 1894 these societies being Morality Associations (e.g., in Christi.mi.i

and Bergen), Young Men and Women's Associations, and other associa-
tions of a kindred nature.

The Central Board sends out lecturers and, in company with the
Chnstiania Association for the Promotion of Morality issues a monthly
organ

"
Vaern

" and various booklets for distribution in the Young
People's Society, amongst recruits on service in the field, &c.

The Central Board has sought in various ways (e.g., by not
in railway carriages, by the establishment of inquiry bureau
for example the one at the Centenary Exhibition in Christiania) to give
assistance to young people on a visit to the city, or to young women
in search of employment, as regards lodgings or vacant situations.

Tin- (Vntral Board has also sent a number of applications to
various Government departments, e.g., regarding the irregularities
occasioned in some instances by the visits of foreign warships to

Norwegian harbours, the condition of the workmen's barracks on

railways, and other undertakings where women are employed as

servants, the cross-examination of children in cases of offences against
morality, cinemas, the Mormon propaganda, misuse <>t p,

.

hu ilitus for immoral purposes, and female and male sleeping accommo-
dation in the country districts.

Amongst other work undertaken we may mention : The camp
against the White Slave Traffic, indecent literature and post cards,
liarmtul popular customs, &c.

The Central Board also gives much attention to preventive
measun-.s : the substitution of doubtful amusements by healthy ones,

sport and gymnastics, the establishment of evening schools to pi

loafing and inculcate a love of work, meetings of mothers to consider
the question of the education of children and the conditions of home
life.

As is well known, the regulation of prostitution ceased in Christiania
in 1888, and the campaign against venereal diseases was entrusted to
the Board of Health. The system in vogue is mainly as follows :

Medical men notify each day to the Board of Health all cases
of venereal disease, without supplying the patient's name, but giving
the source of infection when possible. The patient is treated by his

private physician without interference on the part of the Board,
unless the medical man sends the patient to the hospital. The physician
is required to inform the patient of the character and infectious nature
of the disease.

Any person alleged to be a source of infection is summoned by the
Board of Health to undergo examination by the Medical Officer of the

Commission, and in the event of the person concerned not appearing
the assistance of the police is obtained in order to compel him or her
to appear. However, no person is bound to undergo examination on
account of mere suspicion, and therefore compulsory measures are

impossible. In 1911, 143 notifications of infection were investigated,
of which H2 were verified and 31 were without result. In connection
with these notifications 33 men and 80 women were examined, some by
the Board of Health and some privately ; only two men and three
women avoided examination.

In this connection it should be observed that in Clause 155 of

the Criminal Code of 1902, those who expose others to venereal disease

or conspire to the same are liable to punishment. This clause has not
resulted in any inconveniences, and as far as we can ascertain has not
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given rise 1" EalM DOtii i Ma. kn.

found that tin- A. t afie< tfl NOUMO tiOfk

of one year tin- order n-Milted in tin- examination of .1 ions|.l.

number <>t incii, and the women \\i-n- l>\ n<> Mute-
Of course it is not rasv to obtain I thus
the number <>t < oiivn t ions tor \eiiereal Oi < < uuparativelv
small. But senten. e ha-, been i both men and women.

In Christiania, all who de-m- i: :rom tin-

medical officers of the Board of Health amount whom i

woman. On the other hand, hospital a< < oiumodation is alv.

in the case of infectious diseases when reqm-ite to
j.i

but not when demanded simplv tor nursing purpose- In i<>n, 550
men and 181 women voluntarily notified tli-

Health.
These precautions have proved to be quite effe grow

more so as by degrees patients have become ao ;t the

Board of Health, not as enemies but as friend- 1 he ta. t that this

work is disconnected with the police ,md ^ tree from all regulation
and compulsion in the case of patient- i- in reality the o
of the Christiania system. It has not justified the

by certain members of the Federation that the system would
in preventive control of prostitution, by \vlrn h the old state of affairs

would be brought back. Much more is achieved by tin which
is greatly to be preferred to the old one of preventive i ontroli. in that

the patient is induced to seek the ph\si ian instead of avoiding him.
Certain features of the Christiania system need rectitving : we require
the introduction of the system in all other Norwegian towns.

It has been found that the curves for venereal diseases in Christiania

from the middle of the nineties have shown a tendency to fall, and
on the whole as compared with other towns are rather low (2 t>

1,000 of the population), and these curves follow times of financial

prosperity rather than hygienic or police regulations. Consequently
our medical men have more and more lost interest in preventive con-

trol, and the demands for its resuscitation ate less evident.

SWED1

Summary of Report.

The venerated foundress of the Federation, Mr>. fosephine Butler.
has written somewhere, that we, members of the Federation, must
not imagine that the holy principles of justice and sexual equality,
held and defended by the Federation. 14 row and remain only in its

own garden their seeds th far beyond bars and walls and thus take-

root and grow also in other grounds
These words have proved true in Sweden. Though the Fed-

is not increasing in numbers, its principles are making way all

the country and arc- gradually controlling public opinion.
In 1903 a Koval Commission was appointed to de ares

"
to meet the growing danger of inl- Bfl in a humaner

as well as a more effective manner." than is possible bv regulating

prostitution. The then President of the Branch. Mr. Hugo Tamm.
and its Secretary, Mr. Otto \Ve>terberg. were made members of the
Commission. Ail the other- ..dually all

were drawn towards the Abolitionist standpoint. ( )ne of them.
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Prof. Moller, has remarked that
" an excellent way of convincing a

Regulationist is to put him on a so-called Regulation Commission."
The Commission has reported against Regulation. Its recom-

mendations contain some suggestions which, in the opinion of two
members (Prof. Johansson and Mr. Westerberg), may easily lead
back to the Regulation system. For this reason these two have
dissented. The report and the dissent have aroused much discussion,
and the conspiracy of silence has been brought to an end.

So early as 1911, the Municipality of Stockholm passed a resolution

against Regulation, but no change has yet been made.
The Swedish Medical Society, which has hitherto been unanimously

Regulationist, is now divided on the question, and a growing minority,
amongst whom are the younger and more prominent specialists on
venereal diseases, have adopted Prof. Johansson's dissent and his

motion, which may be described as purely Abolition
The decision of the medical department of the Government has

not yet been made, and no Bill has yet been presented to the Riksdag.
Meanwhile the subject has been thoroughly discussed and a good

deal of literatim' i irculated about it. The Labour papers and other

newspapers occasionally contain notices and articles on the subject.

Anyone wishing to study the result of Regulation here in Sweden will

i ind a i rally valuable help in Prof. Johansson's book,
" The Regulation

in Stockholm." winch has now been translated into French and is thus
accessible to foreigners.

SWITZERLAND.

Summary of the Report 'presented by M. H. Mi NOD.

In Switzerland, Regulation has been abolished in Neuchatel,
Berne, and Zurich. It survives in Geneva only. That city in 1896

-sed by a two-thirds majority in a popular vote, its approval of

Regulation, and this vote (unique in the civilised world) has so far

proved an insuperable obstacle to reform.
About a year later Zurich gave an exactly contrary verdict by

an overwhelming majority.
Cantonal branches of the Federation have existed for a long time,

but the Swiss National Branch was not constituted till 1909. It was
seen to be necessary first in order to watch and guard against a move-
ment in favour of Medical Neo-Regulation, and, second, to secure the

wise framing of the Federal Penal Code, which is to be substituted for

the Cantonal laws.

In 1912 the Swiss Branch promoted a petition signed by 25
societies, representing 55,000 persons, urging that in the new code
the equal moral law for both sexes should be recognised, that the age
of protection for girls should be raised, that adequate provision should
be made for the protection and re-education of minor girls, and that
the Regulation system should be made impossible.

The TESSINESE BRANCH reports that the tolerated houses in

Lugano were closed in 1907 owing to its efforts ; though public opinion
in support of this measure has grown, yet constant watchfulness is

necessary to prevent reaction.

The BERNE BRANCH has been chiefly occupied in organising a
Home for Unmarried Mothers and their babies.
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UNITED STAT1

The report for the United States given by Mr. J. Bronson Reynolds?
appears as a footnote to his paper (see pa^es 89 to <>i).

THE FAR EAST.

In connection with the reading of the National
Maurice Gregory gave an account of his recent journeys on i

of the Federation to Japan, China, Australia and South Africa. The
following is a summary.

JAPAN.

In response to an invitation from Tokyo, tin- British Branch
arranged for him to visit Japan. He spent five months in that country,
1911-12. The head of the movement in Japan it Okuma,
who has since become Prime Minister. Mr. Gregory's welcome m
was held at his house. A remarkable feature of the present movi
is the enthusiasm of University professors and students in its support.

The immediate occasion of Mr. Gregory's vi^it was th< agitation
which arose after the burning down of the Yoslmvara. the enormous
district for segregated vice in Tokyo. A great movement arose to

prevent its rebuilding and the Japanese Abolitionist Committee
that help might be sent from England. The movement for the non-

rebuilding of the Yoshawara was unsuccessful, but the old processions,
and shows, and artistic accompaniments of this ancient quarter o:

have been abolished.
At Osaka, where also a segregated area was burnt out, Mr. Gregory

was able to take part in a great agitation which successfully protested
against rebuilding.

He held interesting meetings also at Kyoto, N ishi,

Shidzuoka, Mito, Nagasaki. He was unable to accept invitations from
several other towns.

Mr. Gregory testifies to the strong feeling and high character of

many of the Japanese whom he met, and to the advanced education
and intelligence of many of the doctors, a good many of whom are

pupils of Prof. Blaschko, and share his opposition to Regulation.

CHINA.

While in Japan, Mr. C.re^orv received an invitation to

Australia. On his way thither h- >i>nit a lew days in Chin.'.

Canton and Hong Kong he held two crowded meetings of young and
leading Chinese. The addresses, printed in Chinese, have been
circulated in official circles throughout South China.

During 1914, grants were made by the British Branch to a

Missionary who is labouring for Social Purity in China, and it is

encouraging to know that his efforts are meeting with a good response.

AUSTRALIA.

In Australia, Mr. Gregory spent three and a half months and visited

the six States.

QUEENSLAND is the most tropical and morally the slowest of tin

States of the Australian Commonwealth. Regulation has been in
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force there on a small scale ever since 1868. It was suspended in mi _,

and re-introduced under a new enactment last year. There is a brave
nucleus of workers against it. The effect of the women's movement
and vote shows itself very markedly in restraining the working of these
evil laws within very small limits, as well as profoundly modifying the

working of the Acts.

NEW SOUTH WALES. The same is true of legislation passed in

1906 in New South Wales in two Acts, which together are very similar
to Bruce's Bill, so very strenuously opposed in England by Mrs. Butler in

1872. The women's vote and influence greatly affect the administration
of objectionable legislation in Australasia. The Acts in question have
a very limited influence in consequence of this. None the less they
ought to be abolished. They are a menace to other parts of the British

Empire.
VICTORIA.

" Here the cause I represented," says Mr. Gregory,
"was honoured by the Government giving me first-class free p
over the railways, free public halls and official chairmen for meetings."
Great experiments have been made by the Government with the \V

inann blood test and Salvarsan, and have very largely failed from a

Government point of view.

Mr. Gregory also visited and had excellent meetings in Tasmania,
South Australia and Western Australia.

SOUTH AFRICA.

The principal facts are given in Mr> Solly's report. What remain^
is to add a few words about the invaluable system of free treatment
in the Transvaal, which is an object lesson, not only for all South
Africa, but for all the rest of the world.

At Rietfontein, eight miles from Johannesburg, there is a large
and pretty compound, with a number of buildings devoted to the

care of various classes of patients suffering from contagious or infectious

diseases, as well as a pleasant home for incurables. Several of the^c

buildings are set aside for venereal cases, in which whites English and
Dutch, men and women and coloured people or half-castes and pure
natives, are all treated in a free, skilled and kindly way. There is no

compulsion for the patients either to enter on treatment or to remain
under it. They come of their own accord, both men and women,
not only from all parts of the Transvaal, but from all parts of the Union,
and send their friends. The natives often walk hundreds of miles for

treatment. Each patient on leaving, if he or she is able to read English,
has a paper of instructions as to the nature of the malady and their

serious responsibility to avoid infecting others. If unable to read,
the matter is explained to them verbally in their own language. Thus
a great work of education is going forward in the very circles where it is

most needed, and advice given which is all the more readily listened to

because it is given by those who have been kind to the patient and in

whom he has confidence.
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